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Abstract

In this thesis a novel approach for maintenance of distributed structural
Case-based Reasoning (CBR) systems is presented. The so-called main-
tenance cockpit is an agent-based work-flow that considers dependencies
between knowledge items such as attributes, attribute values, and cases in
CBR systems. Using these dependencies, the maintenance cockpit gener-
ates a maintenance plan with the required maintenance actions. During this
thesis, dependencies and maintenance actions in the context of the novel
approach are introduced and defined, the concept for the agent-based work-
flow is described, and the roles and agents as well as the interaction and
communication between them are presented. In addition to the maintenance
cockpit another novel approach for knowledge acquisition from textual
sources is presented. The approach was developed during the OMAHA
research project. The resulting framework FEATURE-TAK (Framework
for Extraction, Analysis, and Transformation of UnstructeREd Textual
Aircraft Knowledge) acquires knowledge from free texts containing fault
descriptions in the aviation domain. These texts are analyzed, relevant
knowledge is extracted, transformed, and added to the knowledge con-
tainers of a structural CBR system. In this thesis, the basic idea and the
work-flow with the individual steps of FEATURE-TAK are described and
the cooperation with the maintenance cockpit is presented.
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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschreibt einen neuen Ansatz zur Wartung
von verteilten strukturellen fallbasierten Systemen. Das sogenannte
Wartungs-Cockpit ist ein agenten-basierter Prozess, der Abhängigkeiten
zwischen den einzelnen Wissenseinheiten (z.B. Attributen, Attributwerten
und Fällen) in fallbasierten Systemen berücksichtigt und mit deren Hilfe
einen Wartungsplan mit den notwendigen Wartungsaktionen aufstellt. In
dieser Dissertation werden die Abhängigkeiten und Wartungsaktionen im
Kontext des neuen Ansatzes eingeführt und definiert. Außerdem werden
der agenten-basierten Prozess beschrieben und die notwendigen Rollen
und Agenten sowie deren Interaktion und Kommunikation vorgestellt.
Zusätzlich zu dem neuen Wartungskonzept wird ein weiterer neuer Ansatz
zur Wissensakquisition vorgestellt. Dieser Ansatz wurde im Kontext der
Forschungsprojekts OMAHA entwickelt. Das resultierende Framework
FEATURE-TAK (Framework for Extraction, Analysis, and Transformation
of UnstructeREd Textual Aircraft Knowledge) extrahiert Wissen aus Fre-
itexten mit Fehlerbeschreibungen aus der Luftfahrt. Diese Texte werden
analysiert, relevantes Wissen extrahiert und transformiert und anschließend
den Wissenscontainern struktureller fallbasierter Systeme hinzugefügt. Im
Laufe dieser Dissertation werden die Idee der Frameworks und der Ablauf
mit den individuellen Schritten beschrieben und die Zusammenarbeit zwis-
chen dem Wartungs-Cockpit und FEATURE-TAK dargelegt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

1.1. Problem description and hypotheses

Many knowledge-based systems have been developed in the last years
and their goal is to solve more and more complex problems. While the
complexity of the problem grows, the amount of the required knowledge
to solve the problem grows also. Systems that require a high amount of
knowledge are called knowledge-intensive systems. This knowledge is
usually distributed among several knowledge bases, for example data bases,
rule bases, models, or case bases. There are many reasons for this dis-
tribution of knowledge: different formats, scalability, retrieval efficiency,
and maintenance effort. The maintenance effort is the most interesting
reason for this work. Smaller knowledge bases are much easier to main-
tain than large knowledge bases. Especially for systems including several
Case-based Reasoning (CBR) systems, distributing the knowledge over
several small CBR systems rather than using one large CBR system, has a
great benefit concerning modeling effort and maintainability. The distribu-
tion can be organized by different criteria, for example content-based by
sub-domains or location-based by distributed physical computers. While
the individual CBR systems may be independent from one another and
therefore modeling and maintenance can be done for each CBR system
separately, there also may be dependencies between the knowledge of the
different systems. Two CBR systems addressing sub-domains like regions
and medications may be independent. One system could contain infor-
mation about regions like name, capital, and population, while the other
system contains information about a medicament’s name, the application
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

rate, and the side effects. The modeled and stored information have no
dependencies and could be treated separately. But it could also be modeled
that a certain medicament is not available in specific regions. Therefore,
the cases for a medicament contain the name of regions and a dependency
between these knowledge items exist. If now the spelling of a region’s
name in the first CBR system would be changed, but not in the second
CBR system, an inconsistency between the respective knowledge items
in these two CBR systems would occur. To avoid such inconsistencies
during maintenance, possible dependencies have to be identified, modeled
and considered when maintaining the knowledge in distributed CBR sys-
tems. Figure 1.1 illustrates the mentioned example without (a) and with
(b) dependencies.

Figure 1.1. Example for a dependency between cases in different CBR systems.

Maintaining several distributed CBR systems can be challenging even
without dependencies, because several maintenance actions for each CBR
system may be necessary in a maintenance process. Considering depen-
dencies to derive additional maintenance actions from a set of given main-
tenance actions, may lead to a huge set of maintenance actions that should
be performed. An overview of this multiple maintenance actions for the
different CBR systems, their dependencies, and the order in which the
actions should be performed is required to control the global maintenance
of a multi-agent system (MAS) with distributed CBR systems. Therefore,
a maintenance cockpit for the knowledge engineer would be helpful to
support him by determining how the overall MAS should be maintained.
These thoughts and ideas lead to the main hypotheses for this Ph.D. thesis:
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1.1. Problem description and hypotheses

1. Hypothesis 1: For a global and controllable maintenance approach
of distributed CBR systems, dependencies between the knowledge
items of these CBR systems can be identified and considered during
maintenance.

2. Hypothesis 2: Using the dependencies for maintaining distributed
CBR system leads to a better maintenance than maintaining the
CBR system individually in terms of avoiding inconsistencies.

3. Hypothesis 3: A methodology can be formulated to design and
implement a maintenance cockpit and apply it to existing and new
multi-agent systems with distributed CBR system.

Based on these hypotheses, the thesis has several research goals. The
high-level goals are called major goals and can consist of several minor
goals, which also may consist of several tasks, that are required to solve a
goal. There are four major goals for this thesis:

1. G1: Define and model dependencies and maintenance actions for
distributed CBR systems.

2. G2: Develop a maintenance cockpit for distributed CBR systems
that considers the dependencies.

3. G3: Evaluate the feasibility of the maintenance cockpit approach
4. G4: Develop a methodology for the integrated maintenance ap-

proach with tasks for designing and implementing a multi-agent
system for the maintenance cockpit approach.

The first major goal (G1) aims at the definition of the dependencies
between the knowledge containers of CBR systems. Therefore, as a minor
goal a formal definition of dependencies in the context of CBR systems
is required and an approach to model these dependencies for the use in a
multi-agent system with several CBR systems. In addition, as a second
minor goal the available maintenance actions and their relation to the de-
pendencies has to be defined. The second major goal (G2) contains several
minor goals. One minor goal is the adaptation and extension of the Case
Factory(CF) idea [AHS06] for the use in the maintenance cockpit approach.
Another minor goal is to develop a high-level organization for managing
and coordinating the maintenance with the individual Case Factories of
each CBR system and the overall knowledge maintenance. Additional mi-
nor goals are the development of a mechanism to generate a maintenance
plan and a concept of explanations for the suggested maintenance goals.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The last minor goal for the second major goal is the implementation of the
integrated maintenance approach. The third major goal (G3) is to prove
the feasibility of the maintenance approach. Therefore, the implemented
maintenance approach will be evaluated in two different domains, the travel
medicine and the aviation domain. For the last major goal (G4,) the steps
for the design and implementation of the maintenance cockpit have to be
defined and organized in a systematic way with their relations to each other.
This methodology will help to consider the maintenance approach during
the design of a MAS with CBR systems and to apply the maintenance
cockpit approach to existing CBR systems.

1.2. Scope of this thesis

The term distributed CBR system contains a broad range of possible types
of CBR systems, each with its own challenges for knowledge modeling
and maintenance. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to cover all variants
of CBR systems and therefore the scope is narrowed to structured CBR
systems and their knowledge containers as defined by Richter [Ric98]. In
the following, the term CBR system represents a structured CBR system.

1.2.1. Contributions

The contributions listed here have been newly developed in the scope of this
Ph.D. thesis and all go beyond the current state of the art. To clarify who
invented these contributions first several parts have already been published
at peer-reviewed scientific events or peer-reviewed scientific media.

• Definition of dependencies between knowledge items in dis-
tributed CBR systems:
The definition of the dependencies and the knowledge level hierar-
chy to link the dependencies to the knowledge in a CBR system are
another important contribution. The maintenance cockpit approach
can work without dependencies and maintain the individual CBR
systems separately, but with the dependencies it generates a higher
benefit.
• Concept and architecture for a maintenance cockpit for dis-

tributed CBR systems:
The concept and the architecture for the extended Case Factory and
Case Factory Organizations (CFO) are one of the main contributions

4



1.3. STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

of this thesis. It contains models for the roles, agents, services, and
communication lanes in the MAS of the CF and CFO as well as a
workflow definition for the maintenance cockpit.
• Concept and architecture for the framework FEATURE-TAK:

The third main contribution is the concept and architecture for the
framework FEATURE-TAK that was developed to extract knowl-
edge from textual data and transform this knowledge for the use
in structural CBR systems. In combination with the maintenance
cockpit it can be used to build and maintain CBR systems.
• Integration of the extended Case Factories, Case Factory Orga-

nizations, and FEATURE-TAK into the SEASALT architecture:
The developed maintenance cockpit and the framework FEATURE-
TAK are integrated into the SEASALT architecture [Bac07][RBA11]
[Bac13], to be used with any MAS based on SEASALT instantia-
tions. It is described how they are connected with the components
of the architecture.
• Methodology for design and implementation of the maintenance

cockpit:
To apply the maintenance cockpit approach to existing or newly
created MAS, a systematic methodology is provided with several
steps for the design and implementation process. This methodology
is based on the concepts and architecture developed in this thesis. In
addition, an integration in existing methodologies for building CBR
systems is proposed.
• Prototypical implementation of the maintenance cockpit and the

framework FEATURE-TAK:
The maintenance cockpit and the framework FEATURE-TAK are
implemented in a prototypical way to evaluate the concepts and archi-
tectures of the different MAS as well as their combination with each
other. In addition, the open source tool myCBR [BSARB14][SR08]
has been extended with several functions to be used with the mainte-
nance cockpit approach.

1.3. Structure of this thesis

This thesis is structured into several chapters dealing with the main con-
tributions of this work and the required context. Chapter 2 contains the
theoretical foundations for this work, which include Case-based Reason-
ing, software agents and multi-agent systems as core technologies for this

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

thesis. For the design of the MAS for the maintenance cockpit the GAIA
methodology is used and therefore is described in the foundations, too.
Because the used applications are based on the SEASALT architecture and
the maintenance cockpit is integrated into it, the basics of the architecture
are described.

The main focus of the thesis is knowledge maintenance and the basics
of it and especially maintenance of CBR systems are described. One aspect
of the maintenance cockpit is the explanation for maintenance actions and
therefore the basics of explanations can be found in this section. The last
foundation for this thesis is natural language processing (NLP) that is used
in the framework FEATURE-TAK.

Chapter 3 takes a look on related work and the state-of-the-art on
knowledge maintenance in CBR systems and the combination of CBR and
NLP and compares it with the work done in this thesis.

Chapter 4 presents the main contribution of this thesis. It describes
in detail the definition and modeling of dependencies between the knowl-
edge containers of distributed CBR systems and gives an overview of the
available maintenance actions in the maintenance cockpit approach. It also
describes in detail the concept for the extended Case Factory (CF) and the
Case Factory Organization (CFO), which are used to coordinate the mainte-
nance for the individual CBR systems and the overall system. The aspects
of monitoring and evaluation of the knowledge containers, the work-flow
within the maintenance cockpit, and the generation of maintenance plans
as well as the explanations for maintenance actions are considered in the
corresponding subsections.

Chapter 5 describes the idea and architecture of FEATURE-TAK, a
framework that is used maintain the knowledge in the CBR systems based
on textual data and its integration into the maintenance cockpit. In addi-
tion, a new approach for taxonomy splitting and merging to reduce the
maintenance effort for taxonomies is presented.

Chapter 6 takes a look on the steps of the methodology to design and
implement the CFs and CFOs of the maintenance cockpit. The individual
tasks are described and connected to each other. In addition, an integration
of the new steps into the existing methodology for designing CBR systems
is discussed.
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1.3. Structure of this thesis

Chapter 7 contains a description of the prototypical implementation of
the maintenance cockpit. This includes a view on the application domains
travel medicine and fault diagnosis in aviation as well as an overview of
the used technologies. The additions to the tool myCBR are described
and the implementation of the MAS for the CFs and CFOs as well as the
framework FEATURE-TAK.

Chapter 8 describes the evaluation of the prototypical implementation in
both application domains and compares the results. In addition, a separate
evaluation for the framework FEATURE-TAK has been carried out in the
aviation domain.

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis. It gives a summary of the work, de-
scribes open issues and future work based on the results of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical foundations

This chapter contains the required theoretical basics of methods and tech-
nologies used during the research, conceptualization, and system realiza-
tion in this thesis. In Section 2.1 the foundations of CBR are described,
followed by software agents and multi-agent systems in Section 2.2. The
GAIA methodology for the design of multi-agent systems is described in
Section 2.3 and the SEASALT architecture in Section 2.4. In addition,
the foundations of knowledge maintenance (Section 2.5), explanations
(Section 2.6), and natural language processing (Section 2.7) are described.

2.1. Case-Based Reasoning

CBR is a paradigm of artificial intelligence and a problem solving approach
that uses experience from past problems and situations to find solution
suggestions for new problems. The key idea of CBR is that similar prob-
lems have similar solutions and is based on the Dynamic Memory theory
developed by Roger Schank [Sch99]. Therefore, the solution of a problem
similar to a new problem can be used and adapted to solve the new problem.
CBR is used within a single domain and not across domains. Experience
knowledge is stored in cases, that are compared to other cases to find the
most similar ones. A case consists in minimal of a description of a real
occurred problem and the associated solution. In addition, a case may con-
tain a justification of the solution, adaptation steps, alternative solutions,
the solution process, and quality information [Kol93]. In the following
sections, the main aspects of CBR Systems like the knowledge containers
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used in CBR, the predominant CBR process model, and the different CBR
approaches are described in more detail.

2.1.1. Knowledge containers

The knowledge in a CBR system is stored into so-called knowledge con-
tainers. These containers were defined by Michael Richter in 1997 and
distribute the knowledge over four containers: vocabulary, similarity mea-
sures, case base, and adaptation knowledge. Theoretically, all knowledge
of a CBR system can be stored in one of the knowledge containers. For
example, if every possible problem of a domain can be stored as a case
in the case base no additional knowledge in the other three containers is
required. Practically, it would be nearly impossible to acquire a description
of every possible problem and therefore the knowledge in CBR systems
is distributed over all four knowledge containers. How the knowledge is
distributed over the containers may change during the development and
use of a CBR system. Figure 2.1 shows the knowledge containers of a
CBR system. The knowledge in a CBR system is stored into so-called
knowledge containers. These containers were defined by Michael Richter
in 1997 and distribute the knowledge over four containers: vocabulary,
similarity measures, case base, and adaptation knowledge. Theoretically,
all knowledge of a CBR system can be stored in one of the knowledge
containers. For example, if every possible problem of a domain can be
stored as a case in the case base no additional knowledge in the other
three containers is required. Practically, it would be nearly impossible to
acquire a description of every possible problem and therefore the knowl-
edge in CBR systems is distributed over all four knowledge containers.
How the knowledge is distributed over the containers may change during
the development and use of a CBR system. Figure shows the knowledge
containers of a CBR system. The vocabulary contains the definition of all
terms, relations and structures used the in the CBR system, it defines the
"‘language"’ that is spoken in a CBR system to have a common knowledge
representation. The similarity measures are used to compute the utility
of a case for the solution of a given problem. The similarity can only be
an approximation of the utility, because utility is an a-posteriori criterion
and can only be determined after application of the solution to the given
problem. Similarity has to be computed before a solution can be evaluated
and therefore is an a-priori criterion. The quality of the similarity measures
depends highly on the precision of the utility approximation. In the case
base a finite number of cases is stored. All cases are based on real occurred
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Figure 2.1. Knowledge containers of a CBR system according to Richter [Ric03]

problems in the past. The adaptation knowledge defines how a solution of
a similar case can be adapted to fit to a newly given problem. Mostly, this
knowledge is represented as rules, but there are also case-based adaptation
approaches.[Ric03]

2.1.2. CBR approaches

Three different approaches are distinguished in CBR: textual CBR, struc-
tural CBR, and dialogue-oriented CBR. These approaches have different
case structures, knowledge representations and similarity computations.

Textual CBR When using textual CBR the experience is stored in
unstructured textual documents and a case consists of one ore more doc-
uments. The different number and size of the documents that represent
the cases causes several problems for similarity computation. Therefore,
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques are used in textual CBR systems,
to analyze the documents and identify so-called Information Entities (IE).
A set of IEs is used to represent a case and allow similarity computations
between cases by computation of similarity between the single IEs. Textual
CBR can be applied in domains where knowledge is stored in so-called
FAQ documents (frequently asked questions). These documents can be di-
rectly used as cases or information entities can be extracted from them (see
Section 5). The effort for information reuse, case creation, and case main-
tenance is comparatively small, but initial knowledge modeling, retrieval
maintenance, and quality assurance causes very high effort.[Len99]
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Structural CBR This approach uses attribute-value pairs to represent
the case structure. The required knowledge is modeled within attributes
that can have one or multiple values. An attribute consists of a description
A and a value range dom(A). Attributes can have various data types based
on the nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio scale. A case in structural CBR
can be represented as an attribute-value vector:

A = (a1, ..., an), with ai ∈ dom(Ai), i = 1...n

This approach has the advantage of less effort for retrieval maintenance,
quality assurance, fine tuning, and case creation. Information reuse causes
moderate effort. As a drawback the high effort for initial knowledge
modeling should be considered.[Pfu03]

Dialogue-oriented CBR This approach uses a dialogue between the
user and the CBR system to find the most similar cases to a given problem.
The user can describe a problem in form of a free text. Based on the
content of the problem description the system shows a set of questions to
the users. While the user is answering these questions, the CBR system
tries to identify the most relevant cases based on the users answers. The
cases are ranked by similarity. This type of CBR system requires an expert
modeled case base. Cases consist of a problem description Cp and a
solution description Cs. The problem description Cp consists of two parts:
a natural language description Cd and a problem specification Cqa. The
problem specification is a set of questions with associated answers and is
individual for each case. The solution is composed from various actions
Ca that lead to the desired result. A case in dialogue-oriented CBR can
formally represented as follows:

Cp = Cd + Cqa

Cs = Ca1, Ca2, ..., Can

Compared to the other two approaches, the initial knowledge modeling
effort is small, but the effort for information reuse, case creation, retrieval
maintenance, and quality assurance is high.[ABMA01]
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2.1.3. CBR cycle

The predominant CBR process model was developed by Aamodt and Plaza
in 1994 and defined as a cycle. Figure 2.2 shows the CBR cycle, which
is also called the "‘4R"’ cycle. It consists of four steps: Retrieve, Reuse,
Revise, Retain. These steps are performed in the given order and can be
repeated unlimited times.[AP94]

Figure 2.2. The CBR cycle by Aamodt and Plaza [AP94]

In the first step of the CBR cycle (Retain) a newly given problem is
transformed into the defined case representation and then compared to
the cases in the case base to find the most similar cases. There exist
several algorithms to find similar cases in a CBR system, for example
Nearest Neighbor algorithms, kd trees, case retrieval nets, and fish and
shrink. The similarity computation depends on the type of CBR system
(dialog-oriented, textual, or structural). For structural CBR systems exist
two types of similarities: local and global. The local similarities are
computed between individual values of the same attribute in a given query
and the existing cases. The global similarity is computed on case level
and uses the local similarities. As a global similarity function a weighted
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sum, the Euclidean distance, the minimum, or the maximum of the local
similarities can be used. The similarity is usually normalized on a value
within the interval [0,1] to avoid negative similarity values and to determine
a minimum and a maximum similarity.

The second step is the Reuse step. This step uses the solutions of the
found most similar cases to find a solution for the new problem. The
simplest approach is to copy a solution from an existing case to the new
problem without any adaptation. But this is not appropriate in most situa-
tions. To adapt a solution two approaches can be used: transformational
reuse and derivational reuse. The transformational reuse adapts a found
solution to the new problem by using adaptation rules, adaptation opera-
tors or case-based adaptation. The derivational reuse approach takes the
problem solving process into account not the solution itself. This process
is adapted to fit the new problem and a new solution is generated based on
the adapted problem solving process. In the third step (Revise) the adapted
or generated solution is evaluated and eventually revised. The solution
is evaluated concerning quality, applicability, and plausibility. Three ap-
proaches may be used to evaluate a solution: evaluate by teacher, evaluate
by simulation, or evaluate in real world. If the solution does not fit the
given problem it may be repaired. The last step of the CBR cycle is the
Retain step. This step enables learning of cases, similarity measures, and
adaptation knowledge in a CBR system.[AP94]

2.2. Agents and multi-agent systems

This section provides the basics on software agents and MAS. The prop-
erties of software agents and the different architectures are presented as
well as the idea of multi-agent systems and the challenges in the develop-
ment process of a MAS. At the end, a specific methodology for designing
software agents, their roles, and interactions called GAIA is described
[ZJW03]. This GAIA methodology is used in this thesis to describe the
software agents in the maintenance cockpit and the resulting MAS.

2.2.1. Software agents

Several slightly different definitions exist for software agents. Russel and
Norvig define an agent as a computer system that is capable of observing
his environment with the help of sensors and reacting on his observations
with effectors. This reaction is autonomous and rational [RN95]. Another
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definition is from Bodendorf. He describes software agents as applica-
tions that perform autonomously limited tasks, which otherwise had to be
performed by humans [Bod03].

According to Wooldridge, there is no acknowledged definition of soft-
ware agents. The only property of an agent that is mentioned by all
definitions is autonomy. Wooldrige himself defines a software agent as a
computer system that can be found in a specific environment and is able
to perform actions in this environment autonomously to reach the agents
goals [Woo02]. During the following sections of this thesis, the definition
from Wooldridge is used, because the perspective of MAS and the used
GAIA methodology is based on this definition.

A software agent can have several properties, but not every agent has
all of these properties. Autonomy is the most important property of an
agent. A software agent has to be able to act independent from an user.
This means, an agent has to be able to decide on its own, if and when he
performs a specific action. Reactivity, pro-activity, and social behaviour
are additional important properties of an agent. A reactive agent observes
his environment and reacts on changes in this environment. He is not
capable of performing actions without changes in the environment. A
pro-active agent is capable of performing actions without any change in his
environment. He tries to reach his goals on his own initiative. The balance
between reactive and pro-active behaviour of an agent is a challenge when
developing software agents. Social behaviour is important for software
agents to be able to communicate and interact with other software agents
in his environment to achieve common goals. Therefor, a social agent
requires knowledge about other agents and their skills.[Woo02]

In addition to the named primary properties, an agent can also have
secondary properties: mobility, truthfulness, benevolence, rationality, and
learning ability. A mobile agent is able to move inside a network from one
computer to another computer and solve tasks in different environments.
Truthfulness means that an agent never gives knowingly false information
to another agent. Knowingly means here that an agent believes the infor-
mation is true. Benevolent agents try to reach their own goals and will
never prevent himself or other agents from achieving the goals. A rational
software agent will perform actions to reach his goals in an efficient way
and will never perform actions to prevent himself from solving a task or
reaching his goals. The learning ability of an agent may increase his effec-
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tiveness for solving tasks and he will be able to recognize bad decisions
and avoid these decisions in the future.[Woo02]

Software agents are deployed within environments that have specific
characteristics. Environments can be distinguished based on five character-
istics: accessible, deterministic, static, episodic, and discrete. Within an
accessible environment, an agent has always access to complete, precise,
and up to date information about the environment and everything within
it. On the counterpart, an environment becomes more and more inacces-
sible, the fewer information an agent gets. A deterministic environment
guarantees a specific reaction to every action of an agent. A static envi-
ronment remains unchanged until an agent acts within this environment,
while a dynamic environment can be changed by other sources than the
agents themselves. In an episodic environment an agent gets only infor-
mation about the current time episode. He has no knowledge about other
episodes from the past and he does not know the consequences of his
actions for future episodes. At least, in a discrete environment exists a
finite number of actions and states, while in a continuous environment new
actions and states may appear. A board game like chess is an example
of an accessible, static, and discrete environment and might be near an
optimal agent environment. In contrast, the real world is not determinis-
tic, inaccessible, dynamic, continuous, and not episodic. Therefore, the
real world is the counterpart of an optimal agent environment and the use
of agents in environments with a complexity near the real world is very
challenging.[Woo02]

2.2.2. Agent architectures

Wooldridge describes three different types of agent architectures in his
publications. An architecture is a methodology, that describes the structure
of agents within this specific architecture, the modules of an agent and
the communication between these modules. The three architectures are
described in the following.

Symbolic/logical architecture The foundation of this type of archi-
tecture is a explicit, symbolic model of the world. Agents make their
decisions by symbolic or logical reasoning. Agents use a set of rules and
actions to determine their decisions. The are two challenges using this type
of architecture, the transformation problem and the reasoning problem.
The transformation problem deals with the questions how to transform the
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real world use case into a precise and adequate symbolic model for the
agents. The reasoning problem deals with the question how an agent can
use the symbolic information of the real world use case to perform a useful
reasoning according to a given use case. Wooldridge describes two types of
agents based on this architecture: deductive reasoning agents and practical
reasoning agents. Deductive reasoning agents use a set of defined rules to
derive their decisions and they never challenge their decisions. Practical
reasoning agents also uses rules to derive decisions, but these agents check
their decisions periodically. Thus, these agents are able to realize when a
goal can not be achieved any more or a decision may be a bad decision to
a certain point of time.[Woo02]

Reactive architecture Agents based on this type of architecture only
react on changes in the environment. They do not have a model of the
environment and react on information from sensors. The reactive architec-
ture is based on a layered model. Each layer is responsible for a specific
behaviour of an agent. Advantages of this architecture are a short reaction
time to environment changes, the simple structure, and the robustness
against failures. There are also several disadvantages. An agent has only
incomplete information about the environment and therefore the decisions
of an reactive agent may be suboptimal. It is also not capable of learning
from his decisions and can never improve his behaviour. At least, the
design and implementation of reactive agents with more than ten layers
is a great challenge, because the interaction between the individual layers
become more and more complex with every additional layer.[Woo02]

Hybrid architecture A hybrid architecture combines reactive and
proactive approaches of agent design. Agents based on a hybrid architec-
ture contain a reactive and a proactive sub-module. The reactive module is
responsible for quick responses to environment changes, while the proac-
tive module helps the agent derive decisions based on a symbolic model
of the environment. The proactive module enables the agent to plan his
actions. A behaviour derived from the reactive module usually has a higher
priority than a behaviour from the proactive module. This type of archi-
tecture is also based on a layered model, which contains both modules of
an agent. The layered model can have vertical layers or horizontal layers.
Using a horizontal model, the layers are arranged in parallel and the sensor
information of an agent are processed in each layer at the same time. Each
layer acts like an individual agent and provides a decision suggestion. The
advantages of this approach are a high reliability and the simplicity of the
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design, while the disadvantage is the high number of decision suggestions.
Thus, the behaviour of the agent may not be conclusive any more, because
the individual decisions may be contrary to each other. The vertical layered
model arranges the individual layers sequentially. The sensor information
is forwarded to the first layer, enriched with information and decision
suggestions from this layer, and then passed to the next layer in the model.
The last layer derives a decision from all information and decision sug-
gestions, which is executed by the agent. The advantage of the vertical
layered model is the low complexity of the decision-making process, while
a disadvantage is the missing reliability. If one layer stops working, the
whole agent stops working.[Woo02]

2.2.3. Multi-agent systems

An agent in search of solution strategies for complex problems requires a
huge amount of knowledge. This amount of knowledge can not be handled
by a single software agent on its own. Therefore, a team of software agents
with different abilities and knowledge for each agent is required to solve
complex problems. Such an agent team is called a multi-agent system. All
agents in an individual MAS can also be named an agent society. Inside
this society, agents interact with each other to solve tasks and problems
and communicate via messages. Each individual agent has his own goals
and desires, which can be different for each agent. In contrast to the idea of
distribute problem solving (DPL), the same task or problem can be solved
with different generated solutions. The same agent team can solve the
same task differently each time. The task is disassembled in sub-tasks by
the individual agents, while the agents negotiate with each other. Each
agent has his own abilities and is able to solve different tasks. After the
negotiation, each agent handles his assigned tasks. The individual solutions
are combined to an overall solution. Another difference between MAS and
DPL is the agent’s ability to reject the collaboration with other agents if
the execution of the tasks may deviate the agent from his own goals. Multi-
agent systems have a higher flexibility and robustness than DPL systems,
while solving complex problems. Thus, a MAS is able to compensate
faults and losses.[Woo02]

The development of a multi-agent system is similar to typical software
development and divided in three steps. During the analysis step, the
tasks of the MAS are determined and describe with a model. This model
describes the tasks on an abstract level and does not define the specific
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implementation of the tasks. During the design phase, the abstract model
is developed further to get a practical system design. In the third step the
design is implemented.The mechanisms of object-oriented development
are only of limited use for the development of agents. Agents have several
different characteristics than objects. They have a more complex structure
than objects, to model states, goals, and plans. In addition, agents are able
to communicate and interact with each other.[BZG98]

While developing multi-agent systems, six challenges have to be met.
The first challenge is the decomposition of problems into their parts and
the distribution of the individual sub-problems to the agents. The com-
munication between the agents is the second challenge. This includes the
way in which messages can be exchanged and the language in which the
agents communicate with each other. The third challenge concerns the
collaboration of agents. The question is how the agents solve problems
together and how the individual solutions can be combined to form an
overall solution. For agents to communicate and interact with each other,
knowledge about the other agents in the system is necessary. Publishing
the existence and skills of agents in a MAS is the fourth challenge. The
last two challenges are the implementation of a conflict solving mechanism
between agents and the practical applicability of the MAS. If the individual
agents have different objectives, it must be determined how the agents
involved in the conflict deal with the situation and how a solution can be
found.[Syc98]

Wooldrige also mentions similar problems and puts the focus on the
design and implementation of agents and agent societies. During the de-
velopment of a multi-agent system, both the micro level (the individual
agents) and the macro level (the agent society) have to be considered
when designing an MAS. On the micro level, the goals, tasks, and limi-
tations of the individual agents are important, while on the makro level
the communication, interaction, and conflict solving problems should be
addressed.[Woo02]

Different approaches address these challenges: The Multiagent System
Engineering (MaSE) [DFWHS01], Tropos [BPG+04], Process for Agent
Societies Specification and Implementation (PASSI) [CS14], and the GAIA
Methodology for Agent-Oriented Analysis and Design (GAIA) [ZJW03].
In the following section, the GAIA architecture is briefly presented, as this
approach is used to describe the design of the multi-agent systems in this
thesis.
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2.3. GAIA methodology

The GAIA Methodology for Agent-Oriented Analysis and Design was
initially described by Wooldridge, Jennings, and Kinny [WJK00] and de-
veloped further by Zambonelli, Jennings, and Wooldridge [ZJW03]. The
methodology was designed for multi-agent systems in accordance to prac-
tical needs and is best suited for MAS with the following characteristics:

• Agents use a considerable amount of system resources
• The agents work together and the effectiveness of the overall system

is more important than the effectiveness of the individual agents.
• The agents are heterogeneous and there is no specification as to how

these agents have to be implemented.
• This organizational structure of the MAS is static and the relation-

ships between the individual agents do not change at runtime.
• The capabilities and services of the agents are static.
• There are less than 100 agents in use throughout the system.

[WJK00]

GAIA is an agent-oriented approach and deals with both the agent
society and the individual agents. From a set of requirements, a system can
be designed which can be presented in such a detailed way that it can be
implemented directly. However, it does not specify how the implementation
has to take place. The development process moves from abstract concepts
to more and more concrete concepts. The more concrete the concept
becomes, the more precise the system to be implemented is described.
The process is divided into an analysis step and a design step. Both steps
are based on abstract models, which are increasingly elaborated in detail.
These models and the relationships between the concepts are shown in
Figure 2.3. Beginning from the the set of requirements, a role model and
an interactions model are defined. The information from the role model are
used to define an agent model, while the service model and acquaintance
model use information from both superior models.

The goal of GAIA is to describe the structure of the agent society and to
show how the individual agents communicate and interact with each other
in order to achieve the objectives of the multi-agent system. In this context
it is described what requirements are placed on the individual agents in
order to achieve the overall objective. The way in which an agent meets
its requirements is not part of GAIA and depends on the domain in which
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Figure 2.3. GAIA models and their relationships according to [WJK00]

the MAS is to be implemented. In the analysis step, abstract concepts are
primarily used, which are not necessarily used in the later system.
These abstract concepts are

• system,
• roles,
• permissions,
• responsibilities,
• interactions (protocols and activities),
• liveness properties, and
• safety properties. [WJK00]

The supreme concept is the system and represents the agent society
itself. Within this society several different roles exist, that can be assigned
to the individual members of the society. The single roles have relationships
between each other and can interact with other roles. Using the GAIA
approach, a role has four attributes to describe them and these attributes
are also abstract concepts: responsibilities, permissions, activities, and
protocols. The abstract concepts are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

The responsibilities describe the functionalities of a role with the tasks
and obligations of the role. The responsibilities are divided into live-
ness properties and safety properties. The liveness properties define the
behaviours of a role and determine the tasks to be performed and the se-
quence of these tasks. The safety properties are conditions and invariants
that have to be met during run-time. The permissions determine the access
to resources for a role. Resources in this context are usually knowledge
and information. These permissions define not alone the access to this
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Figure 2.4. Abstract concepts in the analysis step according to [WJK00]

knowledge, but also the rights to update and delete the knowledge and the
generation of new knowledge. Each role has several associated activities,
which define the individual actions a role can perform without interacting
with other roles. The least, the protocols define how a role can interact
with other roles. [WJK00][ZJW03]

In the design step, the concepts are more concrete, as these concepts
can be found in the implemented system. GAIA defines three concepts
for the design step: agent types, services, and acquaintances. At the end
of the design step, three models should be developed: an agent model, a
service model, and an acquaintance model. The agent model defines the
different agent types and how many instances of an agent type will exist
in the multi-agent system. An agent type can have one or more roles. The
number of instances can be defined in different ways: specific numbers,
intervals, and the "‘+"’ and "‘*"’ operators. In the GAIA context, the "‘+"’
operator means that an agent type is instantiated at least one time, while the
"‘*"’ operator means that an agent type can arbitrarily be instantiated, also
not at all. The service model defines the functionality for each role and
translates the activities and protocols in concrete functions. Each activity
and protocol should be represented by a function in the service model, but
it is also possible to integrate two or more activities and protocols into a
single function. The description of a function contains the input and output
information as well as the pre- and post-conditions. The complete model
is a register of functions with their descriptions. The acquaintance model
defines the communication lanes between the agent types. It shows the
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existence of communication and possible bottlenecks in the communication.
There is no definition about the specific kind of communication, specific
points in time for communication, or content of the messages in the model.
The model is represented as a directed graph, in which the nodes are the
agent types and the edges are the communication lanes between them. A
communication lane may be uni- or bidirectional. [WJK00][ZJW03]

2.4. SEASALT architecture

The SEASALT architecture (Shared Experience using an Agent-based
System Architecture Layout) is a domain-independent architecture for
extracting, analyzing, sharing, and providing experiences [Bac13]. The
architecture is based on the Collaborative Multi-Expert-System approach
[ABD+07][ARB+07] and combines several software engineering and ar-
tificial intelligence technologies to identify relevant information, process
the experience and provide them via an user interface. The knowledge
modularization allows the compilation of comprehensive solutions and
offers the ability of reusing partial case information in form of snippets.
Figure 2.5 gives and overview of the SEASALT architecture.

The SEASALT architecture consists of five components: the knowledge
sources, the knowledge formalization, the knowledge provision, the knowl-
edge representation, and the individualized knowledge. The knowledge
sources component is responsible for extracting knowledge from exter-
nal knowledge sources like databases or web pages and especially Web
2.0 platforms, like forums and social media platforms. These knowledge
sources are analyzed by so-called Collector Agents, which are assigned to
specific Topic Agents. The Collector Agents collects all contributions that
are relevant for the respective Topic Agent’s topic. The knowledge formal-
ization component is responsible for formalizing the extracted knowledge
from the Collector Agents into a modular, structural representation. This
formalization is done by a knowledge engineer with the help of a so-called
Apprentice Agent. This agent is trained by the knowledge engineer and
can reduce the workload for the knowledge engineer, i.e by automatically
categorizing inputs. The knowledge provision component contains the so
called Knowledge Line. The basic idea is a modularization of knowledge
analogous to the modularization of software in product lines [LSR07]. The
modularization is done among the individual topics that are represented
within the knowledge domain. In this component a Coordination Agent
is responsible for dividing a given query into several sub queries and pass
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Figure 2.5. SEASALT architecture [Bac13]

them to the according Topic Agent. The agent combines the individual
solutions to an overall solution, which is presented to the user. The Topic
Agents can be any kind of information system or service. If a Topic Agent
has a CBR system as knowledge source, the SEASALT architecture pro-
vides a Case Factory for the individual case maintenance. The knowledge
representation component contains the underlying knowledge models of
the different agents and knowledge sources. The synchronization and
matching of the individualized knowledge models improves the knowledge
maintenance and the interoperability between the components. The indi-
vidualized knowledge component contains the web-based user interfaces
to enter a query and present the solution to the user. [Bac13]
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2.5. Knowledge Maintenance

Maintenance of software systems is a necessity to keep a software system
in a usable state. Though a software system does not wear out like a
technical system, the software and the resources of a software system have
to accommodate to changes in their environment. Three different types of
systems can be defined:

• Type A: The system wears out and the changes in the environment
affects its functionality.
• Type B: The system does not wear out, but the changes in the envi-

ronment affects its functionality.
• Type C: The system does not wear out and changes in the environ-

ment affects its functionality. The system‘s experience is increased
and it may become better.

Systems of the type A are technical systems and require regular mainte-
nance. In special situations when an urgent impact occurs, ad hoc main-
tenance may be necessary. For systems of the type B the main objective
of maintenance is to restore the original level of performance and to syn-
chronize the system with its environment. In addition to these maintenance
objectives, systems of type C have to maintain their lessons learned and
always adapt to changes in their environment. Software systems are of
type B. They do not wear out, but are sensitive to environmental changes.
For the maintenance of software systems change operations are defined
to reflect the changes in the environment. Knowledge-based systems like
CBR systems are examples of type C. They have the same change opera-
tions than systems from type B, but also have to maintain the knowledge
they use for the reasoning process. The challenge in systems of type C is
to distinguish between application and maintenance of the system. The
application of a knowledge-based system includes not only the knowledge
provision to a user, but also the integration of new knowledge and the
change of existing knowledge. Because a knowledge-based system has
explicit knowledge about a part of its environment like the application do-
main, it is far more sensitive to environmental changes than systems of type
B. This sensitivity leads to a greater flexibility of knowledge-based systems
and allows these systems to learn. Therefore, an important maintenance
goal for knowledge-based systems is to keep the knowledge synchronized
and consistent with their environment. [RB03]
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A separation between the knowledge base and the other parts of a
knowledge-based system is conceptually and structurally possible, but
from the point of view of maintenance it is not very useful. This applies
regardless of whether one defines the term knowledge base narrowly or
broadly. The representation and storage of knowledge and knowledge
structures cannot be separated from the used representation mechanism,
from the programming language, or from the environment. Maintenance is
a difficult task precisely because these connections have to be taken into
account and maintenance activities are directly affected. A special feature
of the maintenance of knowledge bases is the conceptual modeling. The
development of a knowledge base can never be considered complete from
this point of view. As a result, separation into phases (design phase, devel-
opment phase and deployment phase) is only of limited use in maintenance.
The integration of maintenance into the process of developing knowledge
bases is difficult, among other things, because the adaptivity of human
experts is often not taken into account. This leads to an ongoing reinterpre-
tation of the contents of a knowledge base. Maintenance can therefore be
understood as a process that accompanies the entire life cycle of a knowl-
edge base. Alignment of maintenance activities with new development
activities has several advantages: unification, standardization, simplifica-
tion of training, synergy effects in documentation, implementation and
support. [Leh94]

2.5.1. Maintenance types and activities

Maintenance can be divided into three types of maintenance: corrective,
adaptive, and perfective maintenance. There are several causes for mainte-
nance of software systems. The most basic cause is probably the failure
of a software, which can be of one of three types: processing failure, per-
formance failure, and implementation failure. A processing failure is for
example an abnormal termination of an application or a “garbage” output
in a report, file, or console. These failures are usually associated to bugs
in a software system, so the application itself is at fault. A performance
failure has its cause in missing some kind of performance criteria of the
application, for example the answer time of the system is too long or the
average error rate of the provided answers is over a certain threshold. The
application does not perform as well as specified and therefore a modifi-
cation is required. An implementation failure may exist in an application
when programming standards are violated, inconsistencies in the software
design are present or even if the design is not correctly implemented. This
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does not have to lead to an error in the logic of the software or cause
performance problems, thus an implementation failure may remain hid-
den, unless the application is examined in detail. But in many times an
implementation failure leads in turn to processing or performance failures.
[Swa76]

Maintenance performed as a reaction on one of the failures mentioned
above is called corrective maintenance. Failures caused by changes in the
environment of an application typically lead to corrective maintenance ac-
tions. If the environmental changes can be anticipated and the application
adapted to them, the failures may be avoided. But there may not only be
failures when an environment changes. The environmental changes can
be divided into changes in data environment and changes in processing
environment. These changes may not cause failures and therefore do not
lead to corrective maintenance, but to so-called adaptive maintenance.
Adaptive maintenance has to be performed timely after the changes in the
data or processing environment to ensure the effectiveness of this type of
maintenance. The necessary amount of adaptive maintenance is often a
reflection of the portability of an application, which means how difficult or
simple an application can be adapted to new data or processes. The third
type of maintenance, perfective maintenance is performed to eliminate pro-
cessing inefficiencies, enhance performance of an application, or improve
the maintainability itself. The goal of perfective maintenance is to get a
more perfect implementation for the software design and it is usually only
performed when the benefits of the improvements outweight the cost for
making these improvements. While corrective and adaptive maintenance
is performed to keep an application running, perfective maintenance is
performed keep an application running with less expense or to get a better
usability [[Swa76]]. An overview of the maintenance types and their cause
can be found in Figure 2.6.

Maintenance can be structured into different activities: Modification,
extension, testing, verification, validation, reintroduction, and training.
These maintenance activities can be supplemented by documentation and
quality assurance, which should be taken into account in every maintenance
operation. The documentation of maintenance activities is a prerequisite
for good maintenance of the knowledge bases. Ideally, the documentation
was created in parallel to the development of the knowledge base and was
continued with each maintenance activity. This facilitates the identification
of the changed knowledge parts after maintenance. Quality assurance
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Figure 2.6. Maintenance types and their causes according to [Swa76]

should be carried out to ensure that maintenance activities do not reduce
the quality of the application and knowledge base, but restore or maintain
it. Quality characteristics can be portability, reliability, efficiency, user-
friendliness, testability, comprehensibility, and changeability. These quality
characteristics can be further subdivided, for example into completeness,
accuracy, consistency, and availability. It is precisely these more specific
features that are important for the maintenance of knowledge bases. Which
further specific features are to be considered depends, however, on the
concrete applications, the use case, and the domain. [Leh94]

The expansion of knowledge in the application domain (perfective
maintenance), modification of existing functions and data (adaptive main-
tenance) and the elimination of deviations and errors (corrective mainte-
nance) lead to a continuous adaptation process, ideally involving experts,
users, and system designers. The extensibility also includes the modifica-
tion and extension of the documentation of the knowledge base. Verifica-
tion means all activities that can be performed on the internal representation
of the knowledge base. This includes the determination of consistency, free-
dom from redundancy, and correctness within the framework of the chosen
representation formalism. A knowledge base is treated as a white box to
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show that the internal structure corresponds to the formal specifications
and represents the relevant knowledge. Validation deals with the prove of
concept for an application in a given domain. The goal is to check whether
the problems are also solved correctly in the context of the operational task.
Validation treats the knowledge base as a black box and thus the internal
structure of the knowledge base is not considered. The effort required for
validation depends on the use case and domain. A clearly defined applica-
tion area with a well-defined representation formalism primarily requires
verification, an application area that is only structured by the knowledge
base primarily requires validation. [Leh94] Figure 2.7 shows an overview
of the maintenance types from Lehner.

Figure 2.7. Maintenance types according to [Leh94]

2.5.2. Maintenance of CBR systems

The maintenance of CBR systems has been a point of interest in research
for many years now. Several maintenance approaches for CBR system
have been developed, focusing on one of the four knowledge containers in
a CBR system. Most approaches deal with case base maintenance (CBM).
CBM is a process of refining a CBR system’s case base to improve the
performance of a CBR system [LW98]. Policies for CBM may involve the
revision of case base organization and content.

Therefore, CBM may change index structures, case links, organizational
structures, case representations, domain information, meta information
in cases, or the implementation of the case representation. Changing the
case representation contains the revision of the case structure, for example
the attributes in a structured CBR approach. Maintenance of domain
information deals with erroneous attributes in cases and adding or deleting
complete cases, while maintenance of meta information revises information
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about access frequency or quality attributes. All maintenance actions may
affect a single case, multiple cases, or the entire case base. CBM may
revise a case base on the implementation level, representation level, or
knowledge level. [WL01]

The maintenance strategies of CBM are driven by the performance
goals for a CBR system and the given constraints based on the system’s
design and tasks. Three types of top-level performance goals have been
formulated by Smyth and McKenna [SM99]:

• Problem-solving efficiency goals (e.g., the problem-solving time of
the CBR system),
• Competence goals (the range of problems that should be solved by

the CBR system),
• Solution quality goals (e.g., the error level in the proposed solutions

of the CBR system).

From these goals specific quantitative or qualitative maintenance goals
can be derived. Examples for quantitative goals are a particular problem-
solving time or limits in the case base size, while an example for qualitative
goals may be the extension of the CBR system’s competence. Leake and
Wilson formulated four constraints based on the CBR system’s environment
[WL01]:

1. Case base size limits,
2. Acceptable long-term/short-term performance tradeoffs,
3. The expected distribution of future problems,
4. The availability of secondary sources of cases.

These constraints should be considered when choosing maintenance
strategies. The competence-preserving maintenance approach from Symth
and Keene [SK95] is used as an example to illustrate the constraints. The
approach deletes cases under specific circumstances and therefore keeps
the case base size within acceptable size limits (constraint 1). In addition,
their competence-guided choices are leading to minimal loss of future
coverage (constraint 2), while the choices of the deleted cases assume a
uniform distribution of problems (constraint 3). At last, no other source of
cases are available to recover deleted cases (constraint 4) and therefore the
competence preservation is a key concern of maintenance. For each main-
tenance approach there may be different instantiations of the constraints
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and therefore will lead to different maintenance policies. Thus, a CBR
system requires policies for achieving its maintenance goals depending on
the specific instantiation of the constraints. [WL01]

Maintenance policies can be described by several characteristics: how
they gather relevant data for maintenance, how they trigger maintenance
actions, whether it is a reactive or proactive maintenance, the available
types of maintenance actions, and how the selected maintenance actions
are executed. The data collection characteristic contains collecting data
about individual cases, the case bases, and the overall behaviour of the
CBR system itself. It can be distinguished between different types of data
collection: none, synchronic, and diachronic. The simplest approach is to
collect no data at all. A synchronic approach uses a snapshot of the current
case base or other knowledge containers. A diachronic approach can gather
the most information and uses a series of snapshots to analyze the trends
over time. Also the data collection can be done periodic, conditional, or
ad hoc. Periodic means the data collection happens at a set frequency
with respect to the CBR cycle, for example after each performed cycle.
Conditional data collection is performed based on well-defined nonperiodic
conditions, for example when a specific size of the case base is met. Ad
hoc data collection happens under conditions determined externally to the
CBR system, for example a user-initiated test on the case base. At last,
data collection can be divided into offline or online integration. This means
the data collection is executed during a reasoning process (online) or in a
pause between two reasoning processes (offline).

The triggering of maintenance actions can be distinguished between
periodic, conditional, or ad hoc. This is similar to the timing of the data
collection. The triggering can also be done on- or offline. A conditional
triggering can be further divided into three classes: space-based, time-
based, or result-based. The space-based conditions point for example to
some limit for the amount of case storage, while the time-based conditions
for example are defined over a threshold for the retrieval time. Result-based
triggering takes into account, if a system can solve a given problem or
retrieves a wrong case. Maintenance can also be distinguished between re-
active and proactive maintenance. A maintenance action that is performed
based on some conditions is reactive, but maintenance can also be proactive
to avoid future problems or ensure the performance and competence of a
CBR system. The available types of maintenance actions can be defined
over the target type of the action (e.g. indexing structures, domain contents,
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and accounting information), the revision level (implementation level, rep-
resentation level, or knowledge level), and the scope of the maintenance.
The scope is divided into broad or narrow scope, while a narrow scope
affects a single case or a small subset and a broad scope affects usually
the entire case base. The last characteristic is the type of execution of
maintenance actions. The timing can again be periodic, conditional, or ad
hoc, while the execution integration is divided into online and offline, and
means whether the execution of maintenance actions is being done during
a reasoning cycle or between two reasoning cycles. [WL01]

Leake and Wilson extended the CBM approach and defined a case-
based reasoner maintenance (CBRM) approach to cover not only the case
base, but also the other knowledge containers of a CBR system. Therefore,
CBRM defined policies for maintaining one or more knowledge containers.
The performance goals mentioned above, stay the same, but under more
general constraints.

• Knowledge container and component processing constraints (e.g.,
case base size limits, adaptation thresholds),
• Acceptable long-term/short-term performance tradeoffs,
• The availability of secondary sources of knowledge,
• The expected distribution of future problems. [WL01]

For the knowledge containers other than the case base, several main-
tenance approaches exist. The similarity measures, for example, can
be maintained by learning feature weights by lazy-learning algorithms
[AG92][CS93][WA95], based on adaptation effort [MÁH96], or by user
feedback [ZY99][Sta05]. Adaptation can be distinguished between case-
based adaptation and rule-based adaptation. Case-based adaptation ap-
proaches may be close to case base maintenance itself or a combination of
case-based adaptation and rule-based adaptation [LKW96]. Maintenance
of adaptation rules can be done by learning new rules through induction
from differences in case knowledge [HK96] or with the help of fuzzy de-
cision trees [CKSSYHW01][CSW01] or by using the existing knowledge
in CBR systems [WVAB97]. For vocabulary maintenance exist only few
approaches. The approach from Leake and Wilson [LW99] in the DRAMA
CBR system proposes to use the existing concepts in the cases to suggest
the users of the system an appropriate description of a new cases. This
way, the vocabulary is extended in parallel with the case base. Another
approach is from Minor and Hanft [MH00] and supports the maintenance
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of the vocabulary in parallel with the revision of cases. The used concepts
in the cases are directly linked to the vocabulary and a change of a concept
in a case leads to a change to the corresponding term in the vocabulary.

Performing maintenance of more than one knowledge container leads
to coordination challenges: the “right” knowledge container to maintain
and the interaction between maintenance actions in different knowledge
containers. The maintainers of a CBR system have to choose the focus of
their maintenance efforts. This selection of the knowledge containers to
maintain depends on the maintenance goals and a CBRM system has to
determine the containers. For example, failure to solve a given problem
could be addressed by adding a new case, adjusting the similarity measures,
or adding adaptation knowledge. When changes to multiple knowledge
containers could be effective, a utility-based choice may be an appropriate
way. Maintenance in one of the knowledge containers may reduce the need
for maintenance actions in other containers or may necessitate the mainte-
nance on other knowledge containers. For example, a maintenance action
in the vocabulary may intrinsically effect multiple knowledge containers.
To avoid inconsistencies in the knowledge maintenance in the similarity
measures and the adaptation may also be necessary. A second example
would be that the maintenance action in one knowledge container leads to
maintenance actions in other containers to meet the performance goals or
exploit revisions. [WL01]

A last point on maintenance of a CBR system is, that the knowledge
required for maintenance should considered to be maintained too. This
leads to some sort of capacity for meta maintenance of a CBRM approach.
This meta maintenance can be seen as a way to maintain the knowledge
in the containers indirectly and it modifies the maintenance policies them-
selves to improve the maintenance process itself. An example for meta
maintenance is the use case of lazy updating a case base. When learning
a new case, the retrieved case that served as a base for the new solution,
remains unchanged. But sometimes the adaptation or part of the adaptation
is performed, because the retrieved cases no longer solve the problem
correctly. To avoid this additional effort an additional maintenance policy
can be put into place to check and revise every retrieved case as it is being
used. Thus, the “old” cases will be updated in a lazy manner as they are
retrieved and adapted to new situations. This is especially useful when en-
vironmental changes require general changes in the case base, but updating
the whole case base is not cost-effective. [WL01]
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2.6. Explanations

Explanations are common to humans in every day’s work. In many situa-
tion humans search for explanations for decisions and behaviours of one
another. In the last forty years many computer systems were developed that
make their own decisions with the help of software agents and artificial
intelligence and therefore behave in a certain way. These decisions and the
results are not always comprehensible to humans and therefore a need for
explanations of computational behaviour is given. The desired explanations
in a computer system with artificial intelligence are explanations for the
reasoning process, especially in knowledge-based systems, or explanations
for the usage of a system [Aam91].

Five goals for explanations can be distinguished: Transparency, justi-
fication, relevance, conceptualization, and learning. The first four goals
are based on the four explanation categories from Gregor and Benbasat
[GB99] and the fifth goal is based on the additional explanation category
from Sørmo, Cassens, and Aamodt [SCA05]. These goals represent the
expectations that user have to a system for a situation specific explanation
of the systems decisions and results. The transparency goal aims at under-
standing how a system found the answer and made the decisions. Therefore,
the reasoning process of a system has to be traceable. This reasoning trace
can be used by knowledge engineers for debugging, domain experts for
verification of the reasoning process, or even by normal users to understand
the how the system works. The justification goal aims at increasing the
confidence in the systems decisions and results. It can be independent from
the reasoning process, but may also use additional knowledge from the
reasoning process. The justifications are usually useful for novice users
to get an understanding why the decision and result is a good one. The
relevance goal aims at understanding a systems reasoning process and why
a specific task, sub-process, or interaction with a user is relevant for the
systems decision. For this goal the reasoning trace can be used to, but
only to display a systems strategy not for a qualitative explanation. The
conceptualization goal aims at explanations of the vocabulary of a system
to support novice users or explain domain specific terms. The learning goal
aims not only at learning about a systems reasoning process, the decisions
and results, or the used terms, but to enable the user to learn more about
the domain or how to solve similar problem on his own. In this goal the
focus is to explain a system in a way that a human can transfer the problem
solving process and domain knowledge into the real world. [SCA05]
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For each of the five goals an explanation problem frame can be defined.
The frame defines which information and knowledge is required by a sys-
tem to generate the desired explanation. Problem frames can be described
by diagrams, which consist of requirements, application domains, and a
machine domain. These entities are the nodes of a problem frame diagram
and are connected by edges that represents an interface between the entities.
Dashed edges represent requirement references and dashed arrows display
constraints based on requirements. The domains in a problem frame di-
agram can be of three different types. A ’C’ represents a causal domain
with predictable causal relationships, a ’B’ represents a biddable domain
without positive predictable internal behaviour, and a ’X’ represents a
lexical domain that has a physical data representation and combines causal
and symbolic coherence. [CK07]

Figure 2.8 shows the problem frame for a transparency explanation.
The so-called transparency machine uses the reasoning trace of a system to
generate a transparency explanation. The domain of the reasoning trace is
a lexical domain, because the trace consists of facts based on the reasoning
process of a system. The domain of the transparency explanation is a
causal domain, because the explanation uses the causal relationships of the
reasoning trace to explain the systems behaviour to the user.

Figure 2.8. Problem frame for a transparency explanation [CK07]

The justification machine for the justification explanation uses not only
the reasoning trace of a system, but also addition system knowledge to
provide the desired justification for a given decision or result. The domain
of the systems knowledge is also a lexical domain, because the system
knowledge has a physical representation. Figure 2.9 shows the problem
frame for a justification explanation.

A conceptualization explanation should explain a systems vocabulary
and therefore the problem frame contains the system knowledge as an
entity, which is used by the conceptualization machine to generate an
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Figure 2.9. Problem frame for a justification explanation [CK07]

explanation for the used terms. Figure 2.10 shows the problem frame of a
conceptualization explanation.

Figure 2.10. Problem frame for a conceptualization explanation [CK07]

The problem frame of a relevance explanation can be seen in Figure 2.11
and shows four entities: the reasoning trace, the dialogue trace, the system
knowledge and the relevance explanation itself. The relevance machine
uses the reasoning trace and the dialogue trace to show the relevance of
taken actions and interactions. The domain of the dialogue trace is a
biddable domain, because the answers and actions of a user are not always
predictable.

Figure 2.11. Problem frame for a relevance explanation [CK07]

The last explanation is the learning explanation. The explanation ma-
chine has to use the system knowledge and the knowledge of the application
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domain. The application domain is represented by the real world entity
in the problem frame. The connection of the system knowledge and the
domain knowledge enables the user to learn more about the application
domain and get a better understanding of the problem solving process. The
dialogue trace entity is also important for this problem frame, because the
learning process is an interactive process with the user and the learning
explanation should adapt to the users interactions and needs. The problem
frame for this explanation can be seen in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12. Problem frame for a learning explanation [CK07]

All explanations should be provided to the user at a specific point
during the systems work flow. The transparency and justification explana-
tions should be given after the reasoning process, while the relevance and
learning explanations should be given during the reasoning process. The
conceptualization explanation is important during the reasoning process as
well as after the reasoning process. [[CK07]]

The knowledge containers of a CBR system can provide knowledge
for explanations. There are five useful kinds of explanations defined by
Spieker [[Spi91]]:

• Conceptual explanations: These explanations aim at the mean-
ing of a concept and to build links between known and unknown
concepts. This can be a definition, a theoretical proposition, a proto-
typical example, or a functional description.
• Why-explanations: This kind of explanation provides causes or

justifications for facts or events. They explain single events or
general laws.
• How-explanations: These explanations are a special form of the

why-explanation. They describe the process that lead to an event by
a causal chain.
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• Purpose-explanations: The goal for this kind of explanations is to
describe the purpose of a fact or object.
• Cognitive explanations: These explanations are used to explain

or predict the behaviour of intelligent systems. Therefore, it uses
known goals, beliefs, constraints and rationally assumptions. It can
be distinguished between action (why was something done) and
negative (why was something not done) explanations.

The knowledge containers can contribute to these kinds of explana-
tions. Hierarchies and relations between the concepts can be used from the
vocabulary for conceptual explanations and to some degree for purpose
explanations. Information about the association of attributes to the prob-
lem, the solution, or the quality of cases can be used to generate cognitive
explanations. The similarity measures can provide knowledge about the
local and global similarity measures and therefore the comparison between
specific values (local) and the relevance of attributes for specific tasks using
the attribute weights (global). The local similarity measure can contribute
to how-explanations, while the relevance of attributes can be used to gener-
ate why-explanations. If completion rules are used, these rules can provide
knowledge about dependencies between attributes. This knowledge can
contribute to cognitive explanations. The adaptation knowledge represents
the understanding of the domain of the CBR system and can contribute
to why- and how-explanations as well as to cognitive explanation. The
case base and the cases are not contributing directly to the explanations,
but provides the context of the explanation. The retrieved cases are the
artifacts, that should be explained to the user. They are the basis for the
explanations, but provide no direct knowledge input to the explanations.
[Rot04]. Table 2.1 shows an overview of the knowledge containers and
their contribution to the kinds of explanations.

Knowledge containers contributes to
Vocabulary conceptual explanations, why-explanations, how-explanations,

and purpose explanations
Similarity measures why-explanations, how-explanations, purpose-explanations,

and cognitive explanations
Adaptation knowledge why-explanations, how-explanations, and cognitive explana-

tions
Case base provides the basis and context for the explanations

Table 2.1. The knowledge containers of a CBR system and their contribution to kinds of
explanations from [Rot04]
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2.7. Natural Language Processing

The use of computers to understand or manipulate text or speech can be
a useful function. The research and application area that deals with the
investigation of these functions is called Natural Language Processing
(NLP) [Cho05]. NLP researches computer-aided methods for the inter-
pretation and processing of natural language in textual or spoken form
[All03]. Systems are to be further specialized in the direction that they
can process natural language to accomplish the desired tasks. Researchers
in Natural Language Processing want to collect knowledge about human
language comprehension and use it in such a way that the appropriate tools
and techniques for computers are developed. The basic areas of NLP are
computer and information sciences, linguistics, mathematics, electrical
engineering, electronics, artificial intelligence, robotics and psychology.
With these disciplines, NLP can be used in the areas of machine translation,
word processing, natural language text summarization, user interfaces,
speech recognition and many more. Probably the fastest growing area
of application is the World Wide Web, which contains more and more
user-generated content. [Cho05]

The computer-aided approach to text analysis is based on a number of
theories and technologies that are part of a very active field of research
today. A few years ago only a small part of the communication was
done online. Nowadays, this area is growing more and more, which
means that the amount of text is also increasing. The complexity of
these approaches results from many necessary calculation methods, so
that several methods and techniques can achieve speech analysis. Each
type of text can have a different structure and can also contain any type
of information representation. For human-like speech processing to be
possible, NLP systems must have knowledge from the fields of artificial
intelligence. In addition, there are methods from other areas, such as those
of information retrieval systems or machine translation. [Lid01]

The goal of Natural Language Processing is to adapt machine language
processing to the capabilities of human language processing. Achieving
and learning these functionalities requires many learning steps. The pro-
cessing of texts must function like the human understanding of language.
The paraphrasing of input texts, translation into other languages, answering
questions and drawing conclusions from texts are just a few examples that
a system must be familiar with. Many challenges still exist today. Systems
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can only analyze texts, but full understanding has not yet been achieved.
This results in the difference between Natural Language Processing and
Natural Language Understanding. An NLP-based information retrieval sys-
tem is intended to provide the user with precise and complete information
as a need for information. The meaning and intention of the user query
should become clear. NLP systems should learn everyday expressions in
order to understand and process document content at all levels of meaning.
[Lid01] Each language has different structural rules. NLP systems must be
prepared for these different regulations. In addition, the syntax of the lan-
guages changes constantly and the vocabulary is expanded. In this respect,
NLP methods must be regularly adapted as a preparation for understanding
language. [MS99]

In natural speech processing, a distinction is made between two areas.
NLP is usually used as a generic term for this area. So also in this work
only NLP is used as designation. This area is used for processing language.
Language analysis is part of the process of creating a meaningful repre-
sentation of language. The task of processing is to assume the role of the
reader or the listener. The second area is called the Language Generation.
Language generation should produce language. The role of the author or
the speaker is taken. For the Language Generation, however, planning
capability is a prerequisite to the system. A plan or model is required to
define the objective of the interaction. This is the only way to decide what
the system should generate at which point in the generation. All language
processing systems have basic lexical and syntactic skills. On a lexical
level, the individual word meanings are captured. The syntactic level is
used to analyze the sentence structure and the grammatical structures of the
sentences are defined. When processing language, different areas are dealt
with. A text is also checked for semantics. The analysis determines the
possible meanings of the individual sentences. To do this, all interactions
between the word meanings in the sentence must be captured. It is also
widely accepted that at this level all meanings of the texts are determined
and that the other levels only contribute to this. The linguistic syntax
provides information about the context of the sentences and thus produces
the meaning of the sentence. Difficulties arise with semantic differences of
words, which can have several meaningful meanings. If this phenomenon
occurs, the words can again be viewed in the complete sentence context.
The semantic sentence context can contribute to the fact that the words
can be determined unambiguously. In English the word "‘crane"’ means a
bird and a vehicle to lift objects. In other languages the same problem can
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be found. There are often ambiguities between verbs and nouns. In such
cases, semantics is clearly superior to linguistics, as this is the only way to
interpret the word. These findings make it clear that the actual meaning
of the texts comes from semantics and that the rest only contributes to it.
Pure linguistic evaluations cannot recognize error-free text meanings. To
determine the meaning, not only individual sentences in which the word is
written are considered, but also entire documents or document collections.
By looking at the entire collection and also at the origin of the documents,
the general context can already indicate the meaning of the words. [Lid01]

The greatest benefit of Natural Language Processing is the facilitation
of the representation of knowledge, whereby the storage and retrieval of
large amounts of information requires new ways of thinking in the areas of
information processing. The processing of natural language provides two
core functionalities in this area, which are provided on the one hand by
user-friendly and easy to learn interfaces to information retrieval systems.
On the other hand, texts are to be structured automatically in order to
simplify the processing and retrieval of their information [Gri84]. The
different approaches to linguistic data, such as symbolic or statistical eval-
uation, allow a large part of the information to be obtained and linguistic
phenomena to be captured with the aid of computers. An explicit repre-
sentation of facts about language is made possible by a well understood
representation of knowledge, to which associated algorithms process the
knowledge from the texts. An important source of information of the sys-
tems are the lexicons and linguistic rules created by humans. Depending
on the type of document, different models can be used to represent and
evaluate the data, which can be adapted to the objective of the analysis.
[Lid01]
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Chapter 3

Related Work and State-of-the-Art

This chapter gives an overview of related work in research concerning the
topics of this thesis including the state-of-the-art. The described approaches
are compared with the work in this thesis to highlight the difference be-
tween them.

3.1. Knowledge maintenance for CBR systems

Research on knowledge maintenance for CBR systems has been done for
more than three decades now. The most focused knowledge is the case
base, because this knowledge container has a huge impact on problem
solving competency and retrieval efficiency. Beside the large area of CBM
approaches, the other knowledge containers in a CBR systems require
maintenance too. Maintenance approaches for the similarity measures
include learning of feature weights and feature selection for retrieval.
There was several research about adjustment of feature weights in the past
years and it is still an important topic. Learning adaptation rules from
case knowledge by comparing cases is often done in combination with
case deletion and part of several approaches. For the vocabulary of CBR
systems exist only very few approaches, because the vocabulary is usually
modeled and maintained manually. In this section an overview of the
developed maintenance approaches on the four knowledge containers is
given.
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3.1.1. Maintenance on case bases

An overview of the case base maintenance (CBM) approaches has been
provided by Juarez et al. [JCLDC18]. As a first maintenance approach for
case-based or instance-based learning with noise reduction the condensed
nearest neighbor (CNN) rule [Har68] in the family of nearest-neighbor
(NN) algorithms can be seen. In the following year, this first approach was
extended and adapted to different use cases. The Reduced NN rule [Gat06]
and Selective NN (SNN) rule [RWLI75] are examples for maintenance
approaches that try to find subsets of classes and still be able to classify
all former cases correctly. These algorithms have the drawback that they
can not guarantee to find the smallest subsets possible and they do not
perform well with noisy cases. These problems lead to the development
of algorithms that compute a NN algorithm several times to ensure a
correct classification. The Repeated RNN rule [Tom76] and the Instance-
based Learning [AKA91] algorithms are examples for this type of CBM
approaches.

The introduction of the Competence Model by Smyth and Keane
[SK95] with their competence-preserving CBM strategy shifted the fo-
cus to the individual cases and their impact on the competence of a CBR
system. The Competence Model is based on two factors: the case coverage
and the case reachability. The case coverage represents a set of target prob-
lems that can be solved by a specific case. The case reachability represents
a set of cases that can be used to solve a specific target problem. Cases with
a large coverage set are important for the competence of a CBR system,
while cases with a large reachabilty are less important, because many other
cases exist with similar problems and solutions. Based on these factors,
the case in a case base can be divided into pivotal cases, support cases, and
auxiliary cases. For the competence of a CBR system, the pivotal cases are
the most important cases, because their reachability set contains only the
pivotal case itself and therefore no other cases exist to solve the problem
represented by the pivotal case. Support cases may have an impact on
the competence of a CBR system. Several support cases are combined in
so-called support groups. Deleting a case in a non-empty support group has
no impact on the problem solving competence, but deleting a whole group
has the same effect as deleting a pivotal case. The auxiliary cases have
no impact on the problem solving competence and can be deleted without
having an effect on the competence of a CBR system. When maintaining
a case base by deleting cases, the auxiliary cases should be deleted first,
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then support cases from support groups, without deleting an entire support
group. Only at the end, when no other cases could be deleted, the deletion
of an entire support group or a pivotal case should be done and this is
always followed by a loss of competence. This CBM approach cannot
only be used to delete cases, but to detect inconsistencies. Pivotal cases,
that have no connections to other case may be considered as incorrect or
inconsistent.[Smy98]

This competence model and the coverage and reachability factors are
used by several approaches for CBM. The iterative case filtering algorithm
(ICF) [BM99] is based on the relative size of the reachability sets of a cases
and deletes a case when its reachability set is greater than its coverage
set. The approach for creating compact competent case bases extends
the original approach of coverage and reachability with a measure for the
relative coverage. This measure calculates the competence contribution of
a case in relation the other cases in a coverage set. This allows a precise
differentiation and ranking of the case in a coverage set to make a more
precise decision, which cases to add or delete. This relative coverage
is combined with the CNN algorithm and propose a new approach to
increase and preserve competence, while also enhancing and preserving
performance.[SM99]

A dynamic approach to CBM was developed by Salamo and Golobardes.
They propose an approach based on Reinforcement Learning that treats the
revise phase of the CBR cycle as a reinforcement function. This approach
can also be called a wrapper model for CBM. The goal is to optimize the
case base while improving the average predictive accuracy of the system.
The model for dynamic CBM also uses the coverage concept to compute
the goodness value of a case when it is used to solve a target problem. The
coverage in this approach is redefined to the sum of future rewards. For
each execution of a CBR cycle, the goodness values is updated to decide if
a case should be kept or deleted.[SG04]

The CBM approach for structuring and incrementing cases uses a so-
called Competence Metric (CM). The proposed method has two tasks:
structuring and auto-increment. The first task is performed offline, and
the incremental task is performed during operational use. Structuring a
case base means to delete all unnecessary cases but preserving a specific
competence level. Therefore, all cases in a case base are evaluated and
categorized into pivot, support, and auxiliary cases. Then so-called proto-
typical cases are selected by deleting all auxiliary, intra-class spanning, and
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all support cases except the one with the greatest coverage from the case
base. The remaining cases are either pivotal cases or inter-class spanning
cases to connect different case groups. It combines the original approach
form Smyth and Keane and the relative coverage metric to optimize a case
base for high competence. This is reached by maximizing the coverage
of cases and minimizing their reachability. The structuring or deletion
algorithm stops, when a global competence value is reached and the cov-
erage of each case is only inside the group boundary of the specific case
group.[HCMZ08][CMHZ15]

An approach for maintenance of distributed case bases is proposed by
Cao and his colleagues. The focus of this approach are web-based CBR
systems with case bases distributed over several thin clients and a big
original case base on a server. The smaller case bases are connected to
the server case base. The smaller case bases are derived from the original
case base with a fuzzy-rough approach. The cases of the smaller case
bases are used in combination with fuzzy adaptation rules to have almost
the problem solving competency as the original case base. This approach
combines learning of feature weights, case base clustering, mining fuzzy
adaptation rules, and the selection of representative cases by coverage and
reachability.[CSW01]

Racine and Yang presented an approach for the maintenance of unstruc-
tured cases. Their approach is based on redundancy and inconsistency
detection. The approach starts with a keyword and phrase extraction using
information retrieval methods. Therefore, some NLP methods like stop-
word elimination and the identification of frequently used terms are applied
to the cases. On these revised cases, a fuzzy-based matching algorithm is
used to apply string-based rules to each case. This way, inconsistencies are
identified. For redundancy detection the equivalence and subsumption of
cases are checked. If one case contains the same keywords and phrase as
another case, both can be treated as equivalent. A case subsumes another
case if the keywords and phrases of the first case contains a subset of
words from another case. [RY97] The redundancy detection approach was
developed further and an generic algorithm with six steps was defined.
This algorithm uses more NLP methods like thesaurus and stemming to
identify keywords and phrases.[RY01]

Many CBM strategies deal with the deletion of cases, but there are also
some strategies for adding cases while preserving the competence. Zhu and
Yang proposed a case addition maintenance policy based on computing
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the neighborhood of cases and select the case with the maximal benefit
gain with respect to the coverage of a given case to add them to a new case
base until a given threshold of cases is met. Finding the optimal cases is a
NP-complete problem, therefore the algorithm approximates the maximal
benefit of the case coverage.[YZ01]

Another approach for adding cases was proposed by Massie. In his
thesis he developed a complexity measure for CBR systems that guides
a case discovery approach. This approach identifies areas of the problem
space in which the CBR system is unsure of a solution or can not provide a
solution. The developed algorithms Complexity and Complexity+ can be
used to find new cases and add them to a case base. In addition, Massie
developed two algorithms for identifying redundant and harmful cases to
remove them from a case base.[Mas06]

Another approach for CBM uses the case distribution in case bases to
compute a Case Density Matrix (CDM) to identify deletable cases in a
dense region of the case base. In addition, the CDM is used to identify
sparse cases and generate new cases in the sparse regions. New cases
generated by synthetic additions are generated using a nearest-neighbor
algorithm to retrieve the k nearest neighbors of a case and generate cases
by adapting attributes based on the case distribution. This approach could
be used to maintain the size of a case base by deletion of cases and to
enhance the competence by synthetic addition.[YSFM15]

Another approach is a CBM strategy by splitting case bases into several
smaller case bases without deleting any case. Each small case base contain
cases that are closely related to each other. These smaller cases bases could
be maintained with less effort. The clustering algorithm in this approach is
called CBSCAN. It splits a given case base into several smaller case bases
based on the distance between cases and works density-based. This means,
cases with similar content, for example the same keywords, are denser to
each other and therefore have a lower distance.[YW00]

Several strategies for partitioning of case bases into several smaller
case bases were developed during the years. One class of strategies is the
Weighting, Clustering, Outliers and Internal cases Detection (WCOID)
and their extensions. The work of Smiti and Eloudi produced a catalogue
of CBM partition algorithms that use clustering of cases, labeling the
cases in each cluster and deletion criterion based on the labels to apply
a CBM deletion policy. The WCOID based on Dbscan and Gaussian
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(WCOID-DG) algorithm uses the clustering method Dbscan and combines
it with a Gaussian algorithm. The algorithm obtains sub-sets of the cases
base and detect outliers with the Inter-Quartile-Range. The central cases
of each cluster as well as the outliers are kept and the other cases are
deleted. [SE14] The Soft CBM (SCBM) algorithm is an evolution of the
WCOID-DG algorithm and extends the predecessor with a competence
model. After clustering the cases, a competence value for each cluster is
computed bases on noisy cases (coverage = zero case in a cluster), similar
cases (coverage = n case in a cluster) and isolated cases (coverage = one
(the case itself)).[SE18]

Some newer CBM approaches deal with big data and streaming data
that have to be maintained. The approach of Zhang and his colleagues
use the Sieve-Streaming algorithm[BMKK14] to identify a high utility
subset in the streaming data. This high utility subset is mapped to a high
competence subset of a case base, while the overall utility corresponds to
the overall competence. The advantage of this approach is the use on-the-
fly during every execution of a CBR cycle to apply a competence-based
deletion strategy and get a subset of cases with a high competence.[ZZL16]

A very new approach to CBM is a hybrid CBM model that combines
CBM policies for case addition and deletion to preserve the performance
of a CBR system. The goal of this hybrid approach is to find a set of
representative cases from a given larger case base and is based on the
relative coverage of cases. It uses a continuous case addition algorithm
during the operational use (online) of the CBR system and a conditional
deletion algorithm offline. This approach tends to have a higher retrieval
efficiency with the same solution quality as non-hybrid approaches, but the
effort for the online maintenance is high.[KHA19]

3.1.2. Maintenance on similarity measures

An approach for maintaining the retrieval knowledge combines the selec-
tion of features for the retrieval and the learning of weights for the selected
features. This approach was developed to be applied after a case base main-
tenance to refine the retrieval and consider the changes in the case base.
But the retrieval refinement could also be performed without former case
base maintenance to ensure the retrieval quality of a CBR system based on
fitness function using a decision-tree index. Therefore, this approach can
also be seen as an approach for index maintenance.[CJR01]
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Wettschereck and Aha compared different feature weighting methods
and developed five dimensions to describe these methods: Model, weight
space, representation, generality and knowledge. [WA95] According to
their work, our approach uses a wrapper model to optimize the feature
weights iteratively during the training phases. The weight space is continu-
ous, because the features of our problem vary in their relevance for different
diagnoses. Our knowledge representation is a structural case structure with
attribute-value pairs and this given structure is used for feature weighting.
We are using case specific weights to set the weights for each diagnosis
individually. This way we are able gain more precise results during the
retrieval. Our approach for feature weighting is knowledge intensive, be-
cause we are using domain-specific knowledge to differ between individual
diagnoses and setting case specific weights.

The approach from Richter and Wess introduces a so-called relevance
matrix to deal with irrelevant symptoms in the PATDEX/2 diagnosis system.
These weights are determined in context of special situations. This means
for every diagnosis the individual symptom relevance is set. These initial
weights are computed from a given set of cases and improved during
training phases.[RW91]

Another approach for learning feature weights is from Armin Stahl. He
presents a framework for learning of similarity measures, which is able to
learn local and global similarity measures as well as feature weights. A
so-called similarity teacher rates the utility of case pairs with respect to
a given query to define the correct order of retrieved cases to the query
based on the utility of a case. Based on this correct case order, a so-called
similarity learner is able to adjust the similarity measures or feature weights
to minimize the error during the retrieval.[Sta01]

Zhang and Quang describe an approach for a maintenance system
with weight adjustments. They propose a three-layered architecture for
a case structure: attribute-value pair layer, problem layer and solution
layer. Between the attribute-value pairs and the problem a set of weights
can be defined and between the problem and the solution. The feature
weights are adjusted based on the feedback of a user, who selects an
appropriate solution for a given problem. For each selected solution and
the corresponding problem the weights are adjusted.[ZQ06]

David Aha and his colleagues developed the Case-based Learning
Algorithm 4 (CBL 4) as an approach to learn the importance of features.
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The algorithm sets initial feature weights and then learns the new feature
weights during a training phase. A shortcoming of the CBL 4 algorithm
is the missing of context consideration. CBL 4 can learn feature weights
only for all cases and not case or context specific.[AKA91]

Another approach for learning feature weights is proposed by Elprince
and Badawy. Their approach uses domain-specific information to assign
weights based on class frequencies for metric and symbolic feature-value
pairs. The idea is to increase weights for commonly occurring feature-value
pairs, while reducing the weights for less occurring feature-value pairs.
A clustering is performed using a Density Mean Clustering Algorithm
(DMCA) over all distinct feature values. The weights for the features
in the clusters are calculated on the frequency of occurring feature-value
pairs.[EB03]

The approach from Zhang and Yang addresses the dynamic maintenance
of feature weights in a case base based on introspective learning. A user
provides feedback on the retrieved solutions through an interactive process.
These preferences are stored and used to weight the features on a case base.
The weight maintenance algorithm computes a score based on the selected
feature-value pairs with a Sigmoid function.[ZY99][ZY01]

There is also some research in the context of dynamic similarity mea-
sures. Approaches range from dynamic similarity on databases [KLL+12]
via their use in data mining and clustering [RMMJ15] to adaptive similarity
measures in CBR [LSSP04]. These approaches use similarity measures
to retrieve data from data sources while dynamically adapting these mea-
sures depending on the content of the query. Our approach also allows a
dynamic similarity measure, using the dynamic composition of taxonomies
for retrieval. This can be done by the user before the retrieval or depending
on the content of the query during the retrieval. This allows us to compose
a taxonomy as similarity measure for attributes depending on the required
information from sub-taxonomies.

All these maintenance approaches for individual knowledge containers
can be used in the Case Factories of the maintenance cockpit. While the
maintenance cockpit does not propose a specific evaluation algorithm or
maintenance action, it can incorporate the approaches mentioned above.
The individual algorithms have to be implemented and integrated into the
agents responsible for evaluation and maintenance. This requires some-
times a differentiation between the evaluation part of an algorithm, for
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example the evaluation of the cases to identify pivotal, support, and aux-
iliary cases, and the maintenance action itself, for example the deletion
of auxiliary cases. The maintenance cockpit provides an organizational
superstructure for maintaining distributed CBR systems and the available
knowledge and the selected maintenance strategies decide which mainte-
nance approaches to be useful.

3.1.3. Maintenance on adaptation knowledge

Several research was done on the usage of fuzzy methods for the mainte-
nance of case bases and adaptation knowledge. One approach uses fuzzy
decision-tree induction to transform knowledge from the case base to be
used as adaptation knowledge. The basic idea of this approach is to shift or
transfer knowledge between knowledge containers rather than just deleting
knowledge from the case base. This approach is useful when a case base
consists of a large number of redundant cases. The knowledge of these
cases could be transformed to adaptation rules and the redundant cases
are deleted. The remaining cases in combination with the new adaptation
knowledge are still able to solve the problems of the deleted cases. This
also has an effect on the retrieval efficiency. [CKSSYHW01]

An approach dealing with generating adaptation knowledge from cases
is proposed by Jalali and Leake. The approach evaluates cases under
two points of view: the contribution to the competence of a case base
when used as a source case and the contribution when used to generate
adaptation rules from it. The first contribution value is calculated with
a leave-one-out test on the entire case base and summing up the errors.
Cases that are never used as a source case have a contribution of zero.
The contribution concerning the adaptation knowledge is calculated by
summing the estimation errors for all predictions in which that case is
used as one of the two composing cases for generating an adaptation rule
by the case difference heuristic. The overall contribution of a case is the
weighted sum of both contribution values. After the cases are ranked by
their contribution, a CNN is applied to the case base to generate a sub-set
of cases.[JL14]

A new approach proposed by Mathew and Chakraborti introduces a
Compositional Adaptation (CA) model as a way to represent dependencies
between cases that should be part of a solution to a given problem. The
cases in a case base are represented as AND-graph, which is a graph that
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contains the cases as nodes and the edges are the connections between
cases that indicate if cases could be combined to solve a problem. This
approach uses the FP-CA algorithm based on the footprint-algorithm from
Symth and McKenna and combined with the CA model. The relative
competence measure is changed into the so-called Retention Score, that
depends on the coverage of a case and a support set of two given cases.
The support set contains the cases that are needed to solve the first case
when the second case is already part of the solution. A shortcoming of this
approach is that it is only applicable to graph-based case bases.[MC17]
This approach is extended with an optimization formulation to estimate a
footprint set of cases. This set is optimized on case base size and the ability
of the footprint cases to solve the remaining cases in the case base.[MC18]

3.1.4. Maintenance on vocabulary

A new maintenance approach that changes the structure of cases was
proposed by Schack and Leake. This approach is applicable to domains
with different case structures containing different amounts of information.
By removing parts of cases, this flexible feature deletion approach, enables
compression of the case base by selective size reduction of individual cases,
while improving the accuracy of the retrieval. This approach is especially
useful for complex domains with large cases, but where partial information
in a case are still useful. The flexible feature deletion can not only delete an
entire feature, but only values of a feature. The approach is able to delete
a specific feature or a group of features in one case, or a specific feature
or a group of features for all cases. It contains eleven feature deletion
strategies including random feature deletion, random case deletion, rarest
feature deletion, and most common feature deletion. Also hybrid deletion
strategies are possible.[LS15]

3.1.5. Other maintenance approaches for CBR systems

The collaborative maintenance approach from Ferrario and Smyth uses user
feedback to maintain the case base of a CBR system. There are two distinct
user types: information consumers and information supplier. These infor-
mation suppliers are sub-divided into maintainers and reviewers and are
important to the maintenance approach. A user supports the maintenance
of a system by adding new data, which is then reviewed and validated. The
results of the review process decide if the new data is accepted, adapted, or
returned to the maintainer as unacceptable. The collaborative maintenance
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system monitors all user activities and build an model of the preference
and behaviours. This allows the use of collaborative filtering techniques
to filter information and to guide the maintenance process by selecting
reviewers and assessing the review results.[FS00][FS01]

An approach for distributed maintenance is from Geissbuhler and Miller.
They describe in their paper an approach for maintaining distributed knowl-
edge bases in a clinical decision support system called WizOrder. The
knowledge sources in the decision support system are heterogeneous and
not homogenous as intended in our approach. Therefore, many different
tools for maintenance are used, each one with a specific interface for the
respective user. The local knowledge bases are maintained by the users and
an expert integrates the maintenance actions into the central knowledge
base called knowledge library. From this knowledge library the cumulative
changes are provided to the local knowledge bases.[GM99]

Contrary to the approach in this thesis, the maintenance in the WizOrder
system is not done by one knowledge engineer, but by many different users
of the system, like house staff, physicians, and nurses. While this is done
by human users and experts within the WizOrder system, in our approach
we use software agents to suggest maintenance actions and central planning
and supervising agents to generate a maintenance plan. This plan has still
to be checked by a human knowledge engineer.

A specific maintenance approach regarding the Open Source tool my-
CBR was proposed by Aul and her colleagues. They describe an approach
using maintenance attributes in cases to store specific maintenance knowl-
edge. They extended myCBR to generate usage-date on the cases, when
individual cases are accessed during retrieval. This usage-date allows the
generation of quality measures which can be used to trigger maintenance
actions. The performance information obtained by the defined measures
are stored in the maintenance attributes. In total ten attributes for mainte-
nance purposes are created containing the last feedback, the date of the last
retrieval, the number of likes, and the number of selections. The workbench
of myCBR was extended to allow user’s feedback and store the information
in the maintenance attributes.[ASRB13][HRSR14]

There is plenty of research on taxonomies and on combining and merg-
ing them, that is not directly related to CBR. Several algorithms have been
described to merge different taxonomies and to unify them, such as RCC-
5 [TBL08] or the Extended Integrated Taxonomy Generation algorithm
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[RR10]. These algorithms merge taxonomies from different sources into a
target taxonomy. During the merge process duplicate values are removed,
sub-taxonomies and leaves are combined, and sometimes unused nodes are
removed. The intention of these algorithms is to unify the values of differ-
ent taxonomies to put them into a common context. Our approach tends
not to unify the values of smaller taxonomies, but allows the integration of
several taxonomies via reference nodes into another taxonomy. This way
we also put the taxonomies into a common context, but with the focus on
similarity computation during retrieval.

3.1.6. Methodological maintenance approaches

A methodological approach for building and maintaining CBR systems is
proposed by the INRECA methodology. This methodology is based on
the experience factory (EF) [AW97] and the software process modeling
approach. These software processes can be very abstract or very specific
and therefore the methodology considers three levels of an experience
base: the common generic level, the cookbook level, and the specific
project level. The common generic level contains processes, products,
and methods that are common for a very large spectrum of different CBR
applications. This level contains managerial, technical, and organizational
aspects of the development process for a CBR application. The cookbook
level contains so-called recipes for a particular class of CBR applications,
for example help desk or technical maintenance. Each recipe contains
information about the process of application development or maintenance
for the specific class. The described items in the recipes are more detailed
and concrete than the items on the higher level and all described process
are connected to create a work-flow for a project. The specific project level
describes the experience gathered for a individual instantiated project. This
level contains complete documentation of the project.[BAB+99][BAB+03]

The INRECA methodology focus mainly on the development of CBR
systems, but during the development the later maintenance have to be
planned. Therefore, the items on the three levels may contain knowledge
acquisition and maintenance processes from a more generic view to the
specific experience on maintaining a past project. The approach is related
to the work in this thesis, because the proposed systematic process to apply
the maintenance cockpit could be integrated into the INRECA methodology
to provide for example a specific maintenance recipe.
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Another approach for a maintenance methodology applicable to CBR
systems is the SIAM (Setup, Initialization, Application, and Maintenance)
methodology proposed by Thomas Roth-Berghofer. This methodology
extends the INRECA methodology for developing CBR systems and is
related to the approach described in this thesis. The SIAM methodology
extends the original CBR cycle with two additional step: Review and
Restore. The maintenance tasks in this methodology are split over the
steps Retain, Review, and Restore. The Retain step consist of three tasks:
Complete, Initialize, and Integrate. The completion task is responsible for
local knowledge acquisition based on the Revise step or from user feedback.
It transforms the information into a so-called knowledge item, for example
a case and enrich the knowledge items with background knowledge. The
initializing task updates local maintenance information for each knowledge
item and global maintenance information for the CBR system, both based
on the added knowledge items. The integration step is responsible for
the integration of the new knowledge items into the existing structures,
which means updating indexes and storing the item in the appropriate
knowledge containers. The new Review step is responsible for checking
the current state of the knowledge in the CBR system. Therefore, the three
tasks Assesses, Monitor, and Notify are defined. The first task performs
an analysis of the current quality level of the knowledge in the CBR
system. This can be done whenever appropriate. The second tasks is
responsible for displaying and visualizing the results to the knowledge
engineer. In addition, the Monitor tasks compares current results with
historical data and tries to find trends, patterns, or cluster. The last task
in the Review step is to notify appropriate entities based on the results of
the evaluation and assessment results. This can be a knowledge engineer
or a administrator of a CBR system. The new Restore step performs the
maintenance activities and changes the knowledge in the CBR system. The
first task, Suggest, determines potential maintenance activities that would
solve the detected problems. The output of this task is a list of suggested
maintenance operations. The Select tasks is responsible for ranking the
suggested maintenance operations by certain criteria, for example time or
execution costs. Based on this ranking, the most appropriate operation
should be performed. The selection can be done by human interaction
or by an automated task. The last step, Modify, performs the selected
maintenance operations, modifies the knowledge in the CBR system, and
updates the maintenance information. The specific realization of these steps
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depend on the domain of the CBR system, the available knowledge, the
selected evaluation algorithms and available maintenance actions.[RB03]

There is a direct relation between the SIAM methodology and the main-
tenance cockpit approach, because the maintenance cockpit can be used to
instantiate the proposed steps of the SIAM methodology. The agents of the
Case Factory and the Case Factory Organization could be associated with
the individual tasks within SIAM. The Complete, Initialize, and Integrate
task could be performed by the maintenance agents of the Case Factory.
The Assesses task would be performed by one or more evaluation agents.
Depending on the evaluation algorithms, local evaluation agents for the
knowledge containers would be used or the global evaluation agent to
measure the quality on the CBR system level. The Monitor would be
divided over several agents. The result display and visualization would be
delegated to the communication agent in the Case Factory Organization,
while identifying trends and patterns would be part of the evaluation agents.
The Notify task would be performed by the communication agent, because
in the maintenance cockpit only the knowledge engineer is informed. The
task for suggesting maintenance action would be performed by different
agents in the maintenance cockpit. The coordination agent in the Case
Factory, the CFO coordination agent, the planning agent, and the explana-
tion agent in the Case Factory Organization are responsible for deriving
the potential maintenance actions. The Select task is also distributed over
several agents. While the CFO coordination agent checks for duplicate
maintenance actions and circular dependencies, the planning agent identi-
fies potential conflicts and constraint violations. The final selection is not
done by an agent, but by the knowledge engineer. The last tasks, Modify,
would be performed by the maintenance agents in the Case Factory.

While the maintenance cockpit can instantiate the proposed steps and
tasks from the SIAM methodology, the approach in this theses is capable of
more. It is designed to maintain distributed CBR systems, therefore it could
be applied to several CBR system in parallel. Another difference is the
explicit dependency definition between the knowledge items and containers
in the distributed CBR systems. Within SIAM, the dependencies are only
implicit based on the evaluation results of the knowledge containers.

Another interesting methodical approach that supports maintenance is a
methodology for designing and implementing software engineering repos-
itories (DISER). This methodology is designed to provide a systematic
approach to a software experience management system. A system based on
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this methodology can be instantiated with any knowledge-based experience
management method, for example CBR. On the other hand, the method-
ology can also be used to describe the development of an CBR system to
be used in the domain of software engineering. Cases can contain soft-
ware artifacts, that should be reused for new projects or in other use cases.
DISER has four components: a knowledge representation formalism, a
generic system architecture, a generic task and method decomposition, and
a method to build an experience base [Tau01a]. The DISER methodology
also considers maintenance of experience to avoid creating a “knowledge
cemetery” with obsolete or useless knowledge. Especially the generic task
and method decomposition contains several tasks for maintenance of the
knowledge in an experience base. Another aspect related to maintenance
is the inconsistency of knowledge, especially the software artifacts and
the growing experience base when more software artifacts are recorded.
Therefore, DISER supports the integration of corrective and perfective
maintenance tasks. DISER contains several tasks that aim at maintaining
conceptual information and experience packages. A specific forget task is
provided by DISER to remove obsolete artifacts, while a package task is
responsible for increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the system.
The structure task also contains a sub-task for maintenance policies for
the conceptual knowledge. DISER also considers dependencies between
conceptual attributes. These dependencies can be used to detect incon-
sistencies and conflicts and are used to detect these problems between
software artifacts.[Tau01b]

The DISER method could be connected to the maintenance cockpit
in a way that the approach in this thesis could be used to instantiate the
maintenance tasks described in DISER. When DISER is used to build a
design and implement a CBR system, the necessary tasks for modeling
and realizing the Case Factories and Case Factory Organizations could
be integrated into the tasks that are responsible for defining maintenance
policies. DISER also allows the definition of explicit dependencies between
software artifacts and their properties. This can be compared to the explicit
dependencies in this thesis for cases and attributes. While DISER does
not specifies how these dependencies are defined, this thesis proposes how
these dependencies should be defined based on knowledge levels.

Another methodology is used for design and implementation of Long-
Lived Experience-based Information Systems (DILLEBIS) from Markus
Nick and focuses on identifying necessary maintenance actions using user
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feedback and is based on the DISER methodology. The methodology is
not only related to the development of CBR systems, but designed for
experience-based information systems (EbiS) in general. One key con-
tribution of DILLEBIS is the experience feedback loop to maintain an
experience factory. This experience loop uses user feedback for validation
of recorded experiences. This feedback uses the criteria of applicability
of the reused experience and the effects of this reuse. The process model
of DILLEBIS contains an explicit maintenance aspect that is part of the
regular use phase of a system. In addition, the thesis provides the EM-
SIG Method for Maintenance Knowledge Acquisition (EMSIG/MaiKA).
This method allows deriving application-specific maintenance knowledge
from different available sources. The maintenance knowledge contains
maintenance process knowledge and evaluation knowledge to provide a
decision support for knowledge maintenance. Contrary to methodologies
like DISER or INRECA that provide knowledge “only” knowledge acqui-
sition and knowledge maintenance tasks, this methodology provides the
knowledge when to execute such tasks. This is also provided by the mainte-
nance manual of the SIAM methodology. The EMSIG/MaiKa framework
provides the ability to derive maintenance policies from different sources
like evaluation algorithms, used artifacts, and an experience life cycle
model. This maintenance decision knowledge is then transformed into
maintenance guidelines to be used within tools.[Nic05]

The DILLEBIS methodology provides a process to acquire and reuse
maintenance knowledge and to decide when a specific maintenance action
should be performed. The maintenance actions can be scheduled based on
dependencies between the maintenance guidelines. The approach of the
maintenance cockpit also uses guidelines to determine when a maintenance
action has to be performed, but for the planning of maintenance action
several simple heuristics are proposed. DILLEBIS considers dependencies
between knowledge sources only implicitly. A dependency can be assumed,
if a user advises to change more than one knowledge source in his feedback.
A knowledge engineer has to confirm a dependency manually. In this thesis,
the dependencies between the knowledge of one or more CBR systems
are defined explicitly and used to derive additional maintenance actions.
DILLEBIS and the maintenance cockpit approach are similar in the way
that automated maintenance suggestions and knowledge engineer feedback
can be used to perform appropriate maintenance actions.
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3.2. Case-based reasoning and natural language processing

Natural Language processing has been researched since more than 50 years
and the use of NLP methods for information extraction and knowledge
acquisition are broadly used today. The use of these methods for knowledge
acquisition in CBR systems has been researched and applied in several
research work.

3.2.1. Natural language processing in structural CBR systems

The most similar work is the knowledge acquisition approach from Kerstin
Bach based on the SEASALT architecture [Bac13]. The main goal of this
approach is to extract experiential knowledge from Web 2.0 platforms for
the use in CBR systems. Therefore, the acquisition of knowledge for the
four knowledge containers of a CBR system from those platforms is possi-
ble. The platforms may be social media platform like forums or wikis as
well as Linked Open Data (LOD) sources. While the experience in social
media platforms usually is available in free text form, the LOD provides a
huge amount of structural information. The SEASALT architecture is espe-
cially designed for the acquisition, handling, and provision of experiential
knowledge from Web 2.0 communities. The extraction of knowledge is
done by Collector Agents that collect experience for a specific topic from
web platforms and deliver the knowledge to the knowledge engineer. This
experience collection process from unstructured text is called Knowledge
Mining. The Collector Agents use information extraction tools like GATE
[CMBT02] and TextMarker [KAP08] to rate the relevance of a users con-
tribution. The main goal for the Collector Agents is to identify relevant
terms in a forum entry and classify these relevant terms according to a list
of given keywords in the vocabulary of a CBR system. Three types of
Collector Agents can be found in this approach: a gazetteer agent, a C4.5
agent, and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) agent. The gazetteer agent
uses a list of keywords for classification, while the C4.5 agent uses a C4.5
decision tree. The SVM agent uses vector representations of documents,
which is for example a complete forum entry. The extracted and classified
knowledge is presented to the knowledge engineer, whom is responsible
for the knowledge formalization. Therefore, a Feedback GUI is provided
to visualize the raw date and the classification results. With this view the
knowledge engineer is able to structure the knowledge, refine the classifica-
tion, and give feedback to the Collector Agents. The formalized knowledge
can be used by the Topic Agents in the Knowledge Line. The task of the
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knowledge engineer can also be automated by the provided Knowledge
Extraction Workbench (KeWo) and the tool ANNIE, which is a component
of GATE.[Bac13]

The approach from Bach is very similar to the approach presented in
this thesis. Both approaches are based on the SEASALT architecture. The
framework FEATURE-TAK relies also on a team of software agents that
extract information and experience from semi-structured and unstructured
texts, transform the extracted information into a representation that can
be used in a CBR system and provide the formalized knowledge to the
Topic Agents of the Knowledge Line. One difference is the source of the
information and the format of the free texts. While the approach from Bach
deals with mostly grammatically correct texts in social media and with
common English and German terms, the source for FEATURE-TAK are
domain-specific reports on faults and incidents with nearly no grammati-
cally correct form, a huge amount of abbreviations and domain-specific
technical terms. Therefore, the single tasks of the knowledge analysis
and extraction contain more NLP methods. In addition, the framework is
designed to extend the existing knowledge online during operational use
with a partially performed work-flow and offline with a fully performed
work-flow.

Another very similar work is also from Bach and her colleagues.
They described a CBR fault diagnosis system in the automobile domain
[BANS11]. Here the same SEASALT architecture was used, along with
a structural CBR approach. However, when faced with the problem of
extracting information from text, even though using similar extraction
methods to ours, all the terms were evaluated by experts, and the local
similarity measure for symbolic attributes was manually organized into
taxonomies and similarity tables. The importance for each attribute in
the global similarity measure was manually assigned by experts as well.
In our system, although we rely heavily on experts, we supplement the
information they provide us with an automated concept extraction and
similarity assignment. The importance of the attributes in the global simi-
larity measure is completely automated in our system by using sensitivity
analysis.

3.2.2. Natural Language Processing in textual CBR systems

Many systems that deal with textual data sources adopt the textual CBR
approach. One of these systems is a framework for road accident classifica-
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tion based on textual CBR (TCBR). The main goal of the framework is to
automatically assign descriptions of real world road accidents to prototypi-
cal road accidents. A real word accident is described by an accident report
while accident prototypes are described by accident scenarios. The ACC-
TOS framework is used to create cases for a TCBR system from accident
reports and accident scenarios. Therefore, semantic resources are used to
transform the knowledge in the unstructured text to cases. One resource is
an expert ontology the other one a fact ontology. The first ontology is used
to describe the domain from the expert’s point of view, the second one from
the police point of view. The expert ontology is used to create source case
(problem with solution) from accident scenarios, while target cases (only
problem) are created from accident reports using so-called semantic traces.
This traces are build by using information retrieval methods to extract
relevant terms from a text using lexical patterns based on combinations of
POS categories. A pattern recognition algorithm is then used to identify the
relevant information. This information is transformed into a more formal
description by the use of the fact ontology.[CD07]

Another approach is from Weber and her colleagues and presents
a TCBR framework for knowledge management systems that is using
template-based information extraction. The framework uses Template Min-
ing [LKLC96] to acquire knowledge for cases of TCBR system. Template
Mining can be used when the unstructured text contains recognizable pat-
terns. Therefore, knowledge artifacts have to be defined that represent the
patterns to be extracted. In this approach, a knowledge artifact is a lesson,
which has several properties: An origination action, an applicable task and
specific conditions. With the help of a domain-specific ontology, these
artifacts and their properties can be recognized in the text, transformed in
the desired structure and used during the retrieval.[WASMA01].

The described frameworks use ontologies and pattern matching to
extract information from unstructured texts and transform them to be used
in a TCBR system. While FEATURE-TAK is not using ontologies, patterns
are also used to find phrases and keywords that are associated to a specific
system or function in an aircraft. Applying a specific template to the failure
reports could be very challenging because no unified vocabulary is used and
therefore the properties of a template could not be defined appropriately or
many templates would be required to deal with the different possibilities to
describe a failure.
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Another similar approach was proposed by Amin and his colleagues.
They used a hybrid textual CBR approach for extraction knowledge from
texts for a ticket management system. The goal was to create a software
agent with an underlying CBR system that could support the help-desk
managers how to proceed with a ticket. The CBR system should provide
three tasks: case generation, case retrieval, and case adaptation. The tickets
contain often English and German in the text and have grammatical issues
or vague domain abbreviation. Therefore, the standard NLP methods are
not used, because first tests lead not to promising results. Instead, Deep
Neural Networks and Word Embeddings are used to improve the text pre-
processing and the similarity measures. The approach uses Deep Learning
algorithms in context of NLP to capture and decode domain knowledge.
The text pre-processing was divided into five steps: Input process, pri-
oritization process, greetings filter, stemming and stop word elimination,
and text vectorization. The input process is responsible for simulating
a ticket stream, while the prioritization process ranks the tickets based
on historical data and priorities. The greeting filter removes unnecessary
text like greeting and signatures from the ticket. Then the stop words are
eliminated and the remaining words are stemmed. In the last step. the
remaining words are transformed into vectors using Word2Vec model. To
train the model, different types of neural networks were used. Based on
the Word2Vec models an a predefined local similarity measures, the new
similarity values are integrated into the local measures.[AKA+18]

The approach from Amin had to face similar challenges than FEATURE-
TAK had in the aviation domain. While in FEATURE-TAK mainly NLP
and adapted domain-specific CBR methods are used, the other approach
relies on neural networks and deep learning techniques. The results of
the approach are promising and an adaptation to the aviation domain
would be possible, but there are two challenges: The first challenge is the
semi-automated approach of FEATURE-TAK. The work-flow is build on
transparency for every single step to be reviewed by a knowledge engineer
and to be easy understandable by the Airbus employees in the customer
service support. The black box design of a Deep Neural Network would
be contrary to the transparency goal, but it would be possible with an
explanation component to explain the results of the neural network. On
the other hand, the neural network and Word2Vec approach has clearly a
higher extraction quality than the current FEATURE-TAK approach.
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3.2.3. Natural language processing in process-oriented CBR

In the field of process-oriented CBR (POCBR) the extraction of work-
flow knowledge for case is done by the use of NLP methods. The main
goal is to identify process or work-flow oriented knowledge that helps
describe a particular process or work-flow. An approach in this area is
from Dufour-Lussier and his colleagues in the cooking domain. They pro-
pose an automatic case acquisition from text for POCBR. The knowledge
extraction process uses a standard NLP toolchain to perform several tasks
like tokenization, POS tagging, and syntactic analysis. The next step is
to identify lexical and grammatical anaphoras. An anaphora is a word
or a sequence of words that is repeated at the beginning of neighboring
sentences. In this system the anaphora mechanism is used to identify terms
that lead to another term, for example “flour, eggs, and milk” will evolute to
“pour batter”, or to find missing terms, that were mentioned in the sentence
before. The extracted information is transformed into different actions for
a work-flow that could be added to a case. An interesting conclusion from
this approach blames the POS tagger responsible for most of the errors
during case acquisition.[DLLBLN14]

Another approach uses an ontology to extract work-flows from texts.
The proposed framework is able to extract process knowledge from texts
using classical NLP methods combined with word sense disambiguation.
For the NLP methods the GATE framework was used to perform a mor-
phological and syntactic analysis to identify relevant terms. A supervised
machine learning approach for word sense disambiguation is used in com-
bination with the domain ontology. To determine the correct word sense,
a set of rules were defined. With these rules and a set of features based
on already tagged words, the Perceptron Algorithm with Uneven Margins
(PAUM) [LZH+02] is used to learn the word sense disambiguation and
classifications in an automated way.[HVD16]

Both approaches mentioned above are related to the FEATURE-TAK
framework. While they use the standard NLP methods to identify rele-
vant information, they also use domain-specific methods and knowledge
to improve the quality of the extracted knowledge. The consideration
of anaphoras would be very helpful for FEATURE-TAK when dealing
with the short and sometime incomplete sentences, while the word sense
disambiguation approach could be used in combination with synonym iden-
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tification and the pattern extraction to improve the quality of the extracted
synonyms.

3.2.4. Natural language processing on incident reports

Other approaches use NLP techniques without combining them with CBR,
but on the topic of incident and accident reports, which are similar to the
failure reports from Airbus. In the following some of these approaches are
briefly presented. An approach that addresses the problem of identifying
relevant information in unstructured technical texts is the Text Reasoning
Graph (TRG) from Sizov and his colleagues. They analyze free text
documents from aircraft incidents to identify reasoning knowledge that
can be used to generate cases from these text documents. The approach
generates a TRG for each incident report and was chosen, because the TRG
allows the chains of actions and links between relevant information can be
explicitly represented. The TRG comprises mainly causal relation extracted
from a report, but is also enriched with textual entailment and paraphrase
relations. The automated extraction of the information to generate a TRG is
done by using NLP techniques. The process of generation a TRG consists
five steps: Pre-processing of the text documents with tokenization, POS
tagging, stop-word removal, and lemmatization. In addition, a special
HTML scraping process is incorporated to obtain the text and structure
of a report from the website of the Transportation Board of Canada. The
next step is the extraction of causal relations with lexico-syntactic patterns
[[SGK95]]. A set of patterns is applied to a sentence or a set of sentences
and the found patterns are extracted. The patterns contain several elements
including POS tags, phrase types and specific tokens. The patterns are
build around causal triggers, that indicate a causal relation between phrases.
The next step uses the inverse document frequency (IDF) to compute the
informativeness of the nodes. Words with an IDF above 1.0 are considered
as informative. Then words in a pattern that are informative are combined
to one node in the graph. The last step is the textual entailment and
paraphrase relations. This step connects the sub-graphs, extracted by the
patterns, to bigger graphs. Paraphrase detection recognizes text fragments
with the similar meaning, while textual entailment is used to determine if
one text fragment infers another fragment.[SÖŠ14]

While we are using a structural approach with attribute-value pairs and
try to classify and map the identified relevant knowledge to attributes, the
approach from Sizov and his colleagues uses a graphical representation for
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their cases. The approach uses the same NLP techniques like the Stanford
CoreNLP Pipeline as our approach to analyze and pre-process the text doc-
uments, but transforms the result into a different knowledge representation.
They also use patterns to identify relevant information, but their patterns
are more complex than the patterns used in FEATURE-TAK. Another
difference between the approaches is the input data. An incident report is
mostly a grammatically correct text and contains several causal relations.
The fault descriptions of Airbus are mostly grammatically incorrect and
smaller than a complete incident report. Therefore, the patterns may also
be smaller, but have to deal with false syntax and abbreviations.

One approach deals also with NLP techniques to analyze and extract
information from incident and accident reports in the aviation domain. Var-
ious NLP methods are used to extract information from free texts with the
goal of improving the reliability of domain-specific coding. In addition, the
coding itself is to be facilitated and the possibilities for analysis improved.
As a data basis Aviation Safety Reports provided by Air France are used.
These reports contain free texts as well as standardized codes. A basic
linguistic analysis is carried out first. This analysis is language-specific, but
domain-independent and extracts individual records from the texts, divides
the records into tokens and and reduce the tokens to the corresponding
lemma. The terms are then related to each other by means of a semantic
analysis. The second step is a domain-specific process to address the abbre-
viations in these reports and grouping the extracted terms in word groups
with similar meaning. These synonym and hyperonym definitions are
related to the aviation domain and is performed and validated by domain
experts. The results of this report processing is a codified and harmonized
representation of the report that can be used to learn correlations between
terms and reports and allows a kind of similarity comparison between two
codified instances of reports. This way, a suggestion for the reason of the
incident or accident can be made.[PRT+12]

The approach from Tanguy and his colleagues deal with the automated
classification of accident reports in the aviation domain. They use a SVM
supervised learning algorithm for the classification task itself and NLP
techniques to transform the free text in the accident reports into features
that describe a report in numerical values. At first, a custom-build rule-
based normalizer is used that is based on the Talismane NLP toolkit [Uri13].
This normalizer contains 637 manually defined rules that fold frequent
common variations to a standard term for the aviation domain, for example
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the different writings and abbreviations for the term "‘take-off"’. After
the normalization four list of terms are generated. A list with words from
the text separated by white spaces, a list with stems from the detected
words, a list of character n-grams, and a list with stemmed n-grams. based
on the extracted features, the relative frequency for each feature in each
text is computed. The result is a numerical vector representation for each
report.[TTU+16]

Another research has been conducted on applying NLP techniques on
railway incident reports. The problem with incident reports is that the
relevant information related to specific incident factors are scattered across
the report. The NLP techniques aim at identifying the incident factors and
their relationships. Therefore, a set of general concepts that are relevant to
incident analysis were defined, so-called Entities of Interest (EOI). These
EOI represent different types of faults and causal factors. This EOI list is
generated from existing incident analysis approaches and is used to manu-
ally extract relevant texts. These extracted texts are processed using textual
analysis and NLP methods. The main objective of the NLP methods is to
find matches to the items on the generated EOI list. To achieve this goal, a
text was segmented using the NLP methods stemming, lemmatization, and
POS tagging. The matching between the extracted terms and the EOI items
is achieved by deriving word associations from data using conditional
probability calculations. The result of this calculations are appearance
patterns for the terms and terms can be associated when they have similar
appearance patterns.[SSNP17]

An approach in the medical domain is the Mayo clinical Text Analysis
and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES). The goal was to develop an
Open Source tool to extract information from electronic medical records
(EMR). The information extraction process has six steps: sentence bound-
ary detector, tokenizer, normalizer, POS tagger, shallow parser, and name
entity recognition. The sentence detector is responsible for extraction
single sentences. The tokenizer splits a sentence into individual tokens.
This splitting is based on syntactic and semantic rules. The normalizer
reduces the tokens to their basic from and the POS tagger classifies the
tokens. The shallow parser recognizes semantic associations between the
individual tokens using grammatical rules. The last step tries to recognize
the nouns under the tokens and associates them to pre-defined concepts in
the medical domain. In addition, the named entity recognition checks if
any noun has a contextual negation. This check is done with the NegEx
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algorithm that is able to use pre-defined patterns to recognize contextual
negations. This system is currently available as Open Source tool from
Apache.[SMO+10]

All these approaches use NLP methods like tokenizing, POS tagging,
lemmatization, and named entitiy recognition analyze free texts, identify
relevant information, and transform this information into a form that allows
similarity computations between the artifacts. The used methods in these
approaches are the same that are used in FEATURE-TAK. This shows that
the proposed work-flow follows accepted and widely used methods and
steps. One difference between these approaches and FEATURE-TAK is
that the framework proposed in this thesis is designed to make a second
transformation. The first transformation is the same as in other approaches
(free text to relevant structured information), but the second step is a
transformation or transfer into CBR related knowledge representations to
be usable during retrieval.

3.2.5. Topic mining

Topic Mining is a state-of-the-art approach that helps to analyze and extract
text data. The analysis should identify interesting patterns within the
documents and extract useful knowledge. Topic Mining or Topic Modeling
is an area of Text Mining and is applied to texts unsupervised. It is directly
related to Machine Learning (ML) and NLP. The result of a Topic Mining
process is a so-called Topic Model, which can be used to recognize abstract
topics in documents.[Ble12]

The most common Topic Mining technique is the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA). The LDA model dictates that each document is seen as
a kind of mix of existing themes in the corpus. If the technique is further
refined, it can be applied just as easily to individual paragraphs within the
text. Usually, LDA is applied to collections of texts containing several
topics. The assignment of topics is done by sorting each individual word
in the text into a certain topic area.[BNJ03]

Another technique is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Similar to LDA,
LSA is a method of NLP. LSA creates a vector-based representation of
texts. The semantic contents are generated from these representations. This
vector representation is used by LSA to calculate the similarity between
texts. In addition to this basic similarity, related words can be extracted by
LSA.[AA15].
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The Topic Mining approach could be integrated into FEATURE-TAK
to analyze problem descriptions with more than one failure mentioned.
LDA or LSA could be used to identify the different fault topics based
on the existing knowledge in the case bases and enable the framework to
extract more than one case from a problem description. In addition, the
patterns learned during the analysis of the problem descriptions could help
to identify phrases more precise and assign them to the correct attributes in
the vocabulary and cases.

An approach for dealing with natural language cases with respect to
the maintainability is to use a parser to translate the natural language rep-
resentation into a machine language to be processed other components of
the system. This approach was tested in a conversational CBR system in
a manufacturing application for the Chemical Monitoring and Diagnosis
(CM&D) project. While the cases in the CBR system consists of natural
language questions and the corresponding answers, the parsed representa-
tion is in machine language. The maintenance of the knowledge is done
on the machine language cases and then synchronized with the human-
readable cases. But this require specific tools, which were developed
during the CM&D project. These tools are only usable in the chemical
domain.[CL99] An similar approach may be applicable to technical do-
mains like the aviation domain with focus on technical terms, abbreviations,
as well as failure and warning codes that are used during daily work. This
could reduce the efforts for knowledge extraction and maintenance for the
CBR systems.
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A maintenance cockpit for distributed
CBR systems

This thesis aims at developing a cockpit for maintenance of MAS with
several distributed structural CBR systems. This cockpit shall be able to
monitor the changes in the knowledge containers, evaluate the quality of
the knowledge containers, and suggest maintenance actions if necessary.
The suggested maintenance actions are passed to a knowledge engineer to
confirm or refuse the maintenance actions. As a basis for the new approach,
the SEASALT architecture [Bac13] was chosen. This architecture can be
used to build MAS with a so-called knowledge line, which is responsible
for providing the required knowledge for solving a given problem. Each
knowledge source within the knowledge line is managed by a topic agent.
In the context of this work, it is assumed that a topic agent manages a CBR
system, according to the focus mentioned at the beginning of this section.
For maintenance purposes, each of the topic agents has its own so-called
Case Factory (CF). The original idea of the CF was introduced in 2006 by
Althoff et al. [AHS06] and applied in theory to the case bases of the travel
medicine application docQuery [ARB+07]. The idea was to use several
agents for supervising a CBR system and maintaining the knowledge if
necessary. Some agents were introduced like a minimality agent, a case
inserter, and a maintainer, and described briefly. A central idea of the Case
Factory is that an agent not only learns from its individual experience,
but also learns from the experience of other agents. The idea of the Case
Factory is integrated into the Knowledge Line of the SEASALT architec-
ture. Each knowledge source, in this context CBR systems, has its own
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Case Factory that is responsible for maintaining the dedicated knowledge.
Based on these ideas the Case Factory can be extended to maintain not
the case base, but maintaining the vocabulary, the similarity measures and
the adaptation knowledge, too. Dependencies between case bases were
introduced and exemplified for four case bases. The dependencies were
modeled within the request strategies of the docQuery MAS. However,
to that time the docQuery system was not implemented completely and
therefore the CF approach was never applied in practice to the system.
The original CF idea is good, but has several shortcomings, especially
when applying it to distributed CBR systems. The original CF idea does
not consider explicit dependencies between the knowledge containers of a
CBR system, especially more than the case base, or between different CBR
systems. Therefore, the CF has to be extended to be useful for the mainte-
nance cockpit for the maintenance of distributed CBR systems. Figure 4.1
shows a schematic of the original CF.

Figure 4.1. Original Case Factory idea [AHS06]

4.1. Basic idea and requirements

The central idea of the maintenance cockpit approach is that dependencies
exist between knowledge containers in a single CBR system and between
the knowledge containers of different CBR systems [RA13]. These depen-
dencies should be considered when planning the maintenance of the single
CBR systems and the overall multi-agent system. Therefore, three steps are
necessary: the definition and modeling of dependencies, the extension of
the original CF approach, and the introduction of a high-level organization
for the coordination of multiple CFs, a so-called Case Factory Organization
(CFO). Because the SEASALT architecture is designed for multi-agent
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systems and the new maintenance approach should be integrated into the
architecture, the CFs and the CFO are designed as multi-agent systems
as well. This way, the new multi-agent systems can be integrated as sub-
societies into the overall multi-agent society of the SEASALT architecture.

For each CBR system the dependencies have to be defined and also
the dependencies between CBR systems and stored in a way that the CF
and CFO have access to them. Each CF should be able to monitor the
knowledge containers of the associated CBR system, log the changes in
the containers, evaluate the containers, and derive maintenance actions
based on the results of the monitoring and evaluation process. Thus, each
CF generates its own list of initial maintenance actions, a so-called local
maintenance proposal list (lMPL). This list is called a proposal list, because
all the maintenance actions are proposals to a knowledge engineer and do
not necessarily have to be performed. For the knowledge containers that
will be affected by the maintenance actions, the dependencies are checked
to determine any further maintenance actions that may be necessary. These
additional actions are added to the lMPL and the list is passed to the CFO.
The CFO gets a list from every CF, takes the dependencies between the
CBR systems into account and derives additional maintenance actions.
The list from the CFs and the list with the cross-system maintenance pro-
posals are merged to a global maintenance proposal list (gMPL). During
the merge process duplicate maintenance actions are removed. After the
merge, the gMPL has to be checked for conflicting or circular maintenance
actions. A circular maintenance action means, that performing the mainte-
nance action on a knowledge container will cause a maintenance action on
another container and that will cause again the initial maintenance action.
After solving all conflicts and circular problems, the gMPL is enriched
with explanations to help a knowledge engineer understand the list. The
assumption for these explanations is, that the knowledge that is required
to propose a certain maintenance action is also the same knowledge that
can be used to explain the maintenance action. But the knowledge has to
be transformed in a human-readable explanation. This explained global
maintenance proposal list (egMPL) can be passed to a knowledge engineer.
This knowledge engineer confirms or rejects maintenance actions from the
list. The remaining egMPL is passed back to the CFO and from there back
to the individual CFs, where the maintenance actions are performed.

Based on the problem description, the hypotheses, the goals, and the
main idea for the integrated maintenance approach, a set of requirements
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can be determined. These requirements are described in the following with
controlled textual notation. Each requirement has a number, a title, an
associated goal, and a short description. For this work, a requirements
elicitation is done and not a requirements analysis, because the require-
ments will mainly contribute to the concept development and not the
implementation itself. The chosen approach for requirements elicitation is
a goal-driven approach and the requirements are a mix of functional and
non-functional requirements.

Number: 01
Title: Dependency definition inside CBR system
Goal: Dependencies
Description: To use dependencies in the integrated maintenance

approach, the dependencies between the knowledge
containers of a CBR system have to be defined.

Number: 02
Title: Dependency definition between CBR system
Goal: Dependencies
Description: To use dependencies in the integrated maintenance

approach, the dependencies between the knowledge
containers of different CBR systems have to be
defined.

Number: 03
Title: Store and access dependencies
Goal: Dependencies
Description: The dependencies have to be stored permanently in

a way that the agents of the Case Factory and the
Case Factory Organization have access to it

Number: 04
Title: Define maintenance goals
Goal: Maintenance goals
Description: The possible maintenance goals for the CBR sys-

tems have to be defined.
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Number: 05
Title: Define maintenance actions and transactions
Goal: Maintenance goals
Description: The possible maintenance actions that could be per-

formed have to be defined. Transactions in the
context of this work mean maintenance actions that
have to be executed together to avoid inconsisten-
cies. Together means not necessarily in parallel.

Number: 06
Title: Store maintenance goals and actions
Goal: Maintenance goals
Description: The maintenance goals and possible actions have

to be stored persistently and the agents must have
access to them.

Number: 07
Title: Constraints and conditions
Goal: Maintenance goals
Description: Constraints and conditions for the maintenance

goals and actions have to be defined

Number: 08
Title: Store Constraints and Conditions
Goal: Maintenance goals
Description: The constraints and conditions have to be stored

and the agents must have access to them.

Number: 09
Title: Monitoring of knowledge containers
Goal: Monitoring abilities
Description: The knowledge containers of the CBR systems have

to be monitored to detect changes. For each knowl-
edge container a separate agent should be responsi-
ble.
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Number: 10
Title: Evaluation of knowledge containers
Goal: Evaluation abilities
Description: The knowledge containers of the CBR systems have

to be evaluated to check for inconsistencies, com-
petence, or other criteria to check the quality of
the knowledge. Each knowledge container should
have its own evaluation agent. The agents should
have an interface to work with different evaluation
approaches.

Number: 11
Title: Maintenance of knowledge containers
Goal: Maintenance abilities
Description: Based on the results of the monitoring and evalua-

tion of the knowledge containers, the required main-
tenance actions have to be performed. Therefore,
each knowledge container should have an agent,
that is responsible for performing the confirmed
maintenance actions.

Number: 12
Title: Supervising the maintenance process
Goal: Control flow
Description: The whole maintenance process (monitoring, eval-

uation, maintenance) has to be supervised to get a
traceable maintenance work-flow.

Number: 13
Title: Communication and data exchange
Goal: Agent communication
Description: The communication flow between the agents has to

be defined. This means the type, involved agents
and content of messages as well as the data structure
for the knowledge exchange.
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Number: 14
Title: Agent actions
Goal: Agent actions
Description: The possible direct actions of the individual agents

have to be defined. This means the actions that
could be performed by a single agent.

Number: 15
Title: Conflict solving mechanism
Goal: Conflict solving
Description: Conflict solving mechanisms have to be defined to

handle situations with contrary maintenance actions
or circular maintenance situations.

Number: 16
Title: Explanation generation
Goal: Explanations
Description: The generation of explanations for the derived main-

tenance actions has to be defined. This contains ex-
planation types and templates, the required knowl-
edge and the generation process itself.

Number: 17
Title: Work-flow definition for the Case Factory and Case

Factory Organization
Goal: Work-flow
Description: For the Case Factory and the Case Factory Orga-

nization the work-flow for the whole maintenance
approach has to be defined. This work-flow should
contain all elements that were mentioned in the
requirements before.

These requirements will be the base for the concept of the approach
for the maintenance cockpit with CFs. In the next sections, this concept
will be described in detail. First the dependencies and maintenance actions
are described, followed by the agent-based concept for a CF and CFO.
The Maintenance Map for storing required maintenance knowledge, the
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generation of maintenance plans and explanations, and the dialogue with
the knowledge engineer are also described.

4.2. Dependencies and knowledge level

A central part of the maintenance cockpit approach are the dependencies
between the knowledge containers of CBR systems. These dependencies
allow an overall maintenance planning with respect to connections between
the individual knowledge of different CBR systems. A dependency can be
defined with a source, a target, and a direction. This triple has been used
by the first dependency definition and the source and target were defined
as knowledge containers and can be found in equation (4.1).

d = (kcsysS, kcsysT , t)

where kc ∈ {voc, sim, cb, ada}
and sysS, sysT ∈ {1 . . . n}

and t ∈ {u, b}

(4.1)

The triple consists of two knowledge containers and a direction. The
first knowledge container kcsysS defines the left side of a dependencies,
the source knowledge container. The second knowledge container kcsysT
defines the target knowledge container. Knowledge containers could be the
vocabulary, the case base, the similarity measures or the adaptation knowl-
edge according to Richter [Ric03]. The indices sysS and sysT identify
the CBR system, the knowledge container belongs to, assuming all given
CBR systems have a number between 1 and n. The last part of the triple t
represents the direction of a dependency, either (u)ni-directional or (b)i-
directional and determines whether the source and the target knowledge
containers can be swapped, or not.

But the information about the affected knowledge containers is not
sufficient. For example, the information that a dependency exists between
the vocabulary of CBR system A and the vocabulary of CBR system B
does only allow to derive a maintenance action for changing the vocabulary.
This is not enough information for specific and executable maintenance
actions. Therefore, six knowledge levels for CBR systems are defined
to find the required granularity of knowledge for the dependencies. The
knowledge levels are shown in Table 4.1.
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Knowledge level Contained knowledge Example
Knowledge level 1 CBR system CBR system 1
Knowledge level 2 knowledge container vocabulary, case base
Knowledge level 3 specific case base CB01, CB02
Knowledge level 4 specific case, similarity mea-

sure, and adaptation rules
case 123, simtax, rule23

Knowledge level 5 attributes, condition side,
consequence side

aircraft type, systems, status,
"‘if status = inop"’,
"‘then code = W3566"’

Knowledge level 6 specific attribute values, sim-
ilarity values, weights, condi-
tion, consequence

A380, display, inoperable, 0.5,
"‘status = inoperable"’

Table 4.1. Knowledge levels, the contained knowledge, and examples

These knowledge levels are used to define a hierarchy of granularity
for dependencies. The top level of the hierarchy is the root level. It
contains only one node, the root node. This root level could also be named
as knowledge level 0. The second level represents the knowledge level
1 and contains nodes for the CBR systems. The third level, knowledge
level 2, contains nodes for the knowledge containers of a CBR system:
vocabulary, case base, similarity measures, and adaptation knowledge.
The Knowledge level 3 contains nodes for the case bases, the other three
branches have no nodes on this level. On knowledge level 4 nodes for
the cases, similarity measures, and the adaptation rules can be found.
Knowledge level 5 contains nodes for the attributes on all branches of the
knowledge containers and the complete condition and consequence sides
of an adaptation or completion rule. The last level contains nodes for the
specific values of each attribute, similarity values between attribute values
for the local similarity measures, weights for the global similarity measures,
and single conditions and consequences that are part of the condition or
consequence side of a rule. In the context of CBR systems, these conditions
or consequences contain attributes and values with relational operators and
assignment operators. A condition or consequence side can have multiple
conditions or consequences connected with logical AND or OR. Figure
4.2 shows an example hierarchy with the knowledge levels.

Based on this hierarchy, dependencies with different knowledge levels
could be defined. The most abstract dependencies are based on knowledge
level 1 and the most detailed dependencies are based on knowledge level
6. For example, on knowledge level 1 a dependency between a CBR
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Figure 4.2. Example hierarchy for granularity of dependencies

system A and a CBR system B could be defined. The dependency does
not contain enough knowledge to derive a specific maintenance action, but
the knowledge on this level is required for the knowledge levels below to
differ between the more detailed dependencies. In addition, it could be
used for visualization purposes of dependencies. On knowledge level 6, a
dependency between two specific values could be defined. For example,
there could be a dependency between the value A380 of the attribute aircraft
type in the knowledge container vocabulary of CBR system A and the value
A380 of the attribute aircraft type of the case123 in the case base CB01 in
the knowledge container case bases of CBR system A. With this specific
information, among others, a detailed maintenance action could be derived.
The reworked dependency definition can be found in equation (4.2).

d = (KLEsource, KLEtarget, t)

where KLEsource and KLEtarget ∈ {hierarchy_nodes}
and t ∈ {u, b}

(4.2)

In the previous definition [RA15], the source and target of a dependency
have been knowledge containers. In the current definition, the source and
target are knowledge level elements (KLE), that can be found in the defined
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hierarchy. The hierarchy is a set of nodes and edges, but a dependency
references only on nodes. Therefore, hierarchy_nodes is a subset of the
hierarchy, that only contains the nodes. To identify an element in the hierar-
chy, every element gets an id code based on the knowledge level, characters,
and continuous numbers. The id code consists of alphanumeric characters
and starts with the number of the knowledge level. The characters for each
knowledge level are combined with an underscore. The knowledge level 0
will not be considered, because it contains no knowledge. The nodes on
each knowledge level will be continuously numbered. The only exception
is knowledge level 2. The nodes on this level are identified with the starting
character of the knowledge container. For example, the id code for the
case123 node would be 1_C_1_1_0_0, the id code for the specific value
A380 in the same branch would be 1_C_1_1_1_1. A dependency between
the specific value A380 of the attribute aircraft type in the vocabulary and
the same value in case123 in CB01 in the attribute aircraft type could be
found in equation (4.3):

d = (1_V _0_0_1_1, 1_C_1_1_1_1, u) (4.3)

The dependencies will still be differentiated between intra- and inter-
system dependencies. Intra-system dependencies are defined within a CBR
system, while inter-system dependencies are defined between different
CBR systems. An intra-sytem dependency is defined in equation (4.4),
while an inter-system dependency is defined in equation (4.5):

dintra = (klesource, kletarget, t)

where klesource and kletarget ∈ {hierarchy_nodes}
and #KL6 of klesource 6= #KL6 of kletarget
and #KL1ofklesource = #KL1 of kletarget

and t ∈ {u, b}

(4.4)

dinter = (klesource, kletarget, t)

where klesource and kletarget ∈ {hierarchy_nodes}
and #KL1 of klesource 6= #KL1 of kletarget

and t ∈ {u, b}

(4.5)
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Intra-system dependencies are defined within a single CBR system.
Therefore, the source and the target knowledge level elements have the
same CBR system identification value (#KL1), while they have different
attribute value identification values (#KL6). This is required to avoid depen-
dencies from specific values to themselves. This way circular processing of
the same dependencies endless times is avoided. In contrast to the previous
definition of intra-system dependencies, dependencies within the same
knowledge container are permitted to model dependencies between differ-
ent attributes of the vocabulary for example. For inter-system dependencies
the CBR system identification value (#KL1) has to be different, while all
other knowledge level elements could have the same identification number,
for example when we have a backup copy of a CBR system that contains
the same knowledge.

In the first definition of dependencies three trivial dependencies were
introduced as intra-system dependencies. These trivial dependencies were
defined between the vocabulary and the three other knowledge containers.
On an abstract level, these dependencies still exist, but on the knowledge
levels 5 and 6, the number of dependencies cannot be defined in gen-
eral, because the number of attributes and specific values depends on the
knowledge modeling. Therefore, the new definition of the maintenance
dependencies contains no trivial dependencies any more.

Based on the defined granularity of the dependencies, there could
exist hundreds of dependencies in a CBR system. Modeling all these
dependencies manually would cause a very high effort for the knowledge
engineer. Therefore, the automated generation of dependencies based on
a given knowledge model could reduce the effort and would allow the
application of the Case Factory approach to existing CBR systems with a
manageable effort. For an automated generation, it has to be differentiated
between syntactic and semantic dependencies. A syntactic dependency is
based on a syntactic compliance of values, for example the specific value
A380 of the attribute aircraft type in the vocabulary and the value A380 in
the same attribute in a given case. This dependency could be generated
automatically by searching for the value A380 in existing cases. If the value
is set for the attribute in a case, a dependency is modeled. An algorithm to
generate syntactic dependencies automatically from the existing knowledge
is shown in algorithm 4.1.
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Listing 4.1. Algorithm for generating syntactic dependencies

1$ \ t e x t { \ b f s e r i e s D e f i n i t i o n s : } $
2$V_{ a }$ S e t o f v a l u e s f o r a t t r i b u t e a
3$C_{ cb }$ S e t o f c a s e s i n a case base cb
4
5$v_ { a }$ s p e c i f i c v a l u e o f a t t r i b u t e a
6$c_ { cb }$ s p e c i f i c case of case base cb
7$v_ { f c t }$ s p e c i f i c v a l u e i n s i m i l a r i t y measure
8$v_ { r }$ s p e c i f i c v a l u e i n r u l e
9
10$ \ t e x t { \ b f s e r i e s I n p u t : } $
11A S e t o f a t t r i b u t e s i n t h e case s t r u c t u r e
12CB S e t o f case b a s e s i n a CBR sys tem
13R S e t o f a d a p t a t i o n r u l e s
14S S e t o f s i m i l a r i t y f u n c t i o n s
15
16$ \ t e x t { \ b f s e r i e s Outpu t : } $
17D S e t o f s y n t a c t i c d e p e n d e n c i e s
18
19$ \ t e x t { \ b f s e r i e s Algo r i t hm : } $
20D = \ e m p t y s e t
21
22f o r e a c h ( a t t r i b u t e a i n A) {
23i f ( check ( $v_ { a }$ e x i s t i n $c_ { cb }$ ) {
24$d_ {u}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { c }$ , u )
25i f ( e x i s t (D, r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u} $s ) ) ) {
26$d_ {b}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { c }$ , b )
27D = D − r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u}$ ) }
28e l s e {
29D = D + $d_ {b}$ }
30}
31i f ( check ( $v_ { a }$ e x i s t i n $v_ { f c t }$ ) {
32$d_ {u}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { f c t }$ , u )
33i f ( e x i s t ( r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u}$ ) ) ) {
34$d_ {b}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { f c t }$ , b )
35D = D − r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u}$ ) }
36e l s e {
37D = D + $d_ {b}$ }
38}
39i f ( check ( $v_ { a }$ e x i s t i n $v_ { r }$ ) {
40$d_ {u}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { r }$ , u )
41i f ( e x i s t ( r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u}$ ) ) ) {
42$d_ {b}$ = new d ( $v_ { a }$ , $v_ { r }$ ,

b )
43D = D − r e v e r s e ( $d_ {u}$ ) }
44e l s e {
45D = D + $d_ {b}$ }
46}}
47re turn D

The algorithm iterates over all values of all attributes and compares
them with the used values in the cases, the similarity measures and the
adaptation rules. If a compliance is found a new dependency on the
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sixth knowledge level is created. The created dependency is defined as s
uni-directional one. For every created dependency, the algorithm checks
whether a reverse dependency exists, or not. If a reverse dependency
is found, the newly created dependency is set to bi-directional and the
reverse dependency is removed from the list. The new dependency is
added to the list. This way explicit dependencies between the knowledge
containers can be generated. Implicit dependencies between the knowledge
containers can be found in several CBR tools and in myCBR, too. But
these implicit dependencies cannot be used to generate maintenance actions
and explanations. Therefore, some dependencies may exist implicitly and
explicitly.

With the algorithm syntactic dependencies can be generated, but not
semantic dependencies. A semantic dependency is based on user modeled
connections between the knowledge items, for example a case referenc-
ing another case. A reference cannot always be identified automatically,
therefore a dependency can only be generated under specific circumstances.
For example, it could be checked if an attribute exists that contains unique
identifiers of cases. This attribute could be treated as reference attribute
and the identifiers of the cases could be compared syntactically.

4.3. Maintenance actions and transactions

This section describes maintenance actions and transaction that can be
used during knowledge maintenance of CBR systems. First, a generic
definition of maintenance actions is given and then specific maintenance
actions for the knowledge containers of CBR systems are introduced. After
that, the idea of maintenance transactions is described and how they affect
the knowledge maintenance process.

4.3.1. Maintenance actions

Maintenance actions in the context of this work are all actions that change
the knowledge in a CBR system in order to achieve defined maintenance
goals. These goals can be efficiency-related, competence-related, or
knowledge-quality-related (see 2.5.2) and depend on the use case of the
CBR systems and domain-specific constraints and assumptions. A mainte-
nance action could be performed as a reaction of monitoring or evaluation
processes, user feedback, or manual triggering by a knowledge engineer.
A change of the knowledge can be divided into three different types of
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Figure 4.3. Simple hierarchy of generic maintenance actions

changes, which corresponds to three types of maintenance actions. These
three types are described in the following list.

• Create action: create or add new knowledge, e.g. add a new term
to the vocabulary.
• Alter action: alter existing knowledge, e.g. alter the spelling of a

term in the vocabulary.
• Delete action: delete existing knowledge, e.g. delete a specific term

from the vocabulary.

Each type of maintenance action can be applied to each of the four
knowledge containers of a CBR system, but in different ways. Therefore, a
simple hierarchy can be constructed for the generic levels of maintenance
actions. Figure 4.3 illustrates this simple hierarchy. The root node of
the hierarchy is a change of knowledge, while on the next level the three
types of actions can be found. The third level contains the four knowledge
containers for each action type, namely vocabulary (Voc), case base (CB),
similarity measures (Sim), and adaptation knowledge (Adapt).

A maintenance action ma can be defined on a generic level as a set of
three information pieces: the affected knowledge container kc, the type t
of the maintenance action, and the part of knowledge pok that should be
changed. This generic definition can be found in equation (4.6).

ma = (kc, t, pok)

where kc ∈ {KL2}
and t ∈ {create, alter, delete}

and pok ∈ {KL > 2}

(4.6)
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The knowledge containers are represented in the hierarchy of the knowl-
edge levels by the nodes of level 2 (KL 2), while the parts of knowledge
that could be changed are represented by the knowledge levels higher than
2. But this definition does not distinguish between the different parts of
knowledge and their constraints in combination with the type of a mainte-
nance action. Therefore, the definition needs to be enhanced and split into
three individual definitions for the different types of maintenance actions
(equation (4.7) to (4.9)).

maC = (kc, pok)

where kc ∈ {KL2}
and pok /∈ knowledge level hierarchy

(4.7)

maA = (kc, pokold, poknew)

where kc ∈ {KL2}
and pokold ∈ {KL > 2}

and poknew /∈ knowledge level hierarchy

(4.8)

maD = (kc, pok)

where kc ∈ {KL2}
and pok ∈ {KL > 2}

(4.9)

The constraints for the knowledge to change in the create action is that
the knowledge must not exist in the knowledge container, because it would
be a duplicate otherwise. For the alter action two parts of knowledge are
required, the existing knowledge and the new knowledge that overwrites
the existing one. The deletion action requires that the knowledge to be
deleted exists in the knowledge container.

The smallest maintenance action that can be performed on a knowledge
container is called an elementary maintenance action mae. These elemen-
tary actions represent changes in a knowledge container on level 3 to 6
in the knowledge level hierarchy, for example adding a new term to the
vocabulary. A maintenance action that requires the execution of several
elementary maintenance actions is called a complex maintenance action
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mac. These actions represent changes on higher knowledge levels than
the associated elementary actions, for example the creation of a new case.
This would require one elementary maintenance action to create the case
itself and several elementary actions to set the attribute values for the new
case. Therefore, generic complex maintenance actions can be defined as in
equation (4.10).

mac = (kc, {maeo1, ...,maeon})
where kc ∈ {KL2}

and o ∈ {(c)reate, (a)lter, (d)elete}
(4.10)

A complex maintenance action is performed on one knowledge con-
tainer and contains a finite set of elementary maintenance actions. The
elementary maintenance actions in the set can be of any number. The super-
script character defines whether a maintenance action is an elementary (e)
or a complex (c) action. The index character o defines the type of operation
(create, alter, delete) for the maintenance action and the character i is an
integer value between 1 and n.

Both, elementary as well as complex maintenance actions exist for
each knowledge container of a CBR system. In the following, a basic set
of maintenance actions for the knowledge containers is described. The
set of these maintenance actions is finite, but it is expandable depending
on the use case of the CBR systems, the available knowledge, and the
maintenance goals. For each maintenance action four attributes are defined:
the name of the action, the knowledge container the action can be applied
to, the type of action (elementary or complex), and the knowledge level that
is affected by the action. The knowledge level for the maintenance actions
shows, which knowledge level support mainly elementary maintenance
actions and at which knowledge level complex maintenance actions can be
found.

4.3.2. Basic maintenance actions for the vocabulary

In the vocabulary, several maintenance actions for the attributes and at-
tribute values as well as the relationships between them may exist. Adding
an attribute to the case structure is a complex maintenance action that
consists of the two elementary actions for creating a name for the attribute
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and setting a data type. Altering an attribute can be done by altering the
spelling of the attribute’s name or altering the data type of an attribute. The
deletion of an attribute can be a complex or an elementary action. This
depends on the deletion process. If only the attribute itself is deleted, but
the attribute values remain in the vocabulary, then the action is elemen-
tary. If the attribute values have to be deleted too, then the action is a
complex action that consists of several elementary actions for deleting the
attribute values and the relationships, and an elementary action to delete
the attribute itself. The maintenance actions for the attribute values are all
elementary actions. Adding a new value, altering an existing value, and
deleting an existing value can be done in one step. Altering an attribute
value depends on the data type of the corresponding attribute. For symbolic
and string attribute values it means to alter the spelling of the values, while
for numeric attribute values it means to alter the minimum or maximum
value or a specific value. Date attribute values can be altered by altering
the represented date of the value, while Boolean values do not require any
alter action. Maintenance actions for relationships between attributes can
be elementary or complex maintenance actions. If only the relationship
itself is addressed, then adding, altering, and deleting a relationship are
elementary actions. If a relationship has an identifier, then the maintenance
actions are complex and consists of elementary actions for the identifier
and the relationship itself. Table 4.2 shows the basic maintenance actions
for the vocabulary.

Maintenance action Knowledge
container

Type Knowledge
level

create new attribute name vocabulary elementary KL 5

set data type vocabulary elementary KL 5

create new attribute vocabulary complex KL 5

alter existing attribute name vocabulary elementary KL 5

alter data type vocabulary elementary KL 5

alter existing attribute vocabulary complex KL 5

delete existing attribute vocabulary elementary / complex KL 5

create new attribute value vocabulary elementary KL 6

alter existing attribute value vocabulary elementary KL 6

delete existing attribute value vocabulary elementary KL 6

create new relationship vocabulary elementary / complex KL 5

alter existing relationship vocabulary elementary / complex KL 5

delete existing relationship vocabulary elementary / complex KL 5

Table 4.2. Basic maintenance actions for the vocabulary of a CBR system
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4.3.3. Basic maintenance actions for the case base

For the case base, the maintenance actions aim at adding new cases, altering
existing cases, and deleting existing cases. These three actions are complex
maintenance actions. Adding a new case consists of an elementary action
to create an empty structure and several elementary actions to add the
values for the attributes of the case structure and possible links to other
cases. Altering a case contains one or several elementary altering actions
for attribute values or altering links between cases. The deletion of a case
from the case base consists of removing all links from other cases and
the deletion of the case itself. Therefore, elementary maintenance actions
for adding, altering, and deleting links between cases are also part of the
maintenance actions for this knowledge container. Additional maintenance
actions for this knowledge container are the creation of a new case base,
altering an existing case base, and deleting a case base. The creation of
a case base can be an elementary or complex action. It is an elementary
action if only the case base itself is created and a complex action if cases
are added to the case base during the creation process. The other actions
are complex actions, because altering a case base means to move one or
more cases to another case base and deleting a case base may also cause
the deletion of the cases. In Table 4.3 the basic maintenance actions for
the case base are listed.

Maintenance action Knowledge
container

Type Knowledge
level

create new empty case case base elementary KL 4

add attributes to case case base elementary KL 5

add links to other cases case base elementary KL 5

create new case case base complex KL 4

alter attribute value case base elementary KL 6

alter link case base elementary KL 5

alter existing case case base complex KL 4

delete link case base elementary KL 5

delete existing case case base complex KL 4

create new case base case base elementary KL 3

alter existing case base case base complex KL 3

delete existing case base case base complex KL 3

move case case base complex KL 4

Table 4.3. Basic maintenance actions for the case base of a CBR system
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4.3.4. Basic maintenance actions for the similarity measures

In the knowledge container for the similarity measures (short: similarity),
the maintenance actions are responsible for the similarity measures, the
values of the similarity measures, and the weights of the different attributes
in the similarity computation. The basic elementary maintenance actions
for this container are adding, altering, and deleting similarity values for ex-
isting local similarity measures and adding, altering, and deleting attribute
weights for existing global similarity measures. Deleting a similarity value
or an attribute weight is an optional maintenance action, because the same
effect could be achieved by altering the value or the weight and set its
value to zero. Another elementary maintenance action is switching a simi-
larity measure between active and inactive. Creating and altering a whole
similarity measure are complex maintenance actions for this knowledge
container. The creation of a new similarity measure consists of elementary
actions for creating the basic structure of the measure and adding the initial
similarity values. Altering a similarity measure consists of one or more
elementary actions for altering existing similarity values in this measure.
If only one similarity value in the measure is altered, this maintenance
action is equivalent to the elementary action for altering a similarity value.
The deletion of a similarity value can also be seen as an elementary action,
because it contains only the deletion of the measure itself. Two additional
maintenance actions can be performed on this knowledge container. The
first one is to split a taxonomy into several sub-taxonomies to reduce the
maintenance efforts, while the second one is to merge sub-taxonomies to
a bigger taxonomy, if the sub-taxonomies are to small to stay separated.
More details about the approach for splitting and merging taxonomies can
be found in Section 5.4. Table 4.4 shows the basic maintenance actions for
the similarity measures.

4.3.5. Basic maintenance actions for the adaptation knowledge

In the knowledge container for the adaptation knowledge (short: adap-
tation) the maintenance actions aim at creating, altering, and deleting
adaptation and completion rules. For case-based adaptation, the required
maintenance actions are the same as described for the case base. A rule
can be split into the left side, the condition side, and the right side, the
consequence side. On each side, several conditions or consequences can
be defined. For CBR, the condition side of a rule contains one or more at-
tributes that are checked for specific values. The consequence side contains
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Maintenance action Knowledge
container

Type Knowledge
level

create new similarity value similarity elementary KL 6

alter existing similarity value similarity elementary KL 6

delete existing similarity value similarity elementary KL 6

create new local basic structure similarity elementary KL 4

create new local similarity measure similarity complex KL 4

alter existing local similarity measure similarity complex KL 4

delete existing local similarity measure similarity elementary KL 4

create new weight similarity elementary KL 6

alter existing weight similarity elementary KL 6

delete existing weight similarity elementary KL 6

create new global similarity measure similarity complex KL 4

alter existing global similarity measure similarity complex KL 4

delete existing global similarity mea-
sure

similarity elementary KL 4

Table 4.4. Basic maintenance actions for the similarity measures of a CBR system

one or more attributes that will be set to a specific value, if the conditions
are met. Therefore, the elementary maintenance actions for the adaptation
knowledge are adding, altering, and deleting a condition or a consequence
of a rule as well as creating an empty rule. Adding a new rule to the
knowledge container is a complex maintenance action and consists of
the elementary action for creating an empty rule and in minimum of two
additional elementary actions, one for the condition and one for the conse-
quence. Depending on the number of desired conditions and consequences
additional elementary maintenance actions are necessary. Altering a rule is
also a complex action and can consist of several elementary actions to alter
either the condition side or the consequence side or both. The deletion of a
rule is an elementary maintenance action. The basic maintenance actions
for the adaptation knowledge can be found in Table 4.5.

4.3.6. Maintenance transactions

Several maintenance actions can be merged to a maintenance transaction.
A maintenance transaction is similar to a transaction in databases. Elmasri
and Navathe describe a transaction as a set of database operations that are
executed together. At the end of a transaction, the database must be in a
valid or consistent state. The operations of a transaction form an atomic
unit of work, that must not be split up. [EN09]. A transaction tma in
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Maintenance action Knowledge
container

Type Knowledge
level

create empty rule adaptation elementary KL 4

create new empty condition side adaptation elementary KL 5

create new empty consequence side adaptation elementary KL 5

create new condition adaptation elementary KL 6

create new consequence adaptation elementary KL 6

alter existing condition adaptation elementary KL 6

alter existing consequence adaptation elementary KL 6

delete existing condition adaptation elementary KL 6

delete existing consequence adaptation elementary KL 6

create new rule adaptation complex KL 4

alter existing rule adaptation complex KL 4

delete existing rule adaptation elementary KL 4

Table 4.5. Basic maintenance actions for the adaptation knowledge of a CBR system

the context of this thesis is a finite set of maintenance actions and can be
defined as in Equation (4.11).

tma = ({mato1, ...,maton})
where kc ∈ {KL2}

and t in{e, c}
and o ∈ {c, a, d}

(4.11)

A maintenance transaction can contain elementary and complex mainte-
nance actions and perform a specific operation (create, alter, or delete). A
maintenance transaction transforms the knowledge in one or more knowl-
edge containers from a consistent state into another consistent state. Be-
cause the intermediate states of the knowledge containers may be inconsis-
tent, a transaction has to meet the ACID principle. The principle defines
four properties for database transactions: atomicity, consistency, isolation,
and durability [Vos08]. This principle can be applied to maintenance ac-
tions as well as to database operations. The atomicity means that all actions
within the transaction have to be executed all together or none of them.
The consistency property ensures, that a transaction starts from a consistent
state of the knowledge containers and the results of a maintenance transac-
tion are again consistent knowledge containers. If one maintenance action
cannot be performed, the whole transaction is canceled and no change to
the knowledge containers is made. The isolation property means, that the
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transactions are executed independent from each other. The consequence
in the context of maintenance actions is that maintenance transactions that
affect the same piece of knowledge on the knowledge level 3 or lower, have
to be executed in sequence or be nested in a way that they do not cause an
inconsistent state when canceling one of the transactions. The durability
property ensures that the changes to the knowledge are persistent after a
successful execution of a transaction. A transaction of maintenance actions
can be formed by two different sets of maintenance actions:

1. a set of elementary or complex maintenance actions, which are
linked together by dependencies and

2. a set of elementary maintenance actions, which are linked together
by the definition of a complex maintenance action.

Maintenance actions that are derived from a given maintenance action
with the help of dependencies are combined to a transaction. The existence
of a dependency between knowledge and the derivation of an additional
maintenance action points to a possible inconsistency between the linked
pieces of knowledge. Therefore, the idea of the dependencies to avoid
inconsistencies is directly related to the transaction idea. Complex main-
tenance actions are another type of transaction, because they are not tied
together by dependencies, but by the sequence of actions that are required
to perform a complex action. This type of transaction may violate the
atomicity property and it may be allowed to execute such a transaction
only in parts as long as a consistent state can be reached. For example,
the creation of a new case may lead to a consistent state, even if not all
attributes were correctly set. This may lead to issues with the problem
solving competence of a CBR system, but not necessarily to inconsistent
knowledge. But lowering the integrity constraints would require an adapt-
able roll back process for transactions and causes additional efforts to
check the consistency of knowledge.

4.4. Extended Case Factory

The extended CF approach and the SEASALT architecture support the
maintenance of distributed knowledge sources in multi-agent systems and
the CF is intended to perform corrective maintenance as well as adaptive
and perfective maintenance. Feedback from users about false solutions may
lead to corrective maintenance actions, while monitoring and evaluation
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of the knowledge in a CBR system may lead to adaptive or perfective
maintenance. The main purpose of a single CF is to monitor and evaluate
the knowledge in the knowledge containers of a single CBR system and
maintain this knowledge when needed. Therefore, a CF is a small multi-
agent system that uses several software agents with different abilities
to perform the required tasks. In the following, the multi-agent system
of a single CF is described using the GAIA notation (see Section 2.3).
First, the different agent roles of the CF are defined: Monitor, Evaluator,
Maintainer, Coordinator, and Supervisor. For each role the tasks, protocols
and activities, permissions, and responsibilities are described. In addition,
three models are defined: agent model, service model, and acquaintance
model. The agent model describes the agent classes and the associated
roles, the service model describes the services or functions of the agent
classes, and the acquaintance model describes the communication lanes
between the agent classes.

4.4.1. Role Schema Monitor

The main task of role Monitor is the monitoring of one or more knowledge
containers of a single CBR system. Monitoring in this context means
the detection of changes in a knowledge container. The details of the
monitoring and evaluation in context of the CF are described in the Section
4.5. Every time a change is detected, the relevant information is logged
and an appropriate maintenance action is derived. The detected change and
the derived maintenance actions are sent to the Coordinator. The protocols
define the communication between roles and the activities describe the
individual single tasks for a role. The Monitor has to communicate with
the Coordinator and therefore one protocol is required to sent a detected
change and the derived maintenance actions.

In addition, the Monitor has four tasks: the monitoring of knowledge
containers, the detection of changes, the derivation of maintenance actions,
and logging all relevant information. The permissions of a role define the
role’s access to required knowledge. This contains reading of knowledge
as well as altering existing knowledge or creating new knowledge. The
types of access are described with the properties reads, generates, and
changes. In addition, the property supplied is used to describe which role
provides a resource to another role. The tasks of Monitor require access
to the knowledge containers and the specific knowledge inside them. This
means to the individual terms in the vocabulary or the contents of the cases
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in the case base. Based on the defined knowledge levels, the Monitor
requires reading access to the knowledge level 6 to detect the changes in
the knowledge containers. The Monitor requires also reading access to the
available maintenance actions to derive an appropriate maintenance action.
The maintenance actions have to fit the detected change, because it could
be part of a maintenance transaction. This means, the Maintainer has to
be able to roll back this change, if the transaction can not be executed.
The detected change, the derived maintenance actions, and the logging
information about them are newly created knowledge.

Finally, the responsibilities of the Monitor have to be described. The life
cycle of the role defined the execution order of the protocols and activities
and the possible repetitions. The life cycle of the Monitor starts with the
monitoring of the knowledge containers. This task is repeated infinitely.
The next activity in the life cycle is the detection of a change in the
containers, which is performed once. After a successful change detection,
the maintenance action is derived. This is also performed only once. The
next step in the cycle is to send the information to the Coordinator. At
the end of the life cycle, all relevant information is logged for later use.
The whole life cycle is repeated as long as the role is active. The second
part of the responsibilities are the safety properties, which determine the
constraints that have to be met during the life cycle. In this case, the
Monitor has no safety properties. The complete description of the role
Monitor in GAIA notation can be found in Table 4.6.

Role Schema: Monitor
Description:
This role is responsible for the monitoring of one or more knowledge containers of a CBR system.
From the detected changes, maintenance actions are derived. The changes and the associated
maintenance actions are sent to the Coordinator. The detected changes and the maintenance actions
are also logged into a file.

Protocols and activities:
MonitorKnowledgeContainer, DetectChange, DeriveMaintenanceAction,
SendChangesAndActions, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: knowledge containers up to knowledge level 6, available maintenance actions
generates: detected change, derived maintenance actions, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(MonitorKnowledgeContainerω .DetectChange.DeriveMaintenanceAction.
SendChangesAndActions.LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.6. Description of the role Monitor in GAIA notation
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4.4.2. Role Schema Evaluator

The evaluator is a similar role to the Monitor. The main task is the
evaluation of one or more knowledge containers. This can be any kind of
evaluation to check the performance, the problem solving competence, or
find inconsistencies. In the context of this approach, no specific evaluation
approach or algorithm is proposed. The Evaluator should provide some
kind of interface, where the specific algorithm can be connected. After
the evaluation, appropriate maintenance actions should be derived from
the results, if necessary. It can also be decided by the Evaluator that
no maintenance action is required and the knowledge container performs
well. If a maintenance action is decided, the Evaluator may use additional
algorithms and methods to specify the necessary maintenance action, for
example deciding which cases should be deleted. The evaluation results
and the derived maintenance actions are sent to the Supervisor and the
information is also logged. Because the Evaluator has only to communicate
with the Supervisor, there is only one protocol for this role. In addition,
three activities are required: evaluate a knowledge container, derive a
maintenance action, and log the relevant information. The Evaluator needs
reading access to the knowledge containers up to knowledge level 6 to
evaluate the knowledge in the containers. An evaluation can be done
on every knowledge level, depending on the chosen evaluation approach,
therefore access to all knowledge levels should be granted. The role also
needs reading access to the available maintenance actions. The Evaluator
generates new knowledge in form of the evaluation results, the derived
maintenance actions, and the logging information. The life cycle of the
Evaluator starts with the evaluation of a knowledge container and this
activity is performed once or several times, but not in an infinite loop. The
next step is the derivation of a maintenance action, which can be done
zero or more times. Then the results of the evaluation and the derived
maintenance actions are sent to the Coordinator. This is executed only
once during the life cycle. The last step is to log all information. The
whole life cycle is repeated as long as the role is active. The Evaluator has
no safety properties. The complete description of the role Evaluator can
be found in Table 4.7.

4.4.3. Role Schema Maintainer

The third role in the CF is the Maintainer. The main task of this role is to
execute the maintenance actions that have been derived by the Monitor or
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Role Schema: Evaluator
Description:
This role is responsible for the evaluation of one or more knowledge containers of a CBR system.
Based on the evaluation results, maintenance actions are derived, if necessary. The evaluation
results and the associated maintenance actions, if any, are sent to the Coordinator. The results and
the maintenance actions are also logged into a file.

Protocols and activities:
EvaluateKnowledgeContainer, DeriveMaintenanceAction,
SendResultsAndActions, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: knowledge containers up to knowledge level 6, available maintenance actions
generates: evaluation results, derived maintenance action, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(EvaluateKnowledgeContainer∗.DeriveMaintenanceAction∗.
SendResultsAndActions.LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.7. Description of the role Evaluator in GAIA notation

the Evaluator and confirmed by a knowledge engineer. The Maintainer
gets a message from the Coordinator which maintenance actions in the
knowledge container should be performed. After the execution of the
maintenance actions a message is sent back to the Coordinator to give
feedback whether the maintenance was performed successfully or not. This
is important, because if an error occurs during the maintenance and the one
or more actions could not be successfully executed, the faulty maintenance
action has to be executed again to avoid possible inconsistencies. If a
maintenance action cannot be successfully executed after a given thresh-
old, all other maintenance actions that belong to the same maintenance
transaction have to be rolled back. This rollback is managed by the Case
Factory Organization, because it may affect several CBR systems. After the
feedback to the Coordinator all relevant information about the performed
maintenance actions and the results are logged into a file. The Maintainer
needs two protocols to communicate with the Coordinator: one to get a
list of maintenance actions and one to send the results of the performed
maintenance.

The activities for the Maintainer are the execution of the confirmed
maintenance actions and the logging of the results. In order for the Main-
tainer to fulfill its task, it needs read and change access to the knowledge
containers up to knowledge level 6. In addition, the Maintainer reads the
confirmed maintenance actions provided by the Coordinator. The role also
generates the maintenance results and the notification for the Coordinator.
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Role Schema: Maintainer
Description:
This role is responsible for execution of all confirmed maintenance actions. It gets a list of the
confirmed maintenance actions for a knowledge containers from the Coordinator. The role tries
to execute the maintenance actions and sends a notification about the success or failure to the
Coordinator. The results of the performed maintenance are logged into a file.

Protocols and activities:
GetConfirmedMaintenanceActions, ExecuteConfirmedMaintenanceAction,
SendResults, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: knowledge containers up to knowledge level 6,
supplied: Coordinator - confirmed maintenance actions
changes: knowledge containers up to knowledge level 6
generates: maintenance results, notification, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(GetConfirmedMaintenanceActions.ExecuteConfirmedMaintenanceAction∗.
SendResults.LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.8. Description of the role Maintainer in GAIA notation

The life cycle of the Maintainer starts with the receipt of the list with the
confirmed maintenance actions. This protocol is executed once in the cycle.
The next step is to execute the maintenance actions. This activity can be
performed zero or more times. For each maintenance action the activity is
performed once. Then the results are sent to the Coordinator, which is also
performed only once in a cycle. The last step is to log all information. The
whole life cycle is repeated as long as the role is active. The Maintainer
has no safety properties. The description in GAIA notation can be found
in Table 4.8.

4.4.4. Role Schema Coordinator

The Coordinator has two main tasks in the CF. The first main task is the
coordination of the maintenance activities inside the CF. Therefore, the
Coordinator gets the information about detected changes, evaluation re-
sults, and derived maintenance actions from the Monitor and the Evaluator.
Based on this information, the Coordinator uses the dependencies in its
second main task to identify additional maintenance actions in the knowl-
edge containers of the CBR system. The maintenance actions based on a
set of dependencies are combined to a maintenance transaction. During
this task, duplicate maintenance actions are eliminated and also circular
dependencies and their resulting maintenance actions are identified. These
maintenance actions will not be added to the list of potential maintenance
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actions. The complete list of maintenance actions is the local mainte-
nance proposal list (lMPL). All information is then passed to the CFO:
the detected changes, the monitoring and evaluation results, the original
maintenance actions, the activated dependencies, and the maintenance
action based on the dependencies. The use of the dependencies within
the Coordinator and not within the Monitor or Evaluator has two advan-
tages. At first, duplicate maintenance actions can be identified and avoided
directly when deriving maintenance actions from the dependencies. The
second advantage is the detection of potential circular dependencies and
the infinite derivation of additional maintenance actions.

The Coordinator has five protocols and four activities. Two protocols
are responsible for receiving the result from the Monitor and Evaluator.
Another protocol sends the lMPL, the activated dependencies, and the
monitoring and evaluation results to the CFO. The other two protocols
are responsible for the reverse communication and receive the confirmed
maintenance actions and send them to the Maintainers. The role needs
reading access to the monitoring and evaluation results, the dependencies,
the derived maintenance actions from the Monitor and Evaluator and the
set of available maintenance actions. For the reverse communication, it
needs additional reading access to the confirmed maintenance actions. The
role changes the list of derived maintenance actions and generates the
lMPL, a list of activated dependencies, and a list of duplicate and circular
maintenance actions. The life cycle of this role starts with receiving
the information about initial maintenance actions. This protocol can be
executed several time, when receiving information from several instances
of a role.

The next steps are the activities for deriving additional maintenance
actions and removing duplicates and circular actions. These activities are
performed once in a cycle. Then the lMPl is sent to the CFO. The next
step is to wait for a response from the CFO. This protocol is executed in an
infinite loop, because while the Coordinator is waiting for the confirmed
actions, it can send additional actions to the CFO. The last protocol sends
the confirmed actions to the Maintainers. The cycle ends with the logging
activity. The whole life cycle is repeated as long as the role is active. This
role has no safety properties.

The dependencies could also be processed by the Monitor or Evaluator,
but these roles would only have the information for parts of the knowledge
and therefore they had to exchange all information between each other to
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Role Schema: Coordinator
Description:
This role is responsible the coordination of the other roles in the CF. It gets information from
the Monitor and Evaluator about the detected changes, the evaluation results, and the derived
maintenance actions. After the role received all information, the dependencies are processed and
the activated dependencies are used to derive additional maintenance actions. During this process
all duplicate maintenance actions are eliminated and potential circular dependencies are identified
to avoid circular maintenance actions. Then, all information is sent to the CFO. The role also waits
for a reply from the CFO about confirmed maintenance actions. These actions are passed to the
Maintainer to be executed. All information are also logged into a file.

Protocols and activities:
GetChangesAndActions, GetResultsAndActions, ProcessDependencies, EliminateDuplicates,
IdentifyCircularActions, SendMaintenanceActionsToCFO, GetConfirmedMaintenanceActions,
SendConfirmedActionsToMaintainer, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: dependencies, available maintenance actions
supplied: Maintainer, Evaluator - monitoring and evaluation results, derived maintenance actions
supplied: CFO - confirmed maintenance actions
changes: derived maintenance actions
generates: lMPL, activated dependencies, duplicate maintenance actions,
circular maintenance actions, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(GetChangesAndActions∗.GetResultsAndActions∗.ProcessDependencies.EliminateDuplicates.
IdentifyCircularActions.SendMaintenanceActionsToCFO.GetConfirmedMaintenanceActionsω .
SendConfirmedActionsToMaintainer.LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.9. Description of the role Coordinator in GAIA notation

identify all duplicates and circular dependencies. Outsourcing this task
to the Coordinator bundles all relevant information in one role, reduces
the communication overhead between the roles, and let the Monitor and
Evaluator concentrate on their main tasks. The Coordinator also waits for
information from the CFOs about the confirmed maintenance actions. The
role will send information to the CFO and waits for answers in parallel.
This way, the Coordinator will not be blocked and new information can
be sent while waiting for a reply to previous messages. After the role
received the list of confirmed actions, the specific actions are passed to the
Maintainer roles to be executed. The last task of the Coordinator is to log
all information into a file.

This role needs three protocols to communicate with other roles in the
CF. One protocol to receive the information from the Monitor, one protocol
to receive the information from the Evaluator, and one protocol to send
the confirmed maintenance actions to the Maintainer. In addition, the
role needs five activities: the processing of the dependencies, eliminating
duplicate maintenance actions, identifying circular maintenance actions,
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and logging the information. In order to fulfill the desired tasks, the
Coordinator requires read access to dependencies, the derived maintenance
actions from the other roles, the available maintenance actions and the
confirmed maintenance actions from the CFO. The role requires change
access to the derived maintenance actions to combine them eventually and
eliminate duplicates. At least, the role generates new knowledge in form
of the activated dependencies, the derived maintenance actions considering
the activated dependencies, and the information about circular maintenance
actions. The life cycle of the Coordinator starts with the protocols for
receiving information from the Maintainer and Evaluator. Both protocols
are executed once or several times.

After the information is received, the role processes the dependencies
and marks the activated dependencies. Then the duplicates are eliminated
and the circular maintenance actions are identified. All these activities are
only performed once. After that, the information is sent to the CFO and
the role waits for the reply. The sending protocol is executed once, while
the reply protocol is executed in an infinite loop until a reply is received.
Then the confirmed maintenance actions are sent to the Maintainers. The
last activity is to log all information into a file. The whole life cycle is
repeated infinitely as long as the role is active. The Coordinator has no
safety properties. The description of this role in GAIA notation can be
found in Table 4.9.

4.4.5. Role Schema Supervisor

The last role in the Case Factory is the Supervisor. The only task of this
role is to log all relevant information about the actions and interactions
of the other roles to a file. This information can be used for debugging
and for explanations of the behaviour of the individual agents and the
multi-agent system. Therefore, the Supervisor observes the other roles and
gets a notification for every action and interaction performed in the CF.
The role has only one protocol and one activity. The protocol receives the
notifications from the other agents and the activity logs the information into
a file. The Supervisor requires only read access to the notification of the
other roles. The life cycle of the role is short. At first the protocol to receive
the notifications is executed in an infinite loop. For every notification the
logging activity is performed once. At last, the Supervisor has no safety
properties. The description in GAIA notation can be found in Table 4.10.
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Role Schema: Supervisor
Description:
This role is responsible for logging all relevant information about the activities of the roles and the
interactions between them.

Protocols and activities:
GetNotification, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: supplied: Monitor, Evaluator, Coordinator, Maintainer - notification
generates: logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(GetNotificationω .LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.10. Description of the role Supervisor in GAIA notation

4.4.6. Agent model

After defining the different roles in the Case Factory, the agent model
has to be set up. The agent model defines the different agent types or
classes in the multi-agent system of the case factory. A specific agent
is an instantiation of an agent class. It is possible to assign more than
one role to an agent class. The goal of the Case Factory is to monitor,
evaluate, and maintain the four knowledge containers of a CBR system.
Three different designs are possible for the agent model to accomplish
this goal. The first version of the agent model contains four agent classes.
An observation agent for monitoring and evaluation tasks, a maintenance
agent for maintenance tasks, a coordination agent, and a supervising
agent. Each agent is only instantiated once. This way, the observation
agent would be responsible for monitor and evaluate all four knowledge
containers and the roles Monitor and Evaluator are assigned to this agent.
The maintenance agent would be responsible for the maintenance of all
four knowledge containers and gets the role Maintainer. The coordination
agent is responsible for the communication between the other agents and
the Case Factory Organization and gets the role Coordinator, while the
supervising agent is assigned the role Supervisor and logs all relevant
information. The version of this agent model can be found in Figure 4.4.
The design has several shortcomings: the observation agent has a huge
workload and has to do the monitoring and evaluation in parallel. This may
cause problems when accessing resources, performing several evaluation
algorithms at the same time, or having side effects between the monitoring
and evaluating tasks. The maintenance agent may cause similar problems
when performing several confirmed maintenance actions at the same time.
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Another problem may be the communication between the observation
agent, the maintenance agent, and the coordination agent, because the
amount of information that has to be sent to the coordination agent and the
processing of this information with regard to dependencies and additional
maintenance actions may cause a communication bottleneck and delay the
work-flow in the Case Factory.

Figure 4.4. Version 1 of the agent model for the Case Factory

The second version of the agent model contains five agent classes
and the roles Monitor and Evaluator are assigned to two different agent
classes. The other agent classes remain the same as in the first version
and each agent class is also instantiated only once. The monitoring agent
can concentrate on the monitoring of the knowledge containers, while the
evaluation agent aims at evaluating the knowledge containers at specific
times. This way, side effects and interferences between the monitoring and
evaluation can be controlled by the coordination agent. The communication
bottleneck could be reduced in this version, because the coordination
agent is able to communicate in parallel with both agent classes, but the
processing of the information causes a bottleneck again. This version of
the agent model can be found in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. Version 2 of the agent model for the Case Factory

The third version of the agent model contains six agent classes like
the previous model, but the classes are instantiated several times. In this
version four monitoring agents are responsible for the observation of the
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knowledge containers, each agent for one of the containers. The same
distribution is done for the evaluation agents. Thus, the individual knowl-
edge containers are independently monitored and evaluated. An additional
global evaluation agent gets also the role Evaluator assigned. This agent
would be responsible for performing evaluation for the whole CBR system,
not only one knowledge container, for example a cross-container consis-
tency check. There are also four maintenance agents for executing the
conformed maintenance actions, so that the knowledge in the individual
containers can be adapted independently of one another. This is particularly
useful because there may be different maintenance goals for the individual
containers, which can be more easily implemented and considered if each
container is viewed individually on a local level. Each of these agents sends
the information to the coordination agent. Thus, several communication
lanes exist and the amount of information send via each lane is reduced.
This will further reduce the communication bottleneck as the coordination
agent can receive information from all instantiations of the other agents at
the same time. Another advantage of this version is the better adaptability
of the Case Factory. Each agent could be activated or deactivated based
on the maintenance goals of the CBR system. If only two knowledge
containers should be maintained, the agents for the other two containers
could be deactivated without affecting the other agents. Thus, the Case
Factory becomes far more configurable than in the first or second version
of the agent model. But this version has also the drawback of a processing
bottleneck at the coordination agent. A solution for this bottleneck could
be a multiple instantiation of the coordination agent and to let the other
agents send their information to one of the instantiations. But then the
instantiations of the coordination agent have to exchange their information
to identify all active dependencies, duplicates, and circular maintenance
actions. Therefore, one of the instantiations has to collect all informa-
tion from the other ones to synchronize the information or an additional
coordination agent is instantiated only for the purpose of synchronizing
the information. This leads to communication and processing overhead
between and on the coordination agents. The overhead for additional
coordination agents has a higher impact on resources than the processing
bottleneck of one coordination agent. Therefore, the proposed agent model
and the defined roles are based on the instantiation of one coordination
agent.

The third version of the agent model contains up to 15 agents, if all
knowledge containers should be monitored, evaluated, and maintained.
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Figure 4.6 shows this version of the agent model. The model contains
the agent classes, the associated roles and the number of instances for the
classes. The number next to the arrows is the suggested number of instances
of the agent class, while the numbers in braces represent the optional range
of instantiations. A minimum of one instance for the monitoring agent,
the evaluation agent, and the maintenance agent is required for the Case
Factory to fulfill its purpose. All three version of the agent model could
be used to realize the Case Factory with regard to the advantages and
shortcomings. In the context of this thesis, the third version of the agent
model is used in further conceptualization and realization.

Figure 4.6. Final version of the agent model for the Case Factory

4.4.7. Service model and acquaintance model

After defining the roles and agent classes for the Case Factory, the so-
called service model has to be defined. In this model, the protocols and
activities of the roles are transformed into specific services or functions
for the agent classes. For each service an agent provides, the input and
output data as well as preconditions and post-conditions are described. It is
important to consider every protocol and activity within the service model.
Activities and protocols can be directly transformed into a service, but it
is also possible to combine several activities and protocols in one Service.
A service can be seen as a sequence of protocols and activities to perform
a specific task. The simplest service model contains a service for every
activity and protocol, but in the context of the Case Factory a tasks consists
of several steps (protocols and activities) and therefore the services should
be defined with respect to the tasks. The following service model and the
acquaintance model are based on the third version of the agent model. If
one of the other version are chosen for the realization of the Case Factories,
the service model and acquaintance model have to be adapted.

For the monitoring agent three services are defined. The first service
contains only the monitoring activity, because this activity is performed
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infinitely. The second services contains the activities for change detection,
the derivation of maintenance actions and the protocol to send the changes
and actions to the coordination agent. The last service contains the logging
activity. The evaluation agent and the global evaluation agent get two
services. The first service contains the evaluation and the maintenance
derivation activity as well as the protocol for communication with the
coordination agent. The second service contains only the logging activity.
The maintenance agent also has two services. The first services contains the
communication protocols with the coordination agent and the maintenance
execution activity. The second service contains again the logging activity.
The activities and protocols of the coordination agent are combined to
four services. The first service is responsible for receiving the results and
maintenance actions from the monitoring agent and evaluation agent. The
second service processes the dependencies, eliminates duplicates, searches
for circular maintenance actions, and sends the final list of maintenance
actions to the Case Factory Organization. The third service waits for
feedback from the CFO and receives the confirmed maintenance actions to
send them to the Maintainer. The last service of the coordination agent
contains the logging activity. The supervising agent has only one service
that contains the logging activity. As an example, the service model for the
monitoring agent, the evaluation agents, and the maintenance agent can
be found in Table 4.11. The service model for the other agents in GAIA
notation can be found in Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 in the appendix.

The last model to define in the design step of the Case Factory is the so-
called acquaintance model. This model describes the communication lanes
between the defined agent classes in the Case Factory. The communication
lanes are represented by directed arrows, to described the direction of the
communication. A communication lane can be uni- or bi-directional. In the
acquaintance model for the Case Factory exist uni-directional lanes as well
as bi-directional lanes. The communication from the monitoring agent and
the evaluation agent to the coordination agent is uni-directional, because
the monitoring agent and evaluation agent are only sending information
to the coordination agent, but receive no reply or information from other
agents.
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The communication between the maintenance agent and the coordi-
nation agent is bi-directional, because of the reply from the maintenance
agent about the success of the maintenance. The supervising agent re-
ceives notification from all other agents, but sends no information back.
Therefore, all communication with the supervising agent is uni-directional.
The last communication lane in the acquaintance model leads outside the
Case Factory to the Case Factory Organization. This communication is
bi-directional. Figure 4.7 shows the complete acquaintance model for the
Case Factory.

Figure 4.7. Acquaintance model for the Case Factory

Based on the information in the defined models of the CF, an schematic
overview of the extended Case Factory can be found in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8. Schematic overview of the extened Case Factory
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4.5. Monitoring and evaluation

Suggesting maintenance actions requires the monitoring of changes in the
knowledge of a CBR system and the evaluation of the existing knowl-
edge to identify potential competence problems, performance problems,
inconsistencies, or quality shortcomings. In general, the term monitor-
ing describes all processes in which a given situation is observed and/or
recorded or (temporarily) stored over a longer period of time by means of
technical aids or other observation system. This approach also underlies
the monitoring of knowledge containers in a modified or adapted form.
Monitoring a knowledge container means that a responsible monitoring
agent is aware of changes in one of the knowledge containers, for example
when a new term is added to the vocabulary, a new case to the case base, or
a change to a similarity measure is made. The challenge in the context of
the Case Factory is to implement an efficient monitoring concept. This in-
cludes, among other tasks, the choice of the monitoring procedure, i. e. the
system should be continuously monitored in the form of live monitoring or,
alternatively, by means of an On-demand solution in which the monitoring
is only carried out when required. Furthermore, it must be determined
under which conditions a change of knowledge triggers a maintenance
action and, if so, which explicit maintenance action follows from a given
change.

Real-time monitoring is a process that is assigned to the administrator,
knowledge engineer or in this case the monitoring agent allowed to add,
delete, and modify data within a software system to review, evaluate and
modify. It is possible to check the entire process and the performance of
the system in real time through graphical representation or a central inter-
face. The main task of real-time monitoring is to monitor and manage data
and resources within distributed systems. The basic features of snapshot
monitoring are very similar to live monitoring. Data, resources and appli-
cations of a system have to be monitored and information about changes
or deviations has to be made available. The main difference between the
two approaches lies in the process model. While a continuous real-time
monitoring is carried out during live monitoring, a system check only takes
place at pre-defined intervals during snapshot monitoring. First, a system
image of the desired target state is created. At the time of the check, an
image of the actual state is created (snapshot). Both snapshots are then
compared with each other and the results can be presented in the form of
graphs and log files.
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On-demand monitoring is an approach where the system is only checked
on request. A monitoring demand is a need for some monitoring service
to be offered, i.e. a monitoring-behaviour or monitoring function to be
executed by a monitoring component as a result of receiving a monitoring-
request from an automated task, whereby a monitoring component is a
deployable run-time software or hardware entity that implements some
selectable and trigger-able monitoring functions. The aim of this procedure
is to make the best possible use of the available computing resources.
Continuous monitoring is quite complex, especially for large systems with
many components and data, and consumes performance accordingly. An
on-demand function allows the free computing power to be redistributed to
other system components during the stand-by phase of monitoring. This
concept is particularly suitable for highly automated systems. [[Cha12]]

The goal is to integrate a monitoring approach into the Case Factory.
The task of the monitoring will be to monitor the knowledge containers
of the CBR system on which the respective case factory is based and to
react to changes. Reactions in this case can be the initiation/proposal of
maintenance actions or the simple notification of a detected change to the
coordination agent. The latter then has the option of initiating further steps.
One challenge is the dependencies that exist between the individual knowl-
edge containers of the respective CBR system and between the knowledge
containers of several CBR systems. This has the consequence that a change
in the database of a container can have effects on the knowledge container
of another CBR system. A challenge that arises is to recognize and consider
such dependencies and possible chain reactions. A change can therefore
affect several monitoring units. Another problem, which is derived directly
from the previous one, is performance. The consideration of all depen-
dencies and calculation of possible effects on other knowledge containers
increases exponentially with increasing complexity of the overall system.
Under certain circumstances, this can result in a sharp drop in performance
in other areas of the system. Therefore, for implementation care must be
taken to choose the most efficient and resource-saving approach possible,
insofar as monitoring is also to be used at run-time.

Real-time monitoring would have the advantage that all knowledge
containers in all CBR systems would be continuously monitored. Thus,
any change could be detected immediately during operation and a reaction
could be performed. This would ensure a consistent and optimal knowledge
base at all times. However, this has the disadvantage of high resource
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consumption. Depending on how often changes occur and how much they
affect other systems, the required resources may limit the main functions of
the CBR system. With snapshot monitoring, performance problems could
be avoided by, for example, performing the checks only at night or generally
outside peak hours. This would prevent possible resource drops from being
noticed. However, this could have a negative impact on problem-solving
competence. Changes to attributes of a knowledge container could affect
attributes of another container, which may not be noticed in time. This may
lead to inconsistencies within the knowledge base. On-demand monitoring
has the potential to take over the advantages of the other two approaches
when implemented correctly and at the same time minimize the associated
disadvantages. By the targeted use when required, an intelligent and
dynamic distribution of resources can be achieved, whereby performance
slumps should be avoided for the most part. On the other hand, targeted
monitoring use can avoid inconsistencies in the event of critical changes
and ensure the highest possible level of problem-solving competence. The
biggest challenge here is to determine when monitoring is required and
when the best time to do it is.

For the Case Factory a hybrid monitoring approach seems to be the
best way. A hybrid solution has several positive characteristics like a good
resource allocation, high scalability, and a flexible adaptation to different
situations. Due to the underlying structure of the SEALSALT architecture
and the desired multi-agent structure for the Case Factories, it makes sense
to define different monitoring layer and combine different monitoring
approaches on each layer. At the highest layer, a combination of real-
time monitoring and on-demand monitoring is recommended. On-demand
monitoring is implemented within the Case Factory organization and real-
time monitoring is used hierarchically one level lower within the Case
Factory. This way, the Case Factory can track the changes in the knowledge
containers of one CBR system in real-time and pass on the information
to the Case Factory organization. The CFO collects the data from the
various case factories and evaluates them. If required, it can perform a
system-wide on-demand monitoring, which is much deeper than the Case
Factory Monitoring and, for example, can take dependencies between
several Case Factories into account. Such a performance-intensive scan
could then be performed specifically outside peak hours, where service
problems can be avoided. The next monitoring layer would be at the
Case Factory level. This combines real-time monitoring with snapshot
monitoring. In order to further reduce the required system performance,
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real-time monitoring could simply stating that something has changed.
Then a snapshot monitoring can be used to determine exactly what has
changed and pass this information on to the knowledge engineer or case
factory organization.

The real-time monitoring to detect changes will be performed by the
monitoring agents in the Case Factory. The agents detect the fact that some-
thing has changed in a knowledge container and also what has changed.
This can be done during the real-time monitoring or in combination with a
snapshot monitoring. The snapshot from the current state and from the last
known state are compared and the difference are identified as changes. Af-
ter the successfully performed maintenance actions based on this changes,
a new snapshot replace the old last known state and is used in the future as
the new last known state of the knowledge containers. A snapshot can be
used for each knowledge containers separately or for a whole CBR system.
A comparison of snapshots for more than one Case Factory or even on
the whole Case Factory Organization level would cause to much effort to
detect changes.

While the monitoring approach for the Case Factories is part of the
approach itself, the evaluation methods are not part of it. The idea is
to use existing and established evaluation methods for the knowledge
containers of the CBR systems. Therefore, this approach does not introduce
new evaluation approaches or algorithms, but considers the integration
of evaluation methods in the design of the software agents of the Case
Factory. Thus, the evaluation agents in the multi-agent system of the Case
Factory should provide an interface to integrate evaluation approaches into
the defined service for the evaluation.

4.6. Case Factory Organization

The CFO is the organizational layer for the CFs. The main task is to
coordinate the maintenance activities of the individual CFs. Therefore, the
CFO uses the defined dependencies between the CBR systems to derive
additional maintenance actions if necessary. Then the Case CFO generates
a maintenance plan from all maintenance actions. In addition, explana-
tions for the individual maintenance actions are generated to support the
knowledge engineer in deciding which maintenance actions to approve
and which not. The CFO is also responsible for distributing the confirmed
maintenance actions to the specific CFs. The CFO is designed as a multi-
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Figure 4.9. Schematic example of Case Factory Organization layers

agent system like the CF, but contains different agents with different tasks.
There can be more than one CFO in a complex multi-agent system and
each CFO can be responsible for several CFs. This way, the overall multi-
agent system can be divided into several organizational layers, that can
be maintained independently. The simplest structure would consist of n
CFs and one CFO. As a more complex example we can assume we have
four CBR systems, each with its own CF. The CFs are split into two teams
and each two of them are assigned to one CFO. In order to coordinate the
maintenance efforts of all CFs an addition high level CFO is required to co-
ordinate the communication and maintenance actions between the low level
CFOs. The communication with the knowledge engineer is handled by the
high level CFO. This approach can be scaled up to any complexity with
as many layers of CFOs as required for a given multi-agent system based
on the SEASALT architecture. In Figure 4.9 a schematic overview of the
examples can be found with the CFs, CFOs, and simple communications
lanes between them.

In the following, the design of the CFO is described and illustrated in
GAIA notation. At first, the different roles are defined. The CFO requires
five roles in order to accomplish the desired tasks: Collector, Maintenance
Planner, Explainer, CFO Coordinator, and Communicator. In addition
to these new role, the CFO also contains the role Evaluator from the CF.
This role is not described again and is responsible for any global evaluation
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that should consider all CBR systems not only one. In the following, all
CFO exclusive roles are described with their tasks, protocols and activities,
permissions, and responsibilities. In addition, the agent model, the service
model, and the acquaintance model are described.

4.6.1. Role Schema Collector

The collector is responsible for collecting the information from the Coordi-
nators of the individual CFs. The collected information is then merged and
send to the CFO Coordinator. Therefore, this role requires two protocols
and one activity to accomplish its tasks: one protocol to receive the infor-
mation from the Coordinator, one protocol to send the information to the
CFO coordinator and one activity to merge the information. Merging in
this context means to collect the information from the CFs in a given inter-
val of time. This can be eight hours, 24 hours or even more. The reason for
the merge task is that the maintenance is not performed immediately at the
occurrence of a change or at the end of an evaluation, but usually at a time
outside the daily operation of the CBR systems. The collecting time can be
set by the knowledge engineer and depends on the use cases of the CBR
systems. There could also be different intervals for collecting maintenance
actions based on monitoring results or evaluation results. In addition, the
role logs all relevant information and this requires an additional activity.
The Collector needs read access to the derived maintenance actions, the
activated dependencies, the detected changes, and the evaluation results
from the Coordinator. The role changes nothing and generate no new
information, the merging of the information could be seen as generating
new information in form of cross-Case-Factory lists for the dependencies,
maintenance actions, changes, and results. Therefore, this role will also
granted the permission to generate these lists.

The life cycle of the role starts with receiving the information from any
Coordinator. This protocol is executed in an infinite loop and is constantly
listening to messages from the Coordinators of the CFs, while the other
activities and protocols of the cycle are executed. This protocol terminates
only, when the whole cycle terminates. The next step contains the merging
activity and it is performed once in a life cycle. After the merge task is
completed, the merged information are sent to the CFOCoordinator. This
protocol is also executed only once in a cycle. At the end, all relevant
information is logged into a file. The complete cycle is repeated as long
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as the role is active. There are no safety properties for the Collector. The
complete description of the role can be found in Table 4.12.

Role Schema: Collector
Description:
This role is responsible for collecting the derived maintenance actions, activated dependencies,
detected changes, and evaluation results from the Coordinators of the CFs. The information are
merged in to cross-Case-Factory list for the dependencies, maintenance actions, changes, and results.
The merge process is performed in a user defined interval of time. After the information have been
merged, it is send to the CFOCoordinator. The last task of this role is to log all relevant information
into a file.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveInformationFromCF, MergeInformation, SendInformationToCFOCoordinator,
LogInformation

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: Coordinator - derived maintenance actions, activated dependencies, detected changes,
evaluation results
generates: overall list of activated dependencies,
overall list of derived maintenance actions,
overall list of detected changes, overall list of evaluation results, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveInformationFromCFω .MergeInformation.SendInformationToCFOCoordinator.
LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: none

Table 4.12. Description of the role Collector in GAIA notation

4.6.2. Role Schema Maintenance Planner

The second role in the CFO is the Maintenance Planner. This role is very
important for generating a maintenance plan out of all derived maintenance
actions and transactions. The main task is to arrange the maintenance
actions and determine which actions have to be performed in sequence
and which ones can be parallelized. The single actions of maintenance
transactions have to be performed in the specific order of the transaction,
but single maintenance actions and complete transactions may be interlaced
with each other to find an efficient maintenance plan. In addition, the Main-
tenance Planner has to identify possible conflicts between maintenance
actions and checks the plan against possible constraints that have to be
considered. More details about the maintenance planing and the plan itself
can be found in Section 4.8.

Therefore, the Maintenance Planner gets all derived maintenance ac-
tions from the CFO Coordinator, generates the maintenance plan and sends
the plan to the Explainer. All relevant information about the generation
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of the maintenance plan is logged to a file for debugging and explanation
purposes. Because the Maintenance Planner has to communicate with the
CFO Coordinator and sends the plan to the Explainer, two protocols are
required. For the generation of the maintenance plan, the role needs four
activities: the first activity is responsible for interlacing the maintenance
actions, the second one the check for possible conflicts, the third activity
adapts the plan if any conflicts occur, and the fourth activity checks the plan
against given constraints. If any conflicting maintenance actions are found,
then the affected maintenance actions have to be interlaced in another
way. Therefore, the generation of the maintenance plan and the check for
conflicts may performed in a loop.

An additional activity is required for logging the relevant information.
In order to perform the desired tasks, the Maintenance Planner requires
read access to the derived maintenance actions and the defined constraints.
The role generates a maintenance plan, but changes no knowledge. The
life cycle of the Maintenance Planer starts with executing the protocol
for receiving the maintenance actions. This protocol is executed once in a
cycle. The next step is start interlacing the maintenance actions. Each time
two maintenance actions or transactions are interlaced, possible conflicts
in the plan are identified and the current maintenance plan is adapted if
necessary. After solving the conflict or if no conflict occurs, the current
plan is checked against the constraints. Again, if a constraint is violated,
the current plan is adapted. Therefore, the adaptation of the plan is an
optional activity. These activities are performed in sequence in a loop until
a conflict-free maintenance plan is generated, that violates no constraints.
The finished maintenance plan is then sent to the Explainer and all relevant
information is logged. The life cycle loops infinitely as long as the role is
active. The Maintenance Planer has two safety properties, because at the
end to a cycle no conflicts and no constraint violations are allowed. The
complete role description with all properties can be found in Table 4.13.

4.6.3. Role Schema Explainer

The main task of this role is to generated explanations for the maintenance
plan to support the knowledge engineer in evaluating the plan and confirm
or deny maintenance actions. In order to generate the explanations, the
Explainer uses the information about the derived maintenance actions, the
activated dependencies, the additional maintenance actions derived based
on the dependencies, the detected changes, the evaluation results and the
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Role Schema: Maintenance Planner
Description:
This role is responsible for the generation of a maintenance plan. Therefore, the maintenance
actions and transactions are interlaced to determine which actions have to be executed in sequence
and which one can be parallelized. After each interlacing step, the current maintenance plan is
checked for conflicts and constraint violations. If any conflicts or violations are found, the current
plan is adapted. These steps loop until a conflict-free maintenance plan without constraint violation
is generated. The finished plan is sent to the Explainer. At the end, all relevant information are
logged into a file.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveMaintenenActions, InterlaceMaintenanceActions, IdentifyConflicts,
AdaptMaintenancePlan, SolveConstraints, SendMaintenanPlan, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: CFO Coordinator - derived maintenance actions constraints
generates: maintenance plan, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveMaintenanceActions.(InterlaceMaintenanceActions.IdentifyConflicts.
[AdaptMaintenancePlan.SolveConstraint.[AdaptMaintenancePlan])+.
SendMaintenancePlan.LogInformation)ω

Safety properties:
number of conflicts = 0, number of constraint violations = 0

Table 4.13. Description of the role Maintenance Planner in GAIA notation

logged information from the other roles in the CFs and the CFO. The
Explainer has no communication with the Supervisor or CFO Supervisor,
but has access to the file generated by these roles. For each maintenance
action in the maintenance plan, an explanation is generated and attached to
the maintenance plan. How these explanations are generated and which
information is used is described in detail in Section 4.9.

The Explainer requires four protocols for communication with the
Maintenance Planner, the CFO Coordinator, and the Communicator. One
protocol receives the maintenance plan from the Maintainer and another
protocol sends the explained maintenance plan to the Communicator. The
other two protocols are required to request information about the activated
dependencies, detected changes, and evaluation results from the CFO Co-
ordinator. One protocol sends the request and one protocol receives the
desired information. The main task of the Explainer is performed in one
activity that generates an explanation for a maintenance action and adds it
to the explained maintenance plan. Another activity is required to log the
relevant information. In order to explain the maintenance actions, the role
requires read access to the maintenance plan from the Maintenance Plan-
ner, the detected changes, activated dependencies, and evaluation results
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from the CFO Coordinator and to the log files from the Supervisor and
CFO Supervisor. The Explainer generates explanations and an explained
maintenance plan. The role does not change any knowledge. The life cycle
of this role starts with the protocol to receive the maintenance plan and
continues with the protocol to request the additional information needed
for the explanations. After receiving the information, the next step is to
generate the explanations for all maintenance actions in the maintenance
plan. The last steps in the cycle are to send the explained maintenance plan
to the Communicator and to log the relevant information into a file. All
protocols and the logging activity are executed once during a cycle, while
the explanation activity is repeated as long as there are unexplained main-
tenance actions in the maintenance plan. The life cycle is looped infinite
times as long as the role is active. This role has safety properties, because
there have to be the same number of explanations as there are maintenance
actions in the maintenance plan. The description of the Explainer in GAIA
notation can be found in Table 4.14.

Role Schema: Explainer
Description:
The Explainer is responsible to generate explanations for all maintenance actions in the maintenance
plan. Therefore, it gets the generated maintenance plan from the Maintenance Planner and
additional information used for the explanations from the CFO Coordinator. This additional
information contain activated dependencies, detected changes, and evaluation results. In addition,
the log files from the Supervisor and CFO Supervisor are also used. For each maintenance action,
an explanation is generated to support the knowledge engineer in understanding the maintenance
plan. The explained maintenance plan is sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveMaintenancePlan, RequestAdditionalKnowledge, ReceiveAdditionalKnowledge,
GenerateExplanation, SendExplainedMaintenancePlan

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: Maintenance Planner - maintenance plan
supplied: CFO Coordinator - detected changes, activated dependencies, evaluation results
supplied: Supervisor - log file
supplied: CFO Supervisor - log file
generates: explained maintenance plan, logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveMaintenancePlan.RequestAdditionalKnowledge.ReceiveAdditionalKnowledge.
GenerateExplanation∗.SendExplainedMaintenancePlan)ω

Safety properties:
number of explanation = number of maintenance actions

Table 4.14. Description of the role Explainer in GAIA notation
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4.6.4. Role Schema CFO Coordinator

The role CFO Coordinator has three main tasks. The first task is to
coordinate the efforts and the communication of the other roles. The
second task is to check the dependencies between different CFOs and
derive additional maintenance actions, if necessary. The third task is
to split the adapted maintenance plan from the knowledge engineer into
individual sub-plans for the other CFOs and CFs. The CFO Coordinator
gets the merged information about the detected changes, evaluation results,
activated dependencies, and derived maintenance actions of the individual
Case Factories from the Collector. While the derived maintenance actions
are passed to the Maintenance Planner, the other information is stored and
send to the Explainer only by request. Before the maintenance actions
are sent to the Maintenance Planner, the CFO Coordinator checks the
dependencies to derive additional maintenance actions based on activated
dependencies between different CFO layers on the same level. Then, all
derived maintenance actions are sent to the Maintenance Planner. After
the maintenance plan is generated, explained, and sent to the knowledge
engineer or another CFO, the CFO Coordinator receives the possibly
adapted maintenance plan and the feedback from the Communicator.

The CFO Coordinator splits the overall maintenance plan back into
several sub-plans based on the other CFOs or the individual CFs and sends
them to the corresponding instances. If only one CF requires maintenance
the result of the splitting process is again the same maintenance plan.
During this process all relevant information are logged into a file. In order
to fulfill the tasks, the CFO Coordinator requires several protocols and
activities. For communication purposes with other roles, five protocols are
defined. The first protocol receives the information from the Collector,
the second protocol sends the maintenance actions to the Maintenance
Planer, and the third protocol waits for a request from the Explainer and
sends the requested information back to it. The fourth protocol receives the
adapted maintenance plan and the knowledge engineer’s feedback from the
Collector and the fifth protocol sends the sub-plans to the CFOs or CFs.

In addition, the CFO Coordinator needs two activities: one activity to
check for activated dependencies between the CFOs and one activity to
split the maintenance plan into sub-plans. The CFO Coordinator requires
read access to all information received from the Collector, to the request
from the Explainer, and the adapted maintenance plan and feedback from
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the Collector. In addition, the role requires read access to the dependencies
and available maintenance actions. The CFO Coordinator does not change
any knowledge, but generates new knowledge in from of the derived
maintenance actions on CFOs level and the sub-plans.

The life cycle of this role starts with the protocol to receive the infor-
mation from the Collector followed by the activity to derive additional
maintenance actions. The protocol is executed in an infinite loop, while
the activity is performed once. The next steps are to send the maintenance
actions to the Maintainer and wait for the request from the Explainer to
send the additional knowledge. Each protocol is executed only once in a
cycle. Then, the CFO Coordinator waits for the adapted maintenance plan
from the Communicator. The last steps are to split the overall maintenance
plan and send the sub-plans to the Communicators of other CFOs or to the
Coordinator of the CFs. The whole cycle is repeated infinitely as long as
the role is active. This role has no safety properties. The description of the
CFO Coordinator in GAIA notation can be found in Table 4.15.

Role Schema: CFO Coordinator
Description: This role is responsible for coordinating the other roles in the Case Factory Organiza-
tion, deriving additional maintenance actions if necessary and splitting the final maintenance plan
into sub-plans for the other Case Factory Organizations and Case Factories. Therefore, the CFO
Coordinator gets all information about detected changes, evaluation results, activated dependencies,
and derived maintenance actions from the Collector. The role derives additional maintenance
actions and sends all maintenance actions to the Maintenance Planner. In addition, the role waits
for a request of the Explainer to send additional knowledge for the explanations of the maintenance
actions. Then, the CFO Coordinator waits for the adapted maintenance plan from the Communica-
tor, splits the overall plan into several sub-plans, and sends these sub-plans to the individual CFOs
and CFs.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveMaintenanceInformation, DeriveAdditionalMaintenanceActions,
SendMaintenanceActionsToMaintenancePlanner, ReceiveRequestAndAnswer,
ReceiveAdaptedMaintenancePlan, GenerateSubPlans, SendSubPlans

Permissions:
reads: dependencies, available maintenance actions
supplied: Collector - detected changes, evaluation results, activated dependencies, derived mainte-
nance actions
supplied: Explainer - request
supplied: Communicator - adapted maintenance plan, feedback
generates: derived maintenance actions, sub-plans

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties: (ReceiveMaintenanceInformationω .DeriveAdditionalMaintenanceActions.
SendMaintenanceActionsToMaintenancePlanner.ReceiveRequestAndAnswer.
ReceiveAdaptedMaintenancePlan.GenerateSubPlans.SendSubPlans)ω

Safety properties: none

Table 4.15. Description of the role CFO Coordinator in GAIA notation
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4.6.5. Role Schema Communicator

The role Communicator is responsible to establish the communication
between different Case Factory Organization layers or between the top
layer of the CFOs and the knowledge engineer. The explained maintenance
plan is received from the Explainer. If the Communicator contacts another
CFO layer, it sends the explained maintenance plan to the Collector of the
corresponding CFO. This communication is uni-directional and only takes
place from a lower layer to a higher layer in the CFO hierarchy, not vice
versa.

The Maintenance Planner of the CFO on the higher layer combines sev-
eral explained maintenance plans if necessary. The other communication
type only takes place on the highest layer of the CFO and is bi-directional.
The Communicator sends the explained maintenance plan to a graphical
user interface to present the plan to a knowledge engineer. The feedback
of the knowledge engineer and the possibly adapted maintenance plan are
passed back to the Communicator and then sent to the CFO Coordinator.
The feedback may contain information about denied maintenance actions
or comments from the knowledge engineer. This information can be used
for future explanations. The Communicator needs several protocols to
fulfill its tasks. One protocol receives the explained maintenance plan from
the Explainer of its own CFO. A second protocol is responsible for sending
the maintenance plan to the CFO Coordinator of a higher CFO layer. A
third protocol sends the explained maintenance plan to a user interface,
while a fourth protocol receives the feedback from the knowledge engineer.
The last protocol sends the feedback to the CFO Coordinator of the role’s
CFO.

In order to complete its tasks, the Communicator requires read access
to the explained maintenance plan from the Explainer and the feedback
and the adapted maintenance plan from the knowledge engineer. This role
does not change or generate knowledge. The life cycle of this role starts
with receiving the explained maintenance plan. In the next step it has to be
distinguished between two alternative communications. In the first variant
the explained maintenance plan is sent to another CFO, while in the second
variant the maintenance plan is sent to a user interface for the knowledge
engineer and the feedback is received. In the second variant the feedback
and the adapted maintenance plan is sent to the CFO Coordinator. All
protocols in the life cycle are only executed one, while the whole cycle
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is repeated infinitely as long as the role is active. This role has no safety
properties. The description of this role in GAIA notation can be found in
Table 4.16.

Role Schema: Communicator
Description:
The Communicator is responsible for the communication between different Case Factory Orga-
nization layers or the communication with the knowledge engineer. If there is more than one
Case Factory Organization layer, the explained maintenance plan generated by a Case Factory
Organization layer is sent to a higher layer of the CFO hierarchy. This communication is only put
into effect from lower layers to higher layers, not vice versa. If the Communicator is part of the
highest Case Factory Organization layer, the communication takes places between this role and a
graphical user interface that presents the explained maintenance plan to the knowledge engineer.
The knowledge engineer gives feedback to the maintenance plan and this feedback and the possibly
adapted maintenance plan is sent back to the Communicator. The information are then passed
further to the CFO Coordinator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveExplainedMaintenancePlan, SendMaintenancePlanToCFO,
SendMaintenancePlanToGUI, ReceiveFeedbackFromGUI, SendFeebackToCoordinator

Permissions:
reads: supplied: Explainer
explained maintenance plan
supplied: highest layer of Case Factory Organization -
adapted maintenance plan, feedback from knowledge engineer

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveExplainedMaintenancePlan.[SendMaintenancePlanToCFO]∗.
[SendMaintenancePlanToGUI.ReceiveFeedbackFromGUI.SendFeedbackToCoordinator]∗)ω

Safety properties: none

Table 4.16. Description of the role Communicator in GAIA notation

4.6.6. Role Schema CFO Supervisor

The task of the CFO Supervisor is the same as that of the Supervisor of
the CF. It has the same protocol and activity, but has read access to the
information of the roles in the CFO. The life cycle is also the same an it
has no safety properties. Because there are other roles in the Case Factory
Organization as in the CF, the role of CFO Supervisor has to be defined
separately, but differs only slightly to the role of the CFs Supervisor. The
description of this role in GAIA notation can be found in Table 4.17.

4.6.7. Agent model

The agent model for the Case Factory Organization defines the different
agent classes and the role associations to the individual classes. Similar to
the agent model of the Case Factory, three different versions of this agent
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Role Schema: CFO Supervisor
Description:
This role is responsible for logging all relevant information about the activities of the roles and the
interactions between them.

Protocols and activities:
GetNotification, LogInformation

Permissions:
reads: supplied: Collector, CFO Coordinator, Maintenance Planner, Explainer, Communicator
notification
generates: logged information

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(GetNotificationω .LogInformation)ω

Safety properties: None

Table 4.17. Description of the role CFO Supervisor in GAIA notation

model are possible. The first version of the agent model contains only
three agent classes, a CFO coordination agent, a planning agent, and a
CFO supervising agent. The CFO coordination agent is responsible for
receiving the information from the Case Factories and the feedback from
the knowledge engineer. Therefore, the roles Collector, CFO Coordinator,
Communicator, and Evaluator are assigned to the CFO coordination agent.
The planning agent is responsible for the maintenance planning and the
explanations, gets the relevant knowledge from the CFO coordination
agent and sends the generated and explained maintenance plan back. The
roles Maintenance Planner and Explainer are assigned to the planning
agent. The CFO supervising agent is responsible for logging all relevant
information and gets the role CFO Supervisor assigned. Each agent would
be instantiated once. Additional instantiations are not useful, because
additional planning or CFO coordination agents would require more coor-
dination and communication effort. This version of the agent model has
the advantages of concentrating the required knowledge in two agents and
reducing the required communication lanes. Thus, a communication bottle-
neck can be reduced. The shortcoming of this version is that the activities
of the roles have to be performed more in sequence than in parallel. The
CFO coordination agent has to communicate with several Case Factories,
the planning agent, and the user interface for the knowledge engineer.
While receiving of messages could be parallelized, the processing of the
messages has to be performed in sequence. Therefore, this version has only
a small communication bottleneck, but a bigger activity bottleneck. The
agent model of this version in GAIA notation can be found in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. Version 1 of the agent model for the Case Factory Organization

The second version of the agent model contains four agent classes:
the collector agent, the CFO coordination agent, the planning agent, and
the CFO supervising agent. The collector agent gets the Collector role
assigned and receives the information from the individual Case Factories.
The collector agent can be instantiated one to n times. A single agent
can collect all information from the Case Factories and Case Factory
Organization or the collecting process can be distributed over several agents.
The CFO coordination agent is responsible for coordination the efforts and
communicate with the knowledge engineer and for the global evaluation.
Therefore, the roles CFO Coordinator, Communicator, and Evaluator are
assigned to this agent. This agent will be instantiated only once, because
more than one CFO coordination agent would cause additional effort
for the coordination of the knowledge among several instantiated CFO
coordination agents. The planing agent is responsible for generating
the maintenance plan from the derived maintenance actions and adding
an explanation for every maintenance action in the plan. Therefore, the
roles Maintenance Planner and Explainer are assigned to this agent. The
planning agent is instantiated only one in this version of the agent model.
Several agents of this class could be used to parallelize the generation
of explanations, but the maintenance plan should be generated by one
instantiated planning agent to avoid the effort for combining several smaller
maintenance plan to an overall maintenance plan. The CFO supervising
agent is the same class as in version 1 of the agent model. This version has
the advantage, that the effort for the collector agents could be distributed
over several agents and therefore can reduce the communication bottleneck.
The shortcoming is again a possible bottleneck at the activities of the CFO
coordination agent and planing agent. The version 2 of the agent model in
GAIA notation for the Case Factory Organization can be found in Figure
4.11.
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Figure 4.11. Version 2 of the agent model for the Case Factory Organization

The third version of the agent model contains seven different agent
classes: collector agent, CFO coordination agent, planning agent, expla-
nation agent, communication agent, global evaluation agent and CFO
supervising agent. The collector agent is responsible for receiving the
information about derived maintenance actions from the individual CFs
and pass them to the CFO coordination agent. Therefore, the role Com-
municator is assigned to the agent class. In a CFO can be between one
and n collector agents. One collector agent is required to communicate
with the CF, but it is also possible to have several collector agents and
associate each agent to a group of Case Factories, single Case Factories or
to different CFO layers. The CFO coordination agent gets the role CFO
Coordinator and merges the information from the collector agents, pass it
to the planning agent and receives the feedback and adapted maintenance
plan from the communication agent. In each CFO layer is only one CFO
coordination agent instantiated. The planning agent gets the maintenance
actions and generates a maintenance plan. Thus, the role Maintenance
Planer is assigned to the agent. In each CFO layer one planning agent can
be instantiated, but it is also possible to instantiate the agent only in the
highest layer of the CFOs. The explanation agent is responsible for gen-
erating explanations for the maintenance plan and therefore gets the role
Explainer assigned. This agent can be instantiated one to n times in order
to distribute the explanation task over several agents. Each explanation
agent would be responsible for generating explanations for a part of the
maintenance plan. This way, the explanations of bigger plans may be gener-
ated in parallel and are available more quickly, but it requires an additional
step to split and combine the maintenance plan. The last agent class in
the Case Factory Organization is the communication agent. Agents of this
class are responsible for the communication between other organizational
layers and the knowledge engineer. The role Communicator is assigned
to the communication agent and it can be instantiated one to n times. For
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each other layer a Case Factory Organization has to communicate with, an
own communication agent can be instantiated. An additional agent would
be instantiated for the communication with the knowledge engineer. If no
communication with other CFO layers is required, there will be only one
communication agent. The global evaluation agent is instantiated once
in each CFO layer and will perform any global evaluation approach that
should consider more than one CBR system. The CFO supervising agent
is the same agent class in the previous agent models.

The advantages of this version is the high scalability and flexibility,
which agent classes could be instantiated and in which numbers as well
as the chance to perform tasks like the generation of explanations in par-
allel. The shortcomings of this version are the possible communication
bottleneck at the CFO coordination agent and the higher amount of com-
munication lanes. The impact of the communication bottleneck should
not be very high, because not all communication takes place via the CFO
coordination agent. But it would also possible to detect a bottleneck and
then spawn an additional agent. By assigning the Communicator and CFO
Coordinator roles to different agent classes, the necessary communication
can be parallelized. The agent model for this version in GAIA notation
can be found in Figure 4.12. It is possible, similar to the agent model of
the Case Factory, to use any of the described versions of the agent model
to realize the Case Factory Organization as well as any combination of
the agent models. There are no restrictions that a specific agent model
for the Case Factory requires a specific agent model of the Case Factory
Organization.

Figure 4.12. Version 3 of the agent model for the Case Factory Organization

4.6.8. Service model and acquaintance model

After modeling the agent classes and assigning the roles, the service model
for the Case Factory Organization has to be defined. The protocols and
activities of the defined roles are transformed into services, which could be
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used by the agent classes. The services are defined with a name, the input
and output data, and the pre- and post-conditions for executing a service.
The description of the services is based on the third version of the agent
model for the Case Factory Organization. Similar to the service model for
the Case Factory, protocols and activities are combined to services when
appropriate. The collector agent gets three services. One service contains
the protocols to receive the information from the Case Factories, while the
second service is responsible for merging the information and sending it
to the CFO coordination agent and consists of the corresponding activity
and protocol. The last service contains the logging activity. For the CF
coordination agent four services are defined. The first service receives
the information from the collector agent, derives additional maintenance
actions, and sends the complete list of maintenance actions to the planning
agent. The second service is responsible for receiving a request from the
explanation agent and sends the requested information back to it. The
third service contains the protocols and activities to receive the adapted
maintenance plan from the communication agent, split the maintenance
plan in several sub-plans for the individual Case Factories and send the sub-
plans to them. The last service for the CF coordination agent contains the
logging activity. For the planning agent are also four services defined. The
first service contains the protocol to receive the maintenance actions, while
the second service consists of four activities to interlace the maintenance
actions, identify conflicts, adapt the plan, and solve constraints. These
services are separated to allows the execution of the second service in a loop
without waiting for receiving maintenance actions. The third service of the
planning agent sends the generated maintenance plan to the explanation
agent and the fourth service contains the logging activity. The explanation
agent has three services. One service to receive the maintenance plan,
request the additional knowledge from the CFO coordination agent, and
receives the knowledge. Another service generates the explanations for the
maintenance plan and sends the explained plan to the communication agent,
while the last service logs the relevant information. For the communication
agent five services are required. The first service contains the protocols for
receiving the explained plan. The second service allows the communication
with the knowledge engineer and contains the corresponding protocol,
while the third service is responsible for the communication with other
Case Factory Organizations. These three protocols are separated into
individual services to allow the reuse of the receiver protocol in both
communication use case. The fourth service contains the protocols for
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receiving the feedback and maintenance plan from the knowledge engineer
and sending the information to the CFO coordination agent. The last
protocol contains the logging activity. The global evaluation agent gets
two services. The first service contains the evaluation and the maintenance
derivation activity as well as the protocol for communication with the
coordination agent. The second service contains only the logging activity.
The CFO supervising agent has only one service for logging the relevant
information into a file. As an example, the service model for the collector
agent can be found in Table 4.18. The service model for the other agents
of the Case Factory Organization in GAIA notation can be found in Table
10.3 and Table 10.4 in the appendix.

The last model for the Case Factory Organization is the acquaintance
model to define the communication lanes between the agent classes. These
lanes are either uni- or bi-directional. The first communication lane is
between a collector agent and the CFO coordination agent and this lane
is uni-directional, because a collector agent only sends information and
receives no information from the CFO coordination agent. The CFO co-
ordination agent communicates with the planing agent, the explanation
agent, and the communication agent. The communication lane between
the planing agent and the CFO coordination agent is uni-directional to the
planing agent, while the communication lane between the CFO coordina-
tion agent and the explanation agent is bi-directional. The communication
between the CFO coordination agent and the communication agent is
uni-directional and is initiated from the communication agent. The planing
agent has an uni-directional communication lane to the explanation agent,
while the explanation agent has an uni-directional communication lane
with the communication agent. The communication agent has a commu-
nication lane to the user interface for the knowledge engineer. All agent
classes have an uni-directional lane to the CFO supervising agent. The
CFO coordination agent has additional uni-directional communication
lanes to other Case Factories or Case Factory Organizations. The complete
acquaintance model can be found in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13. Acquaintance model for the Case Factory Organization

Based on the information from the defined models for the CFO, a
schematic overview of the CFO can be found in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14. Schematic overview of the Case Factory Organization
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4.7. Maintenance Maps

The agents of the CF and the CFO need different knowledge to reach their
goals and perform the assigned tasks: dependencies, maintenance actions,
maintenance goals, constraints, links between monitoring and evaluation re-
sults and the appropriate maintenance actions, and maintenance guidelines.
This knowledge has to be stored persistently and made accessible to the
agents. To store the knowledge a so-called Maintenance Map is introduced.
The Maintenance Map is based on the so-called Knowledge Map from
Davenport and Prusak [DP00]. A Knowledge Map contains information
about the knowledge sources and their contents to know where to find
certain knowledge if necessary. The approach from Davenport and Prusak
was applied to MAS based on the SEASALT architecture by Reichle and
her colleagues. The Knowledge Map is represented as a directed graph
that contains all topic agents of a MAS as nodes. The edges between the
nodes represent interactions between the agents, when an agent send the
retrieval results to another agent to support his retrieval.

A complete query to the MAS can be represented as a path inside the
graph of a Knowledge Map with several queries of the individual topic
agents. The best path according to an optimization criteria was deter-
mined by using a modified Dijkstra algorithm [RBA09]. This Knowledge
Map was extended to support multiple parallel retrieval paths. The paths
to be used for a query were identified using a CBR system to use the
experience of past queries for an optimal use of the knowledge sources
[Reu12][RBA13]. The idea and realization of this Knowledge Map is
used to develop the Maintenance Map. A Maintenance Map is a special
type of Knowledge Map, because it contains not the knowledge sources,
but the information required to maintain these knowledge sources. The
Maintenance Map should be human-readable like the Knowledge Map,
therefore an format like XML [SW12] or RDF [Cha02] should be used to
store the map. The examples for the information stored in the Maintenance
Map are given in XML.

The most important information that can be found in a Maintenance
Map are the explicit dependencies within a CBR system and between CBR
systems. In the Maintenance Map the knowledge level hierarchy is used
to define the source and the target of a dependency. For each dependency
all relevant knowledge levels are modeled, the direction of the dependency
and and optional weight. An example for a dependency between a term in
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two attributes of the vocabulary in different CBR systems can be found in
Listing 4.2. The knowledge levels 3 and 4 are not used, because they have
no nodes for the vocabulary in the knowledge level hierarchy.

Listing 4.2. Example dependency in XML format

1<dependency>
2<source>
3<kl1>CBR system 1</kl1>
4<kl2>Voc</kl2>
5<kl5>a i r c r a f t type </kl5>
6<kl6>A380</kl6>
7</source>
8<target >
9<kl1>CBR system 2</kl1>
10<kl2>Voc</kl2>
11<kl5>a i r c r a f t type<kl5>
12<kl6>A380</kl6>
13</ target >
14<direction >u</ direction >
15<weight>2</weight>
16</dependency>

This information can be parsed and transformed in the an alpha-
numerical id code for the source and the target(see Section 4.2). Storing
the id codes in the Maintenance Map would degrade the human-readability,
because a user would not necessarily know the mapping between the code
and the nodes in the knowledge level hierarchy. The direct information
about the affected knowledge level is much more comprehensible. Another
important information are the available maintenance actions. These actions
could be the maintenance actions from the basis set of actions defined in
Section 4.3.

Examples for modeled maintenance actions can be seen in Listing 4.3.
The Listing contains four elementary maintenance actions, that are de-
scribed with a name, the affected knowledge level, and a type. In addition,
a complex maintenance action can be found, which consists of several ele-
mentary maintenance actions. The elementary maintenance action inside
a complex action have an additional element frequency to describe how
often they could be performed. The complex action addCase contains an
elementary action createEmptyCase that should be performed one, while
the setAttributeValue action can be performed several times, depending
on the number of attribute values to be set. The information about the
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available maintenance actions can be read and mapped to implemented
methods, which are responsible for performing the actions during runtime.

Listing 4.3. Example maintenance actions

1<maintenance actions>
2<action class=" ’elementary" ’>
3<name>addAttribute </name>
4<knowledge level >5</knowledge level >
5<type>create </ type>
6</action>
7<action type=" ’elementary"’>
8<name>addAttributeValue </name>
9<knowledge level >6</knowledge level >
10<type>create </ type>
11</action>
12<action type=" ’elementary" ’>
13<name>addCaseBase</name>
14<knowledge level >3</knowledge level >
15<type>create </ type>
16</action>
17<action type=" ’elementary" ’>
18<name>deleteAttributeValue </name>
19<knowledge level >6</knowledge level >
20<type>delete </ type>
21</action>
22<action type=" ’complex"’>
23<name>addCase</name>
24<knowledge level >4</knowledge level >
25<type>create </ type>
26<action type=" ’elementary" ’>
27<name>createEmptyCase</name>
28<knowlege level >4</knowledge level >
29<type>create </ type>
30<frequency>1</frequency>
31</action>
32<action type=" ’elementary" ’>
33<name>setAttributeValue </name>
34<knowledge level >6</knowledge level >
35<type>create </ type>
36<frequency>n</frequency>
37</action>
38</action>
39</maintenance actions>

Another information that can be found in the Maintenance Map are the
maintenance goals for the CBR systems and the overall system. The goals
that could be stored in the Maintenance Map have to be measurable by some
quantitative measure, for example the maximum case base size or retrieval
time. Goals like the problem solving competence could be modeled by
information about the text cases to use and a minimum similarity to reach
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during a retrieval for each of the test cases. The example in Listing 4.4
shows several maintenance goals. The first two goals are defined for a
specific CBR system, while the last goal is defined for the overall system.
The more complex goal for the problem solving competence, requires some
nested elements for the test case file and the minimum similarity. It is also
possible to assign maintenance actions to the maintenance goals. These
actions represent possible actions that could be performed to reach the goal.
The case size goal could be achieved by deleting cases or splitting a case
base in several smaller case bases.

The Maintenance Map can also store maintenance guidelines. An
example for a guideline would be, that a case must have been retrieved
in minimum once within a given period of time. If not, the case may be
shifted into some kind of archive case base or even deleted. The Listing
4.5 shows this example. Using such guidelines may require additional
evaluation methods and modeled knowledge in the cases.

Listing 4.4. Example maintenance goals in XML format

1<maintenance goals>
2<goal>
3<kl1>CBR system 1</kl1>
4<case size >1000</case size>
5<re t r i eva l time>5</ re t r i eva l time>
6<action>deleteCase </action>
7<action>splitCaseBase </action>
8</goal>
9<goal>
10<kl1>CBR system 2</kl1>
11<taxonomy size >500</taxonomy size>
12<problem solving competence>
13<tes t cases>te s t su i t e . csv</ t e s t cases>
14<similar i ty >0.8</ similar i ty >
15</problem solving competence>
16</goal>
17<goal>
18<kl1>Overall </kl1>
19<re t r i eva l time>60</ re t r i eva l time>
20</goal>
21</maintenance goals>

In a MAS, several Maintenance Maps may exist. Within the main-
tenance cockpit each CF could have its own Maintenance Map with in-
formation only relevant for a specific CF. On the CFO level, additional
Maintenance Map may exist with global information, relevant for the CFO
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and all associated CFs. The different agents in the CFs and CFOs can ac-
cess the Maintenance Map to reach their goals as described in Section 4.4
and 4.6. The possibilites and examples presented in this thesis do not cover
all options for modeling information in a Maintenance Map. The required
and possible information depend on the domain of the CBR systems, the
desired evaluation methods, the maintenance goals for the system, and the
knowledge in the CBR systems.

Listing 4.5. Example for a maintenance guideline

1<guideline>
2<case re t r ieval >
3<period scale=" ’month" ’>18</period>
4<frequency>2</frequency>
5<consequence>move to archive </consequence>
6</case re t r ieval >
7</guideline>

4.8. Maintenance plans

Maintenance plans are generated by the planning agent in the CFO. A
maintenance plan in the context of the maintenance cockpit approach is a
set of maintenance actions, which are performed on the knowledge con-
tainers of the CBR systems. These actions could be performed in sequence
or in parallel and the planning algorithm is responsible for generating an
execution order for the actions. Because the maintenance approach allows
inconsistencies within the maintenance process as long as the final state of
the knowledge in the CBR system is a consistent state, there is no specific
order for the individual maintenance actions defined or necessary, but one.
The maintenance plan has to consider the sequence of actions for complex
maintenance actions. A complex maintenance action for adding a case
can only be performed when the empty case structure is created before
adding the individual attribute values. Therefore, the order of the complex
maintenance actions as defined in a Maintenance Map has to be considered.

Maintenance transactions have no direct input on the planning process
regarding sequential execution of maintenance actions. Contrary to trans-
actions in data bases, the maintenance transaction have not to keep the
relative sequence of the individual action during the execution process.
This is also a consequence from allowing inconsistencies during the main-
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tenance process. Therefore, a maintenance transaction has only an impact
on the rollback process, if one of the maintenance actions in a maintenance
transaction could not be performed successfully.

Maintenance actions are associated to the knowledge containers in spe-
cific CBR systems. Elementary actions and complex actions are associated
to a single knowledge container, while maintenance transaction contain
actions associated to different knowledge containers because they are con-
nected by dependencies. The simplest representation of a maintenance plan
would be a single list of maintenance actions that is sorted with respect
to the order in the considered complex maintenance actions. But this idea
would not consider parallel processing of maintenance actions. Therefore,
the maintenance plan could have different system tracks that are associated
to a specific CBR system. During the plan generation, the maintenance
actions are assigned to the corresponding system track. Within a system
track, the order of complex actions have to be considered.

Based on this idea, the input for the generation algorithm are a list
of individual elementary maintenance actions, a ordered list of complex
maintenance actions, and a list of maintenance transactions. The output
is a maintenance plan with several system tracks based on the number of
considered CBR systems. If a track for a specific system does not exist, it
is created and attached to the maintenance plan. The simple version of this
algorithm for a maintenance plan can be found in Listing 4.6 and 4.7.

Listing 4.6. Basic algorithm for maintenance planning

1Input :
2List of elementary maintenance actions E
3Ordered List of complex maintenance actions C
4List of maintenance transactions T
5Output :
6Maintenance plan MP
7
8algorithm s t a r t
9MP = $\ emptyset$
10foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in E$)
11i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
12track = track $\cup$ ma
13else
14createTrack
15track = track $\cup$ ma
16
17MP = MP $\cup$ track
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Listing 4.7. Basic algorithm for maintenance planning

1foreach ($complex action ca \ in C$)
2foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in ca$)
3i f ( track for ma \ in MP)
4track = track \ union ma
5else
6createTrack
7track = track \ union ma
8
9MP = MP \ union track
10
11foreach ( $action ta \ in T$)
12i f ( ta == complex action )
13foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in ca$)
14i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
15track = track $\cup$ ma
16else
17createTrack
18track = track $\cup$ ma
19
20MP = MP $\cup$ track
21else
22i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
23track = track $\cup$ ma
24else
25createTrack
26track = track $\cup$ ma
27
28MP = MP $\cup$ track
29return MP

This simple algorithm has to be extended to solve occurring conflicts
between maintenance actions and to check the generated maintenance plan
against given constraints. Conflicts between maintenance actions can occur
for example between actions derived from evaluation results, between
user triggered maintenance actions, or between alternative maintenance
actions. Maintenance actions that are derived from circular dependencies
and therefore contradict each other are no conflicts in the context of the
maintenance plan. These conflict are solved by the coordination agents of
the CF and CFO while deriving the maintenance actions.

To solve occurring conflicts, several heuristics are possible:

• The priority of maintenance goals.
• The priority of evaluation algorithms.
• The effort of a maintenance action.
• The timely sequence of the derivation.
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• The number of maintenance actions (elementary before complex or
vice versa)
• The preferences of the knowledge engineer.

The maintenance goals could be prioritized to act more competence-
based or more performance based for example. A maintenance action
would be associated to a maintenance goal, either direct or indirect by
the evaluation algorithms. If two maintenance action supporting different
goals are derived and conflicting, the actions with the prioritized goal is
chosen. The priority of evaluation algorithms works similar, but here the
algorithms directly would get some kind of weight. The higher the weight,
the more important the results are. The general maintenance actions itself
could also be prioritized. Thus, an alter-action could be preferable to an
add-action with respect to the estimated effort.

Another simple heuristic would be to use the timestamp when a main-
tenance actions was derived. Two directions are possible. Either the first
derived maintenance action of the conflicting set or the last derived action
could be used. The maintenance action that was derived at last could be
the treated as a action to correct the actions derived before.Considering
two alter-action on an attribute value, using the later action would be like
correcting some misspelling in the first alter attempt. Also usable would
be a decision to perform elementary actions before complex actions and
smaller complex actions before bigger complex actions. An example for
this could be a decision between deleting a case to reach the desired case
base size or to split the case base into smaller case base. The first decision
requires an elementary action or a small complex action, while the other
decision requires a more complex action in combination with a evaluation
(clustering) of the case base. Another heuristic could be preference-driven
by the selections of the knowledge engineer when confirming or denying
maintenance actions, but this would require some time to learn the prefer-
ences. These heuristics overlap to some degree and can be combined. A
conflict could be solved by using the preferences of the knowledge engi-
neer. If no preferences are available the priority of the maintenance goals
is used. If all goals have the same priority, the timely sequence is used.

In addition to conflict solving, the maintenance plan should consider
constraints. Example for constraints could be to keep the case base size
within a certain threshold. When a new case should be added, this con-
straint has to be considered. A consequence could be to create a new case
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base and adding the case to this case base or to remove the action from
the plan. Other constraints could be the estimated maintenance time or
the availability of resources. Therefore, for each maintenance action the
estimated time has to be stored in the Maintenance Map or the required
resources. Another approach for conflicts and constraints is just to identify
them and tag the affected maintenance actions. While displaying the main-
tenance plan to the knowledge engineer, these tagged maintenance actions
are highlighted and the knowledge engineer is asked to solve the conflict or
constraint violation manually. The feedback from the knowledge engineer
can also be used to learn from the decisions. When the knowledge engineer
always decides to perform a specific maintenance action in a defined period
of time, the system could ask the knowledge engineer for learning this
decision as the standard decision for the specific conflict.

Listing 4.8. Extended algorithm for maintenance planning Part 1

1Input :
2List of elementary maintenance actions E
3ordered List of complex maintenance actions C
4List of maintenance transactions T
5
6Output :
7Maintenance plan MP
8
9algorithm s t a r t
10MP = $\ emptyset$
11
12foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in E$)
13i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
14track = track $\cup$ ma
15else
16createTrack
17track = track $\cup$ ma
18MP = MP $\cup$ track
19
20foreach ($complex action ca \ in C$)
21foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in ca$)
22i f ( track for ma \ in MP)
23track = track \ union ma
24else
25createTrack
26track = track \ union ma
27MP = MP \ union track
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Listing 4.9. Extended algorithm for maintenance planning Part 2

1foreach ( $action ta \ in T$)
2i f ( ta == complex action )
3foreach ( $elementary action ma \ in ca$)
4i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
5track = track $\cup$ ma
6else
7createTrack
8track = track $\cup$ ma
9MP = MP $\cup$ track
10else
11i f ( $track for ma \ in MP$)
12track = track $\cup$ ma
13else
14createTrack
15track = track $\cup$ ma
16MP = MP $\cup$ track
17
18workingplan = true ;
19
20do
21i f ( checkForConflicts (MP) == true )
22workingplan = false ;
23alterMP
24else i f ( checkForConstraintViolation (MP) == true )
25workingplan = false ;
26alterMP
27while (workingplan = true )
28
29return MP

Considering the conflict solving and constraint checking steps in the
algorithm, the new planning algorithm can be seen in Listing 4.8 and 4.9.
The algorithm processes the given lists with maintenance actions and add
them to the specific tracks for the individual CBR systems. After the
initial plan is generated, this plan is passed to a function that identifies the
conflicts and solves them if necessary. If no conflicts are found, another
function checks for constraint violations and solves them. When no con-
flicts and constraint violation are found anymore, the algorithm terminates
and returns the generated maintenance plan.

4.9. Maintenance explanations

Explanations in CBR systems usually are used to explain the reasoning pro-
cess of the retrieval or give conceptual explanations for the used concepts
in a CBR system. But the need for maintenance explanations was already
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mentioned in the work of Iglezakis and his colleagues [IRRB04]. These ex-
planations are helpful to understand why a maintenance framework suggest
specific maintenance actions.

The maintenance plan in the maintenance cockpit is also a result of
a reasoning process, but not from a retrieval on one or more case bases.
The reasoning process spans over several agents and CBR system and
uses information from different algorithms and knowledge sources. The
maintenance plan is presented to a knowledge engineer for confirmation
and adaptation. The knowledge engineer’s task is to take a look on the
suggested maintenance actions and confirms the maintenance plan or parts
of the maintenance plan. The knowledge engineer should also be able
to deny the execution of specific maintenance actions if he believes they
are not effective or constructive. In order for the knowledge engineer to
be able to make a decision on which maintenance actions to perform, he
needs a sufficient explanation of why the Case Factories propose the indi-
vidual actions. Therefore, the system has to generate an human-readable
explanation for each proposed maintenance action.

The MAS uses the monitoring results, evaluation results, dependencies,
available maintenance actions, maintenance goals, and meta-information
like time-stamps to determine which maintenance actions should be per-
formed. The basic assumption for the explanation generation is as follows:
The knowledge that is used to propose a maintenance action is the same
knowledge that can be used to explain the maintenance action. Therefore,
this knowledge can be used to explain the systems reasoning process to the
knowledge engineer.

The overall goal of the maintenance explanations in the context of
the maintenance cockpit is to give the knowledge engineer some kind
of decision support when confirming or denying maintenance actions.
Therefore, the goals of a maintenance explanations are transparency and
justification. The transparency goal supports how-explanations, while the
justification goal supports why-explanations. Both explanations are useful
for the knowledge engineer. The transparency explanation supports the
knowledge engineer in understanding how the maintenance action was
generated and the justification explanations adds the information why this
action was proposed.

Therefore, the goal of a maintenance explanation is to provide the
knowledge engineer with transparency about the reasoning process of the
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MAS and a justification why the maintenance actions should be performed.
This is directly connected to the basic assumption mentioned above. The
transparency explanation uses information about the reasoning trace of the
CF and CFO, while the justification explanation uses additional information
like maintenance goals. Therefore, a maintenance explanation consists of
a transparency explanation and a justification explanation.

The knowledge used by the CF and CFO to generate the maintenance
plan can be used for the transparency and/or justification explanation. Table
4.19 shows the specific knowledge, the source of the knowledge, and for
which explanation it can be used.

Knowledge used for source
dependencies transparency explanation

justification explanation
Maintenance Map

activates dependencies transparency explanation coordination agent
CFO coordination agent

detected changes transparency explanation monitoring agent
Evaluation results transparency explanation

justification explanation
evaluation agent

available maintenance
actions

transparency explanation Maintenance Map

derived maintenance
actions

transparency explanation monitoring agent
evaluation agent
coordination agent
CFO coordination agent

maintenance goals transparency explanation
justification explanation

Maintenance Map

maintenance guidelines transparency explanation
justification explanation

Maintenance Map

Table 4.19. The knowledge and its source in the CF and CFO and the association to the
explanations.

All forms of knowledge in the maintenance cockpit can be used for
the transparency explanation to provide the knowledge engineer with a
comprehensible decision trace for a proposed maintenance action. For
the justification explanation the knowledge about the dependencies, the
evaluation results, the maintenance goals, and the maintenance guidelines
can be used. As a simple form of explanations, canned explanations can
be used. Canned explanations were defined by Schank [[Sch86]] in 1986
and are predefined static texts that are presented to the user in specific
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predefined situations. In the context of the maintenance cockpit three
situations for a maintenance action exist:

• Situation 1: A maintenance action was triggered by a detected
change of knowledge.
• Situation 2: A maintenance action was triggered by evaluation re-

sults.
• Situation 3: A maintenance action was derived by an activated

dependency.

Each of these situations could be cover by a predefined text. The text
should contain information which maintenance action should be performed,
what was the trigger for the maintenance action and to which maintenance
goal the action is associated. Table 4.20 contains examples of specific
canned explanations for the three situations with detailed information.

Situation explanation example
Sit 1 The maintenance action addAttributeValue with the term "‘fault"’ was triggered

by the monitoring agent. The change was detected in the attribute "‘status"’ of
the vocabulary in CBR system 1. This action contributes to the maintenance goal
problem solving competence

Sit 2 The maintenance action deleteCase with the case "‘case123"’ was triggered by
the evaluation agent. The evaluation detected a violation of the constraint for the
case base size. The current case base size is 1003, but should be not more than
1000. The action contributes to the maintenance goal performance.

Sit 3 The maintenance action alterAttribute to alter the attribute "‘locations"’ to "‘lo-
cation"’ was derived by a dependency between the attribute "‘locations"’ in the
vocabulary of CBR system 1 and the attribute "‘locations"’ in the vocabulary
of CBR system 2. The action contributes to the maintenance goal knowledge
consistency.

Table 4.20. Examples of canned explanations for the three situations

The examples in the table contain specific information about the
changed knowledge, the affected knowledge containers and CBR systems,
the activated dependency, evaluation results and maintenance goals. This
information is different for different maintenance actions. But providing
a predefined explanation for every possible situation in the maintenance
cockpit is not suitable. Depending on the use case of the CBR systems to
maintain, the domain of the knowledge, the potential dependencies and dif-
ferent maintenance goals and guideline, it is not feasible to define a canned
explanation for every situation. Therefore, the canned explanations should
use some kind of parameters to be adaptable to specific situations. This
would lead to a limited number of templates for the canned explanations
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with parameters in specific positions of the predefined texts. These param-
eters would be substituted by the specific information by the explanation
agent and a specific canned explanation would be providable. Table 4.21
shows a possible template for each of the three situations. The terms in
angle brackets represent the parameters in the template.

Situation explanation template
Sit 1 The maintenance action <action> with the <specific knowledge> was triggered by

<trigger>. The change of was detected in <affected knowledge> of the <affected
knowledge container> in <affected CBR system>. This action contributes to the
maintenance goal <maintenance goal>

Sit 2 The maintenance action <action> with the <specific knowledge> was triggered
by <trigger>. The evaluation detected <evaluation result>. <actual state of
knowledge>, but should be <target state of knowledge>. The action contributes
to the maintenance goal <maintenance goal>.

Sit 3 The maintenance action <action> to <specific knowledge> was derived by a
dependency between <dependency source> and <dependency target>. The action
contributes to the maintenance goal <maintenance goal>.

Table 4.21. Explanation templates for the three situations

These three templates for canned explanations could be stored in the
Maintenance Map and used by the explanation agent. Because some
parts of the templates are the same, they also could be stored a separate
template parts and the complete template could be build from the parts. The
templates could be provided by the knowledge engineer when designing
a MAS with CBR systems or while applying the maintenance cockpit
approach to an existing MAS. The three template defined in this section
are only examples, and a fully applied maintenance cockpit may contain
more than ten templates with different parameters or template parts.

In addition to the canned explanation, the maintenance situation con-
cerning dependencies (situation 3), should be supported by a dependency
trace. This trace would contain all predecessors of a specific maintenance
action that are connected via dependencies until the initial maintenance ac-
tion is reached. The required information can be found in the maintenance
transactions and the required part could be extracted and displayed in the
GUI. This would provide the knowledge engineer with an explicit trace
and connection of a derived maintenance action to its initial action.

4.10. Interaction with the knowledge engineer

In order to interact with the knowledge engineer, a graphical user interface
or dashboard is required to display information to the knowledge engineer
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and provide control elements to manage the maintenance of the distributed
CBR systems. The first purpose of such a dashboard would be to display
the maintenance plan and the associated element. These elements are the
maintenance actions and transactions and their explanations. Therefore, an
overview of the maintenance plan should be provided and the knowledge
engineer should be able to get detailed information about a maintenance
action by selecting a specific action. The dashboard should have different
sections to display the different information, but should not be to crowded
to avoid an information overload. In addition, other information beside
the maintenance plan could be provided to the knowledge engineer. The
dashboard could display the log files from the different agents to allow
a detailed view on the past work-flow instances and for debugging pur-
poses. Another interesting information would be a maintenance history.
This history would contain the maintenance plans of finished maintenance
processes with labels for the individual maintenance actions whether they
were confirmed or denied by the knowledge engineer. In addition, the his-
tory would contain information whether a confirmed maintenance action
was performed successfully or not and if a maintenance transaction had
to be rolled back. Which information are presented in detail to the knowl-
edge engineer depends on the knowledge that is modeled in the specific
instantiation of the MAS and the CBR systems.

The second purpose would be the management of the maintenance
process. Therefore, the dashboard should contain several control elements,
i.e. to start an evaluation, a detailed snapshot monitoring, or even start and
stop the maintenance cockpit itself. Another important interaction with
high impact on the maintenance process is the feedback to the individual
maintenance actions that could be provide by the knowledge engineer.
The dashboard should enable the confirmation and denial of the complete
maintenance plan and of individual maintenance actions. If the knowledge
engineer denies a maintenance action that is part of a maintenance trans-
action, the dashboard has to inform the knowledge engineer. Either the
maintenance action has to be performed as part of the transaction or the
complete transaction have to be denied. Figure 4.15 shows a schematic
view of a possible dashboard for the knowledge engineer with some exam-
ple information.

On the top of the dashboard is a control panel that allows the knowledge
engineer to manage the displayed information. The left side is occupied
by the maintenance plan, which is a list of proposed maintenance actions.
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Figure 4.15. Schematic overview of a dashboard for the knowledge engineer.

Each list item gives a brief overview of the maintenance action. These
could be information like a time-stamp when the action was proposed, the
name, or the type of the action. The list contains also a control element
to confirm or deny the complete maintenance plan. The right side is the
content area, which is divided into two sub-areas. The first area displays
detailed information of a selected maintenance action and the second area
presents the explanation of the maintenance action, i.e. in form of a text or
bullet points. The first area also contains a control element to confirm or
deny the specific selected maintenance action, like a switch or radio button.

4.11. Maintenance cockpit work-flow

In this sub-section the complete work-flow for maintenance with the CF
and CFOs approach is described. An initial work-flow was proposed in
[RA14]. The work-flow starts either by starting the maintenance cockpit
in combination with the MAS with distributed CBR systems itself or by
manually staring the maintenance cockpit for an already running MAS.
When the CFs are active, they start to monitor the knowledge containers
of the CBR systems. Each CBR system has its own CF, which has up to
four agents for monitoring the containers. Which knowledge containers in
a CBR system should be monitored, can be configured via a configuration
file. At the start of a CF only the monitoring agents that are specified in
the configuration file are spawned. The real-time monitoring is active all
the time and it detects a change in a knowledge container. For example,
this can be adding a new term to a vocabulary, adding a new case, altering
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an existing case, or changing a similarity measure. After a change is
detected by the monitoring agent, it accesses the Maintenance Map and
identifies an appropriate maintenance action for the detected change from
the set of available maintenance actions. The detected changes and the
associated maintenance actions are send to the coordination agent of the
CF. Another trigger for maintenance actions can be a snap-shot monitoring.
This type of monitoring is manually activated by the user an compares
snap-shot of the knowledge in one or more knowledge containers. The
more knowledge containers are considered in the snap-shot monitoring, the
more resources are required for the comparison. The monitoring detects
changes between the snap-shots and the monitoring agent starts the same
process as described for the real-time monitoring.

Another user-activated trigger is the evaluation of a knowledge con-
tainer performed by an evaluation agent. The evaluation is not running
all time, because it may interrupt the operational use of the MAS or is
to resource-consuming. Instead, an evaluation is only initiated manually.
The evaluation methods do not detect a change, but check the knowledge
against quality constraints like the size of the case base, retrieval time,
problem-solving competence or inconsistencies in the existing knowledge.
Based on a bad result of an evaluation, initial maintenance actions are
identified via the Maintenance Map to correct the detected problems. For
some maintenance actions an additional algorithm may be required to
specify the action. For example, if the evaluation detects a case base that
exceeds the size limit, the derived maintenance action could be to delete
some cases. But it has to be decided which cases should be deleted. This
can be done by some algorithm or heuristic like the footprint deletion
algorithm [SK95], the competence metric approach [CMHZ15], or the
iterative case filtering algorithm [BM99]. The evaluation results and the
initial maintenance actions are send to the coordination agent.

The coordination agent receives the information from the monitoring
agent and/or from the evaluation agent and accesses the Maintenance Map
to identify the dependencies for the changed knowledge. Based on the
activated dependencies, additional maintenance actions are derived from
the set of available actions. The maintenance actions that are connected
via dependencies are combined to maintenance transactions. The received
maintenance actions and the additional maintenance actions are combined
to form the lMPL. The lMPL is checked for duplicate and circular actions.
Especially the circular actions may cause problems, because if they are
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not identified, the coordination agent will derive additional maintenance
actions infinitely. This lMPL is then send to the collector agent of the
associated CFO.

The work-flow continues in CFO layer next to the CFs. The collector
agent in the CF receives the information from the collector agents of
different case factories. It collects the lMPLs, activated dependencies as
well as the monitoring and evaluation results and merges all information.
After the defined period of time is passed, all merged information to this
point are sent to the CFO coordination agent. The next step in the work-
flow is performed by the CFO coordination agent. It receives the merged
information from the collector agent and accesses the Maintenance Map
to identify additional dependencies that can be activated. Based on these
activated dependencies between CBR systems additional maintenance
actions are derived if necessary. From the received lMPL and the additional
maintenance actions, the gMPL is build. This list is send to the planning
agent.

The planning agent takes the gMPL and generates a proposal for a
maintenance plan. The agent tries to interlace the individual maintenance
actions to enable a parallel processing of the maintenance actions to reduce
the time of the actual maintenance time as short as possible. In addition to
the time criteria, the maintenance planner has to consider the sequential ex-
ecution of maintenance actions that are performed on the same knowledge
container or that are part of the same maintenance transaction. Based on
the initial proposal of the plan, the agent also identifies conflicts and checks
the plan against given constraints. If a conflict or a constraint violation is
found, the maintenance plan has to be adapted. The final maintenance plan
is then sent to the explanation agent.

The explanation agent generates an explanation for every maintenance
action in the maintenance plan. Therefore, it communicates with the
coordination agent to get additional information about the monitoring and
evaluation results. This information is combined with a template to canned
explanations. These explanations are associated to the corresponding
maintenance action. The explained maintenance plan is then sent to the
communication agent. If the CFO is part of a multi-layer CFO construct
and the CFO does not belong to the highest layer, then the communication
agent sends the plan to the next layer in the CFO hierarchy, where the
work-flow recursively loops until the maintenance plan reaches the highest
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level of the CFO hierarchy. Then the communication agent displays the
maintenance plan to the knowledge engineer.

The knowledge engineer uses some sort of dashboard to take a look on
the maintenance plan. He can select the individual maintenance actions to
get detailed information and the explanation. Then he can confirm or deny
the complete plan or individual maintenance actions. According to the
choices of the knowledge engineer, the maintenance plan has to be adapted.
If a maintenance action is denied that is part of a transaction, the whole
transaction is denied and removed from the plan. When the knowledge
engineer is ready to apply the maintenance plan, he sends the plan back to
the communication agent. The communication agent passed the adapted
plan to the CFO coordination agent. This agent splits the plan into sets of
maintenance actions that belong to the individual CFs and sends these sets
to the coordination agent in the corresponding CFs.

In a CF, the coordination agent splits the set of maintenance actions
again and sends them to the individual maintenance actions for the knowl-
edge containers. These maintenance agents perform the confirmed mainte-
nance actions and send a result message back to the coordination agent.
If an error occurs during the performance of the maintenance actions, the
maintenance action may be repeated a finite number of tries. If it remains
unsuccessful, it has to be checked if the maintenance action is part of a
transaction and then the complete transaction has to be rolled back to avoid
inconsistencies. The maintenance plan and the results from the mainte-
nance agents are stored to be part of the maintenance history. At the end of
the work-flow, the global evaluation agents in the CFs and CFOs should
perform a at least a consistency check based on the defined dependencies to
validate the maintenance actions. If some inconsistency is detected, a new
maintenance action should be triggered by the evaluation agent, instead of
rolling back the executed actions.

Figure 4.16 illustrates the work-flow of the maintenance cockpit. The
supervising agents in the CF and CFO are not displayed, because the
communication with these agents for logging purposes is an indirect part
of the work-flow.
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Figure 4.16. Work-flow of the maintenance cockpit
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Chapter 5

FEATURE-TAK

This chapter describes an agent-based framework called FEATURE-TAK.
This means a Framework for Extraction, Analysis, and Transformation
of UnstructeREd Textual Aircraft Knowledge. The idea, the agent-based
architecture and the individual tasks of the framework will be described.
The description will be supported with a running example to show the input
data and results of the individual tasks.

5.1. Idea and architecture

The idea for this framework came from the Overall Management Archi-
tecture for Health Analysis (OMAHA) research project. This project was
supported by the Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology in the
context of the fifth civilian aeronautic research program [BMW13]. The
high level goal was to develop an integrated overall architecture for health
management of civilian aircraft. The project covered several topics like
diagnosis and prognosis of flight control systems, innovative maintenance
concepts, and effective methods of data processing and transmission. Sev-
eral enterprises as well as academic and industrial research institutes took
part in the OMAHA project like Airbus (Operations, Defense & Space,
Group Innovations), Diehl Aerospace, Nord-Mirco, Lufthansa Industrial
Solutions, Linova, the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence,
and the German Center for Aviation and Space. Several universities were
included as subcontractors.
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The aircraft domain is a very complex technical domain. An aircraft
consists of hundreds of components (e.g, Communication and Ventilation
Control), which consist of dozens of systems (e.g, Cabin Intercommu-
nication System and Air Conditioning), that in turn contain dozens of
individual parts (e.g, Flight Attendant Panel and Cabin Air Filter) called
Line Replaceable Units (LRU). Not all of these components need to be
monitored. For an A380 around a hundred systems are monitored with
60.000 possible faults. These systems and LRUs are interacting with and
rely on each other. Therefore, it is challenging to identify the root cause
of an occurred fault, because it can either be found within a single LRU,
within the interaction of several components of a system, within the inter-
action of LRUs of different systems, or even within the communication
infrastructure of different LRUs. Finding cross-system root causes is a
very difficult and resource expensive task.

The existing diagnosis approach for Airbus aircraft is effect-driven.
A Central Maintenance System (CMS) correlates failure messages from
LRUs to comprehensible visible, audible, or smellable effects like red
blinking lamps, a displayed message, a beeping system, or even smoke by
using causal rules and time data. The failure messages are created by the
Built-In Test Equipment (BITE). For every failure message a fault item is
generated. The CMS correlates new failure messages and effects to open
fault items. This correlation is based on the time stamp of an occurring fault,
the class of the failure message and the ATA (Air Transport Association)
chapter of the accused LRUs and the ATA chapter of the emitting LRU.
The ATA chapter identifies the aircraft system a LRU belongs to and is
defined by the Air Transport Association, an umbrella organization for
American airlines.

If a failure message can not be correlated to an existing fault item, a new
fault item is created. For each fault item, a root cause is determined. But
the rules can determine several different root causes for a given fault item.
This way a fault item can have up to ten root causes and for every root
cause up to three LRUs can be accused. In the worst case thirty possible
cases have to be considered when repairing the fault. The maintenance
technician uses his experience to filter the list of root causes and LRUs to
identify the most probable starting point. Because not every technician
has the same experience, the use of CBR to store and share experience
and enhance the diagnosis with this experience could be a viable way to
improve diagnosis and maintenance with a decision support system.
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Based on the error messages and the identified root causes, so-called
PFR items are created. A Post Flight Report (PFR) contains an average
of six error messages (PFR items) for an A380, that may have several
possible root causes. The PFR items are subdivided into four classes:
cockpit effect, cabin effect, maintenance effect, and faults without effect.
Faults within the fourth class have not to be repaired immediately, but may
have an impact on future faults or scheduled maintenance. For each error
messages up to three LRUs could be accused. The LRUs are ranked by
their fault probability. The line mechanic replaces the accused LRUs until
the fault disappears. But the LRU ranked on the first position is not always
responsible for the fault. LRUs that are replaced, but working correct,
cause unnecessary costs. In the worst case none of the accused LRUs are
responsible for the fault. In this case the repair task will become difficult
and consumes resource and time. The challenge is to find and repair the
fault during the turn around time between the landing and passenger release
and the boarding of new passengers. The more faults in this unscheduled
maintenance have to be repaired, the greater is the risk to cause a delay of
the aircraft or even an aircraft swap.

Airbus has collected a lot of data in the last years about maintenance
problems and their solutions. These data sets are based on Airbus internal
problems or on problems with Airbus aircraft in use by different airlines.
More than 750.000 data sets of occurred failures and their solutions are
stored in Airbus databases and they contain information about aircraft type
and model, occurred problems, accused Line Replacement Units (LRUs),
preferred maintenance actions, executed maintenance actions, comments,
and documentation references. This information can be accessed with
two tools. One is called One-Search-For-All (OSFA) and the other World-
In-Service-Experience (WISE). Both tools support full text search and a
simple similarity based search based on synonyms, but they do not rank
the results. Therefore, it can be a time consuming process to find helpful
data sets, because the most helpful information is not always shown on the
first three pages of the result list.

To use this information within the case-based diagnosis system, they
have to be analyzed to find relevant pieces of information to be transformed
into knowledge for CBR systems. The data sets from Airbus contain
different data structures. Technical information can mostly be found in
attribute-value pairs, while logbook entries, maintenance, and feedback
are stored in form of free text articles. Based on manual data analysis
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of several hundred data sets, a structural approach for the CBR systems
was chosen. Information like fault codes, aircraft type and model, ATA
chapter and fault emitter are important information and can easily be used
within a structural approach. During the development process it turned
out, that the information in the free texts are very important to identify
a problem. Therefore, the structured information as well as the free text
had to be used. To transform the relevant information in the free texts into
useful knowledge for our structural CBR system, techniques from NLP
and CBR had to be adapted and combined. The idea was to develop a
framework to combine several techniques and automatize the knowledge
transformation. This framework could be used for knowledge acquisition
and maintenance for CBR system in the development phase or for existing
CBR systems. It could be embedded into the knowledge formalization
layer of the SEASALT architecture or used as a standalone application.
[RAH+15a][RSJ+16]

The framework consists of five components: data layer, agent layer,
CBR layer, NLP layer and interface layer. The data layer is responsible
for storing the raw data and the processed data for each task. In addition,
domain specific information like abbreviations and technical phrases are
stored in this layer to be accessible for the other components. The agent
layer contains several software agents. For every task an individual agent
is responsible. All task agents communicate with a central coordination
agent. This coordination agent manages the work-flow. Some tasks could
be processed in parallel, while others could be deactivated by the user’s
configuration. For visualization and communication purposes for the user,
this layer also contains an GUI agent. For each task an agent is spawned
when starting the framework, but additional agents can be spawned to
support the initial agents while processing huge data sets or handling
parallel queries. The NLP layer contains algorithms and methods like part
of speech tagging, lemmatization, abbreviation replacement and association
rule mining. These algorithms are used by the agents to execute their
assigned tasks. The algorithms could either be third party libraries or own
implementations. The fourth layer is the CBR layer and is responsible for
the communication with a CBR tool like myCBR or jColibri. It contains
methods to add keywords to the vocabulary, extend similarity measures
and generate cases from the input data sets. The last layer contains the
graphical user interface of the framework. This user interface can be used
to configure the framework, select input data, and start the work-flow. In
addition, the user interface presents the results of each task to the user and
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shows the status of the software agents. Figure 5.1 shows an overview of
the architecture of FEATURE-TAK.

Figure 5.1. Architecture of the FEATURE-TAK framework

The agents of the agent layer in the framework are responsible for the
automated tasks within FEATURE-TAK. In the following the required
roles, agent types, communication and interactions between the agents and
the resulting multi-agent system are described in GAIA notation.

5.1.1. Role Schema Pre-Processor

This role is responsible for the pre-processing of the input data before natu-
ral language processing techniques are used to extract relevant information.
The pre-processing consists of a part-of-speech (POS) tagging and the
identification of domain-specific abbreviations. These abbreviations are
replaced with their long form. The revised text is sent to the Coordinator
and a result summary to the Communicator. The result summary should
contain information about the number of replaced abbreviations. There-
fore, the Pre-Processor requires two activities, one for the POS tagging
and one for the abbreviation identification. In addition, three protocols
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Role Schema: Pre-Processor
Description:
This role is responsible for part-of-speech tagging and abbreviation replacement in a given input
text. The revised text is send to the Coordinator, while a summary of the results is sent to the
Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveInput, PerformPOSTagging, IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations,
SendRevisedText, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads: input text, list of domain-specific abbreviations
generates: revised text, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveInput.PerformPOSTagging.IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations.SendRevisedText.
SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: length of input text > 0, length of revised text > 0, input text 6= revised text,
result summary 6= null

Table 5.1. Description of the role Pre-Processor in GAIA notation

are required. The first protocol receives the input text, while the second
protocol sends the revised text to the Coordinator. The third protocol
sends a summary of the results to the Communicator to be displayed to the
user. The Pre-Processor requires reading access to the input text and to the
domain-specific abbreviations. The role changes nothing, but generates a
revised text with POS tags and replaced abbreviations. The life cycle of the
Pre-Processor starts with the receiving the input text and the abbreviations.
As next steps the activities for POS tagging and abbreviation identification
are performed. The protocols for sending the revised text and the result
summary are the last steps in the cycle. All protocols and activities are
performed once in a cycle, while the whole cycle loops infinite times as
long as the role is active. This role has four safety properties. The input
text and the revised text have to be a length greater than zero, while the
input text is not the same as the revised text. This is caused by the fact,
that the POS tagging extends the input text. If the input text stays the same
after the POS tagging, something went wrong. The last safety property is
that the summary of the results is not null. The description of the role and
its characteristics in GAIA notation can be found in Table 5.1.

5.1.2. Role Schema Collocation Extractor

The role Collocation Extractor is responsible for identifying collocations
or phrases that consist of more than one word. Therefore, common English,
multi-word abbreviations are identified and replaced and then the identified
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phrases are extracted. The phrases are identified using domain specific
technical terms and patterns. More details on the patterns can be found
in Section 5.2. The phrases are stored in a separate list and the identified
phrase are removed from the text. The phrase-free text and the list of
extracted phrases are send to the Communicator and a result summary is
sent to the Coordinator. The result summary should contain the number
of extracted phrases and replaces abbreviations. The role requires three
protocols. The first protocol receives the revised text from the Coordinator,
while the second protocol sends the list of phrases and the text without
the phrases to the Coordinator. The third protocol sends a result summary
to the Communicator. The role also has two activities, one for the multi-
word abbreviations and one for the phrase extraction. In order to reach
the goals, the role requires reading access to the revised text and the list
of abbreviations. It generates a text without phrases, a list of extracted
phrases, and a result summary. The life cycle of the role starts with
the protocol for receiving the revised text, followed by the activities for
abbreviation replacement and phrase extraction. The cycle is completed
with the execution of the protocols for sending the results. All protocols
and activities are performed only once, while the complete cycle is repeated
infinitely as long as the role remains active. The Collocation Extractor has
three safety properties. The first property is that the length of the revised
and the phrase-free text has to be greater than 0, while the result summary
should not be null. The description of this role in GAIA notation can be
found in Table 5.2.

5.1.3. Role Schema Keyword Extractor

The role Keyword Extractor is similar to the Collocation Extractor, but
has another focus. This role is responsible for extracting keywords from
the remaining text that is provided by the Collocation Extractor. There-
fore, the role uses several NLP methods like stop-word elimination and
lemmatization to extract relevant keywords in their basic form. In addition,
common English single word abbreviations are identified and replaced.
Some stop-word are identical with domain-specific abbreviations. There-
fore, a list with words that should not be replaced is used, to avoid the
elimination of relevant information. The extracted keywords are stored
in a list and send to the Coordinator. A summary of the result is sent to
the Communicator and should contain the number of extracted keywords
and replaced or ignored abbreviations. This role again has three protocols
to receive the phrase-free text and send the keyword list and the result
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Role Schema: Collocation Extractor
Description:
This role is responsible for identifying common Englisch, multi-word abbreviations and extracting
multi-word phrases from the tagged text. The phrase-free text and a list of phrases are send to the
Coordinator, while a summary of the results is sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveRevisedText, IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations, ExtractPhrases,
SendPhraseFreeTextAndPhrases, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
list of common English abbreviations
supplied: Coordinator - revised text
generates: phrase-free text, list of phrases, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveRevisedText.IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations.ExtractPhrases.
SendPhraseFreeTextAndPhrases.SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: length of revised text > 0, length of phrase-free text > 0, result summary 6= null

Table 5.2. Description of the role Collocation Extractor in GAIA notation

summary to the mentioned roles. In addition, three activities are required.
One activity to replace the abbreviations, another activity to eliminate the
stop-words, and the third one to extract the keywords and reduce them to
their lemma. This role requires reading access to the phrase-free text, the
list of abbreviations, and a list of domain-specific terms. It generates a
list of extracted keywords and the result summary. The life cycle of the
role starts with receiving the phrase-free text and then the stop-words are
eliminated. The next step is to extract the keywords and reduce them to
their lemma, followed by checking the remaining text for abbreviations.
The cycle ends with sending the keyword list to the Coordinator and the
result summary to the Communicator. All protocols and activities are
executed once, while the complete cycle is repeated infinite times as long
as the role is active. The role has three safety properties. The first property
checks the length of the phrase-free text and the second property checks
that the keyword list is not null. This is an appropriate constraint, because
in a given text is always one keyword in minimum. The last safety property
is that the result summary is not null. The description of the role in GAIA
notation can be found in Table 5.3.

5.1.4. Role Schema Synonym Finder

This role is responsible to find synonyms and hypernyms for the extracted
phrases and keywords. The goal is to enrich the vocabulary and the similar-
ity measures of the CBR systems with additional concepts. The Synonym
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Role Schema: Keyword Extractor
Description:
This role is responsible for identifying common Englisch, single-word abbreviations and extracting
keywords from the phrase-free text. A list of keywords is send to the Coordinator, while a summary
of the results is sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceivePhraseFreeText, EliminateStopWords, ExtractKeywordsAndLemmatize,
IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations, SendKeywordList, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
list of common English abbreviations, list of domain-specific terms,
supplied: Coordinator - phrase-free text
generates: list of keywords, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceivePhraseFreeText.EliminateStopWords.ExtractKeywordsAndLemmatize.
IdentifyAndReplaceAbbreviations.SendKeywordList.SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: length of phrase-free text > 0, list of keywords neq null, result summary 6= null

Table 5.3. Description of the role Keyword Extractor in GAIA notation

Finder gets the list of phrases and keywords and performs a search in a
given language data base for synonyms and hypernyms. The found words
are stored in a new list together with the phrase or keyword they belong
to. Because not all synonyms or hypernyms may be adequate for the given
domain, the list is checked against lists of inadequate words. After the
search is performed for every phrase and keyword, the final list is passed to
the Coordinator and a result summary is passed to the Communicator. The
summary should contain the number of found synonyms and hypernyms.
The Synonym Finder has three protocols and three activities. The first
protocol receives the phrase list and the keyword list from the Coordinator.
The second protocol send the final list of the phrases and keywords with
the associated synonyms and hypernyms back to the Coordinator and a
result summary to the Communicator. The result summary should contain
information about the number of additional synonyms and hypernyms.

The activities of this role are responsible for finding synonyms and
hypernyms for the given phrases as well as the given keywords and for
checking the found words against given blacklists. The life cycle for
the Synonym Finder starts with the protocol for receiving the phrase and
keyword lists. This protocol is executed once. The next steps are the
activities for finding synonyms and hypernyms for a given phrase or given
keywords. These activities are performed as many times as phrases or
keywords are in the given list. The blacklist check is the next step and
performed once. Then the protocols for sending the final list and the result
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Role Schema: Synonym Finder
Description:
This role is responsible for finding synonyms and hypernyms for the extracted phrases and keywords.
The Synonym Finder gets the lists of phrases and keywords and accesses a language data base to
find synonyms for each phrase and keyword if possible. The found synonyms and hypernyms are
checked against blacklists for inadequate words and are stored in a list together with the initial
phrase or keyword. Then the complete list is sent to the Coordinator and the result summary is send
to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceivePhrasesKeywords, FindPhraseSynonyms, FindKeywordSynonyms,
CheckAgainstBlacklist, SendFinalList, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
language database,
supplied: Coordinator - list of phrases, list of keywords
generates: list of phrases and keywords with their synonyms and hypernyms, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceivePhrasesKeywords.FindPhraseSynonyms∗.FindKeywordSynonyms∗.
CheckAgainstBlacklist.SendFinalList.SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: list of phrases or list of keywords 6= null, final list 6= null, result summary 6= null

Table 5.4. Description of the role Synonym Finder in GAIA notation

summary are executed once. This role needs reading access to the lanugage
database and the list of phrases and keywords. It generates a complete
list with phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms as well as a result
summary. The complete life cycle is looped infinite times as long as this
role is active. The Synonym Finder has three safety properties. Either
the list of the extracted phrases or the list of the extracted keywords must
not be empty. In addition, the final list must not be empty and should
contain in minimum the given phrases and keywords, when no synonyms
or hypernyms are found. The last constraint is that the result summary must
not be empty. The description on the Synonym Finder in GAIA notation
can be found in Table 5.4.

5.1.5. Role Schema Vocabulary Extender

The goal of the Vocabulary extender is to add all found phrases, keywords,
synonyms, and hypernyms to the vocabulary of the CBR systems. The
role receives the list with phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms
from the Coordinator and uses an interface to the underlying CBR systems
to add the words to the vocabularies. Before adding the word, the role
checks the given words for duplicates to avoid duplicate concepts in the
vocabularies. The duplicate check could also be delegated to the CBR
framework, but not all frameworks may support this task. Another task of
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the Vocabulary Extender is a cross-check between phrases and keywords
to remove keywords that are part of a phrase. After adding all concepts to
the vocabularies, a list of all added concepts are sent to the Coordinator
and a result summary is sent to the Communicator. The summary should
contain the number of removed duplicates, keywords that were parts of
phrases, and the number of finally added concepts to the vocabularies.

This role has three protocols. The first protocol receives the list of
concepts that should be added to the vocabulary, the second protocol sends
the list of added concepts, and the third one sends the result summary. In
addition, the role has three activities. One for the duplicate check, one
for the cross-check between phrases and keywords and one for adding
a phrase or keyword to the vocabulary. The Vocabulary Extender needs
reading access to the list of phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms
and generates a result summary. With the help of the underlying CBR
framework, the role changes the vocabularies. The life cycle of this role
starts with the protocol for receiving the list of concepts, followed by the
activities to remove the duplicates and the keywords that are part of phrase.
The protocol and the activities are performed once. The next step is the
activity to add the concepts to the vocabulary. This activity is performed
between one time and as many times as concepts should be added to the
vocabulary. When the complete list is passed to the CBR framework, the
activity is performed only once. If each concept is passed individually to
the interface, the activity has to be performed as many times as necessary.
The last steps of the life cycle are the protocols to send the list of added
concepts and the result summary. The Vocabulary Extender has two safety
properties. The first properties checks if the received list of concepts is not
empty and the second property checks if the result summary is not empty.
The description of this role in GAIA notation can be found in Table 5.5.

5.1.6. Role Schema Local Similarity Extender

This role is responsible for the extension of the similarity measures of the
CBR systems. The concepts that were added by the Vocabulary Extender
have to be integrated into the similarity measures to be useful for retrieval.
Without adding initial similarity values for the new concepts, only values of
0.0 or 1.0 would be possible. The Local Similarity Extender receives a list
of all added concepts from the Coordinator. Depending on the similarity
measures, this role adds initial values for the new concepts. For new phrase
and keywords the role uses relations between concepts in taxonomies or
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Role Schema: Vocabulary Extender
Description:
This role is responsible for adding the found phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms to
the vocabularies of the CBR systems. Therefore, a check for duplicates is performed and a cross-
check between phrases and keywords to remove keywords from the list that are part of a phrase.
The adjusted list is used to add the concepts via an interface to the underlying CBR framework.
The list of the added concepts is send to the Coordinator , while a result summary is sent to the
Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveLists, RemoveDuplicates, CrossCheckPhrasesKeywords, AddConceptToVocabulary,
SendListOfConcepts, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: Coordinator - list of phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms
changes: supplied: CBR framework vocabularies
generates: list of added concepts, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveLists.RemoveDuplicates.CrossCheckPhrasesKeywords.AddConceptToVocabulary∗.
SendListOfConcepts.SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: list of concepts 6= null, result summary 6= null

Table 5.5. Description of the role Vocabulary Extender in GAIA notation

complex network analysis for similarity matrices. Details on the used
methods can be found in Section 5.2. For synonyms an initial similarity
values of 0.8 is assumed between a synonym and its keyword. After setting
the similarity values where possible, the role sends a result summary to the
Communicator. This summary should contain the number of the similarity
values that were set. The role has two protocols, one to receive the list of
added concepts and the second protocol to send the result summary. In
addition, the role has three activities. The first activity adds the similarity
values in taxonomy measures, while the second activity sets the values in
similarity matrices. The third activity is used to set the similarity values for
synonyms. This role needs reading access to the list of the added concepts
and changes the similarity values with the help of the CBR framework.
It also generates a result summary. The life cycle of the Local Similarity
Extender starts with the protocol for receiving the list of added concepts
and is executed once. The following activities for setting the similarity
values are performed several times, depending on the number of similarity
values to be set. The cycle ends with sending the result summary and this
protocol is executed once. The Local Similarity Extender has only one
safety property, that the result summary must not be empty. The description
of this role in GAIA notation can be found in Table 5.6.
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Role Schema: Local Similarity Extender
Description:
This role is responsible for setting similarity values for the added concepts. It receives a list of the
added concepts from the Coordinator. Depending on the similarity measure the new values can
be set in taxonomies or matrices. In addition, the similarity values for the synonyms are set in the
taxonomies and matrices. After the values are set where possible, a result summary is sent to the
Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveAddedConcepts, SetTaxonomySimilarity, SetMatrixSimilarity, SetSynonymSimilarity,
SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: Coordinator - list of added concepts
changes: supplied: CBR framework local similarity measures
generates: result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveAddedConcepts.SetTaxonomySimilarity∗.SetMatrixSimilarity∗.SetSynonymSimilarity∗.
SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: result summary 6= null

Table 5.6. Description of the role Local Similarity Extender in GAIA notation

5.1.7. Role Schema Rule Miner

The Rule Miner is responsible for finding association rules in a given data
set based on given support and confidence values. If the rules exceed the
given values, they could be used as completion rules for query enrichment.
The role gets a given data set and a list of the concepts in the vocabulary as
input and then performs an association rule mining algorithm like Apriori
or FP Growth to find useable completion rules. The list may contain all
concepts in the vocabulary or only a part of them. Because it can not
be guaranteed that rules can be found for given support and confidence
values and running the algorithms in complete can be very time consum-
ing, a benchmark can be performed instead of performing the complete
algorithms. This benchmark would be able to give information, for which
support and confidence values association rules can be found. More de-
tails to the rule mining and benchmark can be found in Section 5.2. If
the complete algorithm is performed, the rules that match the support and
confidence values are stored as part of the similarity measures with the help
of the CBR framework and a result summary is sent to the Communicator.
If only the benchmark is performed, a summary of the results is sent, but
no rules are stored. The summary of the algorithm cycle should contain
the number of found rules and the associated concepts, while the summary
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of the benchmark should contain the number of possible results with the
corresponding support and confidence values.

The Rule Miner has two protocols, one for receiving the original data
set and the list of concepts in the vocabulary and the other one for sending
the result summary to the Communicator. For the rule mining and bench-
marking steps, three activities are required. The first activity performs
the rule mining algorithm, while the second activity is responsible for the
benchmark. The third activity stores the found rules, if the algorithm activ-
ity provides them. This role needs reading access to the original data set
and to the concepts in the vocabulary, while it has to change the similarity
measures for adding new rules, if necessary. The life cycle for this role
starts with receiving the input data, followed either by the benchmark or
the rule mining algorithm activity. It would also be possible to run the
benchmark at first and if the desired support and confidence values could be
matched, the rule mining algorithm is performed. The activity for storing
the rules is only performed, when the algorithm runs before. The last step
of the life cycle is sending the result summary. All protocols and activities
are only performed once, except the activity for storing the rules. This one
may be performed several times, depending on the interface to the CBR
framework. If the complete list of extracted rules is passed, the activity
is performed one, or several times, if the activity has to be performed for
each extracted rule. The complete life cycle is repeated infinitely as long
as the role stays active. The Rule Miner has three safety properties: the
original data set, the list of concepts, and the result summary must not be
empty. The complete description in GAIA notation can be found in Table
5.7.

5.1.8. Role Schema Case Creator

This role is responsible for the creation of new cases from the input data
set and distribute the case to different case bases, if necessary. In addition,
the role has to create new case bases, if a case does not fit into the existing
ones or use a clustering algorithm to create a new distribution for the
existing cases. The Case Creator creates a case from every data tupel of
the given data based on the extracted phrases and keywords. The cases
contain the concepts from the vocabulary for the problem description, but
for the solution and other additional information the raw data from the data
set is used. After creating the cases and adding them to the case base or
creating new case bases, a result summary is send to the Communicator.
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Role Schema: Rule Miner
Description:
This role is responsible for performing an association rule mining algorithm or benchmark to identify
possible completion rules. The Rule Miner gets the original data set and the list of added concepts,
that were extracted from the data set. Then either the algorithm or a benchmark is performed. If
only a benchmark is performed, the result summary is send to the Communicator, if a full algorithm
is performed, the extracted rules are added to CBR system and a result summary is sent to the
Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveDataSet, PerformBenchmark, PerformAlgorithm, StoreCompletionRules,
SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads: original data set
supplied: CBR framework - list concepts
changes:
supplied: CBR framework - local similarity measures
generates: completion rules, result summary

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveDatSet.[PerformBenchmark].[PerformAlgorithm.StoreCompletionRules∗].
SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: data set 6= null, list of concepts 6= null, result summary 6= null

Table 5.7. Description of the role Rule Miner in GAIA notation

The summary should contain information about the number of created
cases, their distribution over the case bases, and number of newly created
cases bases. The rule has two protocols for receiving the original data set
and the list of concepts and sending the result summary. The case creation
is performed with three activities. The first activity creates the cases, the
second activity adds the cases to the case base, and the third activity creates
new case base. The fourth activity performs a given clustering algorithm to
determine the distribution of the existing cases of different case bases. This
can be done as initial step before any case bases exist or when the existing
case bases grow to large and a wider distribution over smaller case bases is
required. The Case Creator needs reading access to the original data set
and the list of concepts in the vocabulary, while it generates new cases and
case bases with the help of the CBR framework and a result summary. In
addition, the role changes the existing case bases, when adding new cases.
The life cycle of this role starts with the protocol to receive the input data
and is followed by the activities for creating and adding the cases. The
creation of new case bases and performing a clustering algorithm are the
next optional steps. The last step of the cycle is to send the result summary.
The protocols are executed once in a cycle, while the activities can be
performed several times. The activities for creating and adding cases may
be performed as many times as cases are created/added or only once, if all
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Role Schema: Case Creator
Description:
This role is responsible for creating cases from the original data set with the help of the concepts in
the vocabulary. The cases are distributed among several case bases. If additional case bases have to
be created, this role will perform an corresponding action. The Case Creator can also perform a
clustering algorithm to determine the case distribution for given constraints. After all cases were
created and added to the case bases, a result summary is sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveDataSet, CreateCases, CreateNewCaseBases, AddCasesToCaseBases,
ClusterExistingCases, SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads: original data set,
supplied: CBR framework - list of concepts
changes:
supplied: CBR framework - case bases
generates: list of cases, result summary
supplied: CBR framework - cases, case bases

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveDatSet.CreateCases∗.AddCasesToCaseBases∗.[CreateNewCaseBases∗].
[ClusterExistingCases∗].SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: original date set 6= null

Table 5.8. Description of the role Case Creator in GAIA notation

case created/added at the same time. The activity for creating new case
bases is optional and performed as many times as case bases have to be
created. The clustering activity can be performed several times until a case
distribution is found that meets the requirements. A requirement could be
the maximum number of cases in a case base or the minimal similarity
difference between the case. The whole life cycle is performed infinitely
as long as the role is active. The Case Creator has only one safety property
that the original data set must not be empty. The description of this role in
GAIA notation can be found in Table 5.8.

5.1.9. Role Schema Global Similarity Extender

This role is responsible for adapting and extending the global similarity
measures of the CBR systems. The basic idea is to perform a so-called
sensitivity analysis to determine the weights of the attributes in context of
the amalgamation functions of the CBR systems. The role generates a so-
called relevance matrix that is used during the retrieval for global similarity
computing. More details on the sensitivity analysis can be found in Section
5.2. The Gobal Similarity Extender uses the cases in the different case
bases to generate relevance matrices for each case base or one relevance
matrix for all case bases. Therefore, the role has two protocols. One
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Role Schema: Global Similarity Extender
Description:
This role is responsible for adapting and extending the global similarity measures. It receives the
cases from the CBR framework and performs a sensitivity analysis. Based on the results of the
analysis, the relevance matrices are adapted or generated, if necessary. At the end a result summary
is sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveCases, PerformSensitivityAnalysis, AdaptGlobalSimilarityMeasures,
SendResultSummary

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: CBR framework - cases, global similarity measures
changes:
supplied: CBR framework - global similarity measures
generates: result summary
supplied: CBR framework - relevance matrix

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(ReceiveCases.PerformSensitivityAnalysis.AdaptGlobalSimilarityMeasure.
SendResultSummary)ω

Safety properties: number of cases > 0, result summary 6= null

Table 5.9. Description of the role Global Similarity Extender in GAIA notation

protocol to receive the cases from the CBR framework and one protocol
to send a summary of the results to the Communicator. The sensitivity
analysis itself is performed by a corresponding activity, while another
activity adapts or generates a relevance matrix. In order to reach the goals,
the Global Similarity Extender requires access to the cases of the CBR
system and the existing global similarity measures. In addition, the role
changes the global similarity measures and generates a result summary.
The life cycle of this role starts with receiving the cases, then the sensitivity
analysis is performed and the relevance matrices are adapted. At the end
the summary is sent. Each protocol and activity is performed only once
during a cycle, while the complete life cycle is repeated infinite time as
long as the role is active. The Gloabl Similarity Extender has two safety
properties. The first property ensures that the number of cases is greater
than zero and the second property is that the result summary must not be
empty. The complete description of this role in GAIA notation is found in
Table 5.9.

5.1.10. Role Schema Coordinator

The Coordinator is the central role of the multi-agent system in FEATURE-
TAK. It is responsible for coordination the work-flow of the framework and
stores the data required for the individual agents. This role starts and ends
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the work-flow and manages the integration of the individual agents into
the current instantiation of the work-flow. For each work-flow sequence
the involved agents can be managed to perform only parts of the work-
flow. For example, it should be possible to perform only the rule-mining
or the sensitivity analysis. After getting the start signal, the coordinator
sends the input data to the Pre-Processor and gets the revised text back.
All information that are received from the other agents are stored by the
Coordinator. Then the revised text is passed to the Collocation Extractor
and waits for the phrase-free text and the list with the extracted phrases.
The phrase-free text is passed to the Keyword Extractor and receives the
list of extracted keywords. In the next step, the Coordinator sends the
list with the phrases and keywords to the Synonym Finder and waits for
the list with the found synonyms and hypernyms. The extracted phrases
and keywords as well as the found synonyms and hyperynms are sent to
the Vocabulary Extender, which sends back a list with the phrases and
keywords that were added to the vocabulary of the CBR systems.

The first four tasks of the work-flow (Pre-Processor - Synomym Finder)
could be executed separately, while the Vocabulary Extender should always
be executed in addition to one of the previous tasks to generate a benefit
from the extracted concepts. The Coordinator sends a list of all added
concepts to the Local Similarity Extender and the original data set to the
Rule Miner and the Case Creator. Each of these tasks could be executed in
parallel, but the tasks of the Local Similarity Extender and the Case Creator
should be executed together to generate the most benefit. Only creating
the case without extending the local similarity measures would reduce the
effectiveness of the retrieval on the CBR systems. The last task from the
Global Similarity Extender is activated by the Coordinator, but requires
no input from this role. After the work-flow is complete the Coordinator
sends the collected data of the individual tasks to the Communicator.

The Coordinator has a number of protocols to communicate with
the other roles. It requires fifteen protocols. Two protocols for the Pre-
Processor, Collocation Extractor, Keyword Extractor, Synonym Finder,
and Vocabulary Extender to send the input and receive the output and one
input protocol for the other roles. In addition, the role has a protocol for
sending the data to the Communicator. The Coordinator has only one
activity for starting the work-flow. This role has reading access to all data
provided by a user or generated by the other roles or the CBR framework.
This contains the phrases, keywords, synonyms, hypernyms, similarity
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values, cases, relevance matrices, and rules. It changes or generates noth-
ing on its own. The life cycle of this role starts with the activation of
the work-flow and contains all protocols to communicate with the other
roles. The cycle ends with sending the collected results. All activities and
protocols are only performed once during a cycle. The starting activity and
the protocol for sending the results to the Communicator are executed every
cycle, while the other protocols are optional and the execution depends on
the configuration of the work-flow. Input and output protocols for a role are
executed together. The complete life cycle is repeated infinitely as long as
the role is active. The Coordinator has two safety properties. The original
input text must not be empty and the results sent to the Communicator
must also not be empty. If the original text would be empty, no work-flow
is needed and the result should minimally contain a message that nothing
could be extracted.

Role Schema: Coordinator
Description:
This role is responsible coordinating the work-flow of the framework and storing the input and
output data for the other roles. The Coordinator starts the work-flow by reading the input data and
sending this data to the Pre-Processor. During the work-flow this role receives the results from
the individual tasks, stores them, and sends the required data to the next role in the work-flow. All
roles, except the Global Similarity Extender, get input data from the Coordinator, while from the
Pre-Proccesor, the Collocation Extractor, the Keyword Extractor, the Vocabulary Extractor, and the
Local Similarity Extender output data is received. The Global Similarity Extender is only activated
by the Coordinator. At the end of the work-flow, the collected results of the individual tasks are
sent to the Communicator.

Protocols and activities:
StartWorkflow, SendOriginalText, ReceiveRevisedText, SendRevisedText,
ReceivePhraseFreeTextAndPhrases, SendPhraseFreeText, ReceiveKeywords,
SendPhrasesAndKeywords, ReceiveSynonyms, SendConcepts,
ReceiveAddedConcepts, SendAddedConcepts, SendOrginialDataToRuleMiner,
SendOriginalDataToCaseCreator, ActivateGlobalSimilarityExtender, SendResultsToCommunicator

Permissions:
reads: original data
supplied: Collocation Extractor - extracted phrases
Keyword Extractor - extracted keywords
Synonym Finder - found synonyms and hypernyms
CBR framework - vocabulary, similarity measures, completion rules, cases

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
(StartWorkFlow.[SendOriginalText.ReceiveRevisedText].[SendRevisedText.
ReceviePhraseFreeText].[SendPhraseFreeText.ReceiveKeywords].[SendPhrasesAndKeywords.
ReceiveSynonyms].[SendConcepts.ReceiveAddedConcepts].[SendAddedConcepts].
[SendOriginalDataToRuleMiner].[SendOriginalDataToCaseCreator].
[ActivateGlobalSimilarityExtender].SendResultsToCommunicator)ω

Safety properties: original text 6= null, result 6= null,

Table 5.10. Description of the role Coordinator in GAIA notation
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5.1.11. Role Schema Communicator

This role is responsible for displaying the result summaries from the other
roles and the collected results at the end of the work-flow to the user/-
knowledge engineer. Therefore, the role has access to a graphical user
interface. The Communicator gets the result summaries from the other
roles after a task in the work-flow is completed. These summaries are
displayed to provide an overview of the progress for the user during the
work-flow. In addition, the user interface should provide information about
the detailed results of the tasks after the work-flow is completed. This
information is provided by the Coordinator. This role has two protocols.
The first protocol is responsible for receiving the result summaries from
the other roles. The second protocol receives the collected results from
the Coordinator. In addition, two activities are required. One activity to
display the result summaries on the user interface and the other activity to
display the detailed results. The role has reading access to the result sum-
maries and the detailed results, but no information is changed or generated.
The life cycle of the role starts with the protocol for receiving the result
summaries, followed by the activity for displaying the summaries. Then
the protocol for receiving the detailed results and the activity for displaying
them are executed. The protocol and activity to display the summaries are
executed in combination and as often as tasks in the work-flow are active.
The protocol and activity for the detailed results are executed only once.
This role has no safety properties.

5.1.12. Agent model

The agent model for the framework FEATURE-TAK is simple. Each role
is assigned to its own agent class. This way it is possible to activate or de-
activate an agent and the associated class during the work-flow. Combining
more than one role in an agent class would not allow this fine configuration
for every task. Therefore, the agent model for FEATURE-TAK contains
eleven agent classes: pre-processing agent, collocation agent, keyword
agent, synonym agent, vocabulary agent, local similarity agent, case agent,
rule mining agent, and global similarity agent. Each agent class gets the
corresponding role assigned and is instantiated once. The roles Coordina-
tor and Communicator could be integrated into one agent class, but the
coordination of the work-flow and displaying the result summaries on the
user interface may interfere and cause an additional bottleneck, because the
interaction with a graphical user interface may block the communication
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Role Schema: Communicator
Description:
This role is responsible for receiving the result summaries from the other task roles and the overall
results from the Coordinator. This information is displayed on a graphical user interface to a user
or knowledge engineer.

Protocols and activities:
ReceiveResultSummary, DisplayResultSummary, ReceiveOverallResults,
DisplayOverallResults

Permissions:
reads:
supplied: Pre-Processor, Collocation Extractor, Keyword Extractor, Synonym Finder,
Vocabulary Extender, Local Similarity Extender, Rule Miner, Case Creator,
Global Similarity Extender - result summary
supplied: Coordinator - overall results

Responsibilities:
Liveness properties:
((ReceiveResultSummary.DisplayResultSummary)∗.ReceiveOverallResults.
DisplayOverallResults)ω

Safety properties: none

Table 5.11. Description of the role Communicator in GAIA notation

with the other roles. Figure 5.2 shows part one of the agent model with the
first six roles and agent classes, while Figure 5.3 shows the second part
with the remaining five roles and agent classes. The idea is to instantiate
each agent class once as one agent team, but it is also possible to instantiate
the complete agent team several times to process several huge data sets of
input data. The problem with several agent teams may be in the parallel
access of the CBR systems during the work-flow and depends on the used
CBR framework.

Figure 5.2. Part 1 of the agent model for the FEATURE-TAK framework

5.1.13. Service model and acquaintance model

The service model for FEATURE-TAK transforms the protocols and ac-
tivities of the roles into services for the agent classes. During the service
modeling several protocols and activities can be combined into one ser-
vice. The pre-processing agent gets three services. The first services is
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Figure 5.3. Part 2 of the agent model for the FEATURE-TAK framework

responsible for receiving the input data and contains the corresponding pro-
tocol. It gets the raw data and stores it into the agent. The service has one
pre-condition that the raw data must not be empty, but no post-conditions.
The second service is the pre-processing service and contains the activities
for POS tagging and the abbreviation replacement. It gets the stored raw
data as input and delivers the revised text as output. The pre-condition for
the execution of this service is that the raw data is not empty, while the
post-condition is that there has to be a revised text after the execution of
the service. The revised text is always different to the raw data, because
the revised text has POS tags, even if no abbreviations could be identified.
The third service is responsible for sending the results to the coordination
and communication agents. It gets the revised text and the result summary
as input. The service has no pre-condition, but the post-condition that the
result must have been sent for a successful execution of the service.

The collocation agent has also three services. One service for receiving
the revised text, another service for the abbreviation replacement and the
collocation extraction, and the third service for sending the results. The
receiving service gets the revised text as input and stores it locally. It has the
pre-condition that the revised text must not be empty, but no post-condition.
The collocation service gets the stored revised text as input and produces
a phrase-free text and list with the extracted phrases. It contains the two
activities for abbreviation replacement and phrase extraction. The service
requires a non-empty revised text as pre-condition and has to produce a
non-empty phrase-free text. The phrase-free text may be the same text as
the revised text, if no phrases are identified and extracted, but it is treated
differently to distinguish between the input and the output of the service.
The last service gets the phrase-free text, the list with extracted phrases
and a result summary as input. It has two pre-conditions: a non-empty
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phrase-free text and a non-empty result summary. As a post-condition the
results have to be successfully sent.

For the keyword agent are three services defined. The first service
receives the phrase-free text, while the second service is responsible for the
keyword extraction and contains the activities for stop-word elimination,
keyword extraction, and abbreviation replacement. The last service sends
the results. The receiver service gets the phrase-free text as input and stores
it locally under the pre-condition that the phrase-free text is not empty. The
keyword service gets the stored phrase-free text as input and produces a
list with extracted keywords as output. It contains the activities for stop-
word elimination, abbreviation replacement, and keyword extraction. As a
pre-condition, the service requires a non-empty phrase-free text and it has
no post-condition, because the list of keywords could be empty. The third
service gets the list with the extracted keywords and the result summary as
input. It has the pre-condition that the summary must not be empty and
the post-conditions that the keywords (if any) and the summary has been
successfully sent.

The synonym agent has three services, too. Again one service to receive
the input, in this case a list with the extracted phrases and keywords. The
service stores the lists locally for the agent and has the pre-condition that
one of the list must not be empty. The second service finds the synonyms
and hypernyms and contains the three activities for finding the synonyms
and hypernyms and the blacklist checks. It gets the stored lists as input and
produces a list with synonyms and hypernyms for the provides phrases and
keywords. The pre-condition for this service is a either a non-empty list of
phrases or keywords or both lists. It has no post-condition, because it could
be possible to find no synonyms or hypernyms. The third service sends the
results and gets the list with phrases, keywords, synonyms, and hypernyms
and the result summary as input. It has the pre-conditions that at least one
of the lists and the result summary must not be empty. The post-condition
of the service is that the results have been successfully sent. Part one of
service model, which covers the services for the agents described above,
can be found in Table 5.12 and Table 5.13.

The vocabulary agent has three services. The receiving service gets
the lists with phrases, keywords, synonyms and hyperynms and store them
locally. The pre-condition of this service is that a minimum one of the lists
must not be empty. If all list are empty, which means no useful concepts
for the vocabulary were extracted at all, the service need not to be executed.
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The second service is to extend the vocabulary and it contains the three
activities to remove duplicate, redundant keywords and to add the concepts
to the vocabulary. As input this service gets the stored lists from the first
service and produces a list of added concepts that represent the concepts,
that were successfully added to the vocabulary. The pre-condition for the
service is that a minimum one list is stored locally and therefore is not
empty. The third service of the vocabulary agent is responsible for sending
the results. It gets the list of added concepts and the result summary as
input. The pre-conditions are that the input objects are not empty and the
post-condition that the results were sent.

There are three services for the local similarity agent. The first service
receives the list with the concepts that were added to the vocabulary as
input. This list must not be empty to meet the pre-condition. The second
service extends the local similarity measures. It contains the three activities
for extending the measures. The input for this service is the list with
the concepts. It produces no direct output, because the service uses the
underlying CBR system to extend the local similarity measures, but the
extended similarity measures could be seen as an indirect output. The
pre-condition for this service is that the list with the concepts must not be
empty. The third service of this agent is responsible for sending the result
summary.

The rule mining agent has four services. The first service receives the
raw data in which the rule mining algorithm or the benchmark should be
performed. The pre-condition for this service is that the raw data must not
be empty. The second service is responsible for executing the benchmark
and it gets the raw data as input. It produces benchmark results as output,
which are sets of support and confidence values. The pre-condition for
this service is also that the raw data must not be empty. The third service
is responsible for performing the association rule mining with a given
algorithm. It contains the activities for executing the algorithm and storing
the found rules. The input for this service is the raw data, a list of concepts
the rules should consider, and a pair of support and confidence values that
have to be met. The output is a list of rules that met the given constraints.
The pre-condition for this service is that the raw data must not be empty.
The last service for this agent is a result sending service that gets the result
summary as input. The pre-condition is that the summary must not be
empty and the post-condition that the result summary was successfully
send.
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For the case agent four services were defined. The first service receives
the raw data and stores it. The pre-condition is that the raw data must
not be empty. The second service is responsible for case creation and it
contains the activities for creating cases, creating case bases, and adding
the cases to the case base. The input for this service is the raw data and a
list of existing concepts from the vocabulary. The third service provides a
clustering solution for the existing cases, which get as input all cases in the
case bases. The last services sends the result summary and has to met the
pre-condition that the summary must not be empty and the post-condition
that the results have to be successfully sent. Part 2 of the service model,
which covers the vocabulary agent, the local similarity agent, the rule
mining agent, and the case agent, can be found in Table 10.5 and Table
10.6 in the appendix.

The global similarity agent has three services. The first service contains
the protocol to receive the existing cases from the CBR framework. It
gets a list of cases as input and stores them locally. The pre-condition for
this service is that the list of cases have to contain at least one case. The
second service contains the activities that perform the Sensitivity Analysis
and adapted the weights of the global similarity measures. This service
gets the list of cases as input and generates a adapted relevance matrix as
output. This adapted matrix can be the same as the original matrix if no
changes have to be made. The pre-condition is the same as for the first
service, while the post-condition is that a relevance matrix exist. The last
service sends the result summary to the communication agent. The input
for the service is the result summary and the precondition is that this result
summary must not to be null. The post-condition for the service is that the
result summary was successfully sent.

The coordination agent gets eleven services assigned. The first service
starts the work-flow and contains the corresponding activity. The service
is user triggered and has the pre-condition that no work-flow is running,
while the post-condition is a running work-flow. The second service sends
the overall results to the communication agent. It gets the overall results
as input. The precondition are non-empty overall results and to meet
the post-condition the overall results have to be successfully sent. The
other nine services are similar to each other. They are responsible for the
communication with the task agents. The service for the communication
with the preprocessing agent contains the protocols for sending the original
text and receiving the revised text. The next service communicates with the
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collocation agent and sends the revised text, while receiving the phrase-free
text and a list of phrases. Another service communicates with the keyword
agent, sends the phrase-free text and receives a list of keywords. The
communication with the vocabulary agent is the task of another service
that sends the lists of phrases and keywords and receives a list of synonyms
and hyperyms. All these services have the precondition that the input data
must not be empty and as post-condition that the results have been received.
The remaining for services contain only one protocol to send the input data
to the local similarity agent, the rule mining agent, the case agent, and the
global similarity agent. The precondition for these services are non-empty
input data, except for the communication service with the global similarity
agent. In this case, the coordination agentjust sends an activation order.

The communication agent has two services. The first service is respon-
sible for receiving the result summaries from the other agents and display
these summaries on the GUI. The service gets a result summary as input
and store is locally and has the precondition that the result summary must
not be empty. The second service has a similar behaviour but for the overall
results from the coordination agent. It gets the overall results as input
and has the pre-condition that the overall results must not be empty. The
last part of the service model, covering the global similarity agent, the
coordination agent, and the communication agent, can be found in Table
10.7, Table 10.8, and Table 10.9 in the appendix.
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5.2. WORK-FLOW OF THE FRAMEWORK

The acquaintance model for FEATURE-TAK shows the communica-
tion lanes between the agent classes and their direction. The coordination
agent is the central agent and many communication lanes start and end at
this agent class. The lanes between the coordination agent and the pre-
processing agent, the collocation agent, the keyword agent, the vocabulary
agent, and the local similarity agent is bi-directional, because the coordi-
nation agent sends the input and receives the results. The communication
lanes between the coordination agent and the rule mining agent, case agent,
and global similarity agent is uni-directional, because these agents only re-
ceive input from the coordination agent. All agents have a communication
lane to the communication agent that is uni-directional. They only send
the results to the communication agent without getting information back.
The last communication lane is between the communication agent and the
graphical user interface to display the result summaries and overall results.
The acquaintance model for the framework can be found in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Acquaintance model for FEATURE-TAK

5.2. Work-flow of the framework

The tasks in the framework and their interactions were defined based on the
existing input data and the required data structure for the CBR systems. As
input for the framework a data set with free text components, for example a
comma-separated values (CSV) file, or a pure free text document like PDF
is possible. In addition to the data sets, a file with mapping information, an
abbreviations file, and files with domain specific white and black lists are
used. The data sets are first transformed into an internal representation of
the case structure based on the information in the mapping file. It is not
required to have information for every attribute in the data set or to use all
information in the data set.
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The work-flow of FEATURE-TAK contains nine automated tasks for
processing the data, extracting the knowledge, extending the knowledge
containers, and importing cases. Each task consists of several steps. In
addition, two manual tasks for checking the results and improving the
framework are proposed. [RSA+18] In the following the eleven tasks and
their individual steps are described in detail.

Input data
The input for the work-flow consists of a mapping file, a list of abbrevia-
tions, white- and blacklist, and the raw data that should be analyzed. The
mapping file contains a mapping between the information in the raw data
and the case structure of the CBR systems. For different input types, like
CSV files, PDF files, or databases, different mappings are required. A
mapping file is described in a human-readable format. The Listing 5.1
shows a example for a mapping file for a CSV file or database.

The mapping information differ between three parts of the case struc-
ture: the problem description, the solution, and additional information. For
each of the parts the columns in a CSV file are associated to an attribute
in the case structure. If a referenced column or attribute is not found, it
is ignored by the mapping process and the corresponding information is
not imported during the import step. A complete mapping file that was
used as input for FEATURE-TAK can be found in the appendix. The next
input file is a list of domain-specific abbreviation. The list contains the
abbreviation and the associated long form. Examples for abbreviations in
the aviation domain can be found in Table 5.14. The example abbreviations
show the problem that an abbreviation can have several different long
forms, depending on the aircraft system or different abbreviations have the
same long form. For FEATURE-TAK the abbreviation list was adjusted
with the help of Airbus experts to fit the scope of the considered aircraft
systems and therefore avoid duplicate abbreviations. An excerpt from the
used list of abbreviations can be found in the appendix.

Additional input files are the white- and blacklist for synonyms. The
whitelist contains domain-specific technical terms and are used to domain-
specific synonyms that should be added to the vocabulary, when the cor-
responding keyword is identified in the text. The whitelist can be used to
identify domain-specific information that should not be part of a vocabulary
from the beginning, but only when necessary to slow down the growth
of the vocabulary. The blacklist contains synonyms that should not be
added to the vocabulary. An example would be the synonyms "‘dope"’ or
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5.2. Work-flow of the framework

Abbreviation Long form
A/C aircraft
ACFT aircraft
ADC air data computer
BCD bulk cargo door
CEO current engine option
CIDS cabin intercommunication system
CAM camera
CAM cabin assignment module
DB database
DB decibel
ePCU ethernet passenger control unit
ePCU external power control unit

Table 5.14. Examples for specific abbreviations with duplicate short or long form in the
aviation domain.

"‘weed"’ for the keyword "‘smoke"’. These synonyms are not useful in the
aviation domain. Additional white- and blacklist could be used to identify
spelling errors in the text and provide the correct technical keyword or
phrase or to provide patterns for the collocation extraction.

The last input is the raw data that should be analyzed and transformed by
the framework. The data that was provided by Airbus were CSV files with
structured and unstructured information. Structured pieces of information
are the fault code or the aircraft type, while unstructured information items
are the fault description, a log-book entry, or the performed work. Table
shows an excerpt from a data set that was used as an input file. The problem
descriptions are directly copied form the CSV file and not altered in any
form for presentation. A larger excerpt from an input file can be found in
the appendix.

AC type ATA chapter Problem description
A300 324114 NOSE VIB Wing Landing Gear Door Right coaxial
A300 741100 ENG#2 IGN SYS A, IS INTERMITTENT
A300 261000 EXPERIENCED MAIN BAY SMOKE
A300 303114 CAPT:PITOT FAULT
A300 291100 GREEN HYD
A300 340000 INSTALL NAVIGATION SYS
A300 772103 ENG#2 EGT HAS LARGE FLUCTUATIONS (NO NEEDLE

AND COUNTER) DURING WHOLE OF FLIGHT AND
SHOWS 00 IN FLIGHT SOME TIMES

A300 291334 HYD LEAK IN MAIN W/W
A300 212600 AFTER ENG START IN PGU WE EXPERIENCED SMOKE

IN PAX CABIN
A300 241111 A/C WAS DELAYED DUE TO ENG NBR.2 GEN FAULT

Table 5.15. Excerpt from a input CSV file
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The outputs of the framework are the changes to the knowledge, the
result summaries and the detailed results for each task. The detailed results
can be exported in a CSV file for manual reviewing.

Listing 5.1. Excerpt from a mapping file usable for CSV or database input

1<mapping >
2< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
3<column >AC type </ column >
4< a t t r i b u t e > p r ob _a c_ ty pe < / a t t r i b u t e >
5</ mapping >
6<mapping >
7< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
8<column >AC model < / column >
9< a t t r i b u t e >prob_ac_model < / a t t r i b u t e >
10</ mapping >
11<mapping >
12< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
13<column >ATA c h a p t e r < / column >
14< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a t a _ c h a p t e r _ 0 4 </ a t t r i b u t e >
15</ mapping >
16<mapping >
17< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
18<column > F a u l t Code </ column >
19< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ f a u l t c o d e < / a t t r i b u t e >
20</ mapping >
21<mapping >
22< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
23<column > A f f e c t e d LRU1</ column >
24< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a f f e c t e d _ l r u 1 < / a t t r i b u t e >
25</ mapping >
26<mapping >
27< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
28<column >Work per formed </ column >
29< a t t r i b u t e > so l_work_per fo rmed </ a t t r i b u t e >
30</ mapping >
31<mapping >
32< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
33<column >Recommendation < / column >
34< a t t r i b u t e > so l_ recommenda t ion < / a t t r i b u t e >
35</ mapping >
36<mapping >
37< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
38<column > C o r r e c t i v e LRU1</ column >
39< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ c o r r e c t i v e _ l r u 1 < / a t t r i b u t e >
40</ mapping >
41<mapping >
42< p a r t > i n f o < / p a r t >
43<column >Case ID </ column >
44< a t t r i b u t e > i n f o _ c a s e _ i d < / a t t r i b u t e >
45</ mapping >
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5.2. Work-flow of the framework

Task 0: Pre-processing
The pre-processing task is responsible for performing all function on the
input data that are required to do the following tasks. It is called task zero.
This tasks covers currently POS tagging and abbreviation identification.
POS tagging is the first step of this task to identify the word classes in a
given text and enabling the abbreviation identification and all later tasks.
The abbreviation identification is a required, because the domain specific
abbreviations contain some abbreviations that are identical with words in
common English language, like “and”, “of”, “at”, “in” or “to”. For example,
is “of” the short form for “over-frequency” and “to” for “takeoff”. It is
important to identify whether this words are abbreviations or not, because
a wrong replacement could lead to a different sense of a sentence and
therefore different extraction results. Therefore, a probability is computed
to decide whether a word is an abbreviation or a preposition or stop word.
The basic probability for a word is 0.5. Based on the surrounding words
and the determined type dependency of the POS tagging, the probability is
increased or decreased. If the probability is greater than 0.6 it is treated
as a preposition, if the probability is smaller than 0.4 it is treated as an
abbreviation. In our example three times the word “to” exists. Only
the first occurrence is an abbreviation, the other words are prepositions.
The probability for the prepositions is 0.7 and the probability for the
abbreviation is 0.2. The result of this task is a sentence with an replaced
first “to” with “takeof” and annotated words

Task 1: Collocation extraction
The first task is the identification and extraction of phrases from the free text
components of the input data. The idea is to find recurring combinations
of words based on standard English grammar and domain-specific terms.
This task has two steps: multi-word abbreviation identification and phrase
extraction. First, multi-word abbreviations are identified, because the long
form of these abbreviations counts as phrases too. The second step is to
identify phrases based on the tagging information and the word position
in a sentence. Unfortunately, many free text components do not follow
a coherent grammatical structure, and therefore are ineligible for POS
tagging. To solve this problem, the text corpus may be manually inspected
for patterns. In the OMAHA project a data set of fault description was
provided by Airbus, and patterns were manually created with the help of
regular expressions to fit the language and expressions used by the experts.
With the help of these patterns keywords and phrases are extracted.
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To give an example of what the patterns might look like, we look into
fault descriptions of up to three words and try to distinguish between a
system and its fault status. Let’s say we have a pre-existing list of statuses,
STATUS is a term from that list, and w is a word, then:

• w STATUS w is the system, e.g. "‘apu shutdown"’
• noun phrase STATUS the noun phrase is the system, e.g. "‘selcal

lights flashing"’
• w is STATUS w is the system, e.g. "‘tcas is inop"’

In this example the keywords and phrases which were extracted are
"‘apu"’, "‘selcal lights"’, and "‘tcas"’, and labeled as system. Other labels
include the location of the fault, and time, describing when the fault
happened. In a similar vein, patterns were written for fault descriptions
with 4 words, and for 5-6 words. Longer descriptions tended to be less
coherent and so no patterns were produced for them. The result of this
tasks is a modified free text, reduced by multi-word abbreviations and
found phrases. Based on the example no multi-word abbreviations are
found, but a phrase was identified: "‘leftside engine"’.

Task 2: Keyword extraction
The second task of the framework is the extraction of keywords from
the remaining text, and consists of three steps: stop-word elimination,
lemmatization, and single word abbreviation replacement. As input for this
task, the modified text from task one is used. The stop word elimination
is based on common English and a white list of words that should not be
eliminated. In the second step, for all words the lemmata are determined.
The third step identifies abbreviations in the remaining words and replaces
them with their long form. The result of the complete task is a list of
keywords, reduced to their base form. Based on the example the following
keywords were extracted: after, report, error, lead, immediate, return,
airport.

Task 3: Synonyms and hypernyms
The third task is responsible for identifying synonyms and hypernyms for
the extracted keywords and phrases. Therefore, the input for this task is
a list of phrases from the first task and list of keywords from the second
task. One challenge in this task, is to consider the context and word sense
of a keyword to identify the right synonyms. Therefore, we are using the
part of speech information and a blacklist of words, that should not be
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used as synonyms. The second step is to identify the hypernyms for all
keywords. The result of this task is a list of phrases and keywords and their
synonyms and hypernyms. For our example the following synonyms could
be identified:

• after: behind, afterwards, later
• report: inform, notify
• error: failure, fault, faux pas
• airport: terminal, airfield

The synonym "‘faux pas"’ for error is filtered by the blacklist, because
it is an inappropriate synonym in the aviation domain and the specified use
case.

Task 4: Vocabulary extension
This task consists of adding the extracted keywords, phrases, synonyms,
and hypernyms to the vocabulary of the CBR systems. The first step is to
remove duplicate words and phrases to avoid redundant knowledge. The
second step is to check the list of keywords against the list of phrases
to identify keywords which occur as phrases. We want to slow down
the growth of the vocabulary and therefore we identify keywords that
only occur as part of a collocation. These keywords are not added to the
vocabulary. If a keyword occurs without the context of a collocation, it
will be added.

Task 5: Similarity Assessment
After extracting the keywords and phrases and extending the vocabulary
in the previous tasks, we turn to determine how similar the items in the
vocabulary are to each other. This is important for the retrieval task, as a
global similarity between cases needs to be established, and to this end a
proper local similarity measure is needed.

One basic but effective similarity measure are taxonomies. They allow
to model the semantic relationship between keywords in the vocabulary,
while determining their similarity. One way to obtain the taxonomies is
manually with experts, as they provide initial information about major con-
cepts in the dataset. Once the basic ideas are there, another way to create
taxonomies is with the help of synonyms and hypernyms. As mentioned
before, synonyms and hypernyms are extracted from the existing key-
words and added to the vocabulary, while extending existing taxonomies
or generating new ones.
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Unfortunately, when processing natural language text written by dif-
ferent contributors, there are many concepts and terms that appear in very
few cases. This creates a long tail of infrequent but important terms that
experts cannot possibly manually model in taxonomies, and have not been
found to be synonyms or hypernyms of other concepts. In order to include
these terms, the relationship between concepts and cases can be regarded
as a bipartite social network, where a concept is linked to a cluster of
cases if it appeared in at least one case in that cluster. With the help of
complex network analysis methods, namely weighted one-mode projection
(WOMP), a similarity between the concepts can be estimated. This is
done by performing the WOMP over the concepts, calculating the weight
between them, and then using them as the local similarity value. This
method results in an asymmetrical similarity function that maps each two
concepts to the similarity value between them. It is fully automated and
takes into account the influence of each concept on each cluster, and the
co-occurrence of the concepts.

In the context of the OMAHA project, the problem descriptions of
past experiences are given in free-text form and following the framework,
are transformed into an attribute-value form by extracting keywords from
the text and assigning them to features. Although the most common
keywords were modeled by the experts into taxonomies, many others were
disregarded due to time and labor constraints. The goal is to quantify the
similarities of these keywords using WOMP as follows:

1. For each attribute create a bipartite graph where L is the set of all
keywords that appear under the given attribute, and R is the set of all
possible diagnoses. A keyword k ∈ L in connected to a diagnosis
d ∈ R if it appeared in a case with diagnosis d. The weight of each
edge is the number of cases with diagnosis d that k appeared in.

2. Find the WOMP of the keywords L..
3. Use the weights of the edges between the keywords as their similar-

ity value for the given attribute.

Since in this case we also have weights in the bipartite graph, and in
order to include those weights when calculating the similarities between
keywords, a new WOMP method was introduced for the OMAHA project
[SRA17].
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5.2. Work-flow of the framework

In the framework a bipartite graph with two populations of nodes L
and R is used, where each edge between nodes li ∈ L and rj ∈ R holds a
weight wij . The goal is to find the weight wL→L

ab between each la, lb ∈ L
that share at least one common neighbor in R. To derive this weight the
resource allocation method described in [ZRMZ07] is expanded to include
weights in the original bipartite graph.

The idea behind the resource allocation method is that each node in the
graph holds a certain amount of resources, that is then distributed to its
neighbors. The weight of an edge then describes part of the resources that
is passed along the edge. To find the weight between two nodes from the
same population the distribution path of the resources is taken into account.

Figure 5.5. (a) The flow of resources from population L to R in a bipartite graph. (b)
The flow of resources from population R to L in a bipartite graph. (c) The WOMP of the
bipartite graph.

Consider a bipartite graph G(L,R,E) where E is the edge list contain-
ing tuples (li, rj, wij), where wij is the weight between nodes li ∈ L and
rj ∈ R, and |L| = n, |R| = m. Let’s say we want to find the WOMP
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of population L. First we define the amount of resources that each node
li ∈ L has as:

WL
i =

m∑
j=1

wij (5.1)

In case there is no edge between li and rj we consider wij = 0. Next, we
define the resource that li allocates to rj as the ratio between the amount of
resources that this edge contributed to li and the total amount of resources
that li possesses:

wL→R
ij =

wij

WL
i

(5.2)

It is clear to see that wL→R
ij ∈ [0, 1], and represents the portion of

resources that flow through this edge. From here we can conclude that
the resources that node rj accumulates is the sum of those that have been
allocated to it from all its neighbors:

WR
j =

n∑
i=1

wL→R
ij (5.3)

This flow of resources is visualized in Figure 5.5(a). Now we switch
directions and distribute resources from R to L. Nodes rj allocate the
following to their neighbors li:

wR→L
ij =

wL→R
ij

WR
j

(5.4)

The change in flow direction can be seen in Figure 5.5(b). Please note
that wR→L

ij is calculated analogously to wL→R
ij , as the ratio between the

amount of resources that this edge contributed to rj and the total amount
of resources that rj possesses.

To find the weight between two nodes la, lb ∈ L one must follow the
flow of resources from la to lb:

wL→L
ab =

m∑
j=1

paj · pbj · (wL→R
aj + wR→L

bj ) (5.5)
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Where pij ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether or not there is an edge between li
and rj . To make this notion concrete we give an example of how to find the
weight wL→L

12 between nodes l1 and l2 from Figure 5.5(c). One can see that
their shared neighbors are r1 and r2. First we follow the flow of resources
from left to right, and then we follow the flow from right to left:

wL→L
12 = wL→R

11 + wR→L
21 + wL→R

12 + wR→L
22 (5.6)

In order to find the weight wL→L
21 , the same links are used but the flow

direction of resources is switched:

wL→L
21 = wL→R

21 + wR→L
11 + wL→R

22 + wR→L
12 (5.7)

One should note that at this stage wL→L
ab ≥ 0, and allows values greater

than 1. To illustrate this we look at another specific case, namely wL→L
41 ,

we have:

wL→L
41 = wL→R

43 + wR→L
13 (5.8)

It is clear to see that wL→L
41 ≥ 1, since wL→R

43 = w43

WL
4

= w43

w43
= 1 and

wR→L
13 ≥ 0. The next step is then to normalize the weights to values in

[0, 1], and to do that the following normalization is used:

WL→L
ab =

wL→L
ab

wL→L
bb

(5.9)

Where wL→L
bb describes the highest possible portion of resources that

can flow to lb.

This method, further described in [SRA17], produces asymmetrical
weights for the projection onto population L, creating a directed graph
where each connection is bi-directional. An illustration of a WOMP can
be seen in Figure 5.5(c). In our case population L is the keywords that
have been extracted from the problem descriptions. The projection uses
all the extracted keywords, however many of them are included in the
taxonomies. This step allows for the remaining keywords to be modeled
with a similarity measure.
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Task 6: Association Rule Mining
In the aircraft domain many causal dependencies between systems, status,
context and functions exist. Association rule mining (ARM) can help
identify this dependencies in an automated way to avoid the high effort
from manually analyzing the data sets. This task is used to analyze the key-
words and phrases and find associations between the occurrence of these
words within a data set as well as across data sets. We try to identify reoc-
curring associations to determine completion rules for our CBR systems
to enrich the query. An association between keywords or phrases exists,
when the combined occurrence exceeds a given threshold. For example, a
combination between two keywords that occurs in more than 80 % of all
analyzed documents, may be used as a completion rule with an appropriate
certainty factor. Completions rules could lead to more information in a
query and therefore additional cases could be retrieved. Because the ARM
algorithms are very time consuming with huge data sets, we decided to add
a benchmark to this task. The benchmark processes either the input data
sets or all cases in all case bases and determines the interval of possible
support and confidence values. This way we could display to the user for
which support and confidence values rules could be extracted. Based on the
results, the user can decide to perform the ARM with the Apriori [AS94]
or the FPGrowth [Bor05] algorithm, if the interval contains the desired
support and confidence values. Another addition to this task is to consider
the lift value for association rules. The lift determines the usefulness of
a rule and is the ratio between the confidence value of the rule and the
expected confidence value [MMO08]. Using the lift and determining an
threshold reduces the generated rules, ensures a useful information gain
and minimizes the possible information overhead.

Task 7: Case generation and clustering
This task is responsible for generating a case from each input data set
and storing it in a case base. To avoid a large case base with hundreds of
thousands of cases, the cases are clustered and distributed to several small
case bases. Generating an abstract case for each case base, a given query
can be compared to the abstract cases and this way a pre-selection of the
required case bases is possible. For each aircraft type (A320, A330, A340,
etc.) a set of case bases will be created and each set will be separated by the
ATA chapter. The clustering in this step is defined by the Airbus experts and
therefore a very simple clustering algorithm, but other clustering algorithm
like K-means could also be used to generate a distribution.
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Task 8: Sensitivity analysis
The idea behind the sensitivity analysis is that different attributes of a case
are differently important for the global similarity in each case base. For
example, the location attribute of a fault related to defected seat belts may
not be as important as it would be when the fault is related to eliminating
bad odors. As mentioned before, there are several case bases divided
by aircraft type and ATA chapter. During a retrieval the topic agents are
comparing the query to the different case bases, and each case base has its
own set of attribute weights.

There are two main stages for the sensitivity analysis, namely the
statistical analysis and the learning stage [Wes95]. The statistical analysis
phase finds the diversity of the attribute values, and their impact on the
attribute in each case base. The results of this phase are then used as a
starting point for the optimization performed in the learning phase. Here
supervised learning is used. For each retrieval only retrieved cases with a
similarity value above a certain threshold are observed. A retrieved case is
relevant if it was extracted from the correct case base (i.e it was diagnosed
correctly), and is considered a false positive if its similarity was above
the threshold but it came from the wrong case base. The error in this
situation would then be error = sim− threshold. The weights belonging
to the irrelevant case base are updated by their relative contribution to the
error. This optimization is performed in the course of a predefined number
of epochs for computational complexity reasons and for each one the F-
measure is calculated. The values that produced the highest F-measure
score are then used.

The output of the sensitivity analysis is a relevance matrix where each
row represents a different case base, the columns represent the attributes,
and the cell values are the weight of the given attribute in the given case
base. A schema of the matrix can be seen in Table 5.2. These weights are
then used when the local similarities are amalgamated to find global simi-
larities. For more details on the used sensitivity analysis see [SRA+16].

Task 9 and Task 10: Consistency check, feedback and improvement
The last task of the framework are manual tasks. They should be performed
by a knowledge engineer. The goal of this tasks is to improve the framework
and ensure or enhance the quality of the extracted knowledge. In task 9,
the knowledge engineer should use the exported result of the individual
steps to review the extracted knowledge and the changes that are made
during the work-flow. If the knowledge engineer find some errors in the
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a1 . . . am

CB1 w11 . . . w1m

...
...

. . .
...

CBs ws1 . . . wsm

Table 5.16. The relevance matrix. The rows represent case bases, while the columns
represent attributes

results of the framework, task 10 should be performed and the feedback
will be used to correct the knowledge model and improve the framework
to avoid the identified errors. At the start of the frameworks usage, these
manual tasks may be required very often, but over time and with continuous
improvement of the framework and the domain-specific information, the
task will be performed less often or even not performed anymore.

The complete work-flow of FEATURE-TAK with the automated and
manual tasks and possible parallelizations is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. work-flow of the FEATURE-TAK framework

The complete work-flow of FEATURE-TAK can be used beside the
operational use of decision support MAS, but a shorter version could be
integrated into the operational use to analyze a given query for unknown
phrases and keywords. A query with unknown values may not be answered
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correctly. Therefore, these unknown concepts could be added to the vo-
cabulary directly after a retrieval and initial similarity values might be set.
Then, the CBR systems of the MAS would know the formerly unknown
concepts for the next retrieval and will be able to provide a solution. For
this scenario only a short work-flow that contains task 0 to 5 would be
performed after a retrieval.

5.3. FEATURE-TAK and the maintenance cockpit

The framework FEATURE-TAK is designed to add knowledge to CBR
systems or change knowledge in CBR systems. The new knowledge
is extracted from given input data and is added to CBR system by the
vocabulary agent, the local similarity agent, the rule mining agent and the
case agent. The framework can change the existing knowledge in the local
and global similarity measure as well as the case base with the help of the
corresponding agents. All these adaptations to the knowledge contribute
to the maintenance goal of improving the problem solving competence.
Therefore, FEATURE-TAK can perform perfective maintenance actions
and a combination of the maintenance cockpit approach and the FEATURE-
TAK framework seems natural. In addition, both applications are designed
as MAS and thus a communication and interaction between the agents of
the different MAS should not be a problem.

For a successful combination of the maintenance cockpit and FEATURE-
TAK two approaches are possible. The first approach is a direct connection
between both MAS. This means that the agents in FEATURE-TAK that
are responsible for changing the knowledge (vocabulary agent, case agent,
local similarity agent, global similarity agent, and rule mining agent) can
be replaced by the maintenance agents from the CF for the corresponding
knowledge container. The vocabulary agent would be replaced by the vo-
cabulary maintainer, while the similarity maintainer would replace three
agents: local similarity agent, global similarity agent, and rule mining
agent. At last, the case agent would be replaced by the case base main-
tainer. But this replacement could not be done 1:1, because some of the
agents in FEATURE-TAK have more functions than only changing the
knowledge in a knowledge containers. These functions have to be trans-
ferred to other agents, because they are not directly related to the change
of knowledge although they generate input for maintenance actions.
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The vocabulary agent from FEATURE-TAK can directly be replaced
by a vocabulary maintainer, because both agents change the vocabulary.
The input of the vocabulary agent (lists of phrases, keywords, synonyms,
and hypernyms) has to be changed into a list of maintenance actions. This
means for each item of the provides lists, an additive maintenance action
should be created. The vocabulary maintainer could take this list of main-
tenance action and perform the required maintenance actions. The local
similarity agent and the global similarity agent can not directly be replaced
by a similarity maintainer, because the OMP/WOMP algorithms and the
sensitivity analysis are more evaluation algorithms to generate additional
maintenance actions based on the newly computed local similarity values
and global weights. Therefore, these functions could either transferred to
an evaluation agent in the CF and the functions that change the knowledge
are transferred to a maintenance agent or local similarity agent and global
similarity agent keep the OMP/WOMP and Sensitivity algorithms and stay
related to FEATURE-TAK and only the knowledge changing functions
are transferred. The rule mining agent have to be split, too. The execu-
tion of the rule mining algorithms should stay in FEATURE-TAK, while
the functionality for adding completion rules is transferred to a similarity
maintainer. The functionalties of the case agent should also be separated.
The clustering algorithms could be transferred to an evaluation agent of
the CF or stay in FEATURE-TAK on an additional clustering agent. The
case adding functionality could be transferred to the case base maintainer.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the possible transfer of functionalities between the
agents.

The second approach is an indirect connection of the maintenance
cockpit and FEATURE-TAK. This means that an communication interface
should be created between agents of the maintenance cockpit and agents
of FEATURE-TAK. One communication lane could be between the coor-
dination agent of the CFs and the coordination agent of FEATURE-TAK
and a list of maintenance actions would be send from FEATURE-TAK to
the CF. This would create a new trigger for maintenance actions caused
by FEATURE-TAK. The generated maintenance actions from FEATURE-
TAK would be treated like maintenance actions from the monitoring agents
or evaluation agents. This approach would reduce the changes on the CF
side to a minimum, but cause some changes to the agents in FEATURE-
TAK. The agents that are responsible for changing the knowledge have
to be adapted to generate maintenance actions instead of performing the
change themselves and the list of maintenance actions have to be sent
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Figure 5.7. Overview of the functionality transfer to integrate the CF and FEATURE-TAK

to the coordination agent of FEATURE-TAK to collect them during a
work-flow execution and send them to the coordination agent if the CF
at the end of the work-flow. In addition, the coordination agent have to
split the list of maintenance actions to send the correct list of actions to the
corresponding CF. Figure 5.8 shows the additional communication lanes to
send the maintenance actions from FEATURE-TAK to the CF.

In addition to the changes to the agents in both approaches, the data
structures of the maintenance cockpit and FEATURE-TAK have to be
brought together, either by exchanging their data structure in away both
applications have the same data structures or by creating new data structures
for an communication and interaction between them. At the current state,
an combination or integration was not done. A seamless integration of both
applications requires further investigation and testing to find the approach
with the maximum benefit proportional to the effort.

5.4. Improved taxonomy maintenance

In the context of the development of FEATURE-TAK several very big
taxonomies were modeled and processed for retrieval. This lead to several
maintenance issues that were addressed by an approach for splitting big
taxonomies to reduce modeling and maintenance effort and merge them
again for retrieval purposes. This approach is described in the following.
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Figure 5.8. Overview of the additional communication lanes between the CF and FEA-
TURE-TAK

For structured CBR systems, taxonomies are a relatively efficient way
of defining similarities between different values of a certain attribute. This
is achieved by ordering the possible values in hierarchical form as nodes
of a tree and assigning similarity values to each node [Ber01][Ber02].
Beginning from the most general descriptor for the attribute in the root
node, the values on each child node get more and more specific towards
the leaf nodes of the tree. The similarity values follow that pattern usually
starting at 0.0 for the root node and ending at 1.0 for the leaves. The value
of each node serves as its unique identifier as the calculation of similarities
has to be consistent. Once the tree is complete, the similarity between two
different known values of the same attribute is calculated by choosing the
closest common predecessor in the tree-structure. In case the attribute-
values are identical or if the query contained a more general attribute-value
that is a direct predecessor to the value in a case from the case-base, the
resulting similarity is 1.0.

Modeling taxonomies can be difficult and can cause a high effort, es-
pecially when modeling hundreds of values in a single taxonomy. For
example, a taxonomy of aircraft systems may contain several thousand val-
ues from components (e.g. cabin) to systems (e.g. in-flight entertainment
system), to system parts (e.g. audio system) to Line-Replaceable-Units
(LRU, e.g. display, speaker). Modeling each system or system part in an
individual taxonomy would reduce the modeling and maintenance effort,
but similarity computation between values of different taxonomies will
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become very difficult. Therefore, splitting a big taxonomy into smaller
sub-taxonomies solves just a part of the effort problem. To compute the
similarities between values of different sub-taxonomies, the relevant sub-
taxonomies should be merged during retrieval. This way, the modeling
and maintenance effort is reduced, while still allowing a comparison of
values from different sub-taxonomies. In the following the approach will
be presented in more detail, but for a extended view on the approach see
[FRUA17].

This approach is also a result from challenges during the OMAHA
project [BMW13]. In this research project several taxonomies for aircraft
systems were modeled to compute the similarity during retrieval of diagno-
sis cases for occurred faults. Because of the complex nature of aircraft with
hundreds of subsystems and thousands of components, the taxonomies
grew very large and reached several thousand nodes at the end. The biggest
taxonomy inside our CBR systems has 7668 nodes. Taxonomies this large
are only maintainable with highest efforts. Therefore, the idea is to split up
the big taxonomies into several smaller taxonomies with only dozens of
nodes. This way we could maintain the smaller taxonomies with less effort.
To have the same effect on similarity as the origin taxonomy, the smaller
taxonomies have to be re-merged for similarity measurement during the
retrieval step.

5.4.1. Splitting and merging of taxonomies

Before splitting up taxonomies and being able to combine them dynami-
cally, it is necessary to model an interface between taxonomies that defines
their relation. By assigning a unique identifier to each sub-taxonomy, it
is possible to reference them when needed. A node in one taxonomy
could for example reference an entire separate taxonomy by its name. As
trees contain one single root element, the referencing node therefore gets
replaced with the root-node of the referenced taxonomy. If a referenced
sub-taxonomy can not be found, for example because it was deleted, the
referencing node will be treated as a leaf node. Figure 5.9 illustrates a
taxonomy with a reference to a sub-taxonomy.

When splitting taxonomies, the similarity values of the sub-taxonomies
have to remain consistent. Maintaining the original values of the original
single taxonomy would be the most obvious solution, but does defeat the
purpose of splitting the taxonomy in the first place. If all similarity-values
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form factor
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Taxonomy: other mobile devices

Figure 5.9. Taxonomy with reference

of the nodes are simply kept, the sub-taxonomies continue to be dependent
on the context from which they are referenced from. It should be possible
to model the similarity values of each sub-taxonomy individually without
that kind of dependency to use a sub-taxonomy as an individual similarity
measure. This also allows the same sub-taxonomy to be reused in multiple
contexts by multiple different taxonomies that reference it. Considering
that a typical taxonomy has the similarity value of 0.0 in its root node and
that similarity-values have to increase from the root towards the leaves
of the taxonomy, a solution to this problem has to adjust the similarity
values of the referenced sub-taxonomy when inserting it back into the
project-context. When inserting a sub-taxonomy into another taxonomy,
the important parameter to define the context is the similarity-value in the
referencing node. Therefore, it is also important that a referencing node
keeps the value that was originally in place at its position when a taxonomy
is split.

Once taxonomies are separated it should be possible to merge them
together into a single taxonomy that can directly be used in the context of
CBR. In order to merge sub-taxonomies, the compilation of a combined tax-
onomy is proposed, based on a formula that adjusts the similarity-values of
a sub-taxonomy when inserted into a taxonomy that references it. In the fol-
lowing formula the similarity value of the referencing node is represented
by simreferencing while simreferenced.root represents the value stored for
the root node of the referenced taxonomy. Given the old similarity value of
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any node of the referenced sub-taxonomy simold, it is possible to calculate
a new similarity-value simcalculated for the node in the project-context.

simcalculated =

simreferencing +
simold − simreferenced.root

1− simreferenced.root

(1− simreferencing)

This formula proportionally maps the similarity values of the refer-
enced sub-taxonomy from the interval [simreferenced.root, 1] to the interval
[simreferencing, 1]. If simreferencing or simreferenced.root is already 1.0, all
nodes of the sub-taxonomy are inserted into the project-context with the
similarity-value of 1.0. The mapping is achieved following the pattern of
the mathematical mapping from a source-interval to a target-interval as
shown later in this section with xmapped. Given that all nodes below the ref-
erencing node have higher or equal calculated similarity-values compared
to it, the condition to have increasing similarity-values from top to bottom
is fulfilled.

In the following, we describe the merge process of taxonomies. The
referencing taxonomy is called TaxA and the referenced taxonomy is
called TaxB. The similarity-values of the nodes in TaxA remain the same
as before. TaxB initially starts with a root-node that carries the same
similarity-value as the referencing node. All other nodes are assigned the
same similarity-values as before. Because the goal is to be able to look at
the taxonomies as separate and independent constructs, the values of TaxB
are now mapped proportionally from the original interval [simreferencing, 1]
to [0, 1]. TaxB now carries similarity-values that are detached from the
original project-context. Finally and most importantly, the resulting values
calculated for the project-context are actually identical to the values of the
original taxonomy. In fact, it does not matter to which interval [b, 1] we
mapped the original values to as long as b 6= 1.

The compilation algorithm for sub-taxonomies follows the patterns used
for conventional trees. Each node contains a descriptive id which matches
an attribute value of the CBR application and a similarity value. A non-leaf
node may have children nodes attached directly to it or via a reference to
another taxonomy. In our algorithm the decision between children nodes
and a reference is exclusive in order to keep the overall structure as simple
to understand as possible. This, however, is a pure design decision and
does not impose a technical restriction. The decision was made in order
to achieve a clear distinction between the two different ways in which
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children may be included. Nodes that reference another taxonomy are
called referencing nodes while others are called non-referencing nodes.
The algorithm gets a set of sub-taxonomies as resources for the compilation
as well as the information on which sub-taxonomy defines the root of
the desired output. Because all of the sub-taxonomies are referenced by
their id/name, it makes sense to use a key-value mapping for efficient
access to the requested sub-taxonomy. When inserting the same taxonomy
multiple times into one big taxonomy at different referencing nodes, the
identification of the different instances of the sub-taxonomy needs to
remain unambiguous. For those use-cases, unique names for each of the
nodes are required. This can be achieved by inserting the name of the
referencing nodes parent as a prefix before the names of the nodes in
the referenced taxonomy. Using ’:’ as a separator symbol between the
names, the names for the taxonomy-nodes from ’other mobile devices’
as shown in Figure 5.9 would result in ’mobile:other mobile devices’,
’mobile:Smartphone’ and ’mobile:Tablet’.

Figure 5.10 shows an overview of the algorithm executed in order to
compile a taxonomy. It should be noted that the algorithm treats directly
attached children and children that are inserted by reference in exactly the
same way. A referencing node gets replaced by the node that it references
and the children of that referenced node are considered its children.

Creation of an empty 
tree/taxonomy as target
(the root of that tree is 
the first target node)

Following the context of the 
target node

Transfer of adjusted values 
from the original node:

- Similarity
- Name

XOR

original is 
non-referencing node

original is
referencing node

Adjustment of context parameters:
- sim_referencing

- sim_reference.root
- prefix

Readjustment of node values:
-similarity of current target node 
- id/name of current target node

under consideration of the new 
context-parameters

for every childnode of the original node:
Addition of a new node underneath the 
current node in the target taxonomy as 

new target node

compileNode

compileTaxonomy

Figure 5.10. Overview of the compilation algorithm for merging taxonomies
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Methodology for design and implemen-
tation of the maintenance cockpit

This section describes a systematic process to apply and use the mainte-
nance cockpit approach for distributed CBR systems. The necessary tasks
are described for the different phases of the application process. The goal
of this methodological view is to provide a knowledge engineer with an
overview of the required knowledge and decision to apply the maintenance
cockpit successfully and improve it during the continuous usage.

6.1. Phases and tasks for maintenance with Case Factories

The systematic process contains four phases and each phase consists of
several tasks. The first phase is the design and modeling phase. This
phase is responsible for collecting the required knowledge for the CFs and
CFOs as well as defining the maintenance policies. The second phase is
the implementation phase. The maintenance cockpit approach provides a
basic agent-based structure and a work-flow instantiation for these agents.
Therefore, based on the design decisions in the first phase, several imple-
mentations and integrations of algorithms for evaluation and maintenance
are required. The third phase is the operating phase, when the maintenance
cockpit is running and maintenance actions are proposed. The last phase
is the evaluation phase. In this phase different aspects of the maintenance
cockpit are evaluated by the knowledge engineer and improved if neces-
sary. This can be done by the knowledge engineer in combination with
automated feedback processes. The operating phase and the evaluation
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phase are looped as long as the maintenance cockpit is applied to the CBR
systems. Figure 6.2 illustrates the top-level of the systematic process.

Figure 6.1. Top-level phases for the systematic process

6.1.1. Tasks in design and modeling phase

In the design and modeling phase, the maintenance knowledge and the
strategies have to be defined and modeled. The goal is to model the re-
quired maintenance knowledge. This phase contains nine tasks. The first
task is to define the maintenance goals that are relevant and should be mon-
itored. A maintenance goal can be performance-based, quality-based, or
competence-based. The maintenance goals are stored in the Maintenance
Map. The second task is to model the dependencies between the knowledge
items in the different knowledge containers and CBR systems. This can
be done manually or in an automatic way (for syntactic dependencies).
The dependencies are stored in the Maintenance Map. The third task is to
select the maintenance strategies and approaches that should be integrated
into the maintenance cockpit. These approaches are related to the desired
maintenance goals and the knowledge that should be maintained. Many
maintenance approaches consist of an evaluation algorithm to determine
if maintenance is necessary and the maintenance actions that should be
performed based on the evaluation result. The fourth task is to define
additional evaluation methods. These are evaluation methods that are not
related to a specific maintenance approach, for example an inconsistency
or incoherence check for the knowledge containers. The fifth step is to
define and model the available maintenance actions that can be selected
for the maintenance plan. This could be the basic set of maintenance
actions as defined in Section 4.3 or a subset of these actions or additional
actions for specific maintenance approaches. While the elementary and
complex maintenance actions of the basic set would be sufficient for most
maintenance approaches, it could be necessary to define additional com-
plex maintenance actions for more complex maintenance approaches like
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flexible feature deletion [LS15]. The available maintenance actions are
also stored in the Maintenance Map. The sixth task is to model guidelines
to define when a maintenance action should be performed and they are
modeled in the Maintenance Map. The seventh task is responsible for
modeling constraints that should be considered during maintenance plan-
ning. The eight step is to select and define the heuristics that should be
used during maintenance planning for conflict solving. The heuristics are
based on the modeled maintenance knowledge. Examples of heuristics that
could be used in the planning are described in Section 4.8. The last step
in the design and modeling phase is to define the explanation templates
for the canned explanations in addition to the three provided templates.
The explanation templates have to consider the available information and
depending on the modeled knowledge in this phase, the parameters in the
templates have to be set. Figure 6.2 shows all tasks of the design and
modeling phase.

Figure 6.2. Tasks of the design and modeling phase

6.1.2. Tasks in implementation and integration phase

The goal of the implementation phase is to configure the maintenance
cockpit and it contains three tasks. The first task is to implement or inte-
grate the required maintenance actions, based on the selected maintenance
approaches and available actions in the design phase. These maintenance
actions have to be mapped to the methods of the underlying CBR frame-
work that is responsible to modify the knowledge in the CBR systems.
Different CBR frameworks have different internal organizations and access
points and those have to be connected to the defined set of actions. The
second task is the implementation and integration of the selected evalua-
tion methods. These methods have to be implemented and connected to
the evaluation agents of the maintenance cockpit to be executable during
the maintenance process. This also requires to ensure that the evaluation
results are compatible to the data structures of the maintenance cockpit,
either with some mapping or a transformation of the results. The third task
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is to implement or adapt the conflict and constraint solving mechanism
based on the defined heuristics and constraints in the previous phase. In
Figure 6.3 all tasks of this phase can be seen.

Figure 6.3. Tasks of the implementation and integration phase

6.1.3. Tasks in operating phase

The goal for the operational phase of the maintenance cockpit is to maintain
the knowledge in the CBR systems and it contains three tasks. The first
task is to activate the maintenance cockpit to enable the monitoring and
evaluation of the CBR systems. The second task is to give feedback
to the proposed maintenance plan. This feedback is important for the
maintenance cockpit to perform the correct maintenance actions and learn
which maintenance plans or parts of the plan are good suggestions and
which are not. The maintenance actions that are denied by the knowledge
engineer repeatedly may be automatically removed from future plans. The
third task is to change the knowledge in the CBR systems manually or with
the help of tools like FEATURE-TAK for knowledge acquisition. This task
will trigger a user activated maintenance process. Figure 6.4 illustrates all
tasks of the operating phase.

6.1.4. Tasks in evaluation phase

The goal of evaluation phase is the assess the maintenance knowledge in
the Maintenance Map that is used by the maintenance cockpit to improve
the maintenance process and as a consequence the retrieval knowledge
in the CBR systems. This phase consists of five tasks. The first task is
responsible for the evaluation of the maintenance plans. The feedback
from the knowledge engineer in the operating phase can be used as a
basis to adapt the planing algorithm, the heuristics for conflict solving,
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Figure 6.4. Tasks of the operation phase

and the derived maintenance actions. In the second task the maintenance
explanations are evaluated and the explanation templates and the used
information may be adapted. The third task evaluates the dependencies.
Here is checked if all necessary dependencies are identified and modeled
and if they point to the correct source and target knowledge items. Existing
dependencies may be adapted or deleted and new dependencies can be
added. The fourth task will evaluate the available maintenance actions itself
and check if the defined actions are sufficient to reach the maintenance
goals and if they are connected correctly to the evaluation and monitoring
results. In the last task, the proposed adaptations from the previous tasks
are performed on the maintenance knowledge by the knowledge engineer.

Figure 6.5. Tasks of the evaluation phase

6.2. Integration or combination with other methodologies

This systematic process and his individual tasks could be integrated or com-
bined with existing methodologies. The maintenance cockpit tasks could
be used as a recipe for the cookbook level in the INRECA methodology to
describe the instantiation of the maintenance cockpit. Some of the tasks
like defining explanation templates for maintenance actions could also be
integrated on the generic common level, because they would be applicable
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to all types of maintenance approaches not only to the maintenance cockpit.
The experiences from specific instantiations and the lessons learned from
the evaluation phase could be used on the specific project level in the
INRECA methodology.

The SIAM methodology and the maintenance cockpit approach can
be connected in the way that the maintenance cockpit can be used to in-
stantiate the proposed steps of the SIAM methodology. The agents of the
Case Factory and the Case Factory Organization could be associated with
the individual tasks within SIAM. The Complete, Initialize, and Integrate
task could be performed by the maintenance agents of the Case Factory.
The Assesses task would be performed by one or more evaluation agents.
Depending on the evaluation algorithms, local evaluation agents for the
knowledge containers would be used or the global evaluation agent to
measure the quality on the CBR system level. The Monitor would be
divided over several agents. The result display and visualization would be
delegated to the communication agent in the Case Factory Organization,
while identifying trends and patterns would be part of the evaluation agents.
The Notify task would be performed by the communication agent, because
in the maintenance cockpit only the knowledge engineer is informed. The
task for suggesting maintenance action would be performed by different
agents in the maintenance cockpit. The coordination agent in the Case
Factory, the CFO coordination agent, the planning agent, and the explana-
tion agent in the Case Factory Organization are responsible for deriving
the potential maintenance actions. The Select task is also distributed over
several agents. While the CFO coordination agent checks for duplicate
maintenance actions and circular dependencies, the planning agent identi-
fies potential conflicts and constraint violations. The final selection is not
done by an agent, but by the knowledge engineer. The last tasks, Modify,
would be performed by the maintenance agents in the Case Factory.

A connection between the DISER methodology and the systematic pro-
cess for the maintenance cockpit would also be possible. The maintenance
cockpit has to be generalized to be applicable to any experience-based
systems not only to CBR, especially in when selecting the available main-
tenance actions. Then the individual steps could be integrated into the task
56 (structure) and be a sub-task of the definition of maintenance policies.
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Implementation of Case Factories and
Case Factory Organizations

This section describes briefly the technologies used for the implementation
of the maintenance cockpit and the framework FEATURE-TAK. Then
the extension for the ppen source tool myCBR are described and the two
MAS that were used for the evaluation of the maintenance cockpit and
FEATURE-TAK. At the end, an overview of the actual implementations of
the Case Factory, the Case Factory Organization, and FEATURE-TAK is
given.

7.1. Technology overview

This section describes the technology, frameworks, and tools used in the
implementation. Java was chosen as the programming language because
the frameworks used support this language. Java also ensures compatibility
with various operating systems.

7.1.1. Case-based reasoning tool

Several tools to develop CBR systems have been designed through the
last twenty years. Some of them are not active and used any more, but
some tools like myCBR, jColibri, or the Information Access Suite are still
used to design and implement CBR systems. In the context of this work,
myCBR was chosen and is therefore described in the following.
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Figure 7.1. Structure of an application build with myCBR from [DFK12]

The tool myCBR is an open source framework written in the Java
programming language and designed for the development of case-based
systems and applications. The framework was developed in coopera-
tion between the Case-Based-Reasoning Competence Center of the Ger-
man Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (in german Deutsches
Forschungszentrum f’́ur K’́unstliche Intelligenz (DFKI)) and the Univer-
sity of West London (Center for model-based software engineering and
explanation-aware computing). The goal of myCBR is to provide an easy-
to-use and extensible framework for rapid prototyping that implements the
latest CBR technologies. Current features of myCBR include, for example,
similarity-based retrieval functions with fast results and fast loading of
large case bases, textual modeling of similarities, support of CSV files
for fast prototyping and export of the domain model to an XML file. The
framework is divided into two parts: the myCBR workbench and an SDK
(Software Development Kit).

The GUI tool myCBR workbench is based on the Rich Client Platform
of the Eclipse IDE and allows powerful knowledge modeling of case struc-
tures for a case-based application as well as the creation and maintenance
of the corresponding case bases. Each of the components of myCBR
workbench has its own perspective. The data of a project created with the
Workbench is saved in a myCBR project file. The workbench provides
several knowledge modeling functionalities for modeling the vocabulary,
similarity measures, and cases. It also supports the knowledge engineer
with a similarity-based retrieval funtionality. The work-flow for knowledge
modeling with myCBR starts with creating a case structure with attributes
and then the vocabulary is defined. After defining the attributes and their
values, local and global similarity measures for the attributes are modeled.
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Figure 7.2. Integration of the myCBR workbench and SDK in the application develop-
ment from [DFK12]

In addition to the GUI tools, myCBR also offers a Software Develop-
ment Kit (SDK). An instance of myCBR, the so-called myCBR Engine, is
required as a basis for all SDK-based functions. The engine can be inte-
grated into the application in two ways: direct integration of the myCBR
library into the system and the option of setting up a centralized server-
client structure in which the myCBR engine is integrated into the server
part of the application and allows the clients to connect to this CBR server,
for example for the purpose of retrieval. Figure 7.1 shows the general
structure of a myCBR-based application. [[BSARB14]][[HRSR14]]

The myCBR SDK employs a simple-to-use data model which facilitates
the integration of the knowledge model into any java-based application.
Both, the retrieval process as well as the case loading are fast and therefore
allow for a seamless integration and use within applications built on top of
a knowledge model developed with myCBR. The use of the workbench
and the SDK within an application development and their relationships can
be seen in Figure 7.2.

The framework supports three of the four knowledge containers by itself:
the vocabulary, the case base, and the similarity measures. The adaptation
knowledge is not part of the framework yet, but can be added by using
third party tools like Drools [Pro12], OpenL Tablets [Tab], or Open Rules
[Fel17]. The integration of the adaptation knowledge and the reuse step
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has been started, but is not finished. In the following, the three supported
knowledge containers and their implementation in myCBR are described
in more detail, because it has a direct impact on the available maintenance
actions and defined dependencies of the Case Factory implementation.

Vocabulary
The vocabulary in myCBR consists of concepts, attribute descriptions
and the values of the attributes. A concept is the highest level of the
vocabulary and can define the root node of a case structure. There could
be several concepts on the same level either representing different case
structures or parts of case structures. Concepts can also be nested into
other concepts to create an object-oriented case structure. Concepts can
contain one or more attribute descriptions. An attribute description has
either associated attribute values or references to a concept, which has its
own attributes. This way the object-oriented structure is supported by the
concepts and the attributes. myCBR supports different data types for the
attribute descriptions: Integer, Double, Date, Symbol, Boolean, and String.
For all these types but String, similarity measures can be modeled and
therefore they can be used for a retrieval. Attributes based on the String
data type accept any user-desired values and can be used for additional
information, solution description, or quality attributes, but are not used in
the retrieval.

A myCBR project can contain several case structures that could be
used for different CBR systems. The project file can be loaded by different
applications, representing individual CBR systems, and the desired concept
for the case structure can be assigned to the application. While the individ-
ual case structures are distributed over the applications, the vocabulary is
defined on the project level. Therefore, all applications that use the same
project file, share the same vocabulary. If each application should have
its own independent vocabulary, an individual myCBR project for each
application is required.

Case base
The tool myCBR supports multiple case bases within a myCBR project
and therefore within a CBR system. Case bases can be created and deleted
at any time in the development or runtime of an application. The cases in
myCBR are called instances and can be modeled in the workbench in the
case view. When creating a new instance, a concept has to be chosen that
defines the structure of the instance. Newly created instances are not part
of any case base and have to be assigned to one or more specific case bases.
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An instance can be part of multiple case bases at the same time. When an
instance is assigned to a case base, a link between the instance and the case
base is created. When an instance is removed from a case base, the link
is deleted, but not the instance. If an instance itself is deleted, all links to
all case bases are deleted. Figure shows the case base view with instances
and case bases. Figure 7.3 shows an example view of attributes in a case
structure and Figure 7.4 examples of instances in myCBR.

Figure 7.3. Overview of attributes in a
case structure in myCBR

Figure 7.4. Exaple of the instances
view in myCBR

Similarity measures
The similarity measures in myCBR can be defined on attribute description
level (local similarities) or on case level (global similarities). For each
attribute description one or more similarity measures can be defined. The
possible similarity measures depend on the data type of the attribute de-
scriptions. For numerical attributes (Integer, Double) predefined distance
functions can be used and combined with similarity behaviour. The be-
haviour can be distinguished between a constant similarity and a step-wise
or polynomial similarity increase or decrease. If the predefined distance
functions are not sufficient for similarity modeling, a knowledge engineer
can model an advanced numerical similarity function. Therefore, indi-
vidual values for specific distances and the associated similarity can be
defined, while the increase or decrease of the similarity function between
these specific points is extrapolated. The more specific values are defined
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by the knowledge engineer, the more specific the similarity measure can
be modeled.

For symbolic attribute descriptions the similarity measure can be mod-
eled as a similarity matrix or as a taxonomy. The matrix representation
is the standard measure for symbolic attribute descriptions and is created
automatically. The initial version has a value of 0.0 for all attribute values
except the diagonal, which has values of 1.0 for the similarity of each
value to itself. For each pair of values a similarity value can be set in the
matrix. This leads to very big matrices for attribute description with a
very high number of defined values and therefore the similarity measure
gets challenging and costly to maintain. Taxonomies can reduce the effort
for maintenance and provide a better overview of the similarity values,
because in taxonomies the similarity values can be assigned for subsets
of the defined values and not for every value pair. The similarity between
to values is the similarity value of the highest common parent node in a
taxonomy. In addition, symbolic similarity measures support set similar-
ities to compare multiple value pairs for attribute descriptions that allow
multiple values. Figure 7.5 shows an example of a similarity matrix and a
taxonomy in the workbench.

Figure 7.5. Examples for a similarity matrix and a taxonomy in myCBR

The global similarity in myCBR can be calculated with one of four
predefined similarity functions. The first function is a weighted sum that
adds the weighted local similarity values of all attribute descriptions and
then normalize the global value to fit the interval between 0.0 and 1.0. For
each attribute description an individual weight can be set. If an attribute
should not be considered for the global similarity calculation, the weight
of this attribute description is set to 0.0. The second function calculates
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the Euclidean Distance, which sums the weighted squared local similarity
values and takes the square root of the summarized value. The third
function takes the minimum of the local similarity values as the global
value and the fourth function takes the maximum of the local similarity
values.

7.1.2. Agent framework

This section gives an overview of the Java Agent Development (JADE)
framework. JADE is an open source framework under the LGPL license
in the Java programming language. It has been developed and supervised
by Telecom Italia Labs since 1998. Since 2003, the platform has been
managed by the JADE Governing Board created by Motorola and Telecom
Italia. The Governing Board is a consortium of several companies and
organizations, which are interested in the commercial use and exploitation
of JADE and promote the further development of JADE.

Jade is referred to as a middle framework that starts at the interface
between the GUI and the backend of an application. The framework is
compatible to the agent specifications of the Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA). It simplifies the development of agent-based
applications and multi-agent systems. It meets all FIPA specifications for
agent development. The framework takes over the control, parsing and
monitoring of a MAS. The main components of the framework are the
message transport and the interaction logs.

The framework has a large number of core features that allow a flexible
design of MAS application. Several important core features are described
in the following.

• A distributed environment in which agents running as a separate
thread and capable of transparent communication with other agents.
A JADA environment can be distributed over several remote ma-
chines.
• The framework is fully compatible to the FIPA specifications and

represents the current standard.
• JADE provides and efficient message transportation infrastruc-

ture that is capable of synchronous and asynchronous communi-
cation. The framework selects the best available communication
type and transforms the JADE internal java representation into FIPA-
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compliant syntaxes, encodings, and transport protocols to ensure a
cross-platform communication.
• Integration of web-based technologies enable the framework to setup

a multi-agent system for the use as a web-service.
• A set of graphical tools to support developers in debugging and

monitoring the agents. The graphical user interface can be used
to manage agents, containers, and platforms, while most of the
operations, like sending messages and activating or shutdown of
agents, can be performed from the user interface.
• JADE supports ontologies and content languages to enable a general

communication between agents. The communication is based on
defined terms via an ontologie and message templates.
• The framework provides a library with application-independent com-

munication patterns and protocols, that could be customized with
application-specific code.

From this it can be deduced that the JADE framework together with
its infrastructure provides a complete and functioning mechanism for
the development of multi-agent systems and applications. Thanks to its
flexibility and compatibility with industry standards, a JADE-based system
can be used in many information technology domains and areas - for
example for fault diagnosis or decision support. In the following, possible
behaviors of JADE-based agents and internal communication are described.

In JADE, the behaviours provide an environment for the agent actions
that has different periodic execution times depending on the type of the
behaviour. A behaviour contains all steps of an action and executes them
repeatedly as long as it is determined by the type of behavior. It is possible
for an agent to execute multiple behaviours simultaneously, creating a pool
of behaviours. However, it must be noted that for multiple behaviours
an internal cooperation and coordination of these behaviours, previously
worked out by the developer, must be implemented, since there is only one
thread for each agent in JADE. In the context of this work four different
behaviour types are of interest:

• One-Shot-Behaviour: This type of behaviour is only executed once.
If it should be executed again, it has to be instantiated again.
• Cyclic-Behaviour: This behaviour can be repeated infinite times in

a loop as long as the agent remains active. It can be triggered to
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perform specific actions and is then put into a "‘waiting"’ mode until
it is triggered again.
• Ticker-Behaviour: This behaviour is performed once in a specific

period of time, for example every 8 hours. The defined action is
performed and then the behaviour waits the defined amount of time.
• Sequential-Behaviour: This type of behaviour is a so-called com-

posite behaviour and is used to define a sequence of behaviours that
should be executed in a specific order.

The communication is performed by JADE agents using an Agent
Communication Language (ACL) and the associated ACL messages. FIPA-
ACL is a design language that is used to build a FIPA-compliant message
exchange in JADE. The messages are constructed in the form of a parame-
terized structure, where parameters correspond to different components of
an ACL message. Important parameters are performative, sender, receiver,
content and language. The sender and receiver are the sender and receiver
of the message. The performative is the purpose or objective of the message
and is also referred to as the communicative act. The perfomative indicates
the intention with which the message was sent - as examples request, which
represents a request to execute an action, or inform, which represents a
transmission of true information, can be mentioned. The parameters con-
tent and language are directly connected to each other. They represent the
content of the message and the language in which it was written. [BCG07]

7.1.3. Natural language processing tools

The framework FEATURE-TAK interprets and transforms textual data
into structural data for CBR systems. Therefore, several natural language
processing techniques and tools are used. In the following, these tools and
their functionality are described.

Stanford CoreNLP
The Stanford CoreNLP toolkit can be used for natural language analysis.
The toolkit is a java-based framework, which provides the common natural
language processing steps like tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named
entity recognition, and syntactic parsing. The basic architecture of the
toolkit is based on a sequence of annotators that are used to analyze a
given raw text. This basic architecture can be found in Figure 7.6. The
motivation for the toolkit were a couple of reasons:
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• Get the linguistic annotation for a given text in a quick and easy way.
• Create a common API to hide the differences of the annotators from

the user.
• Have a minimal conceptual footprint to enable an easy use of the

system.
• Provide a lightweight framework using plain java objects.

[MSB+14]

These motivations and the realization of the CoreNLP toolkit as a
lightweight Java framework, lead to the primary advantage over other
frameworks like UIMA [FL04] or GATE [CMBT02] that the learning
effort is much smaller and therefore the toolkit is much easier to apply to
an application.

Figure 7.6. Overall architecture of the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit from [MSB+14]

The Stanford CoreNLP toolkit provides an API to integrate the annota-
tor in a Java application and a command-line invocation for the annotation
pipeline. Both ways can be used in an easy way to support new users.
An annotation pipeline can be applied to any text, such as single sen-
tences, paragraphs, or even complete documents. The annotators of the
toolkit support the English and the Chinese language, but other language
model are also supported by some of the annotators. In addition, the Stan-
ford CoreNLP toolkit provides tools to build additional language models.
[MSB+14]

In the current version (3.9.2), the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit provides
21 different annotators for different tasks. The following list shows these
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annotators and a brief description. For more details on the annotators,
please see [Sta]. The specific annotators that are used in the FEATURE-
TAK framework are described in more detail in Section 7.6.

• Tokenizer: Splits the given text into tokens, mainly individual
words.
• XML cleaner: Removes XML tokens from a given text.
• DocDate annotator: Allows the specification of dates for docu-

ments.
• Words to sentences: Splits a sequence of tokens into sentences.
• POS tagger: Labels tokens with their part-of-speech tag.
• Lemma annotator: Generates the lemmas for all tokens.
• Named Entity Recognition (NER): Recognizes named, numerical,

and temporal entities.
• RegExNER annotator: Recognizes entities with Java regular ex-

pression.
• Token Regex annotator: Uses regular expression on the tokens in

the NLP pipeline.
• Parser: Provides a syntactic analysis for a given Text.
• Dependency parser: Provides a fast syntactic dependency parser.
• Coreference annotator: Generates links between entity mentions,

that refer to the same entity.
• Relation extractor: Finds relations between entities.
• Natural logic annotator: Identifies natural logic operators and

token polarity.
• Open domain information extraction: Identifies and extracts open

domain relation triples.
• Wikipedia entity annotator: Generates links between entity men-

tions and Wikipedia entities.
• Knowledge base population annotator: Extracts triples of subject,

relation, and object from sentences.
• Quotation annotator: Identifies quotes in a given text.
• Sentiment annotator: Performs a sentiment analysis on a given

text.
• True case annotator: Recognizes the true case of tokens in a text.
• Universal Dependency feature annotator: Labels the tokens with

part-of-speech tags and features from the Universal Dependencies
framework.
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WordNet
WordNet is a lexical database for the English language hosted by the
Princeton University. It stores nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in a
semantic network and groups them into sets of cognitive synonyms, so-
called synsets. Each synset is dedicated to a distinct concept. Synsets
are linked with other synsets by semantic or lexical relations. WordNet is
similar to a thesaurus, because it also groups word based on their semantic
meaning, but there are some distinctions. WordNet links not only word
form, but the specific senses of words. This leads to the fact, that closely
grouped words in the semantic network are semantically disambiguated.
Another distinction is that the semantic relations between the words in
the network are labeled. Therefore, not only word groups with similar
meaning could be identified, but also word groups that have other semantic
relations.

The main relationship between the words in WordNet is synonymy.
Synonyms denote the same concept and can be interchanged in many con-
texts. Each group of synonyms is represented by an own synset. WordNet
contains more than 150.000 synsets, which are linked among one another.
Each synset contains a brief definition and some short sentences to illus-
trate the use of the words in a synset. Words that have several distinct
meanings can be found in as many distinct synsets.

There are several relations between the synsets: hyponymy, meronymy,
troponymy, and antonymy. Hyponomy or is-a relation is the most frequent
relation among synsets and links more general synsets to specific synsets.
An example for an hyponomy would be the relation between the synset
for “furniture” and the synsets for specific furniture like “bed” or “couch”.
All noun synsets are part of a huge hierarchy with a root node “entity”.
A hyponomy relation is transitive, which means that a specific synset
has an hyponomy relation to all more general synsets above it. WordNet
distinguished the synsets among types and instances. A type is a common
noun, while an instance is a specific person, country, or geographic entity.
Meronymy is a part-whole relation and connects synsets that represent
parts of something with the whole thing, for example “chair” is linked with
“legs” and “seat”. This relation is inherited downwards, which means that if
a chair has legs, all specific kinds of chairs also have legs. The troponymy
relation can be found among verbs and it express increasingly specific
manners of events. For example the relation between “shout”, “talk”, and
“whisper”. The specific manner depends on the semantic field of the verbs
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and can have several dimension. The dimension in the example above
would be the volume of the communication. Verbs are also linked if they
describe events that necessarily and uni-directional entail one another, like
“buy” and “pay”. The relation between adjectives is the antonymy relation.
This relation is distinguished between string semantic contract and similar
semantic contract. The adjectives “wet” and “dry” have a strong antonymy
relation, while “wet” and “arid” have a similar semantic contract, because
“arid” is similar to “dry”. Those similar semantic contracts are called
indirect antonyms. [Fel98][Fel05]

The download-able version of WordNet comes with an API for the
programming language C, but has no native Java support. Therefore, a
third party Java library for the integration of the WordNet database into an
Java application has to be used. The libraries differ in terms of compatibility
to the WordNet version, the required Java version, and the performance
when accessing the database. A comparison and evaluation of available
Java libraries for accessing WordNet can be found in [Fin14].

7.2. Extensions and improvements of the tool myCBR

7.2.0.1. Dependencies

The workbench was extended with a maintenance view. This view al-
lows a user the modeling and visualization of dependencies. Figure 7.7
shows the maintenance view and a modeled dependency. The current
implementation allows the creation of Maintenance Maps for intra- and
inter-system dependencies. Intra-system dependencies are stored into a
so-called local Maintenance Map, while inter-system dependencies are
stored in a so-called global Maintenance Map. The differentiation is only
for organizational purpose. After the creation of a Maintenance Map the
associated dependencies can be modeled. A dependency can currently
be modeled up to knowledge level 6. For a local Maintenance Map the
target CBR system is automatically set to be identical with the source CBR
system. Dependencies with missing information cannot be saved to avoid
incomplete and inconsistent dependencies.

In addition, the workbench has a visualization component to generate
an overview of the modeled dependencies. A simple list of dependencies
would be adequate for few dependencies, but having dozens or hundreds
of dependencies between several CBR systems, simple list would cause
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Figure 7.7. Maintenance view in myCBR

high effort to find and edit a specific dependency. Therefore, a graphic rep-
resentation of the modeled dependencies would provide a better overview.
Two different visualizations are currently implemented. Figure shows a
simple graph representation of the Maintenance Map. The vertices are
arranged in a circle to get clear overview of the edges which represent
the dependencies. Figure 7.8 shows a small example of a formatted graph
of the Maintenance Map with intra-system dependencies. The different
knowledge levels are colored and associated groups of dependencies are
displayed together. Vertices with no dependencies have a brighter color.
Because the Maintenance Map can be edited by a user, empty dependencies
can be created. An empty dependency is not treated as inconsistent and is
represented with a gray vertex in the graph.

Figure 7.8. Example of a graph for intra-system dependencies.
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7.2.1. Taxonomies

Before the integration of sub-taxonomies into myCBR, the tool already
offered support for traditional taxonomies that was used as the basis for
the integration. As a matter of fact, the integration was achieved while
keeping the existing calculations for similarities between cases intact. Sub-
taxonomies get compiled into a construct that remains largely unchanged
from the original structure which was already used before for the calcu-
lation of similarities between cases. While adding the functionality for
sub-taxonomies along with cycle-detection1 during the compilation of
sub-taxonomies to the SDK, the user interface also had to be adjusted.

A separate perspective for sub-taxonomies was created in the work-
bench, where all sub-taxonomies are collected. The tool myCBR separates
attributes and similarity functions in a way that different types of similarity
functions can be assigned to an attribute. The addition of the function-type
’Sub-taxonomy’ allows to assign a single sub-taxonomy to an attribute that
is then compiled to a complete taxonomy using all other sub-taxonomies
that exist in the project. Traditional taxonomies that existed in older my-
CBR projects can be imported as sub-taxonomies. The export of single
sub-taxonomies is also possible to transfer them to other myCBR projects.
Those taxonomies can be split according to their logical parts, e.g. every
system inside of a plane gets its own sub-taxonomy for the plane-taxonomy.
However, it serves the purpose of lowering the effort for maintenance to
pay special attention to duplicate (sub)parts inside of existing taxonomies.

Processing a traditional taxonomy to gain a set of sub-taxonomies that
eliminates duplicate information is a work-flow which consists of three
steps. First it is checked if at least one of the imported taxonomies can be
simplified. A taxonomy can be simplified if there is repetitive information
across several taxonomies or within the same taxonomy. If there are several
taxonomies that can be simplified, the new myCBR functions to split the
repetitive part from the original taxonomy is used. The next step is the set
reference function to replace the according part in all other taxonomies.
After this process it is checked again if the taxonomies can be simplified
even further. If no further simplification is possible, the work-flow is
finished. Figure 7.9 shows an event-driven process chain for this work-
flow.

1For example: TaxA references TaxB and TaxB references TaxA resulting in a circle
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Figure 7.9. work-flow to simplify given taxonomies in myCBR

Figure 7.10 shows the interface of the myCBR-Workbench in the
“Sub-taxonomies”-perspective. In order to use a sub-taxonomy for the
calculation of similarities for an attribute, the user has to switch to the
’Modeling’-perspective and add a Sub-taxonomy-Function as a similarity
function to an attribute inside of the current project. By assigning a Sub-
taxonomy-Function as similarity function, the user can now choose any
of the taxonomies contained in the collection of sub-taxonomies inside
of the project. That taxonomy will be used as the root taxonomy for the
compilation of a single taxonomy out of all referenced sub-taxonomies.
As a result of the selection, the taxonomy gets compiled and myCBR
can now perform the same similarity-calculations on that taxonomy that
were possible before, using traditional taxonomies. In contrast to tradi-
tional taxonomies, this compiled version of sub-taxonomies can not be
modified directly. All modifications have to be performed directly on the
sub-taxonomies which it consists of. After modification of one or multiple
of those sub-taxonomies, the user can choose to recompile this taxonomy
at any time by clicking "‘Reload from Sub-taxonomies”.

7.3. The docQuery multi-agent system

This section describes briefly the MAS for the travel domain application
docQuery. The MAS was not implemented during this Ph.D. thesis, but
was instantiated within my masters thesis. More details on the multi-agent
system can be found in [Reu12].

The application docQuery is based on the SEASALT architecture and
is located in the travel medicine. With the help of this application the user
can retrieve information about his travel destination. This information shall
include preventive measures against possible diseases in the country of
destination or against the chronic suffering of the user. In addition, safety
instructions and hospital information are provided for the target destination
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Figure 7.10. Sub-taxonomies perspective in myCBR

as well as possible risks during planned activities. docQuery is designed
to collect and make available this required information based on a user
request. The user submits a request to the application, which contains
information such as destination, travel period, age, desired activities and
chronic diseases. The application queries the individual topic agents in the
Knowledge Line and generates a solution for the user from the answers of
the agents. With this information the user can visit a doctor and discuss
the necessary preparations with him. The individual sub-domains in travel
medicine are represented by individual topic agents. Examples of sub-
domains are regions, diseases, medication, and activities. Each topic agent
has access to a CBR system whose cases contain the knowledge of the
respective sub-domain. [BRRSA08][ARB+07]

The docQuery multi-agent system is based on the SEASALT architec-
ture and instantiates the Knowledge Line, which is the central component
for knowledge provision in the SEASALT architecture. This component
is responsible for the coordination of the access to various heterogeneous
knowledge sources and enables the combination of individual solutions.
Every knowledge source is a Case Based Reasoning (CBR) system that is
managed by a topic agent. A coordination agent requests the topic agents
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and combines the solution. The information required by the coordination
agent are organized in a so called Knowledge Map, which is presented
in the following section. A communication agent is responsible for the
user’s query and to display the solution. At least one Knowledge Map
agent retrieves the required retrieval paths to find the solution for a given
query.

In the Knowledge Map each topic agent is represented as a node of
a directed graph and the edges are the dependencies between the agents.
In the Knowledge Map possible retrieval paths are defined. These paths
are used by the coordination agent to determine which agents have to be
queried to solve a given problem. This allows the system to request topic
agents without dependencies to each other in a parallel way. For example,
the knowledge sources for regions and activities have no dependencies
between each other, so the according topic agents can be requested in
parallel. In the docQuery Knowledge Map seven knowledge sources and
five valid retrieval paths are modeled. To retrieve the required paths a
particular CBR system with an own software agent is used. The underlying
case base contains query characteristics derived from the problem descrip-
tion and information about the required knowledge sources based on the
characteristics of the target solution.

The docQuery multi-agent system minimally consists of ten software
agents: one communication agent, one coordination agent, one Knowledge
Map agent and seven topic agents. Since the retrieval of the solution
parts has the greatest effort, the system supports several teams of agents
consisting of one coordination agent and seven topic agents. In this way
a bottleneck when several parallel queries should be processed can be
avoided, because every agent team processes one query. At the start of the
system, the Knowledge Map is read and based on the information about the
knowledge sources the required topic agents are created, the CBR systems
started and the case bases imported.

The coordination agent is the central element in the Knowledge Line.
It processes the retrieval paths and sends requests to the topic agents.
Additionally, it combines the solutions from the topic agents to an overall
solution. In this implementation it means the coordination agent takes
all retrieved cases, eliminates the double ones and sends the remaining
cases to the communication agent. The coordination agent has to send
several parallel requests to different topic agents, according to the necessary
paths, and receives the solutions from them. Therefore, the agent has to
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remember which topic agents of a retrieval paths are requested and which
is the next topic agent to request. Every time a topic agent sends a solution,
the progress of the according path is updated and the coordination agent
knows which agent is the next to request. This way multiple unintentionally
requests to a topic agent are prevented. The communication agent receives
the request from an user. The request may come from different sources,
provided that the data is sent in a compatible format. The communication
agent accepts and sends data in an XML format.

7.4. OMAHA - a use case in the aviation domain

This section describes a multi-agent system for diagnosis and decision
support in the aviation domain, that was developed during the OMAHA
research project. It it described in more detail than the docQuery MAS,
because it was developed in the scope of my Ph.D. thesis.

Several use cases for the multi-agent decision support system were
discussed in the context of the OMAHA project: application in daily
operations in the Operations Control Center for diagnosis during flight,
application in the Maintenance Control Center to support unscheduled
maintenance tasks, and application at Line Maintenance at the aircraft to
support the maintenance technician directly. Two use cases were chosen
to be addressed with our decision support system. Use case 1 was the
Airbus Maintenance Control Center. Before landing an aircraft sends a
PFR and their operational parameters during the flight to the Maintenance
Control Center (MCC). The operators in the MCC check the PFR and
instruct the maintenance technicians for their preparations. In the MCC
the decision support system can be used to retrieve similar cases for every
item on the PFR. This way it will be possible to confirm the solution from
the rule-based diagnosis, change the ranking of the possible root causes
or even provide a list of corrective LRUs, if the accused LRUs from the
PFR differ from the list in the cases. If the MCC of an airline has a request
for an advice, the MCC of Airbus can provide the results of the decision
support system to the respective airline. Figure 7.11 illustrates the first use
case.

Use case 2 was the Airbus Customer Service Support. An airline
calls the Customer Service and requests support for a fault, that could
not be resolved with the knowledge of the airline alone. The Customer
Service operator requests the data sources for solutions from successfully
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Figure 7.11. Use case 1: Maintenance Control Center at Airbus

solved faults and provides several possible solutions for the airline. The
solutions from the data sources are not ranked. Almost 70 percent of
the requests from airlines can be solved by the Customer service within
30 to 60 minutes. The other 30 percent have to be passed to the Airbus
engineering and require more effort in time and resources to solve. The
decision support system will be added to the data sources of the Customer
Service operator and provides similar cases to the given fault. This way the
Customer Service operator will get a list of ranked cases with successful
solutions to similar faults. The goal of this use case is to enable the operator
to solve requests from airlines faster and solve faults, that had to be passed
to the Airbus engineering in the past. Figure 7.12 illustrates the second use
case.

In both use cases the intention is not to replace the existing rule-based
diagnosis approach, but to enhance this approach with experience from
solved failures in the past. With the help of the experience knowledge a
root cause and the associated responsible LRU could be identified quicker
and more precisely.

7.4.1. Multi-agent system within the OMAHA project

The multi-agent system for diagnosis and decision support in the OMAHA
project is an instantiation of the SEASALT architecture. The central
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Figure 7.12. Use case 2: Customer Support Service at Airbus

component of our system is the knowledge provision, where the Knowledge
Line is located. The Knowledge Line is responsible for retrieving similar
problems for a given fault situation and providing a diagnosis and the
performed maintenance actions. Therefore, several software agents are
used to receive a query and retrieve a solution. A communication agent
receives the input from a user and sends it to the coordination agent. The
coordination agent is responsible for distributing the query to the relevant
topic agents. Each topic agent has access to a CBR system, performs
a retrieval, and delivers the found cases to the coordination agent. The
knowledge is distributed among the CBR systems of the topic agents and
is divided using aircraft types (e.g., A320, A350, or A380) and aircraft
systems (e.g.,cabin, ventilation control, hydraulic) as distinctions. Each
system is identified by the so-called ATA chapter, a number of four or six
digits. This way, one CBR system contains cases for A320 cabin faults,
another CBR system contains cases for A380 ventilation control faults.
[RHA+14][RAH+15b][RAH16]

The approach of having individual agents for each aircraft type and
ATA chapter is based on the idea to distribute the knowledge among CBR
systems to decrease the modeling, retrieval, and maintenance effort for
each CBR system. The coordination agent decides which topic agents are
required to find a solution for the query. This decision is based on the
aircraft type and the ATA chapter. Nevertheless, the cases in the other case
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bases may contain useful information as well. Especially when the primary
topic agents cannot provide a sufficient solution. Therefore, the query can
be distributed to the other topic agents as well, because faults and their
maintenance recommendations may be similar in different aircraft types.

The last agent in the knowledge provision is the so-called query analyzer
agent. This agent is responsible for analyzing the query and identifying
new concepts, which are not part of the vocabulary of the CBR systems and
identifying new similarity information. If any new concepts or similarity
information are found, a maintenance request is sent to a Case Factory.
The Case Factory derives appropriate maintenance actions and notifies a
knowledge engineer about the changes. To analyze the query and perform
the derived changes, parts of a work-flow for knowledge transformation
are used. These tasks combine natural language processing techniques and
CBR mechanisms to identify new knowledge and transform it to be used
by the CBR systems.

The user interface is located in the individualized knowledge component.
It is a web interface, which provides options to send a query, perform a
retrieval, present the solutions, enter new cases, and browse the case bases.
Another interface in the component links to a data warehouse, where fault
information is stored, which can be used as input for our decision support
system. Via the interface, a query can be received and the solutions sent
back to the data warehouse.

The knowledge formalization component transforms structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data into a modular, structural knowledge
representation used by all CBR systems. This way the knowledge is
represented in the same way all over the MAS. This formalization is
supported by the framework FEATURE-TAK.

In the knowledge sources component, a collector agent is responsible
for finding new data in the data warehouse, via web services or in existing
knowledge sources from Airbus. New data can be new configurations or
operational parameters, new synonyms or hypernyms, or complete new
cases. The knowledge representation component contains the generated
vocabulary, similarity measures and taxonomies, completion rules, and
constraints provided for all agents and CBR systems. An overview of
the instantiation of the multi-agent system in the OMAHA project can be
found in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13. Instantiation of the SEASALT architecture within the OMAHA project

The demonstrator for the decision support systems contains several
functions: retrieval of cases, adding new cases, editing existing case,
browsing all case bases and storing feedback for cases. For each CBR
system a topic agent is implemented to perform the retrieval. The web-
based GUI can be used to enter a query with structured and unstructured
text. The given problem description is then mapped to the case structure. If
the query contains words not known by the vocabulary, the query analyzer
logs these words. These words can be added manually to the vocabulary
by a knowledge engineer. A query is primarily send to the CBR system
with the corresponding aircraft type. If the retrieval does not deliver similar
cases or not the requested amount of similar cases, the other CBR systems
are requested, too. The retrieved cases of one or more CBR systems are
displayed to the user.
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After cases have been retrieved the user may deem some as useful and
others useless for her purposes. This feedback is important since it can
improve the ranking of useful cases in future retrieval tasks. The idea
here is that cases that were useful for a given query may also be useful for
similar queries and therefore given a higher rank, and cases that were not
useful should be given a lower rank accordingly.

During the retrieval task cases are given a global similarity value simg

between 0 and 1 representing how similar they are to the query, and are
ranked according to this value, where the most similar cases are ranked
higher. The similarity value can be either increased or decreased based on
how useful the case was for other queries. It was decided for our project that
the maximal increase in similarity value would be lim1 = 1

3
· (1− simg),

and the maximal decrease would be lim2 = 1
3
· simg.

Since we want to include context in the feedback, each attribute stores
a feedback value bFeedback that describes its usefulness in past retrievals
that is initialized to 0. Let query q = (a0, a1, ..., an−1) with ai the value
of attribute i in q, case c = (b0, b1, ..., bn−1) with bi the value of attribute i
in c, and siml(ai, bi) the local similarity between two values of the same
attribute. Then bFeedback

i = bFeedback
i + siml(ai, bi) for a positive feedback

and bFeedback
i = bFeedback

i − siml(ai, bi) for a negative feedback. Let query
q = (a0, a1, ..., an−1) and a retrieved case c = (b0, b1, ..., bn−1) be as before.
We define the feedback grade x of the case under the context of the query:

x :=
n−1∑
i=0

bFeedback
i · siml(ai, bi)

The global similarity value of the query and the case is then updated by
the following value:

∆ =


lim1·x
k+x

if x ≥ 0
−lim2·|x|
k+|x| if x < 0

Where k = avefeedback · 10 · (1 − simg(q, c)) for x ≥ 0, and k =
avefeedback ·10·simg(q, c) for x < 0, and avefeedback is the average number
of feedbacks for all retrieved cases with an original similarity value≥ 0.75.
After the similarity values are updated we have a new ranking of the cases.
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7.4.2. Knowledge modeling in OMAHA

Based on an initial data analysis at the beginning of the OMAHA project,
it was decided to use the structured CBR approach and represent the
knowledge as attribute-value pairs. Much knowledge is stored in databases
or CSV files and has a unique column-value correlation, and it can easily
be transformed into attribute-value pairs. However, during the progress
of the project knowledge in form of free text became more and more
important, because these free texts contain many relevant experience. A
pure textual CBR approach is not viable, because the structured information
is also important for a diagnosis. Therefore, an approach was required that
considers the structured information as well as the free texts. Because the
knowledge from the cases in our CBR systems should be stored in the data
warehouse as well, it was decided to stay at the structured CBR approach
and try to transform the information of the free text into a structured
representation. To transform the unstructured knowledge, the FEATURE-
TAK framework was developed and used in this project.

The knowledge modeling was done manually and automated. The
modeling of the case structure, the initial vocabulary and similarity mea-
sures were modeled manually with the help of experts from Airbus and
Lufthansa. After the initial implementation of FEATURE-TAK the knowl-
edge modeling was also done automated, but has always been manually
tested and enhanced, if necessary. As initial data sources several databases,
document collections, articles, and reports were given. We used Service
Information Letters (SIL), In-Service Reports (ISR), PFRs, articles from
OSFA and WISE, and operational parameters. SIL contain information
about exception handling during the maintenance process. ISR are reports
from the Airbus customer service and contain help requests from airlines
with the corresponding solution. PFR contain failure items generated dur-
ing the flight of an aircraft. The articles from OSFA and WISE contain
also information about maintenance incidents, but usually have additional
information and references to other documents. The operational parame-
ters contain outside temperature during different flight phases, outside air
pressure, flight height, and start and destination airport.

Several challenges were faced during the knowledge modeling process.
The first challenge was to identify the relevant information that could
be used in the CBR systems. The data sources had to be analyzed and
discussed with the experts which information could be used to describe the
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problem and which information are required as the corresponding solution.
Another challenge was to model initial similarity measures. While aircrafts
like the A380 and A350 have some similar systems, they have also great
differences in engines, cabin systems and cockpits. In addition, they have
a different maintenance concept, which leads to different failure messages
or effects for the same fault and the ATA chapter is not fully compatible
between aircrafts. The same system in A380 and A350 are dedicated to
different ATA chapters. Therefore, modeling similarity measures cross
aircraft compatible is very challenging. Also challenging was the problem,
that one data set or document can contain information about more than
one fault or the same fault was described in different ways. Especially the
logbook information from pilots or the cabin crew have to be analyzed
carefully to identify the faults and additional relevant information.

From the different data sources, a case structure with 71 attributes
was derived. These attributes are distributed among problem description,
solution, quality information and additional information. The problem
description consists of 21 attributes. The knowledge modeling process
focused on these attributes, because the problem description is relevant
to identify similar cases and therefore possible similar solutions. In the
problem description the following information are modeled:

• aircraft type: type of an aircraft, e.g. A380, A350, A320
• aircraft model: specific model of an aircraft, e.g. 320-200, 350-1041
• ATA chapter: ATA chapter of the accused LRUs, e.g. 230056
• emitter: system that has emitted the failure message, e.g. air condi-

tioning
• faultcode: fault code of the fault, e.g. 4411F170
• engine type: type of engine, e.g. cfm56-5a1
• delay duration: delay duration that was caused by the fault in minutes
• displayed message: message displayed in the cockpit or cabin
• fault system: systems that are mentioned in the problem description
• fault location: locations that are mentioned in the problem descrip-

tion
• fault status: systems status that are mentioned in the problem de-

scription
• fault function: functions of the systems that are mentioned in the

problem description
• fault time amount: time amount mentioned in the problem descrip-

tion
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• fault time unit: time unit, e.g. hour, minutes
• fault time information: additional time information, e.g. after start,

during take-off
• affected LRU 1-3: LRU accused by the BITE failure message, e.g.

handset, vent, relay
• affected LRU 1-3 PN: part number of the accused LRUs, for direct

identification

For each affected LRU 1-3 and the corresponding part number an own
attribute is modeled in the case structure. The information extracted from
free texts by FEATURE-TAK are stored in the attributes: fault system,
fault status, fault function, fault location, fault time amount, fault time unit
and fault time information. Distributing the information from free text over
several attributes reduces the modeling and maintenance effort for each
attribute, especially the taxonomy-based similarity measures.

The solution contains eight attributes with information about performed
work, recommendation, corrective LRU 1-3, comments, documentation
references, and the complete problem description. For the knowledge
modeling only the attributes for corrective LRUs are considered. The
other attributes contain only free text directly from the data sources. The
complete free text problem description is also modeled as part of the
solution to allow the users of the system a comparison between the full text
problem description of a retrieved case and the query.

As quality information the amount of correct and false retrievals of
a case are stored. This information is used to adapt the similarity of the
retrieved cases to the query. If the case was successful in its assistance
in previous requests, the similarity value may shift upwards by up to
1
3
(1− sim), but if it was more unhelpful than helpful its similarity value

will decrease by up to 1
3
sim.

The other 40 attributes contain additional information that may be useful
to the operators or technicians or are meta-information like case id, creation
date, departure airport, flight date, delay times and maintenance time, flight
phase, and special incidents. The discussion with Airbus and Lufthansa
experts whether several of these attributes should be integrated into the
problem description is not finished. Attributes that contain information
about operational parameters or special incidents could be part of the
problem description to have a more precise retrieval.
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The similarity measures for the problem description are based on tax-
onomies and similarity matrices. Only the attribute delay duration has
a numeric interval value range and its similarity measure is based on a
symmetric polynomial function. The other attributes have a so-called sym-
bolic data type. For each attribute a set of allowed values is defined. The
number of values in these sets is between 18 values for the aircraft type
and more than 4000 values for the fault system attribute. The similarity
measures for the problem description attributes are modeled as taxonomies,
because the values have a hierarchical structure, that could be represented
by the taxonomies. In addition, it is less effort to model similarity values
for 5 to 40 layers in a taxonomy, than for a 4000 x 4000 matrix. For the
ATA chapter attribute several different similarity measures are required to
compare systems of different aircraft types. Therefore, a similarity function
for each pair of comparable aircraft types is modeled. These similarity
functions only contain similarity values between ATA chapters that differ
in the chosen aircraft types. Otherwise the standard similarity measure is
used.

7.5. Implementation of the Case Factory and Case Factory
Organization

The CF and CFO were implemented using the JADE framework. For both
MAS, the agents from the third version of the agent model (see Section
4.4.6 and 4.6.7) were instantiated. An instantiation of the CF contains
five different agent types. The monitoring agent is instantiated four times,
each responsible for one knowledge container. Because myCBR does not
support the reuse step by default and therefore no adaptation knowledge
is modeled, only the other three knowledge containers are monitored:
vocabulary, case base, and similarity measures. The monitoring is realized
by using the observer pattern to detect changes in the knowledge containers.
The CBR tool myCBR uses the observer pattern internally and therefore
using the same pattern eased the integration of the monitoring process.
The evaluation agent is also instantiated four times and assigned to the
knowledge containers. A specific evaluation method was only implemented
for the vocabulary and the case base to show the integration of evaluation
methods into the maintenance cockpit. The maintenance agent was also
instantiated for every knowledge container, but only for the vocabulary,
case base, and similarity maintenance actions can be performed. The
coordination agent and supervising agent are instantiated once. Each agent
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has several behaviours implemented according to the service models that
was defined in Section 4.4.7.

An instantiation of the CFO contains five agents, one instantiation for
each agent type. The collector agent receives information from several CF
instantiations and sends them to the coordination agent. The gMPL created
by this agent is sent to the planning agent and the generated plan to the
explanation agent. At last, the explained plan is sent to the communication
agent, who sends the plan to another CFO or displays the results to the
knowledge engineer.

The CF as well as the CFO can be instantiated several times. During
the instantiation a CF is assigned to a CFO and the different CFO layers
are connected. The highest layer has access to the dashboard for the
knowledge engineer. To store the required maintenance knowledge, two
different Maintenance Maps were realized. A local map that is used by all
CFs, and a global map that is used by the CFO. The local map contains
intra-system dependencies and the available maintenance actions, while the
global map contains inter-system dependencies and also a list of available
maintenance actions. The information in these maps is stored in XML
and a parser was implemented to allow the different agents to read the
contents of the Maintenance Map. The connection of the CBR framework
myCBR was realized using so-called wrapper methods to encapsulate the
maintenance actions. This allows the agents to work without the specific
data structures of the CBR framework.

7.6. FEATURE-TAK instantiation

For the implementation of FEATURE-TAK the JADE framework and sev-
eral third party tools and libraries are used, as well as own implementations
of algorithms. The framework is agent-based to be able to be integrated into
the demonstrator for the OMAHA project or any other SEASALT-based
MAS. This integration process was not done during the research project,
because the industrial partners wanted the framework as a stand-alone
version. The implementation of the framework contains eleven agents: co-
ordination agent, communication agent, pre-processing agent, collocation
agent, keyword agent, synonym agent, vocabulary agent, local similarity
agent, rule mining agent, case agent, and global similarity agent agent.

The GUI agent controls the user interface, gets the input file and is
responsible for displaying the results of each tasks as well as the overall re-
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sults of the work-flow. In addition, status information about the work-flow
are shown. The supervising agent is the central agent of the framework. He
receives the input file from the GUI agent and routes the communication
between the task agents. The pre-processing agent is implemented using
the POS tagger from the Stanford Core NLP library [MSB+14] and an
own Java implementation for the algorithm to identify abbreviations. The
collocation agent also uses the Stanford Core NLP library and an own
implementation for the pattern recognition algorithm and the abbreviation
replacement. The keyword agent is implemented using the Stanford Core
NLP library for stop word elimination and lemmatization, while the abbre-
viation replacement is also an own implementation. For the abbreviation
replacement in both agents, a list of domain-specific abbreviations is used.
The synonym agent has access to a Wordnet [Fel05] instance with common
english synonyms and hypernyms. In addition, the agent uses white and
blacklists to reduce or extend the list of synonyms. The vocabulary agent
uses the myCBR API to add the extracted phrases, keywords, synonyms
and hypernyms to the vocabulary of the CBR sytems. The similarity agent
also uses the myCBR API to extend the similarity measures. He adds
new concepts to existing taxonomies and is able to create a new taxon-
omy if necessary. The ARM agent has access to an implementation of
the Apriori and the FPGrowth algorithm. In addition, he contains an own
implementation of the benchmark. The benchmark determines the support
and confidence values that can produce results and displays these results in
a scatter plot. The cluster agent generates cases for all input data sets and
distributes them among the existing case bases. He uses the myCBR API to
generate the cases and the clustering algorithm is an own implementation.
The algorithm distributed the cases based on the aircraft type and the ATA
chapter. If an additional case base is required, the cluster agent is able
to generate a new case base. The last agent is the sensitivity agent. This
agent performs a sensitivity analysis on the existing cases for all case bases.
The relevance matrix is used to adapt the attribute weights for the global
similarity function. The algorithm for the sensitivity analysis is an own
implementation by Rotem Stram [SRA+16].
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Chapter 8

Evaluation

This section describes the conducted evaluation for the maintenance cockpit
approach and the framework FEATURE-TAK. In each subsection the
experimental setup and assumptions are described and then the results are
presented.

8.1. Experiments with the maintenance cockpit

This section describes the evaluation of the maintenance cockpit. Based on
different aspects of the approach, several experiments were conducted. The
identification and modeling of syntactic dependencies with the proposed
algorithm in Section 4.2 was tested on the CBR model of the docQuery
application and the decision support system from the OMAHA project.
Dependencies were identified for symbolic attributes only, their values and
for cases. Based on the identified and modeled dependencies, the work-
flow of the maintenance cockpit was performed. Therefore, four changes to
the knowledge of the CBR model were made to test the monitoring trigger
and two simple evaluation methods were used to trigger evaluation-based
maintenance actions.

The evaluation methods used a threshold for the maximum case base
size and a consistency check based on the dependencies. These simple
methods were chosen, because the goal is to show the feasibility and appli-
cability of the maintenance cockpit work-flow itself and not of a specific,
eventually complex maintenance strategy. Based on the changes to the
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knowledge, the proposed maintenance actions were reviewed and con-
firmed. After these maintenance actions were performed, the dependencies
were used to check for inconsistencies in the knowledge containers. At last,
the same maintenance actions as before were triggered again, but without
the use of dependencies during maintenance planning and compared to the
results of the experiment with dependencies. Summarizing, the following
experiments were conducted:

• Experiment 1: Identify syntactic dependencies in the knowledge
models in the travel medicine and in the aviation domain.
• Experiment 2: Trigger the maintenance work-flow with four moni-

toring triggers and two evaluation triggers with dependencies.
• Experiment 3: Trigger the maintenance work-flow with four moni-

toring triggers and two evaluation triggers without dependencies.
• Experiment 4: Performance test for the algorithm to identify and

model dependencies.
• Experiment 5: Performance test for the triggered work-flows with

and without dependencies.

For the first experiment the myCBR project files for both applications
were used. Because myCBR is able to handle the knowledge model for dif-
ferent CBR systems in one project file and therefore simulates distributed
CBR systems with partially or totally overlapping vocabulary, the experi-
ment was conducted twice. At first, the algorithm got one project file with
several high-level concepts for different cases bases as input. In a second
step, the algorithm got two project files to separate the CBR systems explic-
itly with distributed vocabulary and case bases. The modeled dependencies
were checked for correctness against the knowledge models.

For the second and third experiment the knowledge model divided into
two project files were used. Four simple changes to the knowledge were
made: adding a term to the vocabulary of a CBR system, changing a term
in the vocabulary of the CBR system, adding a new case to a case base,
and deleting a case from a case base. In the knowledge model of the travel
medicine domain, the attribute language was chosen, because it is used
in all case structures and therefore has many dependencies. The case was
added to the medicament case base to have a small case with manageable
number of attributes. In the aviation domain all attributes have the same
number of dependencies, because of the homogeneous case structure. The
attribute acType was chosen for the trigger actions on the vocabulary and a
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case was added to the A380 case base. For all changed knowledge items at
least one dependency was modeled.

The evaluation of the case base size was connected to a maintenance
action that deletes a random case. In the travel medicine domain, the
disease case base was used for the evaluation and in the aviation domain
the A380 case base. For the inconsistency evaluation, the attribute values
of two different attributes, which had a dependency between them, were
changed. In the travel medicine domain, the language attribute in the region
case structure was chosen. In the aviation domain, the acType attribute
was used to trigger an inconsistency. As the consistency check is able to
detect an inconsistency, since the specific value of the source and the target
of a dependency would differ, it can not decide which one is the correct
value when having a bi-directional dependency. Therefore, the affected
dependency for the changed attribute value was set to uni-directional for
the evaluation. This way the correct value is the value of the source of the
dependency.

The fourth experiment measured the time for the four cycles of the
dependency modeling algorithm, while the fifth experiment measured the
time for the twelve work-flows that were triggered by the second and third
experiment. The times of the algorithm cycles and the work-flows were
then compared. The hardware environment for the performance evaluation
was a Windows 7 computer with Intel Core i7-4600U and 8 GB RAM.

8.1.1. Evaluation results

Results of experiment 1

The results of the first experiment are illustrated in Table 8.1. The table
contains information about the domain of the two applications, especially
the number of all attributes (# a), symbolic attributes (# sa), attribute values
(# av), case bases (# cb), and cases (# c). In addition, the number of
modeled dependencies (# d) by the algorithm and the subdivision in intra
(# ia)- and inter-system (# is) dependencies can be found.

The numbers for the attribute, attribute values, case bases, and cases
stays the same in the travel medicine project. The reasons are the hetero-
geneous case bases and structures and the knowledge modeling way in
myCBR. Thus, an attribute that is part of two case structures and has the
same values is treated as separate vocabulary entries to simulate different
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Domain # a # sa # av # cb # c # d # ia # is
travel medicine
1 project

59 32 1017 7 43 162 162 0

travel medicine
2 projects

59 32 1017 7 43 162 110 52

aviation
1 project

71 28 2296 7 269 244 24 0

aviation
2 projects

142 56 4592 7 269 2531 218 2313

Table 8.1. Results of dependency modeling algorithm.

CBR systems. For the project from the aviation domain, the numbers of
attributes and attribute values are doubled, because the case bases contain
homogeneous cases for all case bases. Therefore, the vocabulary is the
same in the independent project files representing two physically sepa-
rate CBR systems and the vocabularies of both CBR systems are totally
overlapping.

For both project scenarios in the travel medicine domain 162 dependen-
cies were identified between attributes, attribute values, and case values.
Because in the first scenario the knowledge modeling represents one CBR
system, all dependencies are intra-system dependencies. In the second
scenario, the divided project file simulates two CBR systems and there-
fore only 110 dependencies are intra-system dependencies and 50 are
inter-system dependencies. The inter-system dependencies are mainly de-
pendencies between cases. These dependencies were checked manually for
their plausibility and the result was that all identified dependencies are the
same that would have been modeled manually by a knowledge engineer.

The situation in the scenarios in the aviation domain differs. For the
single system scenario 244 dependencies were identified, all of them intra-
system dependencies. In the scenario with two separate CBR systems, the
number of dependencies is raised from 244 to 2531. The reason is the
totally overlapping vocabulary, because a dependency is modeled for every
attribute and attribute value in the CBR systems. The identified depen-
dencies split into 218 intra-system dependencies and 2313 inter-system
dependencies. The inter-system dependencies contain all dependencies
between the vocabulary and some dependencies between the cases. As in
the first scenario, the identified dependencies are checked for plausibility
and all passed this test.
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Results of experiment 2 and 3

The results of these experiments show the trigger of a maintenance
work-flow (trigger), the number of activated dependencies (# ad), and
the number of maintenance activities (# ma) in the maintenance plan. In
addition, the result of the consistency check (cc), which was performed
after the execution of the maintenance plan and if dependencies (d) were
used or not are presented. Table 8.2 gives an overview of the work-flow
results for the travel domain.

trigger # ad # ma d cc
WF1: addAttributeValue(french) 6 7 yes yes
WF2: addAttributeValue(french) 0 1 no no
WF3: alterAttributeValue(english, eng) 49 50 yes yes
WF4: alterAttributevalue(english, eng) 0 1 no no
WF5: addCase(case44) 0 3 yes yes
WF6: addCase(case44) 0 3 no yes
WF7: deleteCase(case44) 0 1 yes yes
WF8: deleteCase(case44) 0 1 no yes
WF9: Case base size & deleteCase(case23) 1 2 yes yes
WF10: Case base size & deleteCase(case23) 0 1 no yes
WF11: Consistency Check & alterAttributeValue
(ger, german)

6 7 yes yes

WF12: Consistency Check & alterAttributeValue
(ger, german)

0 1 no no

Table 8.2. Results of the maintenance work-flow experiment in the travel medicine
domain.

The results show that using dependencies between the knowledge items
leads to more maintenance actions that should be performed. Especially
the scenarios with added or altered attribute values show a higher number
of proposed maintenance actions, because the modeled syntactic dependen-
cies between them are taken into account. In the corresponding scenarios
without using the dependencies obviously only one maintenance action is
proposed: the action that represents the initial change of a knowledge item.

As a result, the vocabulary scenarios with dependencies have passed
the consistency check, because all knowledge items connected with depen-
dencies were altered. The vocabulary scenarios without dependencies have
not passed the consistency check, because the connected knowledge items
were not altered. The altering of the attribute value "‘english"’ caused
50 maintenance actions, because all case structures contain an attribute
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language and every case also contains this value. Therefore, all attribute
values in the vocabulary were changed as well as the specific attribute
value in all cases.

For the case scenarios the results are different. Adding a new case
does not activate any dependency, therefore the maintenance actions for
the scenarios with and without dependency are the same. Deleting the
newly added case, also triggers no dependencies, because the new case
was not connected to any other cases. Therefore, the consistency check
is passed for all four scenarios, because no inconsistencies were caused
just by adding a new case and deleting it again. But the deletion of a case
can trigger additional maintenance actions. The evaluation trigger deleted
a random case from the disease case base. This case had a dependency
to cases in the medicine case base, based on same attribute values in the
attribute name of a disease and the attribute application of a medicament.

Therefore, not only one case was deleted, but two cases. The con-
sistency check was passed in both scenarios, because with the deletion
of the case from the disease case base, the defined dependency between
the specific cases became obsolete and could not cause an inconsistency.
Adding a case caused three maintenance actions, because the complex
maintenance action addCase contained three elementary maintenance ac-
tions: one createEmptyCase action and two AddAttributeValue actions to
set the specific values.

The results for the scenarios in the aviation domain can be seen in
Table 8.3. Because of the homogeneous CBR system and the overlapping
vocabulary far less dependencies were activated. Changing the attribute
value in the first project file, caused only one activated dependency to
the same attribute in the second project file. Disabling the dependencies
has the same effect as in the travel medicine scenarios: no dependencies
were activated and less maintenance actions were performed as well as
the consistency check failed for the scenarios without dependencies. The
altering of the attribute value "‘A380"’ caused 64 maintenance actions,
because one maintenance action was proposed to alter the value in the
vocabulary in the second project file and alter the value in 63 cases, which
contain the specific value.

For the case scenarios, the same behaviour of the work-flow as in the
travel medicine domain can be seen. Adding a case does not activate any
dependencies and deleting the same case does either. Adding a case caused
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five maintenance actions in this scenarios contrary to three maintenance
actions in the travel medicine domain, because the complex maintenance
action addCase contained four instead of two maintenance actions to set
an attribute value in the case.

t # ad # ma d? cc?
WF1: addAttributeValue(A300) 1 2 yes yes
WF2: addAttributeValue(A300) 0 1 no no
WF3: alterAttributeValue(A380, A380a) 63 64 yes yes
WF4: alterAttributevalue(A380, A380a) 0 1 no no
WF5: addCase(case270) 0 5 yes yes
WF6: addCase(case270) 0 5 no yes
WF7: deleteCase(case270) 0 1 yes yes
WF8: deleteCase(case270) 0 1 no yes
WF9: Case base size & delete-
Case(case122)

0 1 yes yes

WF10: Case base size & delete-
Case(case122)

0 1 no yes

WF11: Consistency Check & alterAttribute-
Value(A350, A350a)

1 2 yes yes

WF12: Consistency Check & alterAttribute-
Value(A350, A350a)

0 1 no no

Table 8.3. Results of the maintenance work-flow experiment in the aviation domain.

The generated maintenance plans contained the expected maintenance
actions based on the modeled dependencies. Two examples of a generated
maintenance plan for the first work-flow on the docQuery knowledge model
and the OMAHA knowledge model are shown in Table 8.4.

Results of experiment 4 and 5

The identifying and modeling of the dependencies was performed very
quickly in all four scenarios. In the scenarios in the travel medicine domain
it took 2.1 seconds for the algorithm to find the syntactic dependencies.
The algorithm took just a little longer in the aviation domain scenarios.
The dependencies were found in 2.8 seconds, although there were nearly
ten times more dependencies. The processing time of the maintenance
cockpit work-flows were 18.4 seconds on average for the travel medicine
scenarios and 18.6 seconds on average for the aviation domain scenarios.
The maximum of the time was used in the third scenario of each domain,
with the high number of activated dependencies and derived maintenance
actions. The results of the work-flow performance are illustrated in Figure
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Plan 1 for docQuery Plan 1 for OMAHA
add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept Region in CBR
system docQuery1

add attribute value A300 to attribute
ac_type in concept aircraft_diagnosis
in CBR system OMAHA1

add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept Hospital in CBR
system docQuery1

add attribute value A300 to attribute
ac_type in concept aircraft_diagnosis
in CBR system OMAHA2

add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept Activity in CBR
system docQuery1
add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept AssociatedCondi-
tion in CBR system docQuery1
add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept Disease in CBR
system docQuery2
add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept Medicament in
CBR system docQuery2
add attribute value french to attribute
language in concept ChronicalIllness
in CBR system docQuery2

Table 8.4. Generated maintenance plan for the first work-flows on the docQuery and
OMAHA knowledge models

8.1. The vertical axis represents the time in seconds that was needed by a
work-flow cycle and the horizontal axis the twelve work-flows from the
travel medicine and aviation domain.

8.1.2. Discussion of the results

The results of the first experiment show that there exist dependencies be-
tween knowledge items within and between CBR systems. While many
dependencies are intra-system dependencies, there are also a number of
dependencies to propagate changes to knowledge items between CBR
systems. The number of dependencies grow with the number of knowledge
items, which can be seen by comparing the identified dependencies in the
travel medicine and aviation knowledge models. But the rate of growth
depends on the structure of the CBR system. Heterogeneous systems seem
to have lesser dependencies because of the different attributes, attribute val-
ues, and case structures. Homogeneous attributes have more dependencies,
but many of them exist because of the overlapping vocabulary. The more
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Figure 8.1. Overview of the performance of the work-flows in the maintenance cockpit

the vocabulary of different CBR systems overlaps, the more dependencies
exist.

The results of the second and third experiment show that the basic idea
of the maintenance cockpit is working. The identified dependencies were
used to derive additional maintenance actions for the vocabulary and the
case bases. The consistency check showed that these additional mainte-
nance actions are necessary to keep the knowledge in the CBR systems
consistent. In the work-flows without the dependencies, the knowledge in
the vocabulary was inconsistent and this may lead to a decreasing prob-
lem solving competency and solution quality of the CBR systems. The
work-flows with changes to the case base show, that maintenance without
considering dependencies does not necessarily lead to an inconsistent case
base. But on the other hand, a case that has not been deleted though it has
no connections to any other case may never be retrieved during a multiple-
step retrieval and therefore be useless knowledge. Another point is the
deletion of cases that are connected. There are situations in which this
would be a good way, but in other situations this would reduce the prob-
lem solving competence. An example situation from the travel medicine
domain would be deleting the case for a specific disease. Associated cases
with medicaments only for this disease could be deleted, but medicament
cases that would be applicable to more than the deleted disease have to
be kept. The consequence is, that additional types of dependencies are
necessary. The current dependencies have the semantics that mean what
is done to the source, do to the target. The dependency definition has
to be extended to support additional semantics, especially a semantic for
negation to prevent unnecessary and undesired changes.
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The work-flow performance test shows good performance for the algo-
rithm to identify and model the dependencies. The difference between the
performance for the knowledge models in the travel medicine and aviation
domain is caused by the larger number of knowledge items. Therefore,
an increasing execution time for larger knowledge models has to be ex-
pected, but the increasing rate seems to be slow. The performance of the
work-flow is also good considering the number of modeled dependencies
and the single steps of the work-flow. The communication between the
agents also has some impact on the performance. But on the other hand
the dependency processing and planning algorithms are not optimized and
with a larger number of dependencies, which have to be considered when
deriving maintenance actions, the required time would increase. Because
dependencies are similar to rules, some kind of adapted rule engine could
be helpful to improve performance for large numbers of dependencies.

8.2. Experiments with FEATURE-TAK

This section describes the evaluation experiments done with the framework
FEATURE-TAK in context of the OMAHA project and the aviation domain.
The developed MAS for diagnosis and decision support and FEATURE-
TAK were evaluated by aviation experts from Airbus Operations GmbH
and Lufthansa Industry Solutions. In addition, the implemented MAS was
presented in Airbus internal meetings to evaluate the technology readiness
level (TRL) [Man95] of the developed applications and presented at the
final demonstration meeting of the OMAHA project to the project initiator
from the German Center for Aviation and Space. The developed demonstra-
tor for diagnosis and decision support and the framework FEATURE-TAK
passed the TRL 6, which means that the technical feasibility was success-
fully demonstrated. TRL 6 is the highest level that could be reached in
a research project without being a certified partner of Airbus. For the
final presentation of the OMAHA project, the demonstrator and the frame-
work were integrated into an overall demonstrator with the results of the
other project partners and tested with data from a flight simulator. The
demonstrator as well as the framework performed well.

For the evaluation of FEATURE-TAK, a list of domain-specific abbre-
viations was provided by Airbus with 4937 approved abbreviations. The
tasks of the work-flow were executed with six different data sets. These
data sets had different sizes: 10, 20, 100, 150, 300, and 50000 entries in
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a CSV file. The first four data sets were used to evaluate the task for pre-
processing (0), collocation extraction (1), keyword extraction (2), synonym
identification (3), vocabulary extension (4) as well as the local similarity
extension (5) and the case generation (7), while the biggest data set was
used to evaluate the task for association rule mining. The sensitivity anal-
ysis unfortunately could not be evaluated with Airbus data, because the
final implementation of the sensitivity analysis was completed after the
OMAHA project and to this time the Airbus data was not permitted to be
used. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis was performed on two data sets
from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository, the Car Evaluation Data
Set [BR88] and the Yeast Data Set [HN96]. The details of this evaluation
can be found in [SRA+16]. The following experiments were performed to
evaluate the tasks of the framework:

1. Experiment 1: Task 0 to 4 and 7 were performed on data sets 1 to 5.
2. Experiment 2: Task 5 was performed on the adjusted results of the

first experiment.
3. Experiment 3: Task 6 was performed on the data set 6.
4. Experiment 4: Work-flow performance test on all six data sets.

For the first and second experiment, the focus of the evaluation was set
to the four symbolic problem description attributes (system, status, function,
location, because these attributes are the target for the textual problem
description in the data sets and contain the transformed knowledge. For the
second experiment an adjusted version of the results has been used. This
means the concepts that were rated by the experts as false were removed to
have a consistent knowledge base.

The results of the experiments one and three were evaluated by experts
from Airbus Operation GmbH and Lufthansa Industry Solutions during the
OMAHA project. The phrases and keywords were compared against the
original fault description, while the synonyms were checked for adequate
word sense in the context of the aviation domain. The concepts that were
added to the vocabulary, were checked for correct associations to the
attributes and for duplicates. The results of the rule mining process and
benchmark were review by Airbus experts.

The implementation of the OMP and WOMP approach was done during
further development of the framework after the research project. Therefore,
the second experiment could unfortunately not be evaluated by experts
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from the aviation domain, because it was performed after the OMAHA
project has ended and these experts were not available any more.

The projection approach of task 5 was tested by calculating taxonomy
similarity values for each (symbolic) problem description attribute and
the bipartite graph was composed based on vertices created from sym-
bolic attribute values and calculated similarity through projection methods
to compute the similarity matrix across all allowed symbolic values for
each similarity function (taxonomy, simple OMP, normalized asymmetric
WOMP), finally persisting similarity matrices to CSV files.

Because the solutions in the data sets are not labeled and no solution
classes are modeled, the class labels are constructed by keyword-matching
according to the depicted keywords in Table 8.5.

Solution class label String words
UNKNOWN (precisely) "‘_unknown_"’, "‘none"’
FIX "‘fix"’, "‘de-ice"’
REPLACE "‘replace"’, "‘interchange"’, "‘swap"’, "‘change"’
RESET "‘reset"’, "‘re-power"’, "‘install new"’
DISPATCH "‘dispatch"’, "‘defer"’
MISC (none of the above)

Table 8.5. Diagnosis class labels as manually assigned to case instances

The attribute sol_recommendation is being checked for an exact match
of a part of the string-value and if the word(s) occur within the string the
corresponding class label is assigned. Slight exceptions to this procedure
are UNKNOWN (which requires not part of the value but the complete
value to fit the word) and MISC (which is assigned if none of the other
class labels can be assigned, thus acting as a default label for attribute
values not captured with the generated rules).

The generated output consists of a total of 20 CSV files. For each
of the four problem fault description attributes in combination with each
similarity computation method (taxonomy, simple- and weighted OMP,
stock- and normalized asymmetric WOMP) a separate similarity matrix
was generated. Note that the only formal similarity matrices are the ones
of taxonomy and normalized asymmetric WOMP similarity, as no non-
normalized matrix representation allows for entries in the diagonal to have
similarities of 1 as they do not contain normalized values. As projections
by themselves do not capture self-similarities of attributes, these needed
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to be added after computations have already been executed. All non-
normalized quasi-similarity matrices do however show the intermediate
relations depicted throughout the projection process, which helps quantify
the projection performance on the given case instances. The taxonomy
similarity matrices shall provide a baseline against which to compare
projection similarity measures.

The third experiment was conducted by performing the implementations
of the A-priori and FP-growth algorithm on the 50000 entries of data set
number 6. Because the aviation domain is a domain with high security
standards and this standard is also applied to the used knowledge during an
aircraft maintenance, the values for Support and Confidence of useful rules
were set to a minimum of 0.8 for both values. This means, a useful rule has
to be applicable in at least 80% of the entries in the data set. This is still
low for the aviation domain. The suggestion of the experts from Airbus
were values of 0.95 for support and confidence. It was decided to lower
the threshold to get a small change of success for finding applicable rules.
In addition, the benchmark was performed on the same data set to find
possible combinations of Support and Confidence values that are supported
by the data set.

In addition to the content-based experiments, a performance evaluation
of the work-flow with the data sets was made on the same tasks like the
first experiment. The work-flow was executed on the data sets 1 to 5 and
the time from reading the input to displaying the result was measured. The
hardware environment for the performance evaluation was a Windows 7
computer with Intel Core i7-4600U and 8 GB RAM.

8.2.1. Evaluation results

Results of Experiment 1

The results of the first experiment show the number of extracted key-
words, phrases, and synonyms as well as the number of concepts, that were
added to the vocabulary and the distribution of created cases. Table 8.6
shows the resulting numbers of the first experiment.

The Table 8.6 shows that for the phrases, keywords, and synonyms a
huge number of duplicates were part of the extracted knowledge. After
removing these duplicates, the number of terms is reduced by an average
of 68% for keywords, 36% for phrases, and 74% for synonyms. The reason
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Data set entries 10 20 100 150 300
Phrases with duplicates 34 188 722 1632 2465
Distinct phrases 24 103 407 988 2028
Keywords with duplicates 132 655 1322 3944 8687
Distinct keywords 61 177 622 1021 1464
Synonyms with duplicates 215 812 4244 9612 21285
Synonyms 43 322 855 1734 3483
Added concepts 168 472 956 2338 4621
Created cases 10 20 100 150 300
Case bases 3 8 12 10 8

Table 8.6. Extracted knowledge and case distribution for the used data sets

for this high number of duplicates is that the keywords and phrases often
repeat in the data sets, because of similar or sometimes the same problem
descriptions. The created cases correspond to the expectations, because
for every entry in a data set a case was created. The distribution over the
specific case bases worked also as intended, because the aircraft type and
ATA chapter as distinctive attributes were set by the Airbus experts and
the values in the specific case attributes were used to assign a case to an
adequate case base.

The Figures 8.2 and 8.3 illustrate the number of duplicate and distinct
extracted terms for the used data sets and show the gradient of the terms
the bigger the used data set is. In addition, the identified abbreviations and
the number of added cases are visualized in the graphs. The horizontal
axis represents the number of data entries in a data set and the vertical axis
represents the number of extracted terms.

Figure 8.2. Overview of extracted
terms with duplicates

Figure 8.3. Overview of extracted
distinct terms

The result shows an increasing number of extracted terms with increas-
ing entries in a given data set. While the keywords and phrases increase
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with a lesser gradient, the number of synonym is growing nearly exponen-
tially with increasing entries, especially when considering the duplicate
terms (8.2). This gradient is reduced after eliminating the duplicates, but
still much higher than for keywords or phrases. When considering the
concepts added to the vocabulary, it can be seen that even the smallest data
set generates 168 new concepts for the vocabulary up to 4621 for the data
set with 300 entries. It is worth to note that these added concepts are dis-
tributed only over four symbolic attributes. This leads to a rapidly growing
vocabulary, even with the assumption in mind that the new concepts will
reach a limit the more data sets are processed, because the number of terms
in the domain is finite.

The extracted distinct results were presented to the experts from Airbus
and Lufthansa to compare them to the original data and check the automat-
ically extracted terms versus the terms the experts would have extracted.
For each group of terms (keywords, phrases, and synonyms) the experts
rate the terms. The results are illustrated in Figure 8.4. The vertical axis
represents the number of all extracted or added terms during the processing
of a specific data set. The green part of the column represents the number
of the correct terms and the red part the number of the false terms. The
horizontal axis represents the different groups of terms. The different
diagrams are associated to the five data sets, beginning with the smallest
set with 10 data entries (a) to the biggest set with 300 data entries (e) in
this experiment.

The results show that most of the keywords were rated correct for all
five data sets with values between 78% (511 correct keywords from 655
keywords overall in diagram b) and 92% (122 correct keywords from 132
keywords overall in diagram a) correct terms. The phrases are less correct
than the keywords with a worst value of 63% correct phrases in data set
3 (c) and the best one with 86% in data set 1 (a). The rate of correct
terms for the keywords and phrases is good for some data sets, but still
improvable. A closer look on the data sets with lesser correctness values
revealed incorrect, or precisely more incorrect POS tags, than in the data
sets with higher correctness values. This problem could be traced back to
grammatically incorrect sentences and not replaced abbreviations.

The results also show a conspicuous low rate of correct synonyms
between 32% in data set 4 (d) and 48% in data set 1 (a). This problem is
mainly caused by too many synonyms retrieved from the WordNet instance
used in FEATURE-TAK. A keyword or phrase may have synonyms, whose
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Figure 8.4. Results of the expert rating for the extracted terms

semantics belongs to different domains (synsets). When the synonyms for
a term are queried, all synsets with the term are used and not filtered for
specific synsets. A filtering approach by only using synsets with terms
like “aviation”, “electronic”, and “technical” does not lead to the desired
results. Instead, the retrieved synonyms are reduced to less than 20 for all
entries of data set 5 (300 entries). This filtering was not usable for Airbus,
therefore the solution with using a blacklist for not wanted synonyms was
reconfirmed. The problem with the synsets in WordNet is that it is not
transparent which semantic descriptions are used for the synsets and the
desired semantics of technical domains like the aviation domain are not
always compatible with semantics in common English. Building an own
word-net for the aviation domain was discussed during the project, but the
required knowledge was not provided by the aviation experts.

The concepts that were added to the vocabulary were mainly correct
with values between 86% (data set 2) and 91% (data sets 1 and 5). The
wrongly added concepts were associated to the wrong problem description
attribute. For example, the term “cargo door” was added to the attribute
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function instead of location. The reason is mainly a problem with iden-
tifying the correct attribute with the patterns defined for the collocation
extraction. For an overview, the Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the average
correctness of the different groups of distinct terms for all data sets and the
correctness values for each group and data set.

Figure 8.5. Average correctness of all
term groups over all data sets

Figure 8.6. Correct distinct terms for
each data set

Results of experiment 2

As can be seen in Table 8.7, which shows excerpts of the location
attribute taxonomy similarity values, taxonomies in FEATURE-TAK pro-
duce similarity matrices which hold similar non-zero entries across rows
and columns.

Attribute Value d d w D f w u u u u c i c b l l m c b m
door 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.8
deck 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

washstand 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Door Right 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

fore 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
upper [...] door #1 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.8
upper [...] door #2 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 1 0.8 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.8
upper [...] door #3 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 1 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.8
upper [...] door #4 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.8
cabin work station 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0.5

cargo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
bathroom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

lavatory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
level 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

main [...] door #1 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 0 0.8
basin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

main [...] door #4 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.5 0 1

Table 8.7. Excerpt of prob_fault_description_location_taxonomy .csv

The location attribute was chosen as an example due to the feasible
amount of 75 attributes as well as it being well populated with taxonomy
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similarity measures other than 1 and 0.8 (synonym relations). For distri-
butions of (non-)zero entries and other characteristics across similarity
matrices, see 8.9.

Considering the same attribute matrix but with entries calculated via
projections the location attribute produces only two similarity values, thus
8.8 shows another excerpt of the projection similarity matrix that contains
more non-zero entries. Note that the two attributes side and forward:
Both are approximately - but not exactly - equally similar to each other
(simside→ forward = 0.015, simforward→ side = 0.017). Comparing this to
the attributes aft and forward: With simforward→ aft = 0.004, forward is
much less similar to aft than the other way around (simaft→ forward =
0.014). This can be explained with forward being more closely related to
other more impactful attributes (like side and right), while aft distributes its
similarity over mostly shared main deck left hand door #[1,3,4] attributes.

Attribute Value m m m s m m s w u u f u c r s s a
main [...] #1 1 0 0.015 0 0 0.014 0 0 0 0 0.009 0 0 0 0 0 0.012
main [...] #2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
main [...] #3 0.020 0 1 0 0 0.020 0 0 0 0 0.014 0 0 0 0 0 0.017

side 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.015 0 0 0.016 0 0 0
middle 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

main [...] #4 0.020 0 0.020 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.014 0 0 0 0 0 0.017
side of meat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

washbasin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
upper [...] #2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
upper [...] #3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

forward 0.004 0 0.005 0.017 0 0.005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.015 0 0 0.004
upper [...] #4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
crew rest [...] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

right 0 0 0 0.019 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.015 0 0 1 0 0 0
sanitary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

storey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
aft 0.020 0 0.020 0 0 0.020 0 0 0 0 0.014 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 8.8. Excerpt of prob_fault_description_location_asymNorm_projection .csv

Considering all the different matrix similarity representation formats,
the different produced matrices show how the similarity computation pro-
ceeds across multiple stages. For illustration purposes, Figure 8.7 shows
original taxonomy similarity matrix, WOMP and both stock- and nor-
malized asymmetric WOMP similarity matrices, with coloring indicating
strength of similarity values. The matrices are excerpts of the problem fault
description status attribute example, which is more densely populated with
also different WOMP values (see Table 8.9 for more detail). All matrices
apply on the same attribute pairs.
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Figure 8.7. Comparing similarity matrix representations of the status attribute

Figure 8.7 illustrates that distinct different relations exist between
taxonomy- and projection measures. While the taxonomy relies on nodes
modeled by domain expert and taxonomy similarities, the projection builds
up over multiple stages from the symmetric WOMP of the bipartite graph,
which is then traversed asymmetrically and normalized. Note that the
asymmetric (non-normalized) WOMP is not computed from the simpler
WOMP directly, but the properties as of the symmetric WOMP carry over
into the asymmetric representation.

The displayed taxonomy excerpt contains 1.0 entries on the diagonal
indicating self-similarity, but also in other non-diagonal entries where at-
tributes have been connected via parent nodes of value 1.0 (e.g. problem
and inactive). The 0.8 values indicate similarity between synonyms (e.g. in-
active and stuck). The entries of value 0.3 are connected via weaker parent
nodes, resulting in smaller similarity (e.g. inactive and unserviceable).

On the projection side of things, one can observe that more entries are
set to 0 (attributes not similar). Few entries have values (number of com-
mon neighbors in R-population) greater than 1. The continued asymmetric
projection still captures higher values for entries with values greater than 1
in the previous weighted projection, where the asymmetry and weighting
across complete attribute similarity values introduce further deviation. The
final normalized asymmetric WOMP then contains entries generally being
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very small in similarity value. Relations from the previous non-normalized
asymmetric WOMP largely persist, but are heavily scaled down, which
gets further amplified for larger similarity matrices. Manually inserting
self-similarity properties through 1.0 entries in the diagonal appear dispro-
portional to other similarity values. As Figure 8.7 shows, though formats
of both taxonomy- and projection similarity build on fundamentally simi-
lar ideas, they yield different values through different ways of reasoning.
This leaves open the question of how well these different measures are
comparable not from a conceptual standpoint but from an application and
data-oriented one.

To additionally compare not only representations across the same at-
tribute, but also overall shape and how many actual similarity relations are
contained in the presented similarity matrices, Table 8.9 shows an overview
of how many entries of a particular type of similarity value are in different
similarity matrices across multiple attributes. For all four problem fault
description attributes, the taxonomy and asymmetric projection matrices
are covered as well as the intermediate symmetric weighted projection.
The numbers for the asymmetric projection holds for both the normalized
and not normalized matrices, thus it is only listed once. The symmetric
projection is included to give an intuitive understanding of how many
occurrences of attributes overlap in the resulted projection, to which the
simple non-weighted projection does not provide additional insight, thus it
is excluded from the overview.

Inspected matrix properties are the number of total entries and non-
zero (as similarity is always positive this depicts all entries of sima→ b

> 0) as well as non self-similar values (thus excluding entries d on the
diagonal). For taxonomies it is also interesting how many non-intrinsically
related similarity values - in the sense of values not specifically assigned
by domain experts directly or the framework FEATURE-TAK implicitly
through synonym structures - exist, thus only entries of similarity 0.8 are
excluded further from the measure to exclude synonym relations. This
does also neglect valid taxonomies just happening to return a similarity
of 0.8 without the prior use of synonym constructs, but after manually
inspecting the taxonomy similarity table and operation of FEATURE-TAK,
this possibility was estimated to be unlikely. Note that domain experts
specify intermediate nodes, which as such not necessarily depict attribute
values expected to occur in real cases, and as such they needed not be
inspected separately from formally calculated similarity values. For the
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Attribute Taxonomy N. Asym. WOMP Symmetric WOMP
function >0: 577 >0: 133 >0: 68
(65 x 65, >0, ¬d: 512 >0, ¬d: 68 >0, >1: 6
4225 entries) >0, ¬d, ¬0.8: 0
location >0: 967 >0: 177 >0: 102
(75 x 75, >0, ¬d: 892 >0, ¬d: 102 >0, >1: 0
5625 entries) >0, ¬d, ¬0.8: 498
status >0: 4151 >0: 669 >0: 532
(137 x 137, >0, ¬d: 4014 >0, ¬d: 532 >0, >1: 66
18769 entries) >0, ¬d, ¬0.8: 3082
system >0: 22827 >0: 22373 >0: 21576
(979 x 979, >0, ¬d: 22030 >0, ¬d: 21576 >0, >1: 62
635209 entries) >0, ¬d, ¬0.8: 21386

Table 8.9. Similarity matrices statistics across attributes

intermediate symmetric weighted projection, an important measure is that
of similarity relations depicted through values greater than 1, because these
correspond to multiple common neighbors across attributes pairs, which
in return allows to draw conclusions towards respective influences on the
distribution of similarity in the normalized asymmetric projection values.

As seen in the left-most column of Table 8.9, the different attributes
are very different in size with problem-fault-description-system being by
far the largest of the four and the others being approximately of the same
size with just -status being noticeably larger. As can be seen in the second
and third column for taxonomy- and (normalized) asymmetric WOMP
respectively, the attributes are more or less sparse depending on the type
of values considered. Taxonomy values are largely zero with function,
location, status and system having 14%, 17%, 22% and 4% non-zero
entries, respectively. Compare this to 3%, 3%, 4% and 4% non-zero values
for the asymmetric projection, which is considerably more sparse (except
for the largest system-matrix). Though status is more dense than location
still being more dense then function with taxonomies, this gets reduced
to an even 3-4% across all attributes for projections. This drop is even
more severe considering not only non-zero values but also values not
equal to 0.8. Here, taxonomies maintain 0%, 9%, 16% and 3% similarity
values with location keeping many-, while status and system keep most
values. Problem fault description function only contains values of self- or
synonym-similarity.
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Considering weighted projections, both function and status hold a
fair share of values larger than one, which allows for a more varying
degree of similarity in the asymmetric projections, as opposed to larger
matrices such as with system with fewer overlapping neighbors. In order to
compare similarity measures of projections to their established taxonomy
counterparts, a Mean Squared Error (MSE) estimation summing up the
squared difference in values for all entries in both matrices was intended to
be done, comparing the overall deviation in values between the taxonomy
similarity matrix and the normalized asymmetric WOMP similarity matrix
of each attribute separately. This however resulted in incredibly large
deviations, because those similarity matrices do not overlap in most - if
not all - non-zero values. More details on this experiment can be found in
[Ber19].

Results of experiment 3

The execution of the A-priori and FP-growth algorithms produced no
useful rules for the given support and confidence values. Thus, no comple-
tion rules could be generated that could be used for query enhancement.
The execution of the benchmark for the given data set produced an overview
of possible Support and Confidence values with the number of rules that
could be found with a specific combination of Support and Confidence
values. Table 8.10 shows the detailed values for this experiment. The
Support and Confidence values were tested in steps of one percent. In the
results, only values for Support/Confidence combination are shown that
would generate a rule. These values are shown with steps of 0.06 for the
Confidence values to give an overview. All combinations of higher values
for Support and Confidence are not useful for deriving a rule from them.

Sup(Column)/
Conf(Row)

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11

0.06 781 419 243 168 98 68 50 23 11 5 2
0.12 611 366 198 112 77 31 18 7 2 0 0
0.18 386 254 143 92 32 11 1 0 0 0 0
0.24 305 209 139 74 21 6 0 0 0 0 0
0.30 129 76 32 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.36 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.38 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sum: 2218 1326 755 449 228 116 69 30 13 5 2

Table 8.10. Extracted knowledge and case distribution for the used data sets
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Figure 8.8. Overview of the number of rules for combinations of Support and Confidence
values

The result of the benchmark shows that association rules could be
extracted from the given data set, but only with low Support and Confidence
values. The rule with the highest Confidence value of 0.38 can only be
achieved with a Support of 0.01. This means the rule with the highest
confidence is only correct for 0.38% off all entries in the data set. From
50000 entries in the data set, only 190 entries support that this rule would
be correct. While there are use cases, where such rules may be useful, in
the aviation domain they are not, because they are far away from reliable
for the maintenance technicians. Figure 8.8 illustrates a graphical overview
of the possible Support and Confidence values as well as the number of
possible rules.

Results of the fourth experiment

The last experiment was the work-flow performance test. Figure illus-
trates the results of the five work-flow runs displayed as a graph. The verti-
cal axis contains the number of data entries processed during a work-flow,
while the horizontal axis represents the time in seconds for a work-flow.
The smallest data sets required five (data set 1) and twelve seconds (data set
2) to perform the desired tasks, while for the largest data set the work-flow
took 1168 seconds or more than 19 minutes to perform all desired tasks.

The results show that the time for computing the work-flow increases
nearly exponentially with increasing number of entries in a processed
data set. Checking the single tasks for their running time, the vocabulary
extension tasks is highly time consuming. This leads to the tool myCBR
as the main problem. The way the vocabulary is extend in the tool is an
expensive operation in terms of time.
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Figure 8.9. Result of the work-flow performance evaluation

8.2.2. Discussion of the results

The results of the evaluation show that the framework performs good, but
there is room for improvement. The pre-processing task identifies many
abbreviations correctly, but sometimes the algorithm mistakes a preposition
for an abbreviation or vice versa. This leads to false or missing long forms
in the text. The main problem here is the grammatically wrong structure
of sentences in the text, which are not tagged correctly by the POS tagger.
Most of the NLP methods work very good with clearly structured text, but
for this special use case of fault descriptions, a specifically adapted version
of these methods and technologies seems to make sense. The collocation
and keyword extraction works well, but there is also improvement possible.
For example, the patterns could be optimized with the help of experts or a
automated pattern recognition approach like a naive bayes classifier with
supervised learning [DCB+16][Ayt16] or a topic mining approach [Ble12].
Such a classifier could be helpful for identifying phrases and keywords and
assign them to the correct attributes, which will support the vocabulary
extension task. The vocabulary extension works well overall, but has the
time consuming issues as the work-flow performance has shown. This
problem has to be addressed with the tool myCBR. The task for identifying
synonyms requires clearly improvement to find the correct synonyms. The
used approach with WordNet for common English and blacklists does
not lead to the desired results. Especially the incompatibility of certain
semantics between the common English and the technical vocabulary used
by Airbus is a problem that has to be solved. The development of an
own word-net based on the specific terms and associations in the aviation
domain or at least with a technical focus would lead to far better results.
As mentioned above, this was not possible during the research project,
because the required knowledge could not be provided by the experts and
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former attempts of creating domain-specific knowledge structures in the
aviation domain (i.e. aircraft ontology) were not successful.

Based on the evaluation of the local similarity task, two major issues
needed to be addressed: inadequate symmetric self-similarity and small
similarity values for sparse data. Regarding symmetric self-similarity,
projections do not yield similarities of 1 for attributes to themselves. Af-
ter having normalized all other non-self similarities, the similarities of
attributes to themselves can be set to 1 manually, but they are not a result
of the projection procedure itself, because the projection accounts only
for co-occurrences of attribute values. The procedure of traversing the
right-population has as consequence that any traversal is related to the
resource being distributed to different solution classes, thus even adjusting
for traversing all edges of the bipartite graph from a left-node to itself
results in related twisted aggregated values due to WR being typically
non-zero, which is correlated to wR→ L. While taxonomy similarity has
attribute self similarity as inherent property, projections do not. This tech-
nically violates the fundamental notion of similarity, and requires manual
adaptation if used on its own. Furthermore, as could be seen in Figure 8.7,
the different intermediate similarity matrices of symmetric-, asymmetric
non-normalized- and asymmetric normalized WOMP have very different
scaling across similarity values. When compared with similarity values in
the taxonomy similarity matrix being nicely distributed over the interval
[0, 1], the values of the final normalized asymmetric WOMP are incredibly
small and - if neglecting manually inserted values of 1 on the diagonal -
rarely exceed a similarity of 0.1. This trait, however, is not shared across
the intermediate representations, where the non-normalized matrix con-
tains what seems like more adequate values, which can be larger than 1.
It is important to note that the basic normalization idea of [SRA17] still
applies, but it seems to not scale well in application, especially with a small
number of connections between the populations of the bipartite graph as a
result of a low number of cases.

A solution to this could be a logarithmic function, which maps nor-
malized projection-based similarity values to a range incorporating also
similarities closer to 1. Compared to a baseline of no mapping, this loga-
rithmic mapping would ensure that for small projection similarities their
output similarity value in the similarity matrix would be larger. The loga-
rithmic function would ideally be required to attain a value of 1 for a value
of 1 in the normalized projection similarity, though technically it may attain
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an output similarity of 1 even for smaller values to then set all similarity
values larger than 1 to exactly 1. How steep exactly the logarithmic incline
should be for very small values and how quickly the maximum similar-
ity should be attained is dependent on specifically the number of input
cases and distribution of attributes and attribute co-occurrences within the
attribute descriptions. A further study would be required to find exact
function parameters and outline.

With projections being more of an extension to taxonomy relations and
not a substitution of them, under the given analysis and computations it
seems that a combined application of projections as well as taxonomies is
more likely to succeed as compared to utilizing projections on their own.
How exactly both procedures get connected in the framework FEATURE-
TAK has to addressed in the future. The idea of combining projections with
taxonomies works intuitively from an ideological point of view - both in-
corporating expert knowledge in a network structure - but the combination
procedure requires further planning.

The results of the benchmark show that association rules could be gen-
erated from the Airbus data, but with low Support and Confidence values.
When using such rules as completion rules in the query enhancement, the
probability of applying the rule correctly has to have an impact on the
similarity during the retrieval. The lower the probability of a rule is, the
less the impact of the specific added information should be and therefore
the weight of the associated attribute. With very low probabilities this may
lead to very low weights for an attribute on the global similarity level and
therefore negate the benefit generated by applying the completion rule.

On the performance side, the work-flow has to be improved, too. This
may be done by taking a closer look on the implementation of the vocabu-
lary extension methods in myCBR itself and by testing and comparing the
work-flow performance with other CBR tools.

The experiments performed and described in this section show the appli-
cability of the maintenance cockpit approach to the docQuery multi-agent
systems and the OMAHA multi-agent system. Therefore, the successful de-
sign and implementation of the maintenance cockpit in these two domains
and use cases is a proof, that the formulated methodology for a systematic
application of the maintenance cockpit is working and can be used to
apply the maintenance cockpit to multi-agent sytems with distributed CBR
systems.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis two novel approaches are presented. The first novel approach
is a so-called maintenance cockpit designed to coordinate the maintenance
of distributed structural CBR systems. The maintenance cockpit is utilizing
dependencies between the knowledge items of CBR systems to derive main-
tenance actions that should be performed to reach maintenance goals like
performance, problem solving competence, and solution quality. Central
elements of the maintenance cockpit are the dependencies and maintenance
actions and they were defined and modeled. The agent-based work-flow of
the maintenance cockpit is described and built around two constructs, the
Case Factory and the Case Factory Organization. For these constructs, the
architecture is presented and the roles and agents are defined along with
the required interaction and communication. In addition, algorithms for an
automated identification of syntactic dependencies and for the generation
of maintenance plans are proposed. Additional aspects being considered
are the explanation of maintenance actions and the interaction between
the agents of the maintenance cockpit with the knowledge engineer. Be-
side concept and implementation of the maintenance cockpit, a systematic
process to configure and apply the maintenance cockpit is presented.

The second novel approach developed in the context of this thesis is the
framework FEATURE-TAK. This framework is designed for knowledge
acquisition from free texts in the aviation domain. This result from the
OMAHA research project was developed in interaction with experts from
Airbus and Lufthansa Solutions. In this thesis, idea and architecture of
the framework are described as well as the agent-based work-flow. The
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individual tasks, using different NLP and CBR related methods, were de-
signed to analyze, extract, transform, and add the relevant knowledge from
failure descriptions into a structural CBR system. This semi-automated
work-flow is described in detail and two cooperation options between the
maintenance cockpit and FEATURE-TAK are presented.

The following hypotheses have been formulated at the beginning of the
thesis.

1. Hypothesis 1: For a global and controllable maintenance approach
of distributed CBR systems, dependencies between the knowledge
of these CBR systems can be identified and considered during
maintenance.

2. Hypothesis 2: Using the dependencies for maintaining distributed
CBR systems leads to a better maintenance than maintaining the
CBR systems individually in terms of avoiding inconsistencies

3. Hypothesis 3: A methodology can be formulated to design and
implement a maintenance cockpit and apply it to existing and new
multi-agent systems with distributed CBR systems.

These hypotheses could be approved by reaching the goals and eval-
uating the prototypical implementation of the maintenance cockpit. The
proposal of a dependency definition, an algorithm for the identification
of the dependencies, and the results of the evaluation experiments show,
that dependencies exist between knowledge items and they can be iden-
tified and modeled. In addition, they can be used for the maintenance
process to derive additional maintenance actions. The second hypothesis is
approved by the results of the second and third experiment of the mainte-
nance cockpit evaluation. The results show that the maintenance scenarios
with dependencies pass the consistency check, while in scenarios without
dependencies inconsistencies exist after the performed maintenance. The
last hypothesis is approved by the proposed systematic process and the
successful application to the docQuery MAS and the MAS built in the
OMAHA project.

The results of the evaluation of the FEATURE-TAK framework in this
thesis along with the results from the OMAHA project and the passed inter-
nal technology reviews by Airbus show that FEATURE-TAK performs well.
The evaluation of the individual steps show promising results, while there
is room for improvement. But the feedback from Airbus and Lufthansa
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Industry solutions and the project initiator of the OMAHA project was
very positive and it is applicable to the use cases considered in the OM-
AHA project. A combination with the maintenance cockpit would generate
additional benefits and enable the construction and maintenance of MAS
with distributed CBR systems in a more automated and effective way.

In the context of this thesis extensions and changes to the Open Source
tool myCBR were made to fulfill the requirements of the maintenance
cockpit and FEATURE-TAK. Furthermore, an approach for splitting and
merging taxonomies to handle the modeling and maintenance of huge
taxonomies was developed and integrated in myCBR.

9.1. Limitations of the proposed approaches

While the goals for both novel approaches were reached, there are several
limitations that sould be addressed in the future. One limitation is the
dependency definition. The current definition considers only one semantic
relation between the source and the target of a dependency. For a more
flexible approach and to be able to handle additional and more complex
maintenance situations, the extension of the current definition and modeling
approach would be very useful, especially with a dependency negation.

Another limitation is that the maintenance cockpit and FEATURE-TAK
are only applicable for structural CBR systems and in this context only for
symbolic attributes with a finite list of defined values. For an explicit use
with other types of CBR systems or specific attribute types, the frameworks
have to be extended. Because the knowledge models of the CBR systems
was built with myCBR and both frameworks were implemented using this
specific CBR framework, the replacement of myCBR with another CBR
framework is would require a substantial amount of effort. Not only the
wrapper classes and methods for another CBR framework would have
to be implemented, but the use of already existing, implicit or explicit
dependencies in this CBR framework has to be considered. In addition, the
maintenance actions that would be supported by a CBR framework have to
be considered too, especially when these maintenance actions are complex
action like splitting a taxonomy.

Another limitation can be seen regarding the maintenance and evalu-
ation strategies for the maintenance cockpit. Because of the prototypical
nature of the implementation, only simple measures and maintenance ac-
tions are integrated. While this is sufficient to show the feasibility and
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applicability, for the use in a more complex environment the maintenance
cockpit has to be extended and generalized to support more maintenance
policies.

The framework FEATURE-TAK has the additional limitation that it
is tied to textual aircraft knowledge (TAK) in its current implementation.
While the most tasks are applicable to textual data in other domains, some
implementations like the patterns and the clustering specially are especially
designed for the use in the context of the aviation domain and the OMAHA
project.

9.2. What’s next?

Based on the limitations and additional ideas for the presented frameworks,
some future research work is on the agenda. Both framework require to
be more generalized in terms of the applicability to maintenance policies,
textual data, and the underlying CBR frameworks. The use of so-called
wrapper classes, as realized in the frameworks, is a first step, but has to
be extended to define a more generic interface for the data exchange and
method call of the CBR frameworks. On the implementation level the
usage of reflections could help to realize a more generic approach and
ease the integration of new maintenance strategies, evaluation methods or
algorithms.

As also mentioned above, the extension of the dependency model to
support more than one semantic relation between the source and the target
of a dependency could broaden the applicability of the maintenance cockpit
approach. In this context, the definition of a domain-specific language to
model dependencies for the knowledge items in CBR systems explicitly,
could be an interesting future work.

Another important task would be the seamless integration of the main-
tenance cockpit approach and the FEATURE-TAK framework. This would
also broaden the applicability, especially for scenarios of creating the
knowledge model for CBR systems, which can also be seen as some kind
of maintenance, but with a focus on knowledge acquisition. Two methods
for the integration were proposed in this thesis, but for a seamless inte-
gration, especially when both frameworks would support a more generic
usage, additional analysis and development would be required.
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Chapter 10

Appendix

Listing 10.1. First part of mapping file used for import of raw data

1<csvmapping >
2<mapping >
3< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
4<column >AC type </ column >
5< a t t r i b u t e > p r ob _a c_ ty pe < / a t t r i b u t e >
6</ mapping >
7<mapping >
8< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
9<column >AC model < / column >
10< a t t r i b u t e >prob_ac_model < / a t t r i b u t e >
11</ mapping >
12<mapping >
13< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
14<column >ATA c h a p t e r < / column >
15< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a t a _ c h a p t e r _ 0 4 </ a t t r i b u t e

>
16</ mapping >
17<mapping >
18< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
19<column >ATA c h a p t e r < / column >
20< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a t a _ c h a p t e r _ 0 6 </ a t t r i b u t e

>
21</ mapping >
22<mapping >
23< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
24<column > F a u l t Code </ column >
25< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ f a u l t c o d e < / a t t r i b u t e >
26</ mapping >
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Listing 10.2. Second part of mapping file used for import of raw data

1<mapping >
2< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
3<column >System </ column >
4< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ e m i t t e r < / a t t r i b u t e >
5</ mapping >
6<mapping >
7< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
8<column >Problem d e s c r i p t i o n < / column >
9< a t t r i b u t e >

p r o b _ f a u l t _ d e s c r i p t i o n _ c o m p l e t e < /
a t t r i b u t e >

10</ mapping >
11<mapping >
12< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
13<column >Delay < / column >
14< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ d e l a y _ d u r a t i o n < / a t t r i b u t e

>
15</ mapping >
16<mapping >
17< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
18<column > D i s p l a y e d Message < / column >
19< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ d i s p l a y e d _ m e s s a g e < /

a t t r i b u t e >
20</ mapping >
21<mapping >
22< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
23<column > A f f e c t e d LRU1</ column >
24< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a f f e c t e d _ l r u 1 < / a t t r i b u t e >
25</ mapping >
26<mapping >
27< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
28<column > A f f e c t e d LRU2</ column >
29< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a f f e c t e d _ l r u 2 < / a t t r i b u t e >
30</ mapping >
31<mapping >
32< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
33<column > A f f e c t e d LRU3</ column >
34< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ a f f e c t e d _ l r u 3 < / a t t r i b u t e >
35</ mapping >
36<mapping >
37< p a r t >problem </ p a r t >
38<column > Engine Type </ column >
39< a t t r i b u t e > p r o b _ e n g i n e _ t y p e < / a t t r i b u t e >
40</ mapping >
41<mapping >
42< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
43<column >Work per formed </ column >
44< a t t r i b u t e > so l_work_per fo rmed </ a t t r i b u t e >
45</ mapping >
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Listing 10.3. Third part of mapping file used for import of raw data

1<mapping >
2< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
3<column >Recommendation < / column >
4< a t t r i b u t e > so l_ recommenda t ion < / a t t r i b u t e >
5</ mapping >
6<mapping >
7< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
8<column >Problem d e s c r i p t i o n < / column >
9< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ d e s c r i p t i o n _ c o m p l e t e < /

a t t r i b u t e >
10</ mapping >
11<mapping >
12< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
13<column >Comment < / column >
14< a t t r i b u t e >sol_comment < / a t t r i b u t e >
15</ mapping >
16<mapping >
17< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
18<column > C o r r e c t i v e LRU1</ column >
19< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ c o r r e c t i v e _ l r u 1 < / a t t r i b u t e

>
20</ mapping >
21<mapping >
22< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
23<column > C o r r e c t i v e LRU2</ column >
24< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ c o r r e c t i v e _ l r u 2 < / a t t r i b u t e

>
25</ mapping >
26<mapping >
27< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
28<column > C o r r e c t i v e LRU3</ column >
29< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ c o r r e c t i v e _ l r u 3 < / a t t r i b u t e

>
30</ mapping >
31<mapping >
32< p a r t > s o l u t i o n < / p a r t >
33<column > Documenta t ion Refe rence < / column >
34< a t t r i b u t e > s o l _ d o c u m e n t a t i o n _ r e f e r e n c e s < /

a t t r i b u t e >
35</ mapping >
36<mapping >
37< p a r t > i n f o < / p a r t >
38<column >Case Name</ column >
39< a t t r i b u t e > in fo_case_name </ a t t r i b u t e >
40</ mapping >
41<mapping >
42< p a r t > i n f o < / p a r t >
43<column >Case ID </ column >
44< a t t r i b u t e > i n f o _ c a s e _ i d < / a t t r i b u t e >
45</ mapping >
46</ csvmapping >
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Figure 10.1. Excerpt from the abbreviation list used in FEATURE-TAK
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Figure 10.2. Excerpt from the input data for FEATURE-TAK, adjusted by Airbus for
publication
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